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SUGGESTIONS FOR. USING CORE IV MATE.RIALS

if
These instructional materials andr teaching aids have beeh designed to-

improve. instruction and increase student ,learning.

includes s,ome or all of the following cdMppnent

Suggestions to the teacher
Teacher's- guide
Information sheets
Student worksheet_ S and -teacher's
Transparencies
Discussion guide for transparencies
Sample test questions and teacher's

key

key .

Each problem area

f

This combination of instructional materials should be utilized aS-- a source

unit_ This means that teachers should selectively choose those.comporrents
JO.

and parts which they need to achieve -their- teaching objectives. -The proj-

ect staff does not recommend t t tea-chers- "teach" the core program as it

is preserited... Insteadythe teacher shotild_ personalize and localize _ the

materials for the group taught and, wherever possible, add other. materials

and teaching techniq s to enrich the core program.

Teachers could teach everything included irk the gore" curriculum, but'

this would not be advisable considering the variations which exist in voca-
V.

tional agricult/re programs, students' needs mild. interests, p d program

objectives. Instead, teachers should select problem areas for a "local core"

and supplement them with other problein areas Impoitant in the local° area.

4 Another su@gesiion that the entire problem area need not be taught to a

given group during a given year. For example, instructors may want to

teach part of the horticultural marketing problem -ea to a beginning class

and teach the .remaining part to an advanced class.

Specific suggestions for using the difference components of a 'problem
40

area 'packet ante presentqd following section
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1 Suggestions to the teacher...,1)These suggestions are included on the
first, -page of each 'problem area: Teachers should read' these sugges-
tions before problem areas are scheduled for the year DecislonS need-

. to be made regarding which problem areas will be taught, when:they
will be taught, and the -approximate number bf days to be devoted to
each problem area. On the basis of these deCisions, teachers can
construct a course calendar.. In some cases, the suggestions also
indiCate the preplanning 'that needskto be accomplished before instruc-
tion begins. I" Instructional materials not included in the core need to

be ordered in advance.

2 Teacher's guide.. The teacher's guide is not a lesSon plan. It is a
source of teaching ideas., which maybe implemented by the agriculture
teacher to conduct an effective instructional- program,. Each guide
includes more material than most teachers would use. Teachers should
select from the several interest approach,es and teaching activities
those suggestions which seem most appropriate for the local situation.
The teacher's guide emphasizes a problem-solving method, and a

tudent-centered activity approach: Lecture-presentation, rote mem-
orization of facts, and subject matter mastery should. be' kept to a
minimum. The teacher guide includes suggestions for carrying
learning to the "doing" level, Application of classroom learning to
SOEP's hand FFA ,activities is ..an important part of the teaching pro-
cess

3 Information sheets. These sheets have been prepared for those prob-
lem areas where subject matter may be difficult to lopte. If reference
materials are not available, the 'teacher may want to duplicate cps of
the information sheets for class use.

4. Student worksheets and teacher keys. These exercises are desigrid as
classroom activities, for studt use. They -may provide a change of

pace for students 'when they pave grown tired of other activities which-1

may be overused. Most exercises include a teacher's key with sug-
gested answers.

5 Transparencies. Some ,of the problem areas include trans'p'arency
masters which can be used to prepare overlays.

6. Discussion guide for' transparencies. Most of the transparenci$
included in the core materials do not include on the overlay any narra-
tion or explanation. The discussibn..guide provides teachers With some,
suggested points to bring out ;in the crscussion of a transparency
including explanations, descriptilbns, an discussion questions related
to the transparency..

7 Sample test questions and teacher's keyt. The sample test ques,tions

are not intended to be used as a test. The teaches` can select ques-
tions from those- included in the problem area if they are appropriate
and Ladd others as needed. Some teachers may choose riot-A(4 admin-'
Aster a test at the cl8se of each problem area and to prepare a compre-,

hensive test at the end of a tinit.
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the 'numbering system -found at the bottom of each page includa four digits

or letters. The First number is a Roman. nuMeral -1y which stands for COre

IV. The letters wiliCh run from A-rt designate the uibit. The third char-

acter is a numeral which' indicates the problem. area within the unit (1

means first, 2 for second, etc.). The last digit is th page number. All

pages are numbered dbnsecutively and the pages in e h problem area sta.r-1.
<-

with "one."

The color- scheme used in the Illinois Core Curriculum IV is as follows:

Salmon Suggestions to the teacher
Tav--Teac'her's guide
Light Blue Information, sheets
IvoryStudent worksheets
Lime Teacher's key to student worksheets
White--TransOrencies and transparency discussion guides
Green- Sample 'test que,stions 'teacher's key
Raspberryintroductory sheets

.
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LIST OF UNITS AND PROBLEM AREAS

METROPOLITAN AGRICULTURE PROGRAM

CORE IV

UNIT' A: Orientation to Agricultural Occupations

PROBLEM AREA:

1. Maintaining employment.

(MIT B: Supervised Occupational Experience

UNIT C: Leadership in Horticultu 'e /Agriculture

UNIT D: Horticultural/Agricultural Mechanics

PROBLEM AREA:

1. Operating, maintaining, and servicing lawn and garden equipment.

UNIT E: Plant Propagation

PROBLEM AREA:

"I'. Propagating by tissue culture.

UNIT F: -Plant Identification

UNIT G: Growing and Managing Iorticultural Crops

ROBLEM AREA:

1. Developing crop growing schedules.
eV

I

UNIT H: Identifying and Controlling Pests of Hortidultural Plants
s'

UNIT I: Urban Animals

UNIT J: Soil Science and Conservation of Natural Resources

4- 10
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PROBLEM AREA:

1. Growing plants hydroponically:

UNIT K: Horticultyral/Agricultural Procticts

UNIT_ L: Landscape Design, Establishment, and Maintenance

PROBLEM AREAS:

Pruning deciduous, shrubs.

2. Pruning deciduous shade trees.

3. Prunind bonsai, espalier- toiliary, vines and roses.

Using mulches in the landscape.

5. Growing plants in cont-ainers.

M: Retail Floriculture

PROBLEM AREAS:

1. Designing silk and dried arrangements.

Designing wedding arrangements.

3. Designing funeral arrangements.

4. Designing holiday arrangements.

5. Designing dishgardens and terrariums.

6 Operating a retail flower shop_

UNI J N: Horticulture Business Management

PROBLEM AREAS:

1. Understanding the lour c:ommon ways of organizing a business.

2. Selling horticultural products.

3. Marketing horticultural products.

4. Utilizing microcomputers in horticulture husines.s

5
pf
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UNIT A: Orientation to Agricultural
04cupations

PROBLEM AREA:

1. Maintaining employment
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UNIT A: ORIENTATION TO AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS.

PROBLEM AREA: MAINTAINING EMPLOYMENT

SUGGESTIONS T-CY THE TEACHER:

This problem area is designed for use with advanced students in
vocational agriculture/hdrticulture programs who have obtained employment.
The recommended time for teaching this problem area is during the winter
months when few outdosir horticultural, activities are available. ,-

The instructional materials included in this problem area have been
developed based on the assumption that students have been instructed on
how to seek and gain ,employment. opportunities (see Metropolitan ,Cose
Curriculum III-Unit A).' The estimated ,instructimal time for *this probl*
area is 5-10 days,- depending on the skill's the .teacher wishes to develop./
Instructors should'. reinforce these skills throughout. the schdol year as
students work and communicate with eactr other. in classroom and laboratory
settings. Supervised Occupational experieitce programs alSo provide an
excellent opportunity for instructors to reinforce communication, person-
ality and respartsibility skills on a one-to-one basis with students.

-
The i,nstructor is encouraged to conduct a local search to ,locate, other

supplementary materials for use with this problem area. The items in this
problem area are for reference or modification as instructors adapt these
materials to their -local situations.

CREDIT SOURCES:

These materials were developed throw h a funding agreement 11733-24-
D-0362-466 with the Illinois State Board of ducation,,Department of Adult,
Vocational and Technical Education, Researc and Development Section, 100
North First Street,' Springfield, Illinois. 62777. Opinions expressed in
these -materials do not reflect, nor should they be construed as policy or
opinion, of the State Board of Education on its staff:" -e

..-

The teacher's guide, information sheets, student worksheets, 'labora-
tory exercise, transparency discusision guide, and test questio s Were,
developed by by Susie Oborrie, Department of V cational and T,echnical duca-
tion, University of Illinois and reviewed Paul E. Hemp, J et L.
Henderson, Teresa E. Paniello, and "Kallie S. Grolcistelm, Department of
Vocational and Technical Education, University of Illinois. Informition .for

,Student Worksheets 2 and 3 were obtained from -the Oklahoma Bask Core
Curriculum III.

The artwork in this problem area was prepared by' the Vocational
Agriculture Service, University of Illinois. Suggestions and guidance in
the development of these materials were provided by the Metropolitan CO're

Curriculum Field Test Teachers.

16



TEACHER'S GUIDE
r

Unit: Orientation to agricultural occupations

I I Problem Area: Maintaining employment
. 1,

I II Objectives: At the close of this problem area, students will be able to:
fi

1. Define human relations.
I)

2. Identify and practice methods_ of utiliz -ng human. relations- skills
necessary to maintain employment.

3. List and practice skills,/ essential in developing a positive working
relationship with employers, supervisors, - co-viorkers and
customers.

4. Utilize written, verbal, and non-verbal communication Skills -

necessary to maintain employmnt.

IV. Suggested interest' approaches: v

1. Ask students if they have ever heard or said,., "There some-
thing about him/her that really bothers me."' Have -students
giye examples of how someone may have "bothered" them and
explain :how they thought the person should have acted dif-
ferently.

2 Have students provide examples of times they went s4opping but
did not make' a purchase because of something the salesperson
cljd. Discuss how the salesperson should have acted.

3. Divide the clas's into small groups. Assign each group with a
specific position in agribusiness (e.g . , employer, employee, or
customer). H-ave the groups discuss what they expect from the
other position/group (e.g., What does the emPloy& expect from
the employee? Wha\ does the customer expect' from the
employee?).

V. Anticipated problems and concerns of students:

1. ,What is human relations?

2. Once I have a job how can practicing human relations skills help
me keep it?

3. How can I develop and use human relations skills properly?

4. Why do most people lose their jobs?

5. How cid' we communicate with others?

6. How can I improve -my communications skills?

M-IV-A-1-3
17
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k

How can I leave a positive impression on my employee, co-work- .

ers, and customers?'

8. What is the proper way to' write a business letter?

VI. Suggested` earning activities and experiences:

1. Use Metropolitan Core Curriculum III; Unit A, Problem. Area
Gaining Employment to review the .personal characteristirs desir-

. able for gaining and mailltaining 'employment.

2. Invite resource persorts from local businesses to discuss the
importance pf relations skills on the- job.

I

f

/

t

r

Allow students -ten minutes to wrlite what they' think morale is
and how it can be improved. Dead several of these reports
aloud and discuss why morale is important in the job setting and...
h9w it can be 'improved. .

., r

Divide the class into 'small 'groups. Assign each group a situa-
tion that might occur on the job. Have the groups discuss what
should be done and report to the entil-e class. ExaMptes of
situations include handling ari irate custombr, . seeing fellow

k../
employee steal sOmethirigs from the business, insubordi ation,
taking to() many breaks, ,etc_ I

.r A

.,,
\

5. Have students visit a horticultural business to observe . ten
positive and ten negative aspects of 'human relations- skills on-the
job. Have students report their observations to the clats using
Student Wbrksheet 1 Human Relations Analysis of an Agribusi-
ness as a guide.

. ) .
,.

,

,

6. , Conduct I Iiratory exercises as a . simulAte'd job experjence.,
assigning one student as .the supervisor and the others as
wpqers for a one week period. A different student should be

the supervisor each day of the week. At the end of the week
discuss the human relations' skills displayed by the' employees
and various. supervisors

/. Conduct various role play sessions demonstrating positive and
negative aspects of verbal and non-verbal communication on the
job. Role play examples include discussioris between employer
and employee, employee and customer or employee and employee.

These sessions could be videotaped and analyzed by other
classes.

'8 Using Information t heet 1 Writing a. Business Letter have
write a business letter. Refer to VAS Unit 6003

Human Relations in Agricultural Business for a sample letter.

18
J
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1.

Have students .SeleCtTh horticultural occupation they are interest-
ed in pursuing and describe the human relations' skills that
would be most iMportant for success in the occupation.

10. Conduct the communication exercise described in Laboratory
Exercise 1 ractice in Oral Communication.

11 Have students read VAS S bject Matter lUnit 6016 - Motivating .

Workers in an Agricultural Business. Discuss the importance of
being motivated on the job.

.,

write12. Have students write reports oil magazine articles'clescribing.new
developments , orticulture and present them to the class.

13. Have.students roi pray varioils situations such as `making intro-
ductiOnS, telephone communication, or handshaking 'procedures

14. Have students read an article and record the voices. Analyit
the recording for opus voice qualities.

Have students practic making introductions using he guidelines
in VAS Subject Matt r 'Unit -6003" Human Relations in Agri-
cultural Business. ,

.
. ,

16. 'HaVe students complete Student Wooksheets .2 and 3 to analyze
their ability to get alongivith others and improve personal habits

.).
..r associated with Itjob success.

VII. Application procedlires: \
\IC" ----, _

1. This prolllem area will enable students to evaluate and chtrige
personal Human relations and communications skills necessary in
maintaining employmentr 4 .

. .
. ./

2: this problem area will help students excel and advance in the
job market. . t

VIII . 'Evaluation:

1. Students should be evaluated for human relations skills. on a
continual basis in both the classroom and laboratory settings.

2. Prepare and administer a written exam using the sample test
-questions in this problem area.

Evaluate stuent workTheets laboratory exercises, written reports
and 13,Ainess letters.

IX. References and aids:

1. Hilison, John and Crunkilton, John. Human Relations in Agri-
business. McGraw-Hill Inc., New York, NY, 1978.

M-IV-A-1-5
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2.. 'Vocational Agriculture Service, Department of Agriculture,
University of Illinois, 1401 Marland Drive, Urbana, IL. 61801_

a. VAS Subject Matter Unit 6003 Human Relations in Agricul1
tural Business.

.VAS Subject Matter Unit 601.6 Motivatirig Workers in an
Agri?ultur(al Business.

c, VAS Slidefilm 392 Human Relations' in Agricultural Busi-
ness_

3. Illinois Metropolrtpn Core,Curriculum HI, Unit A, Problem Area
Gaining Employment.,

4. AShbacher, Gar la-nd. Human. Relations. Iowa -Vo Ag Teachers
Association, Iowa State Universit/, Ames, Iowa; 1973.

N.

_

1
1
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INFORMATION SHEET 1 ,

WRITING A BUSINESS LETTER."'
,

I,- A business letter usually consists of the seven parts listed below.
A sample business. letter' is giveri in VAS Subject Matter Unit 6003
Human Relations in Agricultural Business.

'A. Heading where, and when the letter was written.

B . Address name ard title of person to whom the letter is to
be sent, name of business, street address, city, state, and
zip code_ ."

ty.

C. Salutation 'greeting with which thV 'message begins, use
the persons name, not Dear Sir, Madam or Ms..

D. Body material between the salutation- at the. beginning and
the complimentary close at the end. ,

P\

E. .Complimentary Close at the end of -the body, to indicate
the message has been completed." The close should be
simple, for example, "sincorely".

F. Sin4tureilk- the name of the writer with his/her name typed
directly beloW, the signature, the written signattire should-
be legible.

G, Signature. Identification and Stenographic Reference
indicates who Wrote the letter and who' typed it.

Guidelines for Writing tht cidciy of A Business Letter.

A. Tell what your letter is about in he first wragraph.

B . Write INe letter from the reader's point of \./iew. _Be' posi-
tiv'e and natural, Write the way you talk.

Keep the letter 'short and to the point. Be spkilic.

D. Use good - English. . Use the active voice. Utilize more
nouns and verbs., Eliminate unnecessary adjectives.

E. Make the letter attractive no typographical errors, mis-
spelled words or grammatical errors.

P."?' -Eclat earefully and- thicoughly. Read your letter befOre
sending it.

21
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INFdRMATION SHEET 2

TEN COMMANDMENTS OF GOOD LISTENING

Nature ,gave hurnans two ears bA...a y one tongue, which is a Gentle hint
thatqhey should listen more than the talk.

1: STOP TALKING!

You _cannot listen If you are talking.
Polonius (Hamlet): "Give Ove y man thine ear, but few thy voice_"

2. PUT' HE TALKER AT EASE.

Help them .feet that they are free to talk. L
This is often -called ti'"permissive environment."

.3. SHOW THEM THAT YOU WANT TO LIStEN.

Look and act ,interested. Do not read your mail while they talk.
/ y i Listen to understand rather than to reply.

4. REMOVE DISTRACTIONS.

Don't doodle, tap or shuffle papers.'
Will :it be quieter if you shut the door?

5. EMPATHIZE WITH THEM.

Try to put yourself in their' place so that you cart see, their point of

6. BE PATIENT. 0

Allow plenty pf time. ,Do not interrupt them. Don't start for the
door or walk away.

7. HbLD YOLVR rEMPER,

An angry person gets the wrong meaning from words.
. "They who anger you, -conquer you.II

8. GO EASY ON ARGUMENT AND CRITICISM.

el

This 'puts them on the defensive. They may "clam up" or get angry,.
Do not argue; if you win, you lose.

4
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!9.ir ASK QUESTIONS.

,This encourages them and sho-ws you are listening. It helps to'
develop points further.

10. STOP TALKING!

This is first and last; becaus all other commandments depend on it.
You just can'tdo. a good listening job while you are talking.

By Keith Davis, Professor of Managertient, Arizona State University

t
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INFORMATION SHEET 3

.'.METHODS OF COMMUNICATION

I . We communicate'-with others in three ways the writAn message, the
oral/vtOal message sal-ill/or the bon-verbal message. The major point
to remember When communicating with ethers is to show respect and
consideration and t9' listen to what others have to say. ,«

II. The Written Message

A. _ Letters

1 . Identify the pOrpose
List ideas and facts AO. accomplish purpose

3. Organize letter information

B. Reports

1 . Introduction. briefly states what the report is about
2. Main Body 'explains the information obtained
3. Conclusion the writer's reaction to the report and a recap

of the main body

III. The Orol/Verbal Message

MIIV-A-1-10

A. Direct Cdhversation

1. Show respect and consideration for others'
2. Listen to what others say
3_ Contribute to the conversation
4. Use proper english e-

B. Presenting Reports

1 . Introduce the report
Use visualr aids to add to the presentation

J. Give the conclusion with general comments on the informa-
tion in the report

6

Ce Telephone
ff

I . Making calls

a. Identify yourself
b.- State your reason for calling.
c. Say "Thank you and "You're welcome"

II. Answering Phones

a. Answer courteously and state your name ,and/or the .
business name

b. Take messages by asking the name & phone number of
the caller and write down the message

24
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c. ,jry to visualize the other person,
Jake time to be helpful

Voice Qualities

be attentive and

1. distinctness 6. pleasantness (

2_ loudness T.' sincerity/naturalness

3. expressiveness 8. stammering or -hesitEition

4. pitch 9. friendly tone

5'1- speed

IV. The None erbal Message

A . Body) Language

1. Gives reactions of boredom, surprise,
feelings _

2. Can be used to measure reactions to
speeches, and written messages

3. Includes eye contact, facial expressions,
movements, and vocal qualities

3

7

sincerity and other

B. Handshake

ri

conversations,

hand and body

Proper handshake i done with.) firm grip
up and down -shakes

2 Imprpper Handshakes

a. Ring squeezer. and bone crusher
b. Limp "dead-fish" hand
c. Hand pumper and jerker
d. Won't let, go. glue hand

V. Barriers to Good Communication

A. Poor listening skills

B. Misuse of Language labeling,
loaded words

name-calling

and, two short

and emotionally

Allness belief that what is said is. abgolute, using words
as always, never, ever

such

D. By passing - overlooking or forgetting a word that may have
several different meanings ti

M-IV-A-1-11
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 1

HUMAN RELATIONS ANALYSIS OF AN AGRIBUSINESS

b#

Name of Business Number of Employees

Description of BUsiness

1

1 List the desirable personality traits you observed in the employes of
this business.

$,

2: List the undesirable personality traits you-observed in the employees
of this business.

3. Describe the physical appearance of the employees of this business.
Could it be -imp.roved? If so, how?

M-IV-A-1-13



4 4. Describe pbsitive and negative human relations you observed in
regard to therlollowing relationships in this busines.

A. Employer .Employee eS-

ti

employee - Customer.

C. Employee m loyee

How have proper huma'n relations skills contributed to the success of
the. business?



STUDENT WORKSHEET 2

GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS*

A successful person should know l:.)oW to get along with others. By the
results of this self-test, you will see how you , are doing. Circle your
answers.

'1. You meet a person you immediately do not like. You would:

a. Try to find a topic of conversation of common 'interest.
b. Avoid the person.
c. Try to put the person in -her/his place.

2. You are. offered a job for ...which you are not fitted_ You would:

a.- Admit your inadequacy and offer to learn on the job.
b; Reft_ie to try.
c. Try to bluff through it.

3. When dealing with people, you:

a_ Usually smile and say something pleasant.
b. Are nice if they are pleasnt to yod.
c. Treat them impersonally.

4. You' have been overcharged or undercharged in a store. You would:

a_ Ask the salesperson to recheck the bill .
b. Pay the bill ,without saying' anything.
c. Tell the salesp on you have been cheated.

5. When you meet a person who is handicapped, you:

a. Treat the persen as you woutti. anyone else.
b. Go out of your way to be especially nice.
c_ Try to avoid the person.

6. A friend has just bought a suit which you think is unbecoming.
He/she asks if yOu like it. You would 'say:

a. "Yes, I like the color. Do you think the pants 1-gth should be
changed?" .

b. "How's the weather- today."
c: "It looks terrible."

.7. You honestly feel I that .you:

a. Are interested in most people.
b. ( Are really comfortable only .with your own group.
c. Are bored by most people.

28
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In a store you are in no hurry, but the person after you is rushed.
you:

a. Suggest. that the person go ahead of you.
b. Make ',TPur selection becaue it is your turn.
c. Take an ,extra long time just to calm the person.

q.

9. When you meet people of different races or religions, you:

a. Consider them as human -beings much like yourself.
b. Have a secret feeling of fear:
c. Are convinced your way of life is superior.

10. After a picnic you find there is no trash basket. You would:

a. Take the )Dapers, bottles; and foOd home with you.
b. Try to hide the trash on the property.
*c. Leave it on the ground.

Scoring

Give yourself 5 points for every "a" answer, 3 points for every "b"
answer, and no points for "c" answers. Add up your score.

a

Analysis

35 to .50 points: You are very good in your relationship with others
because you respect others and greet them with interest and courtesy.
You are liked by your friends and !those with whom you deal in a casual
way

18 to 34 points: You do very well with others most of the time, but you
are sometimes self-centered and forget/ to put yourself in the other per-
son's shoes. Try working toward more of those a answers, and you will
find that living is more pleasant than it is now.

0 to 17 points: You are having trouble either because you are too shy or
too aggressive. You know which! Good human relations 'are like anything
else in life they take practice. Select someone you admire. Analyze the
person's actions; then, adapt those traits to your own personality.

*Information included in this worksheet was obtained from the Oklahoma
Basic Core Curriculum III .

M-IV-A-1-16
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 3*

PERSONAL HABITS ASSOCIATED WITH JOB SUCCESS

Good habits are necessary in order to establish good human relations, and a
good relationship with co-workers, employer, and customers. Answer each
question by circling YES or NO at the end of each question.

(NOTE: If you have not yet been employed, base your evaluation on "work
situations" in classroom. settings ..)

CO- WORKERS (OR PEERS):

Do you do your own work and not leave it fOr someone YES NO

else to do? -.1

Do you clean up after yourself?, YES NO

Are you willing to learn from others ab9ut .how to do a YES' NO

job better?

Do you contribute to morale and team spirit at- Our place YES NO

of business?

Do you learn names of people with whom you work as YES NO

soon as possible?

Do you take a sincere interest in co-workers, their `YES NO

families, and their interests?

Are you a good listener? YES NO'

Do you admit mistakes withOut making excuses? YES NO

viyouyou assume blame for things that are your fault? YES NO

Do you avoid gossip? ) YES NO

Do you support co-workers? YES NO

) \
EMPLOYER (OR TEACHER):

Are you cheerful? c
YES NO

Do you feel your job is a privilege, not a right? YES NO

Do you 'try always to do the best you can? YES ... NO

Do .,you know your job? YES NO

Are you on the job unless excused?

Are you on time and ready td work?

, 30

YES NO

YES
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\
(NOTEI Do a day's work or a day's pay!)

Do you try to avoid waste of 4311. kinds (materials), time, YES NO
equipment)?

Do you look for a better way to do the job? YES NO

Do you tell the truth and are you sincere? YES NO

Do you ask questions when you need help? YES NO
I A

, Do you try to see employer's side when there is a YES MO

problem?

CUSTOMERS (OR ANYONE WITH WHOM YOU'RE WORKING):

Do.you know what is expected of you and do you do YES NO
your job well?

KiNyou give business-like treatment to customers? YES NO

Do you keep. promises made to customers? YES NO

Are you polite to customers? f YES NO

Do you recognize customers as buyers of yok,ir service YES NO
and give them their money's worth? v

Are you sincere? YES NO
r

Do you smile? ) YES . NO

Are you. friendly, interested, and sympathetic? YES NO

Do you gain the customer's confidence and listen? YES NO

Do you try not to rush the customer? YES NO

Do you avoid ar=guing with an angry customer? v,
YES NO

Do you avoid comments that might upset a customer? YES NO

Do you refer matters which you can not handle to YES NO '.
your supervisor?

. Do you treat each customer as an individual? YES NO
,..

Do you take pride in winning a customer's friendship? YES NO
'1

31
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1 ,What do you feel are your strengths in personAl habits associated
with job success?

What do you feel are your weaknesses in personal habit's associated
with job success?

information included in this worksheet was obtained from the Oklahoma
Basic Core Curriculum III.

k
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LABORATORY EXERCISE I

PRACTICE IN OAL COMMUNICATION

OURPOSE: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to help students
identify problems in oral communication and determine
methods.*to communicate effectively.

PROCEDURES:

Select ao presenter,% and present hirii/her with sthe, following
diagram. Do not ,show the diagram to the group,

Have the preenter describe the diagram through oral means
only.

3. Have the other students draw the diagram as they understand
the presenter describing it.

4 Select a second presenter and repeat the first three steps of the
procedure.

S. Have the students compare their drawings.

6_ Have one or two students draw their sketches on the board.
Compare the drawings with the original.

7 Answer the following questiOns:

a. How many dl: wings are the same as the or-igin'al?

b. Is there a difference between the first and second sketches
drawn?

DIAGRAM:

c. Why are the drawings different from the original?

d. How could the drawings be improved if the preenter ,is not
restricted?

e. Does everyone perceive what is said as the same?

f. How do communication problems affect the overall effective-
ness of an agribusiness?

M-IV-A-1-21
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,OUT OF EVERY 10 WORKERS WHO LOSE THEIR JOBS

/
Do you hke this arrangement of roses?

ONLY 1 LACKS TECHNICAL
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS

k

1

at

L

BUT 9 bO NOT KNOW HOW
TO GET ALONG WITH PEOPLE

34



Essential PersOnality Traits for Job Success

4

1. Cooperativeness

2. Dependability

3. Courtesy/Tact

4. Enthusiasm

5. Imitative
troe'ft

()V

6. Honesty

7. Loyalty

8. Adaptability

9. Patience

10. Self-control
4

Human Relationships Means You

C

-Know yourself.

-Work with people instead of against them

-React correctly in given situations

35
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Undesirable Worker Traits

1. Complaining to everyone about everything

2. Being jealous of others

3. Gossiping

4 Being inconsiderate of others

5. Being an "apple-polisher"

6. acting like a supervisor

7. Taking credit for the work and ideas
of others z

8. Using other people for personal gains

9. Using sick leave inappropriately

0. Being consistently late
4



Expectati s of Employee

1. Respect for authority

2. Personal authority

3. Adherence to business rules and policies

4. Regular attendance

5. proper personal characteristics
tappearance and personality)

41,

6. Acceptance and use of construdive **4

criticism t

7. Loyalty, high -morale

8. Punctuality and commitment
4

a
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I
TRANSPARENCY DISCU'SSION GUIDE

MAINTAINING EMPLOYMENT

I . Transparency--WHY WORKERS LOSE/THEIR JOBS

A. Discuss with students that human relations is the main reason
why exmplOyees lose _their jobs. Other reasons include a lack of
technical knowledge and economic depression_

TransparencyESSENTIAL PERSONALITY TRAITS FOR. JOB SUCCESS/
HUMAN RE /1,2ZIONS

A . Have students give both positive and negative examples of each
trait. Brainstorm for additional traits.-

B. Have students provide examples of situations in school where
human relations skills can be used.

III . TransparencyUNDESIRABLE WORKER TRAITS

al

A. Discuss each undesirable trait and have students act them out in
class. Brainstorm for additional traits.

IV. Transparency--EMPLOYER EXPECTATIONS OF EMPLOYEE

or

A . Discuss each expectation listed and brainstorm for additional
expectations.

B. Discuss expectations the employee would -have of the employer.

1

38
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SAMPLE TEST QUESTIONS AND TEACHER'S KEY

MATCHING:

Column I

.B 1. Morale

D .2. Tact

A . Compromise

MAINTAINING EMPLOYMENT

Column It

A. Mutual-agreement made by conces-
sions on both sides

B. State of mind which reflects an
individual's attitudes.

4. Loyalty C. Support foria cause.

E 5. Respect '. D. Being able to express your idea's
and opinions so they do not insult
others.

4

SHORT ANSWER:

E. Regard for other persons and
their' property.

1. Define human relations. Knowing how to get along with others, knov,;....-/
in9 yourself, being able, to work with people instead of against them,
being able to re/a correctly in a giVen 'situation.

2. Name the 7 major parts of a businesS letter in order.

a. Heading

b. Address

. Salutation

d. Body

e. Complimentary Close

f. Signature t.

2('Signature identificatiop and stenographic referehceg.

0 9



3. ''"Name 5 desirable worker iraits.

a. Dependability

Initiative

c. Enthusiasm

d. Adaptability

e. Self-control

Name 5.undesirable worker traits.

a. Gossiping

b. Complainitig, about everything'

c. Being cQnsistently late

d. Disrespectf\\
e. Loafing on the job

5. List 5, qualities or commandments of a good listener.

a. Stop talking yourself

b. Put-the talker at ease

c. Remove distractions

d. Ask questions

e. c`6o easy on argument and criticism

TRUE OR FALSE:

True 1. Non-verbal communication is just as important as verbal
communication in human "relations.

True 2. A proper handshake should be firm with two short up and
down shakes.

False 3. The major reason peop are fired from their jobs is
. N

. because they lack the tec nical -knowledge to succeed.

False 4. It is impossible to improve or change your human relations
skills.

True 5. One of the major barriers to poor communication is the lack
of proper listening skills.

1
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UNIT B: Supervised Occupations
Experience
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UNIT B: SUPERVISED OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE

Additipnal problem areas have not been included in this unit. The

project advisory council And staff feel the unit has been adequately covered

in Metropolitan Core I, II, and III as follows:
t.

jCore I 1. Orientation to my SOE Program.

2. Planning my SOE Program.

Core II -

3. Keeping Records on a SOE Program.

J

4. Keeping SOEP Records Using the Floriculture

Record Book.

Core III 5. Ev6luating Supervised Occupational Experience

Programs and Analyzing Student Records.

,
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UNIT C: Leadership in Horticulture/
Agriculture 1



UNIT C: LEADERSHIP IN HORTICULTURE/AGRICULTURE

Additional problem areas have not been included in this unit. The

project advisory council and staff feel he unit has been 44equately covered

in Metropolitan Core I , I I , and I I I as follows:

Core I

Core I I

I

1. Understanding the National. JuniOr Horticulture

Association and FFA as 'a part of Vocational

Horticulture/Agriculture.

2. Duties and Responsibilities of Youth Club Officers

and Members.

3 Developing Basic Parliamentary Procedure Skills.

4. Participating in Individual and Group Activities in

Youth Organizations.

5. Developing Leadership Skills.

6. Developing Basic Public Speaking Skills.

Core I I I 7. Utilizing Horticultural Organizations and Resources.

4 4 4
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UNIT D: Horticultural/Agricultural'
Mechanics

PROBLEM AREA: )

1. Operating, maintaining, and servicing lawn

a651 garden equipment

45



J IT D: HORTICULTURAL /AGRICULTURAL MECHANACS

PROBLEM AREA: OPERATING, MAINTAINING, AND SERVICING
LAWN AND GARDEN EQUIPMENT

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER:

This problem area is designed to build on the problem area in Core I

, entitled "Using Selected Power Tools," and the, probleril area in Core I I

entitled,, "Serricin9 Small Gas Engines. The equipment included in this
problem area 'are lawn smoWers, rotary tillers, spreaders, edgers, spray-
ers, trimmers, sodcutters and) aerifiers,

The recommenclPd time for tea ing this problem area is during the
winter months when students could bring in lawn and garden equipment
for ma,intenance and repair_ If a laboratory phase is_ included in the
instruction, 10 days or more could be devoted to this instruction.

To prepare for this problem area teachers should purchase copies of
the Ortho Book entitled "How to Select, Ustt and Maintain Garden Equip-
ment." Material inclUded in this problem area is based on-this book which
is readily available at most garden centers di- building supply, dealers.

If students are to work- on equipment the teacher will need to have
access to the necessary hand and power tools and wil need a .shop, area
where such work can be accomplished.

\.CREDIT SOURCES:

These materials were developed through a funding agreement,
R- 33 -24 -D- 0362 -466, with the Illinois State Board of Education, Department
of Adult, Vocational and Technical Education, Research and Development
Section, 100 North First Street, Springfield, Illinois 62777. Opinions
expressed in these materials do not reflect, nor should they be construed,

e,as policy oar opinion of the State Board Of Education or its staff.

The teacher's guide, information sheets, student worksheet and test
questions were developed by Paul E. Hetrip, Department of Vocational and
Technical Education, University of Illinois and reviewed by Janet L.
Henderson, Kallie S. Grobstein, and Teresa E. Paniello, Department, of
Vocational and TechnicalEducation, University of Illinois'.

Thg artwork in this problem area was prepared by the' Vocational
Agriculture Service; University of Illinois. Suggestions and guidance in
the development of this problem__ area were provided by the Metropolitan
Core Curricuin, Field Test TeaChers;. ti

46
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TEACHER'S GUIDE

r

I . Unit Horticultural/agricultural mechanics 4
II . Problem area: Operating, maintaining, and servicing lawn and garden

equipment.

Objectives: At the close of this problem area, students will be abl to:
/

1. Name the different types of mowers, tillers, spreaders, s
cutters; aerifiers, sprayers, edgers and trimmers and describe
their major' characteristics and functions.

2. Operate the equipment listed in Objective #1 in a safe and ap-
proved manner.

3. ,Mainin and service the above-named equipment.

4. Explain how each piece of equipment works.

5. Perform the following manipulative skills:

Sharpen a mower blade
Balance a mower blade

c. Operate a rotary' tiller
d. Clean and service a lawn mower

'Fill and operate a sprayer

6. List the safety precautions to follow in the operation of the
equipment listed in Objective 1.

iv. Suggested interest approaches:

1. Survey the class to find out the differeiht kinds of lawn and
.garden equipment they have at home.

2. Ask students to. report which pieces of equipment they, ha\ve
operated.

Flath pictures of lawn and garden equipment on a screen and
ask students to identify it and tell how it is used.

4. Visit a garden `ceriter or hardware store to look at the different
kinds and types of garden, and lawn equipment.

5. Write the ;Thaw/Or-this problem area on the chalkboard anti give
the studerlits a brief overview of what they will be studying
during the next few days. 4

V. Anticipated problems and concerns of students: 0

1. What power equipment is needed to maintain a lawn and garden?
4

2. Should I buy or rent this equipment?

, , M-IV:D-1-3
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3, What factors should be considered in selecting a particular type
or brand of equipment?

4. How do you operate thse machines and tools in a safe and
efficient manner?

5. How should this equipment be prepared for winter storage?

6. How should mower blades and other cutting party be sharpened?

7. What special clothing should be worn when oper Ling this equip-
ment?

8. How should this equipment be lubricated or' oiled?

9. What tools do I need to Maintain and repair this equipment?

10.. Can I earn( a living repairing and/or renting lawn and garden
equipment?

VI. Suggested learning activities and experiences:

1. Select or allow the students to select the equipment to be
studied in this problem area. List the names of the equipment
on the chalkboard SQ students are aware of what is to be in-
cluded in this problem area. t.

2. Conduct an interest approach using one or more of the sug-
gestions presented in Section IV .

3. Develop a list of student objectives based on the competencies
which students need to develop. This list may be developed by
each student depending on the kinds of equipment the students
want to learn about and the level of competency they wish to
develop.

4. Develop plans with the class. for obtaining 'equipment for class
use. Students can volunteer. to bring in certain pieces of equip-
ment or the instructor can borrow equipment from a local deaNr.

5 Have students identify problems and Eifincerns. These problems
can be identified for each piece of equipment 'or problems which
apply to all equipment can be used as a basis for instruction.

6 Use the transparencies included with this /problem area and
pictures in books or catalogs to identify equipment _and. to teach _

students the parts of each piece of equipment.

7. Arrange with a local dealer to have class assemble new equipment
shipped to the store. This exercise provides practice in learn-
ing parts and in following dii-ettions.

8. C%nduct a supervi ed . study period to allow students time to
study information heets or other reference material and to
search out answers to the problems identified earlier .
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9. Conduct a class discussion to verify answers and to add addi-
tional information for each of the problems.

10. Use VAS Slidell Im 498 "Using Power Lawn Mowers Safely" to
teach information related to this part of the problem area.

11. Assign a pair of students to a piece of equipment. Have them
determine what maintenance should be carried out and have them
do it.

12., Demonstrate skills such as sharpening a mower blade or operat-
ing ,a tiller and have students practice these skills in the labora-
tory or in the field. Use job sheets included with this problem
area.

13. Obtain a variety ofemanufacturer's literature on lawn and garden
equipment to review when discussing selecting and baying.

14. Have students practice sprayer operation gy using water rather
than pesticide as the spray material.

15. Require studentt to take and pass safety tests on mowers,
edgersd rotary tillers and weed trimmers included- in the Metro-
politan Core I Problem Area "Using Selected Power Tools" before
operating this equipment. Ugt lists of safety rules included in
this same problem area as a source of information_

)6. Promote the development of S.O.E. projects involving lawn and
garden work. Students should consider doing custom work in
the summer. The FFA may want to purchase equipment and rent
it to students.

VII. Application procedures:

1. Students con apply what they learn in this problem area to
maintenance jobs at home or to their S.O.E. programs.

2'. Students can use skills learned in this problem area to start a'
small business.

3. Some students may want to pursue this area as a possible line of
work to enter after high school.

VIII. Evaluation:

1. P-repare and adminter a written exam using the sample tes(
questions in this problem area.

2. Evaluate laboratory and field work done by student.

3. Grade worksheets completed by students.



IX. References and aids:

1. How to Select( Use, and Maintain Garden Equipment. Ortho Books,
Chevron Chemical Company, 575 Market Street, San Francisco,
CA 94105.:. (This 96 page book can be purchased at most book-

/ stores or garden centers and is recommended as a primary
source of information for this problem area).

2. Vocational Agriculture Service, College of Agriculture, Univel--
sity of Illinois, 1401 South Maryland Drive, Urbana, IL 61801.

a. VAS Slidefilm 498 Using Power Lawn Mowers Safely.

rir
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INFORMATION SHEET 1

TYPES OF LAWN MOWERS'

The following. types of mowers can be used on turf areas depending
on the amount of grass to be cut, personal preference of the operator,
and money ivailable for investment in Mpwers:

PUSH REEL-plOWER-'-Provides inexpensive service but blades must be
kept sharp and properly adjusted. Push reel mower is best for small
lawns with short to medium length 'grass_

POWER REEL-MOWER--A powered version of the old style, reel-mower
which makes a clean cut. The power reel,-mower, is safer than the
rotary mower and it cuts rather than rips the grass blades. Reel
mowers minimize the tendency of scalping or- extremely close cutting
on the high spots, of an uneven lawn.

ROTARY 'MOWER--A power mower which operates at a tremendous
speed to cut Igrass, weeds and other tough green materiaT.713.6§-S.Cab'
usually be attached to collect the clippings.

ELECTRIC MOWER--A popular choice for small lawns. It is easy to
start and operate.

ASIP

SELF - PROPELLED MOWERA luxury mower with both blades and
wheels driven by a 4-6 horSepower enginp. This mower usually has
an electric start, transistorized electronic ignition, automatic choke
and governor.

MOWER-MULCHER7-A mower which has a special blade that cuts grass
and leaves it in a fine powder to be deposited back on the lawn 9r
blow'n into a bag. Many standard mowers can be converted to a
mulcher by attaching a special blade.

AIR-CUSHION MOWER--A mower which has no wheels and rides on a
cushion of air. It grinds the grass and deposits it back on the lawn.
The air - cushion mower is useful on short grass and areas under low
bushes or along borders.

RIDING MOWERS-A large mower which enables the operator to ride
rattler than walk.

LAWN TRACTOR--A larger version of the riding mower which handles
swaths up to 42 inches wide. The tractor can be used for other jobs
with the necessary attachments.

GARDEN TRACTOR--A tractor powered with a 5-30 horsepower engine
which can be utilized for a number of jobs including mowing, hauling,
harrowing; plowing, and disking.

M-IV-D-1-7



INFORMATION SHEET ,2

OPERA-TION AND MAIN NANCE,OF MOTS

REEL MOWERS

Reel mowers usually have 5-8 spiral steel blades /which turn on .a reel
and slice ..the, grass with a scissorlike action when they ,make contact with
the bed knife. A newspaper can be used to test the sharpness of a reel.4,
mower. The blade should touch the bed knife at all positions and if
proper sharpenedahould eakily cut a newspaper. The bed knife can be
raise or lowered .and cutting height can be adjusted by moving an adjust-
ment knob neat the end of the roller. Most reel -mowers are best -shar-
pened by sharpening specialistt to ensure even and accurate work.

ROTARY MOWERS 4.

Rotary mowers have a blade which must be kept sharp and in bal-
ance. A dull blade will beat the grass blades leaving ja'gged 'edges
exposed to he elements./ A blade which is out of balance will make the
mower: vibra e excessively. Refer to' the job sheets on balancing a blade
and stiarpeni a blade included with this problem area Tor instructions on
this part of the gr.

Keep the owAr clean. Use a slean , dry rag to wipd' down the engine
and .the housing. The mower can be hosed off but only when it ip cool
and remember to keep water away from the spark plug. Clean the under-
side of the mower to get rid of grass clippings. If these clippings are nOt
cleaned off after each use they will become dry and hard. To,,clean the
underside of the mower, first pull the spark plug wire to prevent",acci-
dental starting and then tip the mower on its side. Use a hose with a
power nozzle to remove clippings or matted material. Allow the mower to
sun-dry.

In order to obtain high operating performance from the rotary mower,
the engine must be properly maintained. Procedure for handling 'smallk
engines are covered in th4 Metropolitan Core II4roblem area entitled,
"Servicing Small Gas

t
1 ;

Rotary mowers can be dangerous to the operator and others if im-
properly maintained and operated! The following operating rules should be
observed:

1. When using a mower, first check the area to be cut. Remove
any debris such as sticks, rocks and metal objects.

2. Keep children away. All visitors shoLild be kept a safe distance
from the mowing area. '

3 Wear suitable clothes. Do not :wear loose clothing or jewelry that
might be caught in moving parts. Wear work shoes.

M-IV-D-1-8
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4. Wear safety glasses.

5. Keep all guards in place and in c2T_od condition.

6. Keep hands and feet away from the cutting area.

7. Mow across slopes, never up and down.

8. Keep proper footing and balance "while operating the mower.

9. ROuel only when the engine. is 'stop;ped.

10. Children under the age of ten should never -operate a power
mower.

11. Stop the engine before making ,adjustments in cutting height.
c

12. Always set the four wheels at the same height. I

3. Qo not allow-- passengers,- parti-ail-arly children, to ride oh a,

riding mower with the operator.; -

r

14. If the tractor has a key, always ,remove it when the mathine is
parked.. Park tractors in. neLitral.

1 I

Most of these ruiesiapply to all types of mowers; however, they are ,in-
cluded in this section on rotary mowers because they are often the: Most
commonly vised and are likely, to be ,the Rost dangerous.

t
1

fI

a.
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INFORMATION SHEET 3

SHARPENING A ROTARY BLADE

1. Ruh the fuel tar nearly dry, so that gasoline won't spill when you
tip the mower.,

2. Remove the spark plug wire to guard against an accidental start.

3. Use an adjustable wrench to loosen the nut holding the blade. You
may have to block the blade with., a piece of scrap wood to keep it
from turning with the wrench.

4. When removing the blade, be aware of shearing pins 9ihjch may be a
part of the blade assembly. These pins will come out when you
remove the blade. Keep track of them so they can be replaced.

5. Place the blade in a vise with the cutting edge up,

6. Use a bastard file or grinder to sharpen the blade at a 30° angle,
Sharpen from the outer edge toward the center. As you file across
the blade use a down motion as shown below.

7 Don't try to file away deep nicks. Instead, round them out with a
small round file:

A-fr

8 After sharpening, check the blade for balance. See Job Sheet "B,al-
ancing a Blade" included with this problem area jor suggested proce-
dures.

9. Replace blade after it has been properly balanced.

M-IV2D-1-10 54
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Cork Method

INFORMATION SHEET 4

BALANCING A ROTARY BLADE

1. Drill a hole through the exact center of ,cork and put it in the
blade hole.

Put a screwdriver through' the cork hole and hold it horizontally
to see if the blade stays level or if one side is hkrier and falls.

BLADE

CORK

11.

SLIM SCREWDRIVER 1

HEAVY
END FALLS

Nail in Wall Method

1. Drive a nail in the shop wall.

2. Center nail carefully in the hole to check blade balance.

3. If one side fis heavier than the other, remove more metal from
that side when sharpening. Remove this metal by grinding
opposite blade side.

NAIL IN WALL

THE NAIL MUST BE
EXACTLY CENTERED ON
THE UPPER EDGE OF HOLE

BLADE
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INFORMATION SHEET 5

ADJUSTING THE CUTTING HEIGHT 'OF A REEL MOWER

The adjustment procedures vary for different'4nakes of reel -type
mowers; however, the following procedures usually apply:

Place mower on a perfectly flat surface such a the garage floor
or sidewalk.

2. Disconnect the spark plug vire from the spark plug and 'place- it
in a position, where it cannot make contact with'''. the plug and
cause accidental starting.

3. Adjust the bed knife to the proper height by Manipulating the
height adjusting set screws or by adjusting the wheel height.

4. Rotate the reel blade to see if clearance between reel blades and
the bed knife is uniform along the entire length" of each blade:\
If- it is not, and if proper clearande cannot be achieved,' the
blades may have to be ground.

REEL BLADES

CUTTING HEIGHT
ADJUSTMENT KNOB ROLftR

BED KNIFE

56
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ll\IFORMATION SHEET 6

ROTARYTI LLERS

Description and Use
NJ

Rotary tillers are used to cultivate, td .turn under a green manure
crop or to prepare a seedbed. Likomeowners who have large gardens or
flower 'beds can justify the. purchase 'of this .piece pow -equipment.
For small areas which require cultivation only; a smaller electhc cultivator
can be used.

The" two basic types of rotary tillers are the frit-it-tine tiller and the
rear-tine tiller. The front -time tillers, are cheaper and more widely used
than the rear-tine. equipment.. They work best in areas which have been
tilled before. The .,rear-line tillers are heavier and better for rough,
compacted areas. Due to their weight, they are easier to. operate and
control.

Selection
*

Before buying a tiller, consider whether your garden is .large enough
to justify the -cost of owning and operating such equipment. An electric
cultivator may be adequate to cultivate a small garden or larger equipment
could be, rented or purchased in partnership arrangement. Attachments
such as a snowblower or dozer blade can be purchased with some models.

Operation

Tillers should, not be used on soil that is too wet or too' dry.- If the
soil is too wet, the tiller will form mud balls which later become clods.
Soils that are too dry and hard are difficul& to till and may need to be
watered 3 or 4 days prior to tilling.. High weeds or other vegetative
growth should be cut before tilling' to, -avoid tangling around the tiller
tines. ,

Tillers are difficult to, handle and control. The operator -should keep
his or her feet away from the tines and maintain" complete control of the
machine. To maintain control the operator should weigh down the depth
bar by pushing down, on the handlebars.. 'Even so, tillers will buck and
gyrate and soon exh'aus't the' operator. ,Stay relaxed and allow the tiller to
jump ahead when it hits a hard object or at'ea.

Gyrating can be reduced by tilling only 2-3 inches on the first pass.
Make two passes at right .angles to each ott-fr when tilling new ground.

Maintenance

Clean dirt and debris' from the tines after use. Wipe the engine with
a .dry rag and blow away dust or other material .

57
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The tines should be sharpened periodically as explained in the oper-
'ator's manual. Use a medium-size bastard mill file to sharpen each blade
at a 70°-80° angle. The tines should be removed from the tiller so that
they can be secured in a vise.

FRONT-TINE ROTARY TILLER

ENGINE

SPEED"CONTOL

M-IV-0-1-14
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DRAGBAR AND
DEPTH ADJUSTMENT

/REAR-TINE ROTARY TILLER
I.

GAS TANK

ENGINE,

SPEED CONTROLS

GEAR LEVERS v

1 4 GAUGE

1

11 /6#
DEPTH ADJUSTMENT

1r.M.
'\ev

CLUTCH LEVER'
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INFORMATION SHEET 7

LAWN AND GARDEN EDGERS

Edging means cutting vertically to make garden beds and the lawn
next to walks neat. Three types of edgers are described in this informa-
tion sheet.

SEMICIRCULAR TURF EDGER--A hand tool that can be used to cut
through soil as well as grass. It takes soil away so it should not be used
more than once or twice at year. The semicircular turf edger looks like a)
hoe that has been straightened out and trimmed to a half-Moon shape. See
the transparency sheet included with this problem area for a drawing of
this type of edger. 0.- ,

tfROTARY EDGER- -A nd tool used to edge a lawn next. to a walk or
drive. The wheels ro I 'along the surface next to the lawn and the rolling
action drives the Multitoothed rotary blades. The rotary edger can be
pulled back and forth in a 'repetitive motion depending on the amount of
sod to be cut away.

ELECTRIC EDGER--A power tool which includes an edging blade that
ranges from 6-8 inches in length and leaves a trench 0-2 inches deep. A
control is located on the handle for safe operajion. The electric edger can
usually be adjusted for depth and some models are constructed as combina-
tion edger and trimmer. Safety goggles should be worn for safe opera-
tion. It,

A

SEMICIRCULAR ROTARY EDGER ELECTRIC EDGER
TURF EDGER

GASOLINE
POWERED

EDGER



INFORMATION SHEET. 8

NYLON ,STRING TRIMMERS

One of the most useful and time-saving lawn tools is the 'nylon string
trimmer. It cuts by -the rapid whirling of a nylon string that cuts grass
or small. weeds. The trimmer can be used rtext to walls, along fence lines
and walks or as an edger alpng walks or garden beds. Three types of
nylon string trimmers described in this ,information sheet are the battery-
operated, electrit, gasoline-powered. Sketches showing these three
types and the major parts have been included on a transparerky master
included with this problem area.

BATTERY OPERATED TRIMMER- -This tool can be used for small, jobs
which require 30-40 minutes of cutting. On most models, the batteries can
tle recharged by plugging them,,into a 110 volt outlet overnight.

EtCCTRIC TRIMMERThis tool is recommended for the average-sized lawn.
It is lightweight and quiet. The nylon line feed may be 'either automatic
or semiautomatic. A' heavy duty electric cord 50-100 feet long and suitable
for outdoor use should be Ourchased or made available.

4'

°GASOLINE-POWERED TRIMMER--This tririliiiler is a heavy duty tool
equipped with a 14-30 cubic centimeter engine., It should be considered
43V., persons who have a lot of trimming to do or trimming which involves
large, weeds or other plant material.

MAINTENANCEThe nylon string trimmer comes with a spool containing up
to 50 feet of nylon. :, The nylon string or cord spins rapidly to cut grass
or other plants. In Ibis ,process, the cord is worn back with use and
more cord is fed- out either automatically or by other means. A knife edge
in the rear guard trims off- the frayed end and prevents too much cord
from being used. When opetating a trimmer, sturdy shoes should be worn
and safety goggles are recommended.

ELECTRIC
TRIMMER

M-IV-D-1.16
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KNIFE EDGE
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REAR GUARD
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41, INFORMATION SHEET 9

BROADCAST AND DROP SPREADERS

Spreaders can be used to apply fertilizer or to spread seed, pesticide
or mulch. Two types of spreaders are described in this information
sheetbroadcast .and drop spreaders. In addition, hand-held and whee,(ed

.

spreaders are sometimes used.
,

BROADCAST SPREADERI-This 'spreader drops fertilizer or other material
from a hopper to a pan which rotates at a high rate of speed. Materials
are distributed over a wide swath with' a heavier application in the middle
than at the edges. For this reason, overlap is necessary to obtain proper
coverage. 'Broadcast spreaders work better on rough areas aw) are
quicker than drop spreaders.

DROP SPREADER- -This spreader deposits an even layer 9f material on the
area covered. Materials frotr the bin are fed out through holes- in the
hoppetk as the wheels turn an agitator linked to the axle. Overlap is not
necessary since the drop spreader gives an even distribution of materials.
The disadvantages of this type of 'spreader are that it is relatively slow
and does not work well on rough areas. For lawns, drop spreaders are
usually recommended due to the precise coverage which can be obtained.

v

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE--Most spreaders have' a calibrated meter
ing device which enables the operators to control the amount of material
distributed on the lawn or garden area. By referring to the .directions
provided with the material to be spread, the operator can adjust the
metering device, for the desired coverage. To check for even flow on the
drop spreader, operate the equipment ,acrOss a concrete floor or walk way
to see if all openings are clear. Material dropped can be swept together
and saved.

When operating a drop spreader, overlap the wheel tracks to obtain
even and full coverage. Do not open the gate (openings at bottom of bin)
until you have started the spreader in motion. After use, clean the
spreader with a hose and allow it to dry. Do not store a 'spreader with
fertilizer left in the bin because moisture will be absorbed and caking may
result Moving parts should be oiled periodically

DROP SPREADER.

61
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INFORMATION SHEET 10

TYPES OF SPRAYERS

Sprayers are used to apply liquid pesticides. Common types of
sprayers used in the con,trol of lawn and garden pests and described in
this information sheet are hose-end sprd'yers°, compression sprayers, pump
sprayers, and slide -type sprayers. Transparency masters illustrating
these sprayer types are included with, this problem area.

HOSE-END SPRAYER--These sprayers have a plastic or glass container
with a cap that screws on to the end of a hose. The container or jar
holds the spray concentrate which is diluted and mixed with water when
the hose is turned on.

yCOMPRESSION SPRAYER--Compression spr./e ers are probably the most
widely used type' of small hand sprayers Theylaave a plastic or metal
tank which holds from 2-4 gallons of spray material. A hand pump is used
to create pressure inside the tank and a long flexible wand with an adjust-
able' nozzle is used to apply the chemical or other liquid material.

PUMP SPRAYER--The pump sprayer is recommended for large jobs that
require a great deal of walking. This sprayer is steel or plastic and may
hold as much as 5 gallons of , mix. It is designed to be carried on the
back of the operator who is required to work a pump hapdle with one hand
and direct the spray with the other hand.

SLIDE-TYPE SPRAYER--This sprayer is a "trombone" type sprayer which
operates when a pump built into the handle is moved back aid forth to
Create a constant stream of spray .material. It is useful in spraying trees
or other spraying jobs where the liquid needs to be thrown a considerable
distance. One end of the hose is inserted into a container of spray mate-
rial and the other end has the trombone-type handle which creates a

pumping action.

MEASUREMENT
TABLES

HOSE COUPLING

CONTAINER .

FOR CHEMICAL PUMP HANDLE

PUMP SPRAYERHOSE-END SPRAYER

)41IGGER CONTROL

PUMP CYLINDER

NOZA_E.

PUMP HANDLE

SUPPLY TUBE

COMPRESSION SPRAYER

(Pint

SLIDE-TYPE SPRAYER
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INFORMATION SHEET 11

SELECTION, OPERA AND MAINTENANCE OF SPRAYERS

SELECTION--The type of sprayer you buy depends on how you plan to
use it. In some cases, you may want to own all 3 types. The hose-end
sprayer is cheap and easy to use It requires no pumping and puts out a
large volume of spray quickly. Its range is limited but the hose-end
sprayer is especially useful on lawns and large masses of shrubs and
bushes. Whe compression sprayer can be taken anywhere and used where
a precise spraying job needs to be done. One disadvantage of the com-
pression spriyer is that the nozzle or spraying wand may get clogged.
The slide-type sprayer produces the farthest-reaching stream but it re-
quires constant pumping.

Sprayers are usually made of plastic or galvanized steel. Fittings
such as nozzles are commbnly made of brass. The material used< to con-
struct sprayers should be resistant to corrosion and rust.

The sprayer tank should have a wide base to prevent tipping. The
tank mouth should be wide to allow for easy filling and rinsing.

itt

Two commonly used spray nozzles 'ire thel hollow ebne and the flat fan
nozzle. The flat fan nozzle has a wide speay pattern useful on lawns.
The hollow cone nozzle has a circular spray pattern which is best for
spraying shrubs.

OPERATION--Hose-end sprayers usually have adjustable nozzles ranging
from a fine mist to a straight stream of spray material. The mixing ratio
ok water to chemical may be pre -set on some hose-end sprayers. Others
have a fixed mixing ratio built into the nozzle. The operator should follow
the mixing directions oh the chemical container.

Mixing ratio to determine proper mixing procedures.

Example

1.1 Label on chemical calls for one tablespoon of chemical per gallon
of water. Fixed mixing ratio of sprayer is 14:1.

2. Measure 14 tablespoons of chemical and put it into the sprayer
jar. Add enough water to raise liquid in the jar to the 1 gallon
mark.

After .spraying, leftover chemical -in the spraying jar should be removed
and discarded in a safe, manner. Rinse the sprayer and allow it to dry.

The compression sprayer can be operated effectively by using the
following procedures:

1. Mix the -chemical and water to the recommended proportions
shown on the container label. Chemical/ and water can be mixed
directly in the tank or in a separate container and transferred
to thp sprayer.

63 M-IV-D-1-19



2 Insert pump assembly and tighten. Pump up until preisu're
makes pumping very, difficult.

(
O

3. Start the spraying- process making..a y necessary adjustments in
the spray nozzle.

4. As pressure is reduced, pump additional pressure tb maintain
the necessary spray pattern.

5. When spraying is complete, empty and rinse tank and 'clean
spray wand and noizle.,. Unscrew nozzle to see if ,it is clogged.
Run water through the hose and nozzle and rinse tank three
times

The gasket at the bottom of the -cylinder and the .plunger cup will need
oc6asional oiling.

Pump sprayers and slide-type sprayers can be operated `;and main-
tained by using most' of the procedures outlined above for CompressiOn
sprayers. All sprayers should be cleaned after' use and kept dry while in
storage. Corrosion and tut will affect sprayer operation/ and ,eventuaily
limit the life of the sprayer.

)V1-1V-D-1 -20
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INFOFMATION,SHEET 12

SODCUTTERS AND AERIFIERS

SODCUTTERThis piece of equipment is used to cut sod to definite and
regular thickness' and width, insuring that it can be evenly relaid. It
consists of a power unit with a lade set to cut under the sod and along
the edges. As the machine cuts the sod loose, the sod is usually rolled
by workers to facilitate handlin The thickness of the sod is determined
.by the ,angle of the cutting blade which can be adjusted as needed.

AERIFIERThis machine is used to aerify tight compacted soil by removing
cores of soil or by inserting tines into the soil_ The former method is
preferred since this type of aerifier actually pulls out cores of soil leaving
space for air and water to get into the soil. The prong or tine type of
aerifier creates small holes by forcing tines into the soil.

Aerifiers are needed to increase the air supply to plant roots in soils
that have been compacted over a period of time.

O 4
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 1

TROUBLE SHOOTING SPRAYERS

Some common sprayer problems are listed below. For each of these prob-
lems, list the cause and the suggested remedy.

PROBLEM: Air hisses out from the top of the tank when pumped up.
Tank does not hold preire.

CAUSE:

REMEDY:

PROBLEM: Sprayer does not pump up. When pumping, operator feels
no resistance.

CAUSE:,

REMEDY:

PROBLEM: Sprayer does ncct spray when pumped up.

CAUSE:

REMEDY:

PROBLEM: Sprayer does not shut off when handle is released.

CAUSE:

REMEDY:

M-IV-D-1-23
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PROBLEM.: Spray pattern is: uneven.

CAUSE:

REMEDY: t
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TEACHER'S KEY

STUDENT WORKSHEET 1

TROUBLE SHOOTING SPRAYERS

Some common sprayer problems are listed below. For Bach of these prob-
lems, list the cause and the suggested remedy.

PROBLEM: Air hisses Out from the top of the tank when pumped up.
Tank does not hold pressure.

CAUSE:. The cylinder seal is dirty or worn

REMEDY: Clean cylinder seal and reseal or replace seal.

PROBLEM: Sprayer does not pump up. When pumping, operator feels
no resistance.
,

CAUSE: Plunger cup is not in contact with cylinder walls.

REMEDY: Lubricate cup with small amount of oil. Check cup a bottom of

-cylinder. Rub oil into cup if it is leather.: If it is rubber and

worn, replace.

PROBLEM: Sprayer does not spray when pumped up.

CAUSE: Spray wand is clogged up.

REMEDY: Use toothpick or copper wire to clean. Clean holes in ends of

wand and also the parts at the spray control Valve.

PROBLEM: Sprayer does not shut off when handle is _released.

CAUSE: Wand is loose or "on" latch is engaged.

REMEDY:' Release "on" latch. Tighten wand at end of spray control valve.
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PROBLEM:,, -.Spray pattern is uneven.

CAUSE: Nozzle is dirty.:or plugged.

REMEDY: Clean nozzle. Replace nozzle if necessary.

I
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PUSH REEL moviER
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CUTTING
HEIGHT
ADJUSTMENT
KNOB

REEL BLADES
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LAWN TRACTOR

ACCESSORY
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STEERING WHEEL

DISCHARGE
CHUTE

FLOATING
DECK

TWO OR
THREE BLADES
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TRANSPARENCY DISCUSSION GUIDE

OPERATING, MAINTAINING, ANP SERVICING
LAWN AND 'GARDEN EQUIPMENT

I. TransparencyPUSH. REEL MOWER

A. Provides inexpensive service but blades must be kept sharp and
properly adjusted. .Push reel mower is best for small lawns with
short to medium length grass,

It Transparency--POWER REEL MQWER

A. A powered version of the old style, reel-mower which makes a
Mean cut. The power reel-mower is safer than the rotary mower
and it cuts rather than _rips the grass blades. Reel mowers
minimize the Pendency of scalping or extremely close cutting on
the high spots of an uneven lawn.

III., TransparencyJTARY MOWER

f'

A. A power mower which operates at a tremendous speed to cut
grass, weeds and other tough green material. Bags can usually
be attached to collecithe clippings.

IV. TransparencyLAWN 'TRACTOR

A. A larger version of the riding mower which handles swaths up
to 42 inches wide. The tractor can be used for other jobs with
the necessary attachment.

V. TransparencyRIDING MOWER

M-IV-D-1-32

A . A large mower which enables the operator to ride rather than
walk.
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SAMPLE TEST QUESTtIONS AND TEACHER'S KEY-

OPERA ING, MAINTAINING, AND SERVICING
LAWN AND GARDEN EQUIPMENT

TRUE OR FALSE:

False 1. One should mow up and down slopes ratter than across
them.

True 2. Children under the age of ten should not operate a power
mower.

False 3. Filel can be added to the tank While the engine is running
but the mower is stopped.

True 4? Reel mowers can usually be sharpened best by a profes-
sional or sharpening expert.

False 5. A Mower blade should be sharpened 'clown so that all deep
nicks are removed.

False 6. A broadcast spreader gives a more even distribution of
fertilizer' than a drop spreader_

True 7. Tall weeds should be cut before tilling new ground.

True 8. With a rear-tine tiller the operator _can walk beside_ it to
guide tile machine.

True 9. Push reel-mowers operate well only on level ground with
short-to medium-length grass.

False 10.' Rotary mowers are safer to operate than reel-type mowers.

True 11. An air ci,ishion mower has no wheels.

True 12-, Eye goggles or protectors should be worn when operating
an electric edger..

True 13. Backpack pump sArayers have a pump handle which must
be operated continuously while spraying.

False 14. A hand-carried, compression sprayer is the best sprayer
to use on Ail! trees. I

True 15. When perforMing maintenance work on a mower or tiller,
the spark plug wire should be removed from the plug.

SENTENCE COMPLETION:

', 1. Two basic types of rotary tillers are front-tine tillers and rear-tine
tillers.
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2. A sprayer which requires no pumping is the hose-end sprayer.
Ike

3. Most nozzles are made of brass or stainless steel.

4. The hand sprayer which shoots spray the greatest distance is th
slide-type sprayer.

..1Two common types of sprayer nozzles are flat-fan and hollow-cone.

6.

7.

Trimmers cut e grass horizontally and edgers cut grass or sod

wt

vertically.

On a reel mower the blade should make contact with the bed knife in
order to cut.

8. The clutch should be in neutral when the machine is being started.

9. Front-tine tillers do not have power wheels.

\ 10. After sharpening, a rotary mower blade should be balanced.

11. The reel mower minimizes the tendency of scalping on an even lawn.

12. A machine used to increase the air supply in a compacted soil is
called a(n) aerifier.

SHORT ANSWER:

1. What are three advantages of a reel-type mower?

a. Cuts the grass rather than ripping or beating it.
b. Safer to operate than a rotary mower.
c. Will not Scalp the grass on an uneven lawn,

Name three suggestions to follow in dressing properly while operating
-power equipment.

a. Wear safety goalies.
b. Wear sturdy shoes.
c. Avoid loose clothing that might become entangled in moving

parts.

3 If you have sprayed with a chemical and have about a quart of spray
material left over, which of the following procedures would you
choose? c

a. Keep spraying until material is gone.
Leave material in sprayer so it can be used next time.

c. Discard leftover' material according to directions on the pesticide
label. r-

What is preventative maintenance?

Preventative maintenanie involves (1,) periodic inspection to discover
situations which, may lead to breallown and (2) upkeep to minimize

M-IV-D-1-34 wear and to remedy potentral- trouble.
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UNIT E: Plant Propagation
PROBLEM AREA:

1. Propagating by tissue culture

sr ,
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UNIT E: . PLANT PROPAGATION

PROBLEM AREA:` PROPAGATING BY TISSUE CULTURE

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER:

This problem area is designed for use With advanced students in voca-
tional agriculture/horticulture programs. The recomMended time for teaching
this problem area is upon completion of an introductory problem area on plant
propagation principles and techniques.

The estimated ins'tructional time for this'problem area is 3 to 4 days de-
pending on how far the teacher wishes to go in discussing specialized plant
propagation techniques. If the students are. to be involved in other activity
exercises, the .instructional time will need to 'be increased.,

The instructor is encouraged to conduct a local search to lOcate other
supplementary materials for use with this problem area. The items in this
problem area are for reference or modification as instructors adapt these.
materials to their local situations.

CREDIT SOURCES:

These materials were developed through a funding agreement, . R-33-24-D-
0362-466 with the Illinois State Board of EducatiOn, Department of Adult,
Vocational and Technical Education, , Research aid Development Section,
100 North First Street, Springfield, Illinois 62777! Opiiiiions expressed in
these materials do not reflect, nor should they be construed as 'policy or
opinion of the State Board of Education or its staff.

The teacher's guide, information sheet, 'student worksheet, transparency
discussion guide, and test questions, were developed by Janet L. Henderson,
Department of Vocational and Technical Education, University of Illinois, and
reviewed by Paul E. Hemp, Kallie S. Grobstein, and Teresa E. Paniello,
Department of Vocational and Technical Education, University of Illinois, and
Ken McPheeters, Ornamental Horticulture Specialist, Vocational Agriculture
Service, University of Illinois.

The artwork in this problem area was prepared by the Vocat al 'Awl.
culture Service, University of Illinois. Suggestions and gyiya in the
development of these materials ,were, provided by the Metropolitan- ore Cur= .

riculum Field Test Teachers.

0
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TEACHER'S GUIDE

I Unit: Plant propagation

II. Problem area: Propagating by tissue culture

Ill. Objectives: At the close of this problem area, students will be able to:

1. Define terms related to tissue culture.

.2. Identify materials and pieces of equipment related to tissue cul-
ture.

3. List the steps. in propagating plants by tissue culture.

I V . Suggested interest approaches:

1 . Review general plant pr"opagation techniques covered in Core I I

and III, Unit E Plant Propagation.

2. Discuss with students examples of cloning they may have read
about in the newspaper or seen on television. Ask the following
lead questions:

a. What is a clone?

b . How are clones produced?

c. How could clones be used in the horticulture industry?'

Anticipated problems anIiconcerns of students:

1. What is tissue culture?

2. How are plants propagated by tissue culture?

3. What plants can be propagated by tissue culture?.

4. What equipment and materials are needed for tissue culture?

5. What stages are -necessary for propagating plants by tissue cul-
ture?

6. What are the advantages and disadvantages of propagating plants
by tissue culture?

VI . SOggested learning activities and experien

1 . Show Introduction to- Plant Propagation By Tissue Culture VAS
Slidefilm F600-1.

2. your a reseirch or commercial greenhouse that propagates plants
by tissue vn7ture'.
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3. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of plant cry. ation by
tissue culture. Use a resource person if available. Have students
consider some of the possible outcomes of plant propagation by
tissue culture.

4. Compare and contrast the different methods of plant propagation
including tissue culture. Lead a class discussion Or assign indi-
vidual student work. Consider the plant part used, time required
for rooting, examples of 'plants propagated by the method..

S. Have students review current horticultural trade magazines/jour-
nals for articles and advertisements on tissue culture. Allow
.students to share their/findings with the class. Posters could be
made using the collecteN. information.

6. Have students complete Student Worksheet 1 after .reviewing
mation Sheet 1 and vi wing VAS Slidefilm Introduction to 'Plant
Propagation by Tissue C lture.

VII. Application procedures;

1. The purpose of this problem .area.is to introduce students to plant
propagation by tissue culture. Hands on experience with this
method of plant propagation is unlikely at the secondary level.

2. A general understanding of plant propagation by tissue culture will'
be valuable for students who plan to study a more advanced horti-
culture curriculum'.

VIII. Evaluation:

1. Prepare and administer a written_exam using the sample test ques-
tions included in this problem area'.,

2: Evaluate the student worksheet.

IX. References and aids: .ii ii
Y

1. Vocational ,Agriculture Seryice, College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois, 1401 S. Maryland Drive, Urbana, IL 61801.

a. VAS Slidefilm, F600-1: Introduction to Plant Propagation by
Tissue Culture.

2. Plant Propagation: Principles and Practices (3rd Edition), by H. T.
Hartmann and D. r. Kester. Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
NJ, 1976.

M-IV-E-1-4
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INFORMATION SHEET 1

PLANT PROPAGATION BY TISSUE CULTURE
4

1.

CLONES are groups of genetically uniform plant material that are derived from
a single parent plant and are propagated by vegetative means, such as cut -
ting, division, and grafts. One of the newest propagation techniques is the
cloning of plants by using TISSUE CULTURE.

Tissue culture is the maintenance and growth of plant cells under precisel-
controlled artificial conditions within a laboratory environment. The propa-
gation procedures require aseptid conditions and a special culture medium.

TiSsue culture ,I4as some inherent advantages and disadvantages as a plant
propagation technique:

Advantages--

1. the creation of prototype plants that have desirable characteristics,
such as disease resistance, winter hardiness, or increased flower
production.

2. the production of a large number of plants within a relatively small
space and' short time period; a single parent plant can produce
thousands of new plants indentical to itself.

Disadvantages--

1. specialized equip5ment and expertise are necessary to successfully
propagate plants by tissue culture.

unless sterile conditions are maintained, tissue cultures can easily
become contaminated.

the creation of a large number of plants of the. same genotyge__that
may .contain hidden susceptibility to harmful microorganisnis; if
infested, the entire crop or plant population. could be destroyed.

There are three stages in propagating plants by tissue cultures'

Stage I

1. The first step in tissue culture i,s to obtain a suitable EXPLANT.
An explant is a small piece of tissue whip is removed from the
parent plant for purposes of Culture. TissUe culture can be
started from different parts of an individual plant as long as the
cells are capable of dividing.

.46

Surface contaminants (bacteria and fungi) must be removed prior to
culturing. The explant, is disinfested by washing in running tap
Water for up to 2, hours and by immersing in a dilute bleach solu-
tion.

M-IV-E-1 -5
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All equipment, instruments, and containers must be 'sterilized. An
AUTOCLAVE' is used to sterilize the supplies used in tissue culture.

4. A special cultur'e medium is prepared. The nutrients heeded' in
culture mediums vary with the kinds of plants being propagated.
The following Substances are required in varying amounts for

r culture mediums:
°

a. inorganic elements Nitrogen . (N), Potassium (K), Phosphorus
(P), Calcium (Ca), Magnesium (Mg)

sugar sucrose is commonly used as an energy source
.

vitamins

d. growth .regulators 4sr
e.° organic substan$s coconut, milk promotes growth and differ-

entiation in a wide variety of. plants

5. e A meter is used to imeasure the pH of the culfUre medium; a range
of 5.5 to 6.0 is desirable.

0K-?

6. AGAR is added to help solidify the culture medium, so the medium
will support the plant tissue4-placed on it.

7. The culture medium must be accurately measured into test tubes or
Petri dishes. .rF

8.- The explvt is carefully placed. on- the culture medium,- _The work
is performed under, a LAWLNAR AIR FLOW H *OD to reduce coritam
ination by micro?rg,anisms. .0

,t Stage, II
.

.,

,

1. The substances in the culture medium Cause some of the plant cells'
to become shoots.' The ,shoots push their.,way through the surface
of the explant. This proliferation of shoots Commonly. takes from
four to six weeks, N

The shoots' are separated or SUEICULTURED and transferred to
another culture.,-medium to incrtrce rooting. _ The subculturing pro-
cess is performed under the sterilized 'conditions .bf the Laniinar Air
Flow Hood.

Stage III .-

1. *The shoots develop roots. When an adequate root system has
formed, the small rooted plants .are ready to be transplanted/into a
soil-based medium" alld moved into the greenhouse. i

.. - .
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Several factors affect the success of plant propagation by tissue culture:

1. Plant parts usually have bacteria or fungi on them: Unless these
microorganisms are eliminated, the tissue culture medium will soon be
contaminated since it is so rich in nutrients and provides optimum
growing conditions for contaminants. A sterile\ working environment
is mandatory. Recontamination can occur during the subculturing
phase.

2. The culture medium must contain the correct type and amount of
plant nutrients.. The knowledge and ability to prepare the culture
medium requires considerable expertise and experience.

3. The survival rates are low when explants are very small ( < 0.20 mm).

4.. EXplants that contain the youngest and least differentiated tissues
have been successful in a wide range of plant species.

5. Depending on the plant, light may or may' not have an affect on the
growth and development of the explant. However, light is usually
needed for the shoot phase of the tissue culture process.

6. The normal temperature r ge for tissue culture is 26°"to 28°C, but
this may vary considerably *th different plant species.

Plants that have been propagated 'Commercially and experimentally by tissue
culture include:

Africa) violet Redwood
Daylily Table Fern'
Hosta Lily Iris
Raspberry Rose
Orchid

An excellent example of tissue culture is the propagAdon of orchids.
CALLUS groWth can be subdivided to produce thousands of cultures. When
such cultures are trate'd .with the proper GROWTH REGULATORS, each
culture becomes a corgplete orchid plant that blooms normally, is disease-free,
and is an exact replica of the parent plant.

The follOwirig equipment and supplies are use in tissue culture: auto-
clave, Laminar Air Flow Hood, Neveighing balance, test tubes, flasks; Petri
dishes, basic. culture meditim supplies, pH meter, test tube racks, alcohol,
laundry bleach, stirrer, hcit plate, distilled water,' labelling-Jape, and
marker's.

we
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 1

TISSUE CULTURE TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

U
After reviewing Information Sheet 1 and viewing VAS Slidefilm Introduction to
Plant Propagation by Tissue Culture, define the following terms:

a. Clones

7 5

b. Tissue culture

c. Explant

d. Subculturing

e. Proliferation

f. Agar

et.

g: 6116s -,
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h. Laminar Air Flow Hood-.7

i. In vitro

Growth regulator

S

k. Autoclave

a.

)

86
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 1

JISSUE CULTURE TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

(

After reviewing lriformation Sheet 1 and viewing VAS Slidefilm Introduction to .

Plant Propagation by Tissue Culture, define the following terms:

a. Clones groups of genetically uniforrri plant 'material derived fro% a-. singlitparent plant and propagated by vegetative means.
_

b.' Tissue culture a. type of cloning that involves the development of
new- plants in an 'artificial medium under aseptic conditions, from
very small pieces of -plants.

c., Explant a small piece of plant tissue which is removed from
parent plant for purposed of culture.

,,#Subculturing the process of removing and
d shoots end placing them on fresh medium.

e. Proliferat' rapid and excessive cell growth.

a clump of

f_ Agar a .gelatin substance . used as a base for a culture growing_
me luau agar-dissolves when 'heated :.and solidifies when cotfled to
form a semi-solid gel.

,..
g Callus -- a mass of unorganized, rapidly dividing cells. .

Laminar Air Flow Hood a piece of equipment that provide's a con-
tinuous outflow of filtered air to prevent fungal, spores and bacteria
from drifting onto the working surface.

In vitro "in glass; a term used to describes rowing conditio
a closed container_

Growth regiulator a substance added to the culture mediiim that
stimulates he development and growth t'or Want cells and tissues.

Autoclave a piece of laboratory equipment-that uses pres urized
steam or --sterilizing materials and ,supp,lies (i,e., test tube , Petri

-dishesY.

I

. . .
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TISSUE CULTURE STAGES 
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TRANSPARENCY DISCUSSION GUIDE

PROPAGATING PLANTS BY TISSUE CULTURE

1. Transparency- -THREE STAGES OF TIS'SUE CULTURE

a) Stagd I a suitable explant is placed on a sterilized culture medium.

b) Stage I I the explant.develops shoots; the shoots ,are subcultured
and trangferred on to another culture medium to Induce rooting.

,

c) Stage III - the shoots develop roots.

d) The small rooted plants are ready to be transplaked into .a soil-
based mediuM.

-44
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SAMPLE TEST QUESTIONS AND TEACHER'S KEY

PROPAGATING PLANTS BY TISSUE CULTURE

SHORT ANSWER:

1. Discuss one advantage and one disadvantage of propagating plants by
tissue culture.

A14.

One advantage of -propagating plants by tissue ci.ilture is the production
of a large number of Plants Plat are identical tol e parent plant.

One disadvantage of propagating plants by tissue culture is the creation
oi? 'a large number of plants or the same _genotype that may contain hid-
den susceptibility to harmful microorganisms.

2. Brieflyoweview the different steps in tissue culture propagatioh.

a. A tiny part of the parent plant is placed on a Growing medium.

b.. The small plant part begins to develop shoots,

c. The shoots are subcultured and then develop roots.

cL The rooted slants are trans lanted into a soil-based medium.

3. List 4 p6rkts that can be propagated by tissue culture.

a. Raspberry

r4 b. African Violet

c. Orchid

d.

4. Why

fi
Hosts

are aseptic conditions essential during. tissue culture?

Unless sterile conditions are- present during tissue culture preearation,
the growing medium 'will become infested with fungal and bacteriaT orga-
nism.

MATCHING:
;-*

Column

C 1. Genetically uniform'pla,nt material
-derived from one individual Plant

A 2, A very small portion of a parent
plant

11%.

Remo.ving and 'separating shoots. and
plaAng on. fre#h-mediu111

Column I I

Ak. explant
B. agar
C. clones
D. tissue culture

-E: 'subculture
F. callus



rl

8 4. Gelatin substance used as a base
for culture medium

Development .of new plants In an
artificial medium tinder aseptic
conditions
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\ UNIT r: Plant Identification
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UNIT F:" PLANT IDENTIFICATION

Additional problem areas have not been included in this unit. The

project advisory council and staff feel the unit has been adequately covered

in Metropolitan Core I, and III as follows: ,

Core I

Core H

4
Core III 12. Reviewi'ng and Applying Plant Identification Skills.

1. Identifying and Classifying Plants.

b 2. Identifying Different Parts and Types of Leaves.

3. Identifying Different Parts and Types of Stems.

Identifying Different Parts and Types of Fruits.

Identifying Different Parts and Types of Flowers.

6. Identifying Different Parts and Types of Roots.

7.. Identifying Turfgrasses and Turfgrass Weeds and

-Using Turfgrasses in the Landscape.

8. Identifying Trees and Shrubs in the Landscape.

9... Identifying Vines and Ground Covers in the Land-

scape.

10.,. Identifying and Usig Annual and Peren?iial

Flowers the ,I,_ndscape.

11. Identifying and Caring for Flowering and Foliage

House Plants..

4
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UNIT : Gt°00119 60 Managing
Horticultur ,Crops

PROBLEM AREA;
1. Developing crop growing sc
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1.JNIT! GROWING AND MAINTAINING- HORTICULTURAL CROPS

PROBLEM A-REA: DEVELOPING CROP -GROWING SCHEDULES

S,UGGESTIONS TO THE T,EACHER: .4

This problem_ area is designed to be used when students are growing
horticultural crops in the school greenhouse and/or land laboratory. The
student worksheets -should be used to 'record necessary data pertaining to
the specific crops grown. 4

One to two \days may be necessary to acquaint -students with the
importance of cr6p*heduling. Additional 'class time should,. be provided,
throughout the scho6( year for students to pdate and evaluate their crop
records.

. .

To assist' instruct?rs in using this problem area, the student work-
sheets have been completed utilizing Easter lilies as ani, example, of a horti-
cultural crop. Instructors' are ,entouraged to adapt the 'worksheets for the
particular crops' grown in their sthool greenhouse', and/or land laboratory.

CREDIT SOURCES.:

These materials were developed through a funding-agreement, R
D-0362-466 with the (Illinois 'State -Board of Education( Department -of Adult,
Vocational and Technical Education, Research and Development Section, 100
North First ,_Street, Springfield, Illinois- 62777: _Opinions expressed in
these materials do not reflect, nor should they be construed as policy or
opinion of the'State Board of Education or its staff. -44

The teacher's guide, information sheets; student worksheets and-
laboratory exercise we're developed., by Janet. I,. -Henderson,' Departnient of
Vocation'al and Technical Eaucation, University of Illinois, and revievked by
Paul E. Hemp, Kallie S. Grobstein, and- Teresa E Paniello, 40Ortment of
Vocational and Technical Education, University of -1.11inois

Attil

The artwork in this- problem arg was' prep-Pred by the -Vocational
Agriculture Service, University of Illinois. Suggestions and guidance iri
the development -of these materials were provided by the Metropolitan Core A ,

:14

Curriculum Field Test Teachers.

F
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TEACHER'S GUIDE

I . 'Unit:. ' ;Growing and managing horticultural crops

11 ProbleM area: Developing crop growing schedules

I II Obje,ctives: ,44 the close of this problem area students will be able to:

IV.

1. Identify reasons for having, crop growing schedules.

.2. Plan, 'implement, and evaluate growing schedules for specific
horticultural crops.

,

3. Maintain appropriate crop grokwing records.

.1.* Prepare a year-round, schedule for utilizing available greenhouse
and/or land laboratory space.

Suggested -interest approaches:

I. Conduct a 'class discussion asking the following lead questions:

,a. Why' do we need to develop crop schedule plans?

h. Why do we need to know when to plant certain crops?

c What' might be the con uence.s of not developing or using
a crop schede?"

Display several rstages of floriculture crops- ( Example poinsettia
cuttings., Easter lily bulbs, or mature pot mums. ) Discuss with
students the. types of activities needed to 'obtain a saleable
plant. Using student input, list on the board a possible grow-

, ing schedule for -a specific crop.

V. Anticipated problems- and concerns of students:

What is °a crd g owing schedule?

Why shotild I- de lop crop schedules?

What kinds. of records should I keep on my_ crops?

How do I plan a year-round crop schedule?

Why should I keep crop records?

-VI,: Suggested learning activities and experiences; ti

1. Conduct a study trip t6' a6 greenhouse or nursery, to observe
methods of space utilization and recordkeeping.

M-IV-G-1-3
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2. Have a greenhouse operator or nursery worker discuss tech-
niques for developing crop schedules and keeping records:

3. Have students select ale supplies n1/4eede,d for a specific .horti-
'cultural crop. rnformation may be obtained from available seed/
supply catalogs. Students can compare the unit/total price of
the supplies when ordered from different companies. Using the
data, encourage students to estimate the approximate selling
price for the crop. Use Student Worksheet 1 to plan this activ-
ity.

4. Have students plan a year-round crop schedule for the school
greenhouse and/or land laboratory. Encourage students to list
the crops to be grown for the year cAugust -July) and to con-
sider the consequences of crop rotation and overlap. Use Stu-

,dent Worksheet 3 to plan this activity.

5 Have students keep an accurate record of cultural practices'
performed for every crop. Encourage the class lo record dales
and specific notes for each practice. Use Student Worksheet. 2
to plan this activity.

6 Ask students to determine th/ potential market demand for* crops
grown the school greenho se and/or land laboratory. Have
them identify possible retail and wholesale customers. Use this
data to determine the number and varieties of crops to produce.

7. Have students )plan the arrangement of crops in the school
greenhOuse and/or land laboratory for an entire - year. Ask
students to draw, to scale, floor plan for the available space
indicating the number and dimensions of existing benches or
nursery rows. Encourage students to determine the number and
approximate spacing of plants per bench or row. Use Labora-
tory Exercise 1 to plan this activity.

8 Assign ,each student a specific section df the school greenhouse
or land laboratory to use for growing a horticultural crop. Have
students develop a growing, schedule for the crop and maintain
appropriate records .

VII. -Application Procedures:

1. Students preparing for careers in the horticulture. industry need
a basic understanding of crop- scheduling and recordkeeping
principles. Practifoal experience in the school greenhouse and/or
land laboratory will provide opportunities for practicing crop
scheduling skills.

2 Recordkeeping and crop scheduling skills should be er4(couraged
for students p+anning home improvement and SOE projects.

VIII. Evaluation:

1. Evaluate student worksheets.

M-IV-G-1-4 9.17 ef
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2. Evaluate studpnt work and record keeping while caring for
specific ,crops during the school year:

IX. References and aids:

1. Nelson., K. S. Greenhouse Management -for Flower and Plant Pro
'duction (2nd ed.). Danville, IL: Interstate Printers and vu
lishrs, 1980.

I
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INFORMATION SHEET 1

REASONS FOR UTILIZING CROP GROWING SCHEDULES

There are 'several reasons for developing, and utilizing crop growing
scl-Leckas:

1. To provide maximum crop prodtiction in the available greenhouse
and/or land laboratory space.

2. To predict future sales and antiCipate. available cash flow.

3. To have a step-by-step record of cultural ractices for certain crops.

4. To provide useful information for advertising and marketing sched-
ules.

1.7" 5. To insure crops are mature and saleable by the targeted market
dates.

6 To have an accurate record of supplies and plant materials for proper
inventory control.

7. To have an overall) long-term viewof space utilization in the green-
house and/or Land laboratory.

ti
Crap schedules need to be planned and evaluated before putting

them in operation. Some supplies and materials may need .to be

ordered several weeks or mohths in advance of actual use.

Inventory counts, harvest dates, and other crop records can be

stored on microcomputer discs for future reference. Usi'hg the

'microcomputer to keep crop records -will acquaint students with

equipment currently being used in the horticulture industry.
1

Regardless of the method employed, recordkeeping is an essential

component of any crop schedule-....plan. The efficient planning;

implementing, and evaluating of crop schedules can be achieved

through accurate recordkeeping..

99
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.INFORVIATION SHEET 2

HORTICULTURAL CATALOGS

( ,
. .

The following companies have seed/supply catalogs, crop record books,
and promotional materials available for student use in planning crop.'sched-
ules:

1. Ball Seed Catalog
Ball Seed Ca.
Box 335
West Chicago, IL 60185
312-231-'3500

2: Park Seed, Flower and Vegetable Catalog
Geo. W. Park Seed Co., Inc. .

Cokesbury Rd.
Greenwood, SC 29647

Wayside Gardens 'Catalog
Wayside Gardens
Garden Lane
Hodges, SC 29695

4 Vaughan's Flower and Vegetable Seed Catalog
Vaughan's Seed Company
5300 Katrine ,Ave.
Downers Grove, IL 60515
312-969-6300

Peters Fertilizers Sales Manual
Peters rertilizer Manual

Grace and Co.
Iron Run Industrial Park
Fogelsville, PA 18051
215-395-7105

r
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INFORMATION SHEET 3

EASTER LILY FORCING SCHEDULE
FOR COMMERCIALLY PRECOOLED BULBS

NOTE: Before potting, dip bulbs for one-half hour in a solution of Kel-
thane 35$ wettable powder using 1 1/3 lbs. in 100 gallons of water.
Do not use emulsifiable concentrate form. This will cause damage.. Since
bulbs could be received prior to date on the fording schedule, pot*
immediately and placd the potted bulbs in a 45-50°F house, and leave them
there till start of forcing schedule below. If the bulbs 'cannot be potted
immediately, place in 35-40 °F storage for as short a duration as possible.
Irolatiged storage could result in overcooling.

Date

rays
before
Easter

December 21 120

January 5 10S

January 16 94

Jam/9110y 26 84

c

February 7

February 12 67

February 21 58

March 9

March 16 35

March 23 28

Stage of plant development
Water thoroughly Apply either Lesan-Terraclor or
Lesan-Benlate. Maintain a 60-62°F soil temperature
in the pots..
Rciots are forming.

Shoots begin breaking thro h soil. Repeat Lesah
application. If shoots are s Mv to emerge, long-day
treatment at this time will accelerate the bulbs and
produce a uipiformly timed crop. tight from 10:00 P.M;
till 2:00 or 3:00 A.M. Use mum lights (20-25 foot-
candles). Light for about 1 week. ,...sSive slower emerg-
ing bulbs 3 or ,4 additional nights of light.

Plants should be 2-4 inches tall. Sort plants and raise,
temperature gradually on those not through soil or -
only one-inch tall.
flower buck should be forming.` Sort,out most adVanced
plants and place in cooler area17 (

Plants should be 3-5 inches tall. Spray for aphids
as needed.; Leaf-counting method should be initiated
at about this time.

Plants should be 6-7 inches tall. Repeat Lesan' appli-
cation. Time to consider the use of -a growth_ regu-.
lat6r such. as A-Rest.
tuds should be visible in the growing tip. At 03PF
night and fr68 °F 'day air temperatures, plants shoUld be
marketable in 5 weeks,

Plants should be approximately 8-10 inches tall. Check
for aphids.,

Buds 1-11/2 inches long. Begin to space plants.



.
44

March 30 21 Buds should be beginning to turn down. Buds should
be 2-3 inches in. length.
A bud which ..has swollen and become creamy white is

\ / , . 4 to 7 days from opening at a 55-60°F temperature.
April 12 7 'plants ready for market. .- .

April '19 0 Easter

C
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INFORMATION SHEET 4

EASTER LILY CULTURE TIPS.

SO I L
Must be coarse, well drained. 2 parts Tham,
2 parts peat moss, 1 .part sand. To :reduce -.

the possibility of scorch occurring, maintain
a pH of 6.5-7 and avoid iigh phosphorus
levels.

FERTILIZER
A general recommendation would be to use a
16-4-12 or 15-0-15 fertilizer at 100-200 ppm
each watering. 7- Slow-release fertilizer may
be incorporate into the soil. after steaming',
suth as MagAmp ort Osmocote, just prior to
potting. For ,soils low in fertility and not to

J be fertilized 6y injection, use 15 lbs. of ,
MagAinp or 13 lbs. of Osmocote; mix thor-
oughly. If soil is to be fertilizer injected,
use one half the above rates on slow-release
fertilizers. Use soil test as a guides Begin
feeltilikin when plants are 1/2 to 1-inch high
and con nue until buds- turn dawn or ap-
proxima y two weeks before Easter.

TTING ,.....

POT BULBS UPON RECEIPT AFTER DIPPING
IN A SOLUTION OF KELTHAN.E. Place them

Ideep in the -pot to allow for develgpment of
stem roots. Center the bullos ipr the pot,
making sure that the peak of the bulb is
centered. Fill the pot' with soil mix and
firm. Water thoroughly.' Dre ch with Lesan,-.

35% WP (8 oz.) plus Terracl r 75% WP or
Benlate 50% WP (8 oz.) in 00 gallons of
water. Establish a pro ram of ' Lesan
drenching every 3-4 weeks (see.'schedule).
If bulbs are received prior to 'starting date
on forcing. schedule, place potted bulbs in
45-50°F house. Bulbs received ith sprouts
should be handled in the same' anner, but
care shmild be taken not to inju e shoots.

REGULATION. OF PLANT GROWTH
Beginning with the 120th day before Easter,

intain a '60-62°F soil temperature in the
log% . In late January switch to forcing by
air temperature_ An average of 70°F should
do the job (60° nights/80° days). Adjuit,
uniformity of development by moving slower
plants to a warmer location and vice-versa.
'Adjust 'crop,. timing according to forcing
schedule by raising or lowering temperature
(2°). -For increase -ift plant- height-,--use-mum
lights from 10:00 P.M. 2:00 t A.M. For
shorter plants, height may be controlled- by
growth retardants, such as Phosfon 'or
A-Rest. Pulling black cloth at 5:00 P.M.

4

end removing., at 8:00 A.M. from shbot
emergence till, near flowering will reduce
height also.

.1

INSECT CONTROL
Aphids--Vapona, Thiodap
Fungus gnats--Diazinon
Caution: Read label and follow directions!

GENERAL
Uniformity in all aspects of culture ca
be over-emphasized. Pot at the sa
depth; use the same amount of soil per pot;
firm at the same pressure; water uniformly;
insure uniform temperature, throughout the
forcing area.

LEAF-COUNTING METHOD (LCM)
LOM is a method of exacting the established
methods of forcing lilies for Easter, where-
by actual leaf count is used as a basis for
deteicmiig state of development_ The
basis for this method is that lilies initiate
all leaves by the time the plant is 4-6
inches high.

Meth .
1. When plants are 4-6 inches high, deter-

mine the total number of leaves on the
crop by selecting 2. or 3 plants from
each s ction or lot and counting (a) the
numt)e of leaves which have unfolded
off the leaf spindle or stalk and (b) the

........-number of leaves which remain on the
spindle.,

tir

2. Calculate the leaf-unfolding rate by
dividing the number of leaves remaining
on. the stalk unfolded by the number of
days till the first Sunday in Lent: This
will give you the number of leaves that
must unfold per day.

.
3. Select 'several representative plants and

mark th last few leaves that have)4,
unfolded f om the stalk. A paper punch
or something similar can be used for
this.

a

_ 103

4. One week later, determine the actual
number of leaves unfolded. Suberact the
-numlaer--ofthose unfolded- in--thepast
week from those yet. to unfold, and
recalculate, the required unfolding rate
(step 2). Make the necessary tempera-
ture adjtments and then 'repeat steps 2

and 3.

M-IV-G-1-11
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*Name' of Crop:

n717rirriP ,77 7 1:

I
STUDENT WORKSHEET 1

CROP SUPPLY CHECKLIST r\

Targeted Mprket Date:

Sf'jIies Neecleii

1. Cuttings/Seeds:
2

.r

Description source

Variety:

t.

7 ":7771V011

Amount IUnit $/Total $
S.

2. ,Containers:

S. Growipg Met

4. e Soil Amendments:

5. Fertilizers:

Growt e--1/ ators:

*.

N
JJL

. . .
,

.

`.',



a

8. Fungicides:

-9. Miticidesc

10. Labels:

11. Other Supplies:

I

J

We

&

1

106

1

.

,./

r 107
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 2

KEEPING CROP RECORDS

77,TrIruivV.IN71.17147Ffrl

,Name of crop: t Variety:

Targeted Market Date:

Cultural Practice Date Performed Notes

1. Preparirig Growing Media

2. Planting

3 . Transplanting

4. Fertilizing

I.

5. Pinching

6. Pruning

°

7. Disbudding
ti

108

I

4

4

109
s ;

.
.,. . ..

. ..
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8. Lighting

S

9. Shading

10. Heating

11. Cooling

t'

12. Applying Growth Regulators

13. Applying Insecticides

14. Applying Fungicides

15. Applying Miticides

16. Other Practices

110
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 3

YEAR-ROUND CROP SCHEDULE

Month
A S D J F MA M J J

2.

1 t

1

4

.

,

...-

r 2 t

3.

p

4,

\
,

.

.

S-.----

6.

\S

4

v

141

112 M-IV-G-1-17



V LABORATORY EXET-2CISE 1

PLANNING GREENHOUSE AND/OR LAM) LABORATORY SPACE

PURPOSE: The pur4se of this laboratory exercise is to provide stu-
dents the opportunity to arrange crops in the greenhouse
and/or land laboratory for an entire school year.

MATERIALS:

1. ruler
2. drawing paper
3. clipboards
4. seed/supply catalogs (opfional)

PROCEDURES:

I

0

1. Draw to scale (Example: 1/8" = 1'), the dimensions and locatiQn
of benches or 'rows in the school greenhouse and/or lane labora-
tory.

2. Organize available space by arranging the planned crops on the
greenhouse benches or in the land laboratory rows.

3. Encourage students to practice various crop placement, schedules
in order to maximize space utilization the greenhoase and/or
land, laboratory.

4 The following diagram may be used to guide Student work

4

,

4( -* * -* * -* * -* -* * * * * * * .* -* -*

* * * * -* * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * 4: * * * * . * * *

C) 0 0, 0 0 .0 0 0 6 0 C) C) 0 0 C) 0 C) p O.0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C) 0 C) o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0, 0 0 C) 0 0 C) C) 0 0 0 0 0

.
. .

4 ii
4

NOTE: These crops would not'be growing in the same greenhouse or
during the same time of the year. The example is fOr illustration only.

113
r

-W, oinsettias

0 Easter lilies

-- Eiedding plants

African violets
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Name of Crop: Easter Lilies

TEACHER'S KEY

STUDENT WORKSHEET 1

CROP SUPPLY CHECKLIST

k Variety: Nellie White

4r.
Targeted Market DAle: April 12

Supplies Needed Description Source Amount Unit $/Total

I. Cuttigs/Seds/Bulbs:- p___ cooled bulbs
- Ball Seed Co_ 200 bulbs .75/$150.00,

Box 335 ii West Chicago, IL
40?:. 1 60185

. Containers: 6" plastic containers gall tukd Co. 206. .15/$10.00
Box 335

\ West Chicago, IL' 60185
3. Growing Media: Ball rowing Ball Seed Co. 10 3 cubic ft. bags $4.69149.90

Mix 1 Box 335
0- .

,,___ West Chicago, IL
0. 60185 s , 1,

4. Soil Amendments: peat moss- Local garden Tbales 32.99/$10.50
a center

size: 8/43

Fertilizers: Peter's Eister Lill. , W.R. Grac..4 1 25 lb. bag $12.45
Special 16s4-12 k

,
& Co.

) cogelsville, PA
_2 i, 18051

6.. Growth Regulators: A-Rest Elan Seed Co. 7-quart $26.76
Box 33,5 ,
West Chicago, IL

60185

114
115'



It

7. Insecticides:

8. Fungi-Claes:

9. MTficides:

10-. Labels:

41. Other Supplies:

Diazinon
Plant Fume 103

_
Lesan
Terraclor
Kelthane4 '.

Pentac
..-

6" plastic stakes

Foil/ribbon 4

I

4

Local wholesale 4 rolls foil 4 $1.753.7-00
florist 3 bolts ribbon $1195/$5.85

Ball Seed Co. 1 4 lb. diaq
Box .335 1 c.ase/12 fumigatori
West Chicago, IL

60185
Ball Seed Co. -1 11 ILI. bag
Eox 335 1 3 lb. can
West Chicago, IL 1 3 lb. bag

60185
Bali Seed Co. -I 1 Tb.. jar
Box 335
West Chicago, IL

.60185
A.M.' Leonard,
Inc.
Piqua, 011 45356

1000 Makes $21.40

$17.75
$240

$24.56-
$ 8.35
$16.85

$17.10

4

116

I

I
-Fotal Price $42-3415-
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TEACHER'S KEY ,

STUDENT WORKSHEET 2

KEEPING CROP RECORDS

Name of Crop: Easter Lilies

1 argeted MarlCK Date: April 12
of

Cultural Practice Date Performed
'1. Preparing Growing Media 10 added (part peat moss to 2 parts Ball Growing Mix

Variety: Nellie White

Notes

Jk

2. Planting 12 21 dipped bulbs i-or 1/2 hr. in Relkhane 35WP; placed bulb

3. Transplanting

4. Fertilizing

NA'

Continuous

5. Pinching NA/
6. Pruning . NA

7. Disbudding

118

NA

ti

deep in center o-Lpot; drenched with Lesan2Terraclor

562 ppm nitrogen every 10 days; use Peter's Easter

Lily Special (16-4-12)

f

119 (



8. Lighting

9., Shading

)
1-16 1-23

NA

lights on from 10 pm to 2 am to encourage slow shoots

to emerge

10.

11.

Heating

Cooling,

moved slower plants to warmer location (60°F nights/

80°F days)

12. Applying Growth Regulators 2-21 applied A-Rest to control height

'13. Applying .-Ihsecticides 2-21 & 3-16 sprayed for aphids

14. Applying Fungicides 1-16 & 2-21 repeated Lesan-Terraclor applications

15. Applying Miticides NA

16. Other Prhclices

120
121
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TEACHER'S KEY

STUDENT WORKSHEET 3
f

YEAR-ROUND CROP SCHEDULE

Month
A l M

Poinsettias
. ,

,

.

Pot Mums ,

, .

Easter Lilies ,

, .

.

.

Fo,lige
Plants

I I t .

.5...
Bedding
Plants

.

.

,

6.
African
Violets

4.

.

.

.

,

,

-1

si

4

.122
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UNIT H: -Identifying and Controlling
Pets of Horticultural Plants



UNIT H: IDENTIFYING AND CONTROLLING PESTS OF

HORTJCULTUR AL PLANTS

Additional problem areas have not been included in this unit The

project advisory council and staff feel the unit has been ..adequately covered

i n Metropolitan Core I , II, and I I I as follows:

Core I 1. Pest Identification and Safe Use d'Y Pesticides.

Core I I 2.. Identifying and Controlling Landscape and Garden

Pests,

Core I I I 3. Handling Pesticides Safely and Passing Certifica-

tion Tests.

A

11/1-1V-H



UNIT I: Urban Animals

0

c

125



UNIT I: URBAN ANIMALS

Additional problem areas have not been included in this unit. The

project advisory council and staff feel the unit has been adequately covered

in Metropolitan Core I as follows:,

Core I 1. Care and Feeding of the Family Dog.

2. Care and Feeding of the Family Cat.

3. Care and Feeding of the Family Horse.

126
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UNIT J: Soil Science and Conservation
of Natural Resources

PROBLEM AREA: .sk

r73

1. Growing plants hydroponically

127

I.

I
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UNIT J: SOIL SCIENCE AND CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES

PROBLEM AREA: GROWING PLANTS HYDROPONICALLY

SUGVESTiONS TO THE TEACHER:

This problem area is designed for use with 'advanced students in
vocational' agriculture/horticulture prograins This problem area can be taught
at any time during the school year.

TI estimated instructional time for this problem area is 3-7 days
depending on how far the teacher wishes to go in developing specialized
hydroponic skills. If the students are to be involyed in other activity
exerciseLte-TFistructional time will need to be increases.

The instructor is encouraged to conduct a local search to locate other
supplementary materials for use with. this problem area. The Items in this
problem area are for reference or modification as instructors adapt these
materials to their local situations.

CREDIT SOURCES:

These materials were developed through a funding agreement, R- 33 -24-
D -10 -0362 -466 with the Illinois State Board of Educatidh, Department of Adult,
Vocational and Technical Education, Research and Development Section,
100 North First Street, Springfield, Illinois 62777. Opinions expressed- in
these materials do not reflect, nor should they be construed as' policy or
opinion of the State Board of Education or its

The teacher's guide, infprmation sheets, student worksheet, laboratory
exercises, transparency discussion guide, and test questions were developed
by Kallie S. Grobstein, Department. of Vocational and Technical Education,
University of Illinois and reviewed by Paul E, Hemp, Janet L. Henderson,
and Teresa E. PaniellO, Department of Vocational and Technical Education,
'University of Illinois.

The artwork in this problem area was prepared by the Vocational
Agriculture 'Service, University of Illinois. Suggestions and guidance in
the' development of these materials were provided by, the Metropolitan Core
Curriculum Field Test Teachers.

128
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TEACHER'S GUIDE

. Unit: .Soil science and conservation of natural resources

H . Problem area: Growing, plants hydroponically

I l l . Objectives: At We close of this problem area, -students will be able to:

1_ -Define hydroponics.

2. List materials and steps necessary in est blishing a hydroponic
garden.

3. Maintain a small hydroponic garden_

4. Explain the functions of We major nutrients in . plant growth,
and identify nutrient deficiencies.

I V. Suggested interest approaches:

1. To generate initial interest, ask the following lead questions:

a. Is it possible to grow plants without, soil?

b. What would be some advantages and .,.disadvantages of
growing plants without soil?

2. Show the movie Hydroponics, available through the Illinois Film
Service.

.P"

3. Construct a display of several types of vitamins (1-a-Day,
Theragram, Geritol, etc. ). Compare the importance of a bal-
anced meal and staying healthy for people, to the importance of
nutrients and promoting plant growth.

4 Show the students two plants, one ,in soil and the other in a
soilless medium, have them list reasons why they think one
plant will grow better than they other.

V. Anticipated Problems and concerns of students:

1. What is hydroponics?

2. What materials do I need to construct a hydroponic garden?
* '

3. What plants are best suited for a hydroponic garden?

4. How do I maintain a hydroponic garden?

5. What are the advantages and disadvantages of growing plants
hydroponically?

129
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6. Why do we add _nutrients to plants grown hydroponically?

7. Why do vie need to test the pH level of the water in aorhydro-
ponic garden?

V I . ,Suggested learning activities and experiences:

441 M-IV-J-1-4

1. Compare, and contrast the,different types of hydroponic gardens,
utilizing the transparencies and transparency discussion guides
included in this problem area.

2. Have the students construct several types of hydroponic gar-
dens in the classroom using the, transparencies or Laboratory
Exercises in this problem area.

3. Have the students keep records of the plants grown in a class-
room hydroponic system, using Student Worksheet 1.

4 divide the students into small groups and challenge each group
to -produce a list of advantages and disadvantages of growing
plants hydroponically.

5. Invite the owner/manager of a hydroponic production greenhouse
to speak to the class. Information sheet 5 identifies hydroponic
greenhouses in Illinois.

6. View the film Hydroponics distributed by the Illinois Film Service.

7. Demonstrate the importance of plant nutrients, by preparinc a
t nutrient deficient solution and a normal solution as a cc:IN-cll.

Have students maintain records and compare/contrast the plants
grown in the two solutions. Information sheet 3 will assist
students in identifying specific nutrient deficiences.

Tour a hydroponic facility in your community if available using
Information Sheet 5 to identify possible sites.

9. Test the pH level of the nutrient solution in a hydroponic
garde and adjust it to the proper range using Laboratory
Exercise 3.

10. Construct a water culture hydroponic garden using Laboratory
Exercise 1, and keep records of plant growth using Student
Worksheet 1.

11. Construct an aerated waterculture hydroponic garden using
Laboratory Exercise 2, and keep records of plant growth using
Student Worksheet 1.

12. Compare plant growth between an 'aerated and non-aerated
growth medium using Laboratory Exercises 1 and 2.



V I I . Application procedures:

1. Growing' plants hydroponically introduces students to an alter-
nate growing media. This media will gain importance as the land
available for food production decreases. 40

2. The knowledge and skills gained in this problem area can be
applied towards student or science fair projects.

VIII. Evaluation:

1. Prepare and administer a written exam using the sample test
questions in this problem area.

2. Evaluate the student's worksheets and labor,atory exercises.

I X. Relerences and aids:

1. Douglas, J. S. Hydroponics The Bengal System. Oxford Uni-
versity Press, Ely House, London, England, 1970.

2. Resh, H. M. Hydroponic Food Production. Woodbridge Press,
Box 6189, Santa Barbara, Cafornia 03111, 1978.

3. Carpenter, T. Hydroponics a Handbook for Beginners, Hob-
byists and Commerical Growers. Hydro-Gardens, Colorado
Springs, CO, 1979.

4. Kenyon, S. Hydroponics for the Home Gardens. Von Nostrand
Reinhold Ltd., Toronto, New York, 1079.

S Horticulture Facts, Co6perative Extension Service, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, College of Agriculture.

a. Hydroponics, VC-19782

6 Hydroponics, .a 12 minute film available froM the 'University of
Illinois Film Center, 1325 South Oak Street, Champaign, Illinois
61820. In Illinois call toll free (1-800-252-1357).

4
131
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INFORMATION SHEET 1

HYDROPONICS

Hydroponics is a term used to describe4 several methods of growing
planfs without soil. The word hydroponics is derived fcom the latin "hydro"
and "ponic," meaning water-working. Other terms used to describe these
methods are waterculture, nutriculture, aquaculture, gravel or sand culture,
soilless culture solution or liquid culture, nutriponics, and nutrient film
technique.

Regardless of the method that is used to grow plants, several basic
requirements must be met. These include: physical support, water, air
(carbon dioxide and oxygen), mineral salts, adequate light, and,, favorable
temperature.

Plants have been grown hydroponicall or hundreds of years. Records
show that the Hanging Gardens of Babylon (one of the seven ancient wo ders
of the world) used a crude form of hydroponics. Scientists of the 00's
first documented evidence that plant life could be sustained in an agg egate
and nutrient solution. The term hydroponics is credited to W. F. Gericke
of California. He demonstrated that plants could be grown" to maturity
without. 161, provided that the roots of the plant were immersed in a nutrient
solution.

One of the main advantages of .growing plants hydroponically is that food
may be produced in areas with poor or no soil. During World War' II many
submarines were equipped with hydroponic systems to provide our seaman
with fresh grown vegetables. Many notions in arid and desert climates also
depend on hydroponic systems for food production.

0 Plants grown in a hydroponic system grow faster, ripen earlier, and
yield ten times more than soil grown plants. The flavors of hydroponically
grown vegetables are increased-, however, the nutritional value stays the
same.

Some of the most popular plants grown hydroponically are vegetables and
herbs. House plants and flowering plants alto may be grown hydroponically.
Plants grown hydroponically are much more flavorful than those found in the
grocery store, because they don't spend any time in storage. Suggested
plants for beginners include tomatoes, lettuce, celery, and herbs. These
plants suffer from the most taste loss in the grocery stores.

If starting plants by seed, select varieties that are recommended for
a container gardens. Some examples are the patio tomato or self-pollinating

((i
cucumbers. When using the flood and drain method, start your seedlings in
small jiffy pots inserted in the growing medium. Seeds can be plante closer
together than the seecLpackaqes indicate. The growing box sho Id be
placed in an area that is warm/ (60° 70° F). Most seeds germinate best
when placed in a dark area, so cover growing medium with dark plaStic.
Make sure that the plastic is removed as soon as the seeds begin to sprout.

132
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Plants started in soil mixtures may also be transplanted into a hydro-
ponic garden. Carefully wash off all the soil from the root system before
inserting it into the hydroponic (-larder).

fewerIf you use lukewarm to cold water, signs of shoci will be shown by
the plants.

Cuttings may be rooted in a hydroponic garden. Rooting can be
promoted in a hydroponic garden using the same procedure for a soil garden
by using a rooting hormone.

Controlling the pH level is necessary for a successful hydroponic gar-
den. Plants and especially vegetables do best in a pH of 5.6-6.5 which is
slightly acidic. Water in some areas of Illinois haye a pH level of 8, which
is very alkaline. A pH above or below the recommended level will inhibit the
plant's ability to take up nutrients necessary for plant growth. The pH
level of your garden should be checked regularly. Instructions for checking
and adjusting the pH are listed in Laboratory Exercise 3.

133
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INFORMATION SHEET 2

SOURCES OF
HYDROPONIC EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

1 Aqua-Ponics
17221 E./ 17th St.
Santa Anna, California
92701

2. Cambr'idge Farms
8748 S. Todd Ave.
Warren, Ohio
44481

3. A Hydro-Gardens,. Inc.
P.O. Box 9707
Colorado Springs, Colorado
80932

4. North American Greenhouse Co., Inc.
Box 5286
Texarkana, Texas
75501

5. Edgecomb Enterprises
2560 Federal Drive Suite 703
DeCatur, Illinois
62526

NUTRIENTS ONLY

6. Consolidated Laboratories
&lite 118,
910 S. Hohokam Drive
Tempe, Arizona
85281

134
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INFORMATION. SHEET 3

SOURCES, FUNCTIONS, AND DEFICIENCY SYMPTOMS
OF PLANT NUTRIENTS

Nutrient Source'

1. Nitrogen
a. Potasisium nitrate
b. Sodium nitrate
c. Calcium nitrate

Function

an essential ingredient
in photosynthesis,
aids in leaf and stem
growth

Deficiency Symptom

slow growth rate,
leaves turn yellow to
light green beginning
with the lower leaves

2. . Potassium
a. Potassium sulfate
b. Potassium chloride

needed for the
development of fruits

lower leaves turn
brown and curl u

3. Phosphorus
a. Treble superiNfs-

phate
used by the cells
during photosynthesis

underdeveloped root
systems, leaves turn
blotchy and grey

4. Magnesium
a. Magnesim sulphate
b. Magnesium nitrate

a component of
chlorophyl!

leaves turn yellow
white, veins remain
green. buds do not
develop

5. Calcium
a. Calcium sulphate increases root growth

and helps plant absorb
potassium

leaves do not develop
fully and are Unusu-
ally small

6 Iron
a Ferrous sulphate
b: Ferric chloride
c. Ferf--ic citrate

helps produce
chlorophyll

veins remain green
and loaves begin to
lose color from the
tips down

7. Manganese
a. Manganese sulphate
b. Manganese chloride

helps the plan
absorb nitrogen

buds do not open

M-IV-J-17tt)
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Nutrient Source Function Deficiency Symptom

Boron
a. Boric acid
b. Borax
c. Copper sulphate

needed in minute
amounts, exact
function unknown

leaves become spindaly
. and brown tips

develop on leaves

9. Zinc
a_ Zinc sulphate helps transfer other 'growth rate slows

nutrients in the plant down or ceases

4,3
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INFORMATION SHEET 4

ADVANTAGES AND DISADJVANTAGES OF
GROWING PLANTS HYDROPONICALLY

ADVANTAGES

1. Crops can be grown where the soil is unsuitable, unavailable, or contami-
nated with toxic substances.

3

2. Labor for traditional practices such as watering, cultivating, mulching,
weeding, and applicating herbicides and insecticides can be reduced or
eliminated.

3. Higher yields are produced hydroponically, than in field production
because plants do not compete with one another for nutrients and can
be grown closer together.

4. Soil-borne insects and diseases4are avoided.

5. Water d nutrients are. recytled in a hydroponic system. This leads
towards conservation of valuable resources.

6. Greater control of the environment (light, temperature, 'nutrients,
humidity and composition of air) is possible.

7. Due to greater control of the plants' environment, greater uniformity
of ,plant growth is experienced.

8. Equipment can be automated to further reduce labor costs.

9. The amateur horticulturist or homeowner can ciapt a hydroponic system
to urban situations.

DISADVANTAGES

1. The plants' reactions to poor conditions are very *fast, so plant growth
must be monitered every days

2. Considerable technical knowledge is necessary to handle 'any problems
that may arise.

3. In 1;rbe production operations, the origin& cost per acre is higher than
field production.

*-/
4. .Diseases spread faster in a closed (hydroponic system, tharuin field

conditions.

5. . All plants do not adapt easily to hydroponic systems, so new, plant
varieties must be developed.
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INFORMATION SHEET 5

HYDROPONIC FACILITIES IN ILLINOIS

1_ Arthur, Daniels, Midland Co. (A.D'.M.
Decatur, Illinois
commercial ve table production

2_ Edgecombe Enterprises 1

2560 Federal Drive, Suite 703
Decatur, Illinois 62526
Manufacturers of hydroponic systems (availabl for tours)

3_ Joliet Junior College, Horticulture Department
Building A
1216 Houbolf AvAue
Joliet, Illinois 60436
Educational hydroponic facilities

4. Robert Burke Greenhouses
R. R. #3
Rochelle, Illinois 61068
(815) 562-7550
Commercial tomato production

138
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 1

RECORDING PLANT GROWTH IN A HYDROPONIC GARDEN

PROCEDURE: Record observations of your hydr Onic garden at least two
times per week using the chec list provided below. The
instructor may wish to add additional questions.

OBSERVATION CHECKLIST

1.

2.

3.

4

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Are the plants receiving sufficient light?

Is the area properly ventilated?

Are drafts present?

Is the working area clean and neat?

Is the proper depth of nutrient present in the growing box?

Is there proper drainage?

What. is the pH of the nutrient solution?
C

Measure the height of the plants.

Record the day that flowers appear.

When harvesting vegetables, record the data and describe
and size.

the weight

Are insects present? Record method of control and results.
-)

Are diseases,present? Record method of control and results.

139
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STUDENT WORKSIIEET 1 (CONT'D)

HYDROPONIC GARDEN DAILY LOG

Observations of Plant Environment and Growth

Date: (Example) March 3rd Cloudy weather, low
light; good drainage; proper depth of nutrient solu-
tio . Plants 3" in height. No,irects, no diseases,
areçJean and neat. pH level ok, 6,0.

Date:

140
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 1

WATERCULTURE

PURPOSE: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is' to observe and
record plant growth in a water solution supplied 'with nutri-
ents, without bubbling air through the solution.

MATERIALS:

1. complete nutrient solution
2. a glass jar
3. aluminum foil
4. cotton
5. cork to fit glass jar
6. plant unterial (small houseplant, vegetable or soybean plant

seedling

PROCEDURES:

1. Select a well rooted plant, and remove all soil particles from root
system.

2. Cut a slot in the cork for the plant.
X

3. Wrap cotton around the stem of the plant where it will be in contact
with the cork.

4. Insert cotton wrapped plant into slot of cork.

5.' Fill jar with nutrient solution.

6. Fit cork into top of jar carefully' so the root system of the plant is
not injured.

7. Wrap aluminum foil around the jar to keep out the light. This will
prevent growth of bacteria in the nutrient solution.

8 Place jars in a well, lit area.

142
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LABORATORY EXERCISE -2

AERATED WATERCULTURE

PURPOSE: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to observe and
record plant growth in an aerated water solution supplied with
nutrients.

MATERIAL:

1. complete nutrient solution
2. glass jar
3. aluminum foil
4. cotton
5. cork to fit glass jar

4 6. air supply, tubes and hoses (air pump from aquarium can be used)
7. plant material (houseplant, vegetable or soybean plant. seedling)

PROCEDURES:

1. Select a well rootAl prant, and remove all soil particles from root
system, by washing it gently under running water.

2. Cut a slot in the cork for the plant and air hose.

3. Wrap cotton around the Sternof .1the plant where it will be in contact
with the cork.

4. Insert cotton-wrapped plant into the slot of the cork.

5. Fill jar with nutrient solution.

6. Fit the cork into the top of the jar carefully so the root system of
the plant is not.injured.

7. Wrap aluminum foil around the.jar to keep out the light. This will
help prevent the growth of bacteria in the nutrient solution."

8. Connect the air supply to the jar.

9. Place the jar in well lighted area.

10. Record observations, compare growth of plant in aerated-solution
to the plants in a non-aerated solution.

M-IV-J-1-18
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 3

TESTING AND ADJUSTING THE pH LEVEL OF A
HYDROPONIC GARDEN

PURPOSE: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to test the pH level
of the nutrient solution, and adjust it to a recommended level
if necessary.

MATER*L :

1. tablished Q hydroponic garden and nutrient solution
2. li us paper or indicator solution
3. white vinegar or phosphoric acid
4. baking soda or dolamitic lime
5. water
6. measuring spoons

PROCEDURES:

1. Test the nutrient solution with the litmus paper or indicator solu-
tion.

2 Compare the color of the litmus paver or indicator solution to a
chart. If the color indicates the pH I'S between 5.6-6.5 the solution
is within the proper range.

3. If/ the solution is too alkaline (6.5 or above), add 1 tablespoon of
white vinegar to 3 gallons of water.

4. Slowly add part of this mixture to the nutrient solution.

5. Stir thoroughly and check the pH again'.

6. Continue this process until the nutrient solution reaches the desired
range_

7. If the solution is too acid .(5.6 or lower), add one tablespoon of
baking soda to three gallons of water.

8. Slowly add part of this mixture to the nutrient solution.

9. Stir thoroughly and check the pH again.

10. Continue this process until 4he nutrient solution reaches The desired
range.

144
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 4

CONSTRUCTING .A PORTABLE FLOOD & DRAIN
HYDROPONIC GARDEN

PURPOSE: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to construct a small
hydroponic garden that can support four to six plants.

MATERIALS:

1_ wooden box or plastic tub 8"-"12" deep
2. plastic liner (for wooden box)
3. inert aggregate (sand, perlite, vermiculite, gravel, etc)
4. complete nutrient solution
5.. plastic bucket
6. small piece of screen

J7. 4-6 plants of your choice
8. a wooden or plastic door stop

ROCEDUR ES:

v

(. Line wooden box with plastic.

2. Drill a hole at one end ?f the wooden or plastic box.
0"

3. Slope the bo in the direction of the hole by placing the door stop
under the oppojte end of the box.

4. Place the screen o er the hole to prevent loss of, aggregate

5. Fill the box with the i rt aggregate.

6. ants in the growing medium.

7 Water plants" with the nutrient solution two times per day.

8. Place the plastic bucket under the drainage hole so the nutrient
solution can be saved and reused.

145
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WATER UL U E
r

A. PLANT

B. COTTON

C. CORK

D. GLASS JAR

4
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AERATED WATERCULTURE

E.

J1

A. PLANT

B. COTTON

C. CORK

D. GLASS JAR

E. AIR PUMP

147
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RAI ME H

*A. SCREEN

B. PLANT

C. AGGREGATE ,

D. DOORSTOP

E. PAIL

149
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AUTOMATED HYDROPONIC GARDEN

o

11
i

A. VALVE

B. SLOPE

C. PUMP

D. TANK FOR SOLUTION

150
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FLOOD AND DRAIN HYDROPONIC'IQARDEN

A

A. NUTRIENT IS COLLECTED HERE

B. VALVE

C. NUTRIENT SOLUTION RAISED ABOVE GROW BOX

D. VALVE

E. RAISED GROWBOX
t

151'
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AQUARIUM -HYDROPONIC' GARDEN

t

N

r

A. SCREEN THAT WILL ALLOW ROOT'PENETRATION

B. INERT AGGREGATE

C. NUTRIENT SOLUTION

D. AQUARIUM PUMP FOR AERATION
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HYDR Pi NI ARDE
UNDER ARTIFICIAL LIGHTS

M-IV-J-1-28
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TRANSPARENCY DISCUSSION GUIDE

GROWING PLANTS HYDROPONICALLY

I . T ransparency--WAT ERCULTURE

A. Water culture is the least complicated form of hydroponics.
plant is simply placed in a water and nutrient solution-.

B. The jar should be covered with aluminum foil to block out the
light. This will prevent the growth of bacteria in the nutrient
solution.

H . TransparencyAERATED WATERCULTURE

A. The aerated wafer Jlture system is identical tQ the waterculture
system except th t a small pump is bubbling air through the
nutrient solution.

B . The air will provide the root system with oxygen, which is
necessary for plant growth.

I I I Transp.irencyWICK-WATERING METHOD

A Plants may be grown in individual flower pots by using the
wick-watering method. A plant potted in an aggregate is placed
in a saucer containing a nutrient solution. It is fed by a wick
that has one encl inserted into the pot from the bottom, anted the
other end 'mil rsed in the nutrient solution. ,

V. Transparency--FLOOD AND DRAIN MET OD

A. An inexpensive hydroponic garden can be constructed from a
wooden box or plastic tub.

B. The box is placed on a slope by a doorstop to aid nutrient
drainage.

C. Excess solution is collected by a plastic pail placed. beneath the
drain hole.

V. Transparency--AUTOMATED HYDROPONIC GARDEN

A. A cktinuous flow of nutrients can be provided by the use of a
pump.

V 1 . Transparency -FLOOD AND DRAIN HYDROPONIC GARDEN

A . A larger more permanent garden can be constructed by using
the same princples as the smaller unit constructed in Laboratory
Exercise 4.
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V 1 I . Transparency--AQUARIUM HYDROPONIC GARDEN

. A. An unused aquarium can be turned into a hydroponic garden_

B. Foil #should be used to block the light to the nutrient solution.

VIII. Transparency-- GARDEN UNDER ARTIFICIAL LIGHTS

A. Hydroponic gardens may be grown indoors with the ;aid of
artifical lights. ; ,,

M- IV- J -1 -30

(
B. egetables need higher light levels than green plants.
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SAMPLE TEST QUESTIONS AND TEACHER'S KEY

GROWING PLANTS HYDROPONICALLY

TRUE OR FALSE:

True 1.

%-

True 2.

False 3.

True 4.

True 5.

True 6.

False 7.

False 8.

True 9.

False 10.

Nutriculture and watercu rye are other names usvf for
hydroponies.

Hydroponics is a term used to describe plants growing without
soil.

Plants grown hydropqnically do_ not have to meet the same
cultural requirements as plan grown in soil.

Growing plants hydroponic Ily has been known to man fore
hundreds of years.

Vegetables grown hydroponically grow faster and taste better
than field grown vegetables.

One ad \antage of hydroponics 'is that plants may be grown in
areas with poor soils.

A limited -growing season is a major disadvantage to hydro-
ponics.

An advantage of hydroponics is that it is not necessary to add
nutrients or fertilizer to the water solution.

Plants with light green leaves that grow slowly show a possible
nitrogen deficiency.

Most vegetables grow Vest in a pH of 6.5-7.5.

SHORT ANSWER:

1. List four advantages of growing plants hydroponically.

a. plants can be grown where soil is unsuitable or contaminated.
b. soil borne insects and diseases are avoided.
c.- water and nutrients pre recycled.
d. .equipment can be automated to reduce labor.

2. List two disadvantages of growing plants hydroponically.

a. diseases Spread faster.,
b. in large production operations, the cost per acre is high.
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3 List three primi3ry nutrients essential for plant growth.

a. nitrogen
b. phosphorus
c. potassium

4 List four types of plants that may be grown hydroponically.
yJ

5.

a. vegetables
b. herbs
c. green plants
d. flowering plants

Name two types of inert media used as a growing media for hydroponics.

a. sand
b. gravel

6 Why is it important to maintain the proper pH?

Plants are not .able to absorb essential nutrients unless the pH is
between 5,6-6.5.

7. Define the term hydroponics.
,

The method of growing plants without soil. Literal translation from
Latin means water working.

8 Explain why non-aerated waterculture hydroponic systems are not as

effective as an areated hydroponic system.

Oxygen is not provided to the root system, plant growth slovs and
the plant may eventually die.

t.
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UNIT X: Horticultural Agricultural
Products
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UNIT K: AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
(

U

. Additional problem areas have not been included in this unit. The

project advisory council and staff feel the unit -has been adequately covered
c-\

in Metropolitan Core II, and Ill as follows :'

Core II 1. 'Identifying and Selecting..Fresh Frdit and Vege-
c.

Core HI -.

044-664-

fables.

Identifying" and SeleCting Ornarhe.ntal Horticultural

Products.

SelecLing anci Buying Horticultural Tools and

Ectripmenl.,

159
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UNIT L: Landscape besign,
Establishment, and Maintenance

PROBLEM AREAS:

1. Pruning deiduous shrubs

11,

2. Pruning deciduous shade trees
3. Pruning bonsai, espalier, topiary, vines,

and roses
4. ,Using mulches in the landscape
5. Growing plants in containers

I.



UNIT L: LANDSCAPE DESIGN, ESTABLISHMENT, AND MAINTENANCE

PROBLEM AREA: PRUNING DECIDUOUS RUBS

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER.

This problem area is designed for use with advanced students in
vocational agriculture/horticulture programs, The recommended time for
teaching this problem area is during, the late winter or early spring months,

The estimated instructional time for tili* problem area is 5 to 7 days,
depending on how far the teacher wishes to go in developing deciduous
shrub pruning skills at the third year level. If the teaching plan is,
limited to classroom discussion with little or no practical experiences or
observations'*, the instructionaljim can be lesS than five days. If the
students are tjo be involved in other activity exercises, the instructional
time will no be increased_

The instructor is encouraged to conduct a local search to locate other
supplementary materials for use with this problem area. The items in this
problem area are for reference, or modification as instructors adapt these
materials to their local Situations.

The instructor is encouraged to refer to Metropolitan Core Curriculum
I I I Unit L, Problem Area: Pruning Evergreens, to obtain information on
pruning evergreen shrubs and trees.

CREDIT, SOURCES:

These materials were developed through a funding agreement, R-33 -24-
D -0362 -466 with the Illinois State Board of Education, Department of Adult,
Vocational and Technical Education, Fieseahch and Development Section, 100
North First Street, Springfield, Illinois 62777, Opinions expressed in
these materials do not reflect, nor should they be construed, as policy or
opinion of the Illinois State Board of Education or4 its staff.

The teacher's guide, information sheet, student worksheet, laboratory
exercises, transparency guide, and test questions were developed by
Janet L. Henderson, Department of Vocational and Technical Education,
University of° Illinois, and reviewed by Paul E. Hemp, Kallie S. Grobstein,
and Teresa E. Paniello, Department of Vocational and Technical Education,
University of Illinois.

Transparency masters were prepared by the Vocational Agriculture
Service, University of Illinois. Suggestions and guidance in the develop-
ment of these, materials were provided by the Metropolitan Core Curriculum
Field Test Teachers.

1
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), TEACHER'S DE-

I Landscape* design, establishment, and maintenance

II . Problem area: Pruning deciduous shrultis .

HI. Objectives: At the close of this problem area, students will be able lo:

1. Identify the reasons for pruning deciduous shrubs.

2. Identify the proper techniques. for pruning deciduous shrubs.

3. Demonstrate. the correct - procedures for pruning deciduous
shrubs.

4. Follow safety procedures when pruning decidious shrubs.

IV. Suggested interest approaches:

1. Conduct a walking tour of the high school campus to Observe
proper and improper pruning of' deciduous shrubS.

2. Take a' trip to a local nursery or garden center to observe the
prOning of deciduous shrubs.

3. Asked students if they have pruned deciduous shrubs. Have
them discuSs types of pruning techniques and tools they used
and any problems they encountered.

Have students demonstrate practical applications of pruning
evergreen shrubs by reviewing Metropolitan Core Curriculum
fl I Unit L, Problem area: Pruning Evergreen Shrubs.

V Anticipated problems and concerns of students:

1. What are the reasons for pruning deciduous shrubs?

C2
2. WhNt tools should I use for pruning decidious shrubs?

3. When should I prune deciduous shrubs?

4. How should I prune deciduous ..hedges?

5. What pruning tethnlques should I use To ejuvenate old decid-
uous shrubs? /

6. What is headier-0 back?

7. Hotv,dOes shearing differ from thinning out?

VI.. Suggested learning activities and experiences:

1. Review general pruning principles and equipment discussed in.

Metropolitan Core Curriculum III Unit 4, Problem area: Prun--
ing Evergreens.
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2. Show VAS Slidefilm 644 Pruning `Shrubs or other appropriate
slide materials.

3. Have a local nurseryPerson describe how he or she prunes
deciduous shrubs for development and future sales.

4 Identify a plant that needs pruning and have students react as''
to how it should be pruned, keeping in mind its characteristics,
shape, form and intended use.

1

5. Have students complete Student Worksheet 1 Pruning Deciduotis
Shrubs using Cooperative Extension Circular 1033 Pruning
Evergreens and Deciduous Trees and Shrubs as a reference.

Demo trate the ,proper techniques of pruning deciduous shrubs
and he get. Have students prune actual plant material. Utilize
the laboratory exercises included in this problem area for this
purpose.

7. Spend a day at a local nursery or arboretum practicing pruning
techniques on deciduous shrubs and hedges. Discuss the dif-,
ference between pruning practices done in the nursery and in
the home landscape.

VII. Application procedures:

1. The main purpose of this problem area is to devel p skills in the
pruning of deciduous shrubs. Skill level for ent nce into the
.job market should be emphasized, On-the-job train' g should be
encouraged.

2 Additional performance should be emphasized in a supervised
occupational experience program. and work" on - the home land-
scape.

VIII. Evaluation:

1. Prepare and administer a writtan_exam using the sample test
questions in this problem area.

2., Evaluate the student worksheet.

3. Evaluate students on actual performance when priling deciduous
shrubs.

IX. References and aids:

The following references were used to complete thiS probleM area:

1. All About Pruning, Ortho Book, Chevron Chemical Company,
OrtTio Division, 575 Market Street, San Francisco, CA 94105, .

available at most local garden centers.
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2. Crockett, J. U. Flowering Shrubs. New York: Time-Life .(
Books, 1972.

3. Giles, F. A. ,,& Sjetert, W. B. rrunin9 Evergreens and Decid-
uous Trees and Shrubs (circular 1033)t- Urbana-Champaign, IL:
Cooperative Extension service; College of Agricujture, University
of Illinois, 1971. A pruning slide set and script are available
for use in Illinois in Conjunction with this circular. To obtain
the slides, contact your local Extension adviser.

4. Planting and Caring for Hedges (Horticultural Facts LH 480).
Cooperative Extension Service, College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois, 61801.

5. Pruning Landscape Plants (Bulletin 543). Cooperative Extension
Service, College of Agriculture, The Ohio State University,
43210.

6. Pruning Shade Trees and Repairing Their Injuries .(Home and
Garden Bulletin No. 83). U.S. Department of Agriculture, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.., 20402_

7. Pruning Shrubs (VAS Slidefilm 644). Vocational Agriculture
Service, ;1401 South Maryland Dr. , Urbana, IL 61801.

8 Harshbarger, G. MacCall's Garden Book. _New York: Simon &
Schuster,- 1968. Chapter 23, pages 350-368.

a
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INFORMATION SHEET 1

PRUNING DECIDUOUS SHRUBS

REASONS FOR PRUNING DECIDUOUS SHRUBS

* To promote new growth.

* To encourage flowering and fruiting.

* To remove dead, broken, and diseased branches.

* To maintain a desirably size and shape.

PRUNING PRINCIPLES

A. Deciduous Shrubs

* Removal of dead, `clise'ased, or broken wood in early spring is
usually the first and most important step in pruning deciduous
shrubs. Follow basic pruning techniques of cutting Vinch above
an outward-facing bud.

* Use renewal techniques to promote new growth, maintain size, and
encourage flowering. In the spring cut out the largest branches at
the base of the shrub.

For flowering deciduous shrubs such as forsythia, mockorange,
weigela, and lilac, prune immediately after blooming. Cut out and
shorten the oldest and weakest. branches using heading back or
renewal pruning techniques.

* To rejuvenate deciduous shrubs such as viburnum, privet, mock-
orange, lilac, pieris, and mahonia, prune all stems down to within
two to four. inches of the ground. Rejuvenation is necessary for
plants that have become overgrown and bare at the base. The best
time for rejuvenation pruning is in March or April.

Use heading back techniques for pruning single-stem deciduous
shrubs; this involves removing old and/or unwanted stems to a main
limb or basic framework limb; make cuts .fluSh with the main stem.

B. 'Hedges

* During their first season, prune deciduous hedges to a height of
four inches from the ground; this drastic pruning will cause two to
six stems to sprout for every old one.

* After the first growing season, begin to shape hedges by trimming
the top to be more narrow than the base; this practice allows
sunlight to reach the lower branches.

M-IV-L-1-7
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* Lightly shear mature_ formal hedges ever time new growth be-
comes six inches long.

* Power hedge trimmers work well on young, soft shoots; how-
ever, large woody branches may damage the trimmers and
result in plant injury.

* Use a line attached to two stakes to mark and guide the cut-
ting height of the deciduous ,hedge.

163
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 1

, PRUNING DECIDUOUS SHRUBS

REFERENCE Cooperative Extensioh Circular 1033 Pruning Evergreens and Deciduous Trees and Shrubs

PLIANT PRUNING TIME PRUNING METHOD SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Northern Bayberry Example: early
spring

heading-back dr
rejuvenation methods

can be severely pruned;
recovers rapidly

Japanese Barberry

Tallhedge Buckthorn

Rock Cotoneaster

RedoSier Dogwood

Winged Euonymus

Scarlet Firethorn

Forsythia

Vtmerican Holly

Lilac

i W1
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 1 (contid.)

PRUNING DECIDUOUS SHRUBS

REFERENCE Cooperative Extension Circular 1033 Pruning Evergreens and Decjcluous Trees and Shrubs

PLANT PRUNING TIME PRUNING METHOD SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

414

Mockorange

Purple leaf Plum

l`' Amur Privet

Flowering Quince

Rose of Sharon

Bridalwreath Spirea

Doublefile Viburnum

Koreanspice Viburnum

Leather leaf Viburnum

Weigela
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 1

PRUNING DECIDUOUS SHRUBS

PURPOSE: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to practice pruning
techniques specific to deciduous shrubs.

4

MA'ERIALS:

1. Hand pruners
2. Lopping shears
3. Pruning.' saw
4. Chlorine bleach
5. Different types of deciduous shrubs when available

PROCEDURES:

1. Sterilize the pruner,
chlorine bleach.

2 Practice maintenance
and broken wood.

lopping shear, and saw cutting blades with

pruning by removing all dead, diseased,

3. Practice pruning flowering deciduous shrubs such as forsythia
and lilac, by cutting stems back to a main limb immediately after
flowering .

4. Pra(ctice pruning nonflowering deciduous shrubs by thinning out
unwanted or old stems. Practice heading back techniques by
selecting desirable stems and removing unwanted ones.

5. Practice rejuvenating older shrubs such as lilac, mockorange,
and privet, by cutting back all sterns to within two to four
inches of the ground.

6 Practice safety precautions when using the pruning equipment.

7 Remember to follow basic uning techniques of cutting to within
Vinch of an outward-fa ng bud and makiAg cuts flush -with the
main stem.



LABORATORY EXERCISE 2

PRUNING DECIDUOUS HEDGES

PURPOSE: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to practice pruning
techniques specific to selected deciduous hedges .

MATERIALS:

1. Hand pruners
,2. Lopping shears
3. Electric hedge trimmers
4. Established deciduous hedges when available

PROCEDURES:

M-IV-L-1-12

1. Sterilize pruner and lopping shear cutting blades with chlorine
bleach .

2. Practice initial pruning of deciduous hedges by pruning stems to
a height of four inches from the ground .

3. I Practice pruning mature deciduous hedges by shaping the top to
be more narrow than the base and by removing new growth over

1 six inches long.

4. Use a line attached to stakes to guide and mark the proper
cutting height.

5.-- Use hand pruners and lopping shears for removal of branches.
Use electric hedge trimmers to remove new growth and to main-
tain the desired shape and height.

6. Practice safety precausions when operating electric hedge trim-
mers. Follow .steps outlined in the operator's manual.

it
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TEACHER'S .KEY

STUDENT WORKSHEET 1

PRUNING DECIDUOUS SHRUBS

11

REFERENCE Cooperative Extension Circular 1033 Pruning Evergreens and Deciduous Trees and Shrubs

PLANT PRUNING TIME PRUNING METHOD SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Northern Bayberry early spring headin lock or
rejuve ation

can be severely pruned; recovl(s rapidly

L. Japanese Barberry early spring heading back used as a hedge; slow growing

Tallhedge Buckthorn early spring heading back fast growing; make as few cuts as possible

Rock Cotoneaster after flowering heading back low, dense, spreading plant

Redosier Dogwood early sp?ing
renewal and remove dark sterns to ground to preserve
heading back

Winged Euonyrnus early spring

F
red-colored branches

heading back slow growing

Scarlet Firethorn early spring renewal and
heading back

fast growing; tolerates pruning well

Fors'ythia after flowering renewal and
rejuvenation

fas' ir rowing; tolerates. pruning well

American Holly after flowering heading back slow growing; prune lightly .....11111111#000'

Lilac after flowering renewal tends to get overgrown and untidy with age
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 1 (cont'd.)

PRUNING DECIDUOUS SHRUBS

REFERENCE Cooperative Extension Circular 1033 Pruning Evergreens and Deciduous Trees and Shrubs

PLANT PRUNING TIME i PRUNING METHOD SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Mockorange after flowering renewal or rejuvenation prune 2-year-old wood to ground each year

Purple leaf Plum early spring-
/

heading back fast growing

Amur Privet early spring heading back or-
rejuvenation

tolerates pruning well; fast growing; used
hedge

Flowering Quince after flowering renewal fast growing

Rose of Sharon early spring renewal unsightly base; keep old wood cut to base

Bridalwreath Spirea early spring renewal and
heading back

fast growing; shearing top is undesirable

Doublefile Viburnum after flowering heading back prune to a single stem when young

Koreanspice Viburnum after flowering renewal and
heading back

,cone to keep foliage at base of plant

Leather leaf Viburnum early summer renewal and
heading back

prune after new growth has matured

Weigela after fering rejuvenation, renewal., suffers winter injury; general die-back
and-heading back of stems

1 73 176



RENEWAL PRUNING

_ BEFORE PRUNING

_ AFTER PRUNING

I-
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INCORRE T PRUNING TECHNIQUES
Ns

SHRUBS SHOULD NOT IE
PRUNED V/ITH HEDGE

SHEARS.

r

UNDESIRABLE GROWTH

RESULTS AFTER

SHEARING.
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REJUVENATING TECHNIQUES

PROPER REJUVENATION
TECHNIQUES

J
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PRUNING DECIDUOUS HEDGES

PROPER ANGLE FOR
PRUNING
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HEADING BACK TECHNIOUE$

BEFORE
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AFTER
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1 RANSPARENCY DISCUSSION GUIDE

PRUNING DECIDUOUS SHRUBS

I Transparency RENEWAL PRUNING

A. Each spring cut out the largest stems at the base.

B. This type of pruning promotes new growth, encourages flower-
ing and fruiting, and miintains a moderate size.

Th.' following plants can be pruned in this manner: Lilac,
Deutzia, Kerria, Mockorange, Weigla, Forsythia, Red twig dog-
wood.

II. TransparencyIN ORIACT PRUNING TECHNIQUES

A. When hedgd shears are used to prune deciduouS shrubs, each
cut sends out many new growing points: 1

41,

B. This pruning technique makes the plant dense, encourages small
flowers, and causes leaf drop in the interior of the plant.

III. Transparency--REJUVENATING TECHNIQUES

A. Using a pruning saw, completely cut back all stems to 2- to
4-inch stubs.

.0
B. The best time for rejuvenating large, overgrown shrubs ist, in

March or April.
.

. , .7 C. The shrub diameter can be red ced by undercutting the base
with a sharp shovel. %

D The following plants flower on new or current year's wood and
respond --well to rejuvenation: Anthony Waters spirea,
Honeysuckle, Beauty bush, Privet, Lilac, :Mockorange, Vibur-
num,---P-iris, and Mahonia.-

O

IV. Jransparency-7PRONING DEClOUOUS HkDGES

,
A: ilk e first step in pruning a hedge is to eStablish lines at the

:proper angle for cutting.

B. this angle will allow sufficient light to reach the lower branches.

V. TrapsparehcyPRUN I NG TECHNIQUES FOR DECIDUOUS .HEDGES
0

A. To preyent hedges from' becoming tall and leggy wjth very little
foliage at the base, have sides ,angle in toward the top of the
plant.

t:.
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B. Hedges pruned with sides that angle in toward the base will lose
foliage near the. base of the plant.

VI. Transparency HEADING BACK TECHNIQUES

A. In the spring remove unwanted or.old branches on sin le-stemmed
plants by pruning back to a main limb. Never lea e a stub.

B This technique opens the plant up and reduCes its size by
removing damaged or unneeded limbs.

C. This pruning technique is similar to renewal, but branches are
cut, back to the main trunk instead of the ground level.

10:
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SAMPLE TEST QUEV NS AND TEACHER'S KEY

PRUNING D CIDUOUS SHRUBS

SHORT ANSWER:

1. List the reasons for pruning deciduous shrubs.

Pruning is done to promote new growth, to encourage flowering
and fruiting, to remove ead, diseased-, and broken stems, and
to maintain a desirable si andshape.

2. When should most deciduous flowering shrubs be pruned? Why
should they be pruned at this time?

'
Most decicteits flowering shrubs should be pruned immediately
after bloominij If pruned in early spring, flower buds will be
renoved.

3 Why should deciduous hedges be pruned more narrow at the top
than at the base? .

This technique allows sunlight to reach the lower branches and
prevents leaf drop >from the

sunlight
of the shrub.

4. What is the rejuvenation pruning technique?

Rejuvenation of older shrubs is accomplished by cutting all stems
to within two to four inches of the ground.

5. Why should deciduous hedges be pruned initially to a height of
four inches from the ground?

This drastic pruning technique encourages two to si,x new stems
to sprout for every old step resulting in a dense hedge.

TRUE OR FALSE:

Fa.lse 1. Renewal pruning involves _cutting -back -branches to the
main trunk of the shrub.

True 2, Using' hedge shears to prune deciduous shrubs results in
each cut sending out many new growing points,.:.

False 3. When :Qruning deciduous hedges angle Ale sides to create
a broad top and. a narrow base

False FIclwering shrubs, such for ythia and should b_ e

pruned in early spring before they have bloomed.

True 5. Dead, diseased, -broken and weak branches can be pruned
at any time during the year.
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MULTIPLE CHOICE:

ti

1. An example of. a deciduous shrub that responds well to rejuvena-
'tion pruning is:

a. azalea.
b. tailhedge.
c. taxus.

*dl privet.

2. When pruning deciduous hedg0s, angle and shape the plant so
that the:

*a. base is broad and the top is narrow.
b. base is narrow and the top is broad.
c. base and the top are both narrow.
d. base and the top are both broad.

3. Cutting out the largest stems at the base of the deciduous shrub
is called:

a. dehorning,
b. heading back.
c. rejuvenation.

*d. renewal.

4. When removing an entire branch from a deciduous 'shrub:

*a. make cuts flush with the main stem.
b. leave a Vinch stub to prevent ripping the bark.
c. leave a small stub with 1 bud attached to insure continued

growth.
d. leave a 1-inch stub to prevent a large, open wound on. the

main stem. (

5. Cutting back large, overgrown deciduous shrubs, to within 2 to
inches of the ground is cAlYed:

.a dehorning.
*b. heading back.

c. rejuvenation.
d. renewal.
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UNIT L: LANDSCAPE DESIGN, ESTABLISHMENT, AND MAINTENANCE

PROBLEM AREA: PRUNING DECIDUOUS SHADE TREES

SUGGESTIONS TO THE /TEACHER:

. Thit problem area is designed to build upon basic pruning skills prac-
ticed in Core III and IV. The recommended time for teaching this problem
area is during the ,ate winter or early spring months.

The estimated time for this problem area is 3 to 5 days. If the teaching
plan is limited' to classroom discussion with little or no practical experi es,
the instructional time can be less than five days.

The pruning of fruit trees has been covered in Metropolitan Core Cur-
riculum III Unit G, Problem Area: Growing Fruit Trees. The pruning of
evergreens has been covered in Metropolitan Core Curriculum III Unit L,
Problem a: ,Pruning Evergreens, The pruning of grape vines and other
small fruits has been covered in MetrOpolitan Core Curriculum III Unit G,
Problem Area: Groving Small Fruits and Brambles. The pruning of decidu-
ous shrubs has been covered in Metropolitan Core Curriculum IV Unit ,

Problem Area: Pruning Deciduous Shrubs. Specialized pruning techniques
have, been covered in Metropolitan Core ctirriculum IV Unit L , Problem
Area: Pruning Bonsai, Espalier, Topiary, Vines, and Roses.

CREDIT SOURCES: 4r'

These ri*terials were develop4d through a funding agreement, R,-33-24-
D-,0362-466. with IV Illinois State Board of Education, Department of Adult,
Vo tional and, Technical Education, Research and Development Section, 100
Nort First Street, Springfield, Illinois 62777. _Opinions expressed in these
materials do not reflect, nor should they be construed, as policy or opinion
Of the Illinois State Board of Education or its staff.

# ,

The teacher's gulden student worksheets, laboratory exercise, transpar-
ency guide, and sample test queqions were developed by Janet L. Hender-
son, Department of Vocational and Technical Education, University of Illinois,
and reviewed by Paul E,. Hemp', Teresa E, Paniello, and Kallie S. Grobstein,
Department of Vocational and Technical Education, University of Illinois.

Transparency masters were prepared by the Vocational Agriculture
Service, University of Illinois. Suggestions and guidance in the development
of these materials were provided by the Metropolitan Core Curriulum Field
Test Teachers.
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TEACHER'S GUIDE

I. Unit: Landscape design, establishment, and maintenance

II. Problem area: Pruning deciduous shade trees

I I I . Objectives : At the close of this problem area; students will be able to:

1. Identify the reasons for prt_ ning, detiduous shade. trees.

2. Identify the proper techniques for pruning deciduous shade trees.

3. Demonstrate the correct procedures for pruning deciduOus shade
trees .

Demonstrate the correct safety practices when pruning deciduous
shade trees .

I V. Suggested intere approaches:

1. Conduct a walking tour of the high school campus to observ,ec-
proper and improper pruning of deciduous shade trees.

2,, Conduct. a study- trip to a nurseryl garden center, or arboretum
to observe the pruning of deciduous shade trees.

,3. Lead a class discussion on pruning principles by asking._ the follpw-
ing lead questions:

a. Who lias pruned deciduous shade trees?

b. Why did you prune, the trees?

C. What tools did you use to prune the trees?

V Anticipated problems and concerns of students:
I

1. Why should I prune deciduous shade trees?

2. When should I,, prune deciduous shad& trees?

3. How should I prune decidubus. shade trees?

/1. What tools should I use to prune _deciduous shade trees? t,
,

-45. How are deciduous shade trees pruned differently from other plantl material that has been discussed?
, _ ..

,
V I . Stiggested learning activities and experiences :

.- ..
1. RevieW pruning!' equipment discussed' in Metropolitan Core Curricu-

lum III 2 Unit K, Problem Area: Selecting and" BUying Horticul-
(tural Tools and Equipment. ---,-

4 ... .

4F;
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j.

2 Review general,. pruning principles outlined in Metropolitan Core
Curriculum III. Unit L, Problem Area: Pruning .Evergreens.

3. Show ,VAS Slidefilan .639 Major Pruning of, Trees. Use VAS
Study Guide G639 to review the film.

4. Have students complete Student Worksheet 1- Pruning Deciduous
Shade Trees using VAS Subject Matter linjt 1J50041

Have a nursery, garden_ center, or landscape 'maintenance worker
explain and 'demonstrate how he or she prunes deciduous shade
trees for development and future growth.

6. Display various types of tree wound dressings. Discuss the
advantages a,nd disadvantages of each.- Conduct an- experiment to

. compare and contrast the effectiveness of each material.

7. Spend a day at a local .o(chard observing and/or practicing prun-
ing techniques used on deciduous fruit trees. Compare these
pruning techniques with those used for spade trees.

8 DemOnstrate the correct procedures for pruning deciduous shade
trees. Have students rune actual plant material on the school
grounds. Utilize Ilabora ry Exercise 1 to plan this activity.

9. Invite an arborist or a tre service worker to discuss procedures
used to prune Iargd deciduous trees,. The local utility company

t may have personnel suitable for this activity.

10. Discuss career opportunities that require pruning skills. Encour-
age students to consider entrepreneurship pos,sibilities using
specialized pruning skills.

11. Have students conduct an inventory of. their home landscape, indi-
cating the locations and types of deciduous shade: trees. Have
students inspect :the trees to determine if prunin-g i 5 necessary.
Use Student Worksheet 2 to plan this activity.

VII. Application protedures:

"'S

The main purpbse..of this problem area is to develop skills in
pruning ..9ecid.uous shade trees. Skill level for eptran6..e into
bcounds maintenance or land,scaping positions should be emPha-

.ized',. I.

2. `,4kodditibtial- performance, of pruning skills .should be encouraged
daring .SOE and home improvement projects. %.

VIII. Evaluation :
I

Prepare. and- administer a written exam using the sample test -ques-
tions in this problemlar,ea.

41'



2. -Evaluate skident.performance when pruning deciduous shade trees. -

IX. References and 'aids.:

All About- Pruning, Ortho Book, Chev.ron- G'hemical Company, Ortho
Division, 57 Market Street, San . Francisco, CA 94105. This
reference is available at- most local garden centers.

2. Pruning_ Evergreens . and Oeciduous Trees and Shrubs (Extension
Circular 1033). Illinois Cooperative Extension Service, College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois. A pruning slide set:4 and script
are available for use in Illinois in conjunction with this circular.
To obtain the slides, contact your local Extension advisor.

3. Pruning Landscape Plants (Bulletin 543). Ohio Cooperative Exten-'
sion Service, College of Agriculture, the Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio 43-210.

4. V.ocational Agriculture Service, College of Agriculture', UniverSity
of Illinois, 1401 South (Maryland Drive, Urbana, IL 61801.%

a. VAS Subject Matter Unit U5004 Pruning. Shade Trees.

b. VAS Slidefilm. F639 Major Pruning of Tress.

c. VAS Study Guide G639 .Major Pruning of Trees.

190
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 1

PRUNING DECIDUOUS SHADE TREES

Reference: VAS Subject Matter Unit 5004 Pruning Shade Trees.

1., Define pruning- -

List three factOrs to -consider whin removing branches from a shade
tree:

a.

c.

3. Why is it necessary to prune a at trans-planting time?

fi

,r.

What problems do weak, or v-shaped crotches and interfering branches
cause?

a. ta weak or v-shaped crotches
r

interfering br-anche--

Describe the thinnfng-oUt p ocess for 'shade frees.

191



6. Why should excessive thinnjng-out be ,voided?
nit

,- 7. Why should dyad. twigs and branches be pruned?

8. List four reasons for pruning trees to a specific shape:

a.

b.

c.

d.

9. Define the term "widow-makers" 0-

10., At what time of year do pruning scars heal best?-

11% Why is early -spring a good time to prune many types of shade trees?

-r

cr.

12. What trees are best pruned when leaves are on the tree? Why?



13. Why should all spunitig tools be disinfected after each cut?,
,

14. List three examples under each heading:

a. Very easi'y broken trees

b. Split easily

Strong trees

d Trees with thorns

15. Why is knowing the strength of a tree important?

16. In what shape should the final pruning cut be made? Why?

17. .Why are thr
trees?

y

cuts usually made when removing large limbs from shade'

18. Describe the three cuts to make when removing large limbs fi'om shade
trees.



rt.317"".IFIT.T7'.

19. What 'happens when final pruning cuts are made too close tp the trunk?

I. ..

''2O. What happens wheji -a stub is left on the tree?
' 0

".

, .--.
21. Explain how to safely handle pole preers and pole saws up, in large

'shade trees. \I.. ,

r

10,

22. Describe special pruning considerations for- storm damaged trees.
a

eel

23. What size tree wounds need a protective dressing? Why?
e

I

-24. List4 six characteristics of an effective tree wound dressing.
.41

a.

b.

C.

ee



N

d.

e.e.

f.

A
4

25. What are' some problems with creosote and tar pruning paint's?

26. When should tree wound dressings be applied?

to
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Name of Tree

Example:

2.

3.

4.

5

7.

8.

0

STUDENT WORKSHEEY 2

'DECIDUOUS SHADE TREE INVENTORY

Location

Red Maple south side of house by drive-

ft

r

\496
ft.

6

4

_

Pruning Requirements

Remove brzoken limb remove 2 lowest

way branches to prevent pedestrian injury

,
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 1

PRUNING DECIDUOUS SHADETRFES

PURPOSE:

The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to practice pruning techniques
specific to deciduous sh4d.e trees.

MATERIALS:

1, Hand pruner?
2. 'Lopping shears
3. t Pruning saw
4. Pole prune,r
5. Chlorine bleach
6.- Different types of deciduous trees

PPOCEDURES:

1. Demon'strate the safe and proper handling of the various Pruning
tools. .

.2. Sterilize the blades of the pruning equipment with( chlorine bleach.

3. Practice maintenance pruning by removing all dead, diseased, and
broken wood.

4.
als _(a practi e called drop-crotching).
Practice thinning-out techniques by cutting branches to lower later;

5. Use hand ,runers on br'anches up to 3/4" thick. Us
shears on brands up to 1 3/4" thick.

7.

ci

All cuts should be smooth; do not ;Ave stubs.

Practice cutting, each branch back to a bud or side limb. Select
buds \\that are pointing to the outside so new growth will- not grow
through the interior of the tree.

I
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T EAaHER'S KEY

STUDENT 1046RKSHEET 1

PRUNING Dci[nt,pus SHADE TREES

Refererice: VAS Subject. Matter Unit 5004--Pruning Shade Trees.

1. Define pruning The methodical removal of parts of fa plant to improve

it in some 'es ect

2. List, three factors
tree:

Ao consider when removing branChes from 'a shade

a. minitYlunn damage to the growing tissue,

b. the wound must heal properly in the shortest, possible time.

c. the leat possibility of infection should be present.

3. Why is it necessary to pi-Line a tree at transplanting time? In order to

maintain the proper root-top balance; the root system is disturbed during

transplanting.

4. What prob'ems do weak or v-shaped crotches and initerfring branches
cause?

e

a. weak or v--shaped crotches week crotches are La majoit source of

storm damage; the narrow angles are weak because tissue are not

uniformity united .

b. interfering branch," these branches rub off the bar;,k of the

point of frictigni leavinAg .'an opening for fungus -infction anc rot.

5. Describe the thinning-out pvcess for shade trees.

1

Heavy leaf growth at the tops of brranches ust be removed to allow

better light and circulation

O

V
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6. Why should excessive thinning-out be avoided?

Exces4sive thinning increases the danger of sunscald to the interior

branches and trunks of thirty-barked trees,
I

7. Why .should dead twigs and branches be pruned?

Removing dead twigs and branches helps to ontrol elm bark be tles,

which are carriers of tie Dutch Elm disease fungus.

8. List four reasons for pruniRg trees to a specific shape:

a. to clear utility lines

b. to allow street lights to functin efficiently

c. velo the characteristic form of the tree

d. to repair storm damage

9. Define the te,rm "widow-makers" Dead branches are called "widow
J

maker" because they can easily fall in high windsc sleet, or heavy

snows.

10. At what time of }tear do pruning scars heal best?

early s rin February 15 - May 15

11. Why is early spring a good time to prune many types of shade trees?

In the early spring pruning scars heal better, natural gums form to

-create a barrier to infection, and dead wood can be removed before new

diseases develop.

12. What tr es are best pruned when leaves are on the tree? Why?

Hard maples, yetlowwood, walnuts, and tirches are heavy bleeders and

should not be pruned in the early spring.

,M-IV-L-2-16
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C'by should al-1 pruning tools be disinfected after each cut? To prevent J
the spread of diease and decay organisms.,

14. List three examples under each heading:

a. Very easily broken trees White pine, Willpe, Poplar .

b. Split easily Ash, Magnolia, Birch

c. Strong trees Hackberri1 Oak, Sycamore

d. Trees with thorn
F

Black Locust, Hawthorn, Osage Orange
4

15. Why is knowing the strength of a tree important? The strength of

a tree is important to know before allowing your weight to rest on the

branchs while pruning.

16. In what sh

A

should the final pruning cut be made? Why? The final

pruning cut_ashould e elliptical in-shape so the wond will heal properly

in the least arDou t of time.

17. Why are -three cuts usually made when removing large limbs from shade
trees?

in

'Three cuts are made when removing_ large limb's to avoid stripping bark

the present limb or trunk./ thus creating a large wdund.

Describe the three cuts to make when removing large limbs from shade
trees

The first under cut is made about one foot from-the final cut; the

second-ctit-is made an inch or two beyond- the first cut, severing tfie

limb; the final cut is made flush with the trunk.
I

201
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d Allow gaseans1 moisture in the wood to escape g,eadually.

e. Form a semiflexible film +which will not crack.

f. Thin enough to allow some, penetration beneath the surface of the

cut..

25. What are some problems wiiTh'creosbte and tar pruning paints? Cresote

paints tend tokill cambuim tissue at the margin of `the wound; tar paints

hold ex,cess, moisture in the wood and decay is stimulated

26. When sholild tree wou'ficl dwessings be applied? Tree wound dressings

should be applied as soon as the wound is dry.

I
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Removing Large Limbs
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k.
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Weak Crotches

I

N
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Topping Trees
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TRANSPARENCY DISCUSSION GUIDE

PRUNING DECIDUOUS TREES

1. Transparency REMOVING LARGE LIMBS

A. Make an under cut away from the main trunk as illustrated in
Figure 1.

\B. , Make a top cut in the same ark as shown in Figure 2.

Make the final cut flush to the trunk as illUstrated in Figure 3.

II. Transparency--WEAK CROTCHES

A. A branch with a marrow -angle attachment is likely -to split and
break under heavy loads.

B . A wide-angle crotch is, strong 9nd will bend easily.

III. Transparency -TH I NNyNG OUT

A. Thinning out can be 'used to control height and ,help retain the
tree's natural shape.

B . Cut branches to lower lateral limbs.

, IV. Transparency TOPPING TREES c

1,A. Topping or dehorning encourages the growth of weak unattractive
branches.

-

B . Never stub a limb off to reduce its size; this pr'actice will result in
many small branches growing at the stub.

A

7 M-IV-L-2-23
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SAMPLE TEST QUESTIONS AND TEACHER'S KEY
"-

PRUNING DECIDUOUS SHADE TREES

SHORT ANSWER:

1. List 3 reasons for pruning deciduous shade trees..

to remove broken diseased, or dead wood
b. to limit the size of the tree

to maintain' the natural shape of the tree

2. Why should permanent brancheis of deciduous
angles of attachment with the trunk?

shade trees have

2

°

wide

Wide-angle crotches are strong and will bend easily; narrow -ankle crotches
are more likely to split and break.

3. Oiscuss the differences between thinning' out and tppping.

Thinning out techniques reduce density and maintain the natural fea-
tures of the tree; topping encourages the growth of weak, unattractive'
watersprouts and gives the tree a deformed look.

4." Why is it necessary to prune a deciduous shade tree at transplanting
time?

To maintain the proper root-top balance, some of the branches will need
to be removed.

5. Why should, pruning tools be disinfected after each cut?

To prevent the spread of disease and decay organisms.

TRUE or FALSE:

False 1. Wounds over 1/2" in diameter should be treated with a tree-wound
dressing to prevenj decay.

A

False 2. Large branches should be removed by carefully making one cut
-flush with the trunk.

True 3. Topping or dehorning encourages the growth. of watersprouts. that
are weak and unattractive.

True 4. Hand pruners should be used on branches up to 3/4" thick.

True 5. Pruning cuts should be made flush with the trunk instead of leav-
ing a stub.

True, 6. Narrow-angle crotches are a major source of storm damage.

208 M -I V- L -2 -25
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False 7.

True 8.

False 9.

False 10.

eft
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Prunin0 scars heal best in the early fall before a heavy frost.

"Widow-makers" are dead branches
winds or heavy snows.

Oak, syQWr/ore, and hackberry are
easily broken.

The final pruning cut should be
wound to heal equally on all sides.

I

4

that can easily fall in high

deciduous shade trees that are

squrare in shape' to allow the
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UNIT LANDSCAPE DESIGN, ESTABLISHMENT, ANL!) MAINTENANCE

PROBLEM AREA: PRUNING EVONSAI, E45PALIER, ---TOPIARY, VINES AND ROSES.

SUGGESTIONS TO ,THE TEACHER:

This problem area is designed fbr- use with ladvanced students in a

-vocational agriculture/horticulture 'program. The recommended time for teach-
ing this problem area r4 during the late winter or early spring_ of the year.

*r
The estimated* instructional time for` this. problem area is IA days,

depending on how far the 'teacher wishes to go in developing specialized
pruning skills at the' third yar'level. If the teaching plan is limited to
classroom discusior4 with little or np peactical .eXperiences or observations,
the instructional time can 'be less than five days. If the students are to lie
involved in other activitj exercises, the instructional time will need to be
increased-.

The instructor is 'encourag to conduct a I'o1al search to locate
insupplementary, materials for use ith this problem rea, The items-in this

problem area can be adapted by in tructors to their 1 cal situations.

...-

CREDIT SOURCES:

\ These materials were developed through' a funding agreement, R-3Y-24-
D-0362-466, with the Illinois State Board pf Education, Department of Adult,
Vocational and Technical 'Education, Research and Development Section, 100
North First Street, Springfield, .11linoi* 62777. Opinions expp4sed in these
materials do not refight, nor should they 'be construed, as policy or opinion
of the Illinois State Board of Education or its staff. /

ti

The teacher's- guide, information sheets, laboratory exercises, trans-
parency discussion guide, and test questions were developed by Janet L.
Henderson, Department. of Vocational and Technical Education, University of
Illinois and reviewed by Paul E. Hemp, Kallie S. Grobstein, and Teresa E.

pPaniello,', Department of Vocational and Technical Education, University of

The art work in this problem area was prepared by ttie Vocational
c Agriculture Service, Unive -rsity of Illinois. Suggestions and guidance in the

development of these materials Were provided by the Metropolitan Core Cur-
riculum Field, Test Teachers-.



TEACHER'S GUIDE

;;

I . Unit: Landscpe d4ign establist-tment and maintenpnce

' I 1. Problem area: Pruning bonsli, espalier, topiary, vines arid roses

I I I . Objecty,es: 'At tl-} cloce of this problem ar\a, students will be able

3

to: 11).

1

t

efine an distinguish between the 'following horticultural terms:
boO ai, e palier, and topiary.

List the steps in Nablishing a,bonsai planting. hr
Iderktify the correct methods for training an espalier plaint.

4. List the procedures for developing a topiary plant.

5. , itmonstrate the proper pruning techniques to use with:

a_ bonsai
b. topiary
c. espalier
d. roses
e. vines

1 V. Suggested interest approaches:

1. Provide pictures/slides or actual specimens of bonsai, espalier,
and 'topiary plants to generate initial interest and discussion.

2. Conduct a study trip to an arboretum or a conservatory to
observe live specimens of bonsai; espalier, and topiary plants.

3. Ask students if' they have observed unusual types of plant
forms/shapes; discuss how these plants may have been estab-
lished and maintained.

4. Have student* demonstrate practical applications of pruning
other -plants by using Metropolitan Core Curriculum i4L. Unit G,
Problem Area: Pruning, Pinching, and' Disbudding Plants.

V. Anticipated problems and concerns of students:

1. What are bonsai?

2. How do I establish and maintain bonsai plants?

3. What plants are best suited for bonsai?

4. What is an4spalier?

5. What are the various espalier designs?

6. How do I establish and intain espalier plants?
M -I V- L -3 -3



.7. What plants are best adapted to espalier training?

8. What is topiary?

9. -How dO I establish and maintain topiary plants?

10. What plants are best adapted to topiary pruning?

11. Why should I prune roses and vines?

12. How do I prune roses and vibes?

VI.

4

M-IV-L-3-4

13. When should I prune roses and vines.

Suggested learipinp activities and experienct:

1. Review general pruning techniques covered in Metropolitan Core
Curriculum III Unit L, Problem Area: truning Evergreens.

2. Conduct a -study trip to an -arboretum or a conservatory to
observe live specimens of bonsai, espalier, and topiary plants.

3. Demonstrate the proyer techniques for pruning vines. Have
students prune actuN-t/ plant material available on the school
grounds.

4 Have a local nursery persori or landscaper demonstrate how he
or she establishes and- maintains espalier and topiary plant
material.

5. Have students select a container and suitable plant and prepare
a bonsai planting following the steps minified on the information
sheets and laboratory exercise.

6. Have students prepare a topiary planting following the steps
-outlined on the laboratory exercise.

7 Have students des,ign, plant, and maintain a landscape area that
includes topiary and espalier plantings and roses and vines.
The are6 can provide plant material for continued practice of
speciplized pruning techniques.

8. Show movie, Bonsai The Art of Training Dwarfed Potted Trees.
Availkle from the University of Illinois Film Service.

9. Have students establis and maintain art espalier planting follow-
ing the steps outlined n the laboratory exercise.

10_ Have students practice runing hybrid tea roses by following
the procedures outlined in Metropolitan Core Curriculum I Unit
G, Problem Area: Pruning, Pinching, and Disbudding Plants.

212
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Application procedures:

1. The main' purpose of this t problem area is to develop skills in
the pruning o-( roses, vines, and bonsai, topiary, and espalier
plant material.° On-the-job training should be encouraged.

Performance should be emphasized in a supervised occupational
experience program and work in the home, landscape.

VIII. Evaluation:
I

1. Prepare and administer a written exam using We sample test
questions in this problem area.

2 : Evaluate students on actual performance wh6n pruning roses,
vines, and bonsai, topiary/ and espalier plant material.

I X_ References and aids:
S

The following refertnces were used to complete this- problem area:

1. All About Pruning, Ortho Book, ChevrOn Chemical Company,
Ortho Division, 575 Market Street, San Francisco, CA 94105,

Available at most local garden centers.

Harshbarger, G. F. MtCall's Garden Book. t)ew York: Simon
and Schuster, 1967.

Bonsai: The An of Training Dwarfed Potted Trees 21-minute
film available from the LThiversity of Illinois Film Center, 1325
South Oak St., Champaign, IL 61820. In Illinois L'call toll free
(1 -800-2-52-1357).

4 Reader's Digest Illustrated Guide to, Gardening. Calkins, C. C.
(ed. ). The Reader's Digets Association, Inc. , 1978.

I
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'INFORMATION SHEET 1.

PRUNING BONSAI PLANTINGS

DEFINITION OF BONSAI Bonsai are living works of art consisting of trees
and shrubs artificially plante,d in small containers to reproduce in miniature,
lar'idscapes found in nature. Plants are trained to acquire and display
characteristics of mature plants while remaining small.

REASON FOR PRUNING BONSAI PLANTINGS

Reduce ,size of branches Hold plant within bounds of container

..'`Change branch direction

Thinou.L, dense growth that
hides trunk end roots

'4 Maintain balance between top of plant-
and roots

4. Remove dead and diseased parts

P4 RAMC; TECHNIQUES FOR BONSAI PLANTINGS

Do knot prune a completely dormant or recently transplanted bonsai

Prune crossing branches to reveal main structure of the bonsai

4 Prune 1/3 of thick roots and 1/3 of Lip roots during intitial planting
or transplanting

-Fr Constantly pinch back soft tip growths to control density and growth

4- Prune flovJer buds foi- artistic
plant from overbearing.

placement and to prevent death of the

RECOMMENDED MATERIALS FOR BONSAI PLANTINGS

FOR BEGINNERS

1- Jade plant
Rosemary (herb)
Azalea

* Juniper species

FOR ADVANCED STUDENTS

* Flowering Quince
'1( Japanese maple

Norway spruce
Firethorn

211
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'INFORMATION SHEET 2

HOW TO POT A,BONS41

POI'S AND !HAYS

Map

1'14(1141M; SI IF Al IS

CD
COARSE 511 !ED SOIL

I
LIVIOKEN CflOCKS POT 1 ECK

1. COLLECT THE NECESSARY TOOLS
AND MATERALS FOR POTTING.

LI t i l l 1 1 III 1 {(N ;NI

s( )( 1AI ti 1,t )1 :.

".'13 TI If DIST AGE FROM E111If END OF

OVAL. On 0131 ()NG !RAY

3. PROVIDE PROPER DRAINAGE AND
KACEMENT IN THE CONTAINER.

AIN) STONE OR MI IL CI I WI!! I PEDDLES .EINISI I
101' WITH FINEST SOIL AND GILEEN MOSS.

5. FINISH WITH A FINE STONE OR
PEBBLE MULCH. COVER ROOTING
MEDIA WITH MOSS.

M- [V- L-3-8

2. REMOVE 1 /3 OF THE SOIL BALL
AND PRUNE 1 /3 OF THE THICK
ROOTS

AYE HS 01 SIE 1FD SOIL I IIIMED WITII SEICIc

4. REMOVE AIR POCKETS BY FIRMING
THE ROOTING MEDIA.

PE ACL IN SHE! 1EIIED SPO I OIL I A III HOUSE.
WATLI I TIIHOUGHL Y WII I 11l1' SPRAY
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INFORMATION SHEET 3

HOW TO PRUNE BONSAI

1. PRUJE EXCESS ROOTS

AND BRANCHES TO

ROUGHLY SHAPE PLANT

I,AND BALANCE TOP,
GROWTH WITH ROOTS.

2. PRUNE REMAINING

BRANCHE TO HANGE .

DIRECTION OF ROWTH
AND REDUCE SIZE OF

THE PLANT.

1

..,... L

.,.-------..--:' V:.r
...:-.D<'- il -,...,

-....4........ . .

.....
- - --_-----

i ...
--..._

3. THIN MATTED CROSSING 3-

TWIGS AND BRANCHES
TO REVEAL MAIN

STRUCTURE OF BONSAI.

4_ CONSTANTLY PINCH

BACK TO CONTROL

GROW11 AND DENSITY_

5. PRUNE, THIN, OR

DEFOLIATE IN SUMMER

TO CONTROL SIZE OF

PLANT AND LEAVES

NEEDLES ARE THINNED

OR CUT SHORTER.1,

6. THIN FLOWER BUDS FOR
-ARTISTIC PLACEMENT

AND TO PREVENT

DEATH OF PLANTS FROM

OVERBEARING.

2.

4_

S

INN

5.
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INFORMATION SHEET 4

H W TO WIRE AND SHAPE A BONSAI
4

HEAVY IIIGOHER WIRE
IMBEIDED I SOIL

1. BEND A BONSAI BRANCH OR
STEM BY WINDING A WIRE
AROUND IT SPIRALLY.

-re
LIGHTER WIRE
ANCHORED ON
TRUNK

L4,14LtAl-

3. AFTER SIX MONTHS OR A' YEAR ,

THE WIRE MUST BE REMOVED
CAREFULLY OR IT WILL GIRDLE
AND SPOIL THE PLANT.

V- L-3- 1 0

tt

,,,, k'-,.- -,- -,- ''''Jir'l.*,4.4 1.4.4, A 1.1.4 A .... ' N
._,_.1..------,--_,,,_---_-_,___-_,_-- -

\ -7
it

2. HOLD THE WIRED PART WITH
BOTH, HANDS, SLOWLY AND
GENTLY FORCE IT INTO THE
DESIRENPOSITION.

LEAD
WEIGHT
TO FORM
WEEPING
BRANCHES

BRANCHES
DOWN

AND STRING --

TIED AROUND

CONTAINER

_ I

4. VERY SMALL OR FRAGILE PLANTS

ARE SHAPED BY HANGING
WEIGHTS OR TYING THE
BRANCHES TO THE CONTAINER
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INFORMATION SHEET 5

PRUNING TOPIARY PLANTS

DEFINITION OF TOPIARY Topiary is a practice used in formal gardens or
.settings in which plant material is trimmed and trained in the shape of birds,
animals, or various geometric shapes.

PRUNING TECHNIQUES FOR TOPIARY PLAtiTS

Begin trimming and shaping when plant is small tc fgrce branching and
to create a strong trunk

F.

Use stiff wire and ties to shape and train plant- material into unusual
shapes

Select 'plapts that can withstand continuous clipping and that have small
leaves and a dense' growth habit

* Prune ,weekly to keep plant specimen trim and neat

RECOMMENDED PLANTS FOR TOPIARY

* Taxus

* Boxwood

* Canadian Hemlock

C

Juniper

Privet

Euonymous

Lavender (herb)

WI

.4

2018

(
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INFORMATION HE T 6

TOPIARY DESIGNS

TRADITIONAL
.1. twoki r,,,,''- off A 4.! e raj./ e L., (

TRADITIONAL ASYMETRICAL
INTERRUPTED CONE TWO-DECKERS POM-POM SHAPE

PEACOCK
WIRE-FRAME

M-IV-L-3-12

WARIOUS GEOMETRIC SHAPES
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INFORMATION SHEET 7

PRUNING ESPALIER PLANTINGS

DEFINITION OF ESPALIU-Z An espalier is a tree or shrub trained to create
a two-dimensional effect either against a wall or a wire/wood trellis. The
term also can describe the technique of training plants to a flat plane.

V USES FOR ESPALIER

Conserve space

Cover up bare walls or exposed foundations

Focal point in landscape

Provide background plantings and privacy screens

RECOMMENDED PLANTS FOR ESPALIER

1- Crabapple Firethorn

* Pear :" Juniper Species

Peach Cotoneaster
'7

Forsythia Viburnum

Star or Saucer Magnolia 3' Flowering Quince

J

220
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IN ORMATION SHEET 8

BA I PRUNIN STEPS FOR ESPALIER TRAINING

CUT 2" ABOVE
FIRST WIRE,

2. WAIT FOR NEW 3_ TRAIN TWO BEST 4_ ALLOW ONE

SHOOTS. SHOOTS ON CENTER SHOOT

BOTTOM WIRE ;

PRUNE EXCESS;

TIE WITH SOFT
STRING.

AND TWO
HORIZONTAL

SHOOTS TO
CONTINUE .

18"

to
,!mil

od
114 tiA (1.."ji j A

12" 18"

4u41144±nmailow.awtifidA....1AULA44,4ALcumworti

7. P UNE TO
THREE LEAVES
FROM
HORIZONTAL
IN MIDSUMMER

TO MAINTAIN
GROWTH.

5. START SECOND WIRE 6. VE TICALS MAY
12 TO 18 INCHES BE TRAINED FROM

ABOVE FIRST BUD; HORIZONTALS

CUT OFF TO CREATE THE

CENTRAL LEADER GRID IRON

IN SPRING. PATTERN.

221
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INFORMATION SHEET 9

ESPALIER PATTERNS

HORIZONTAL VERTICAL ESPALIERS
ESPALIERS

SINGLE

.60 .41 4.0 str.
.1¢ atc

t P._

DOUBLE

INFORMAL ESPALIERS

FREE-FORM

41

U-SHAPED PALMETTE OBLIOUt

.4/

, ,

.u^ , ;

X 4
:

DOUBLE U-SHAPED HORIZONTAL-T

TRIPLE U-SHAPED

PALMETTE "VERRIER

222
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BRAIDED TREES*

BELGIAN FENCE
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INFORMATION SHEET 10

(PRUNING ROSES

TYPES OF ROSES Roses 'are divided into -2 main categories by their growth
habit bush roses and diming roses.

Full-grown bush roses are 1 to 6 feet high and require no support. Hybrid
tea, floribunda, and grandiflora are examples of bqsh roses. Hybrid tea
roses have one flower bud per sterny bloom intermittently, and have double
flowers. Floribunda roses have flowers borne in clusters, bloom Continuously,
and have single, semi-double, or double flowers. Grandiflora roses have
several flowers to one stem, bloom continuously, and have an appearance
between hybrid tea and floribunda flowers. Bush, roses flower on new or
current season's wood.

Climbing roses produce long canes and must be supported. Climbing roses
are everblooming and may have large blooms similar to hybrid teas or clus-
tered flowerS like the floribundas. Climbing roses flower on old or previous
year's wood.

BASIC PRUNING STEPS All roses
include:

require 3 basic pruning steps. These

a. cutting back all dead and diseased wood to an outward-facing bud.

b. cutting back all tweak or thin canes.

c. cutting out stems that cross or rub each other.

When making pruning cuts, cut inch above an outward facing bud and make
cuts slant back and away from the bud.

PRUNING BUSH ROSES

Late Winter

3: Best time to prune bush roses is at the end of th dormant season
when' danger of a hard frost has passed.

- * Follow basic prOning steps to remove dead, diseased, weak, or crossing
stems.

* Cut to 1 inch below the, dark-colored areas on the canes; if no live
buds are left, remove the entire cane.

* Shape the plant by cutting the strong canes to a uniform height (12
to 18 ,inches)

* To producE large flowers for exhibition, prune ,hard to 3 buds above the
base in the late winter

223
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Summer

* Remove all stems and suckers that emerge below the graft union; make
cuts fluSh with the main stem

*' For hybrid teas and grandifloras, cut faded blooms to a point just
above an outward-facing bud; this practice will encourage a second
flowering and prevent overcrowding.

* For floribundas, remove the entire flower cluster to the first leaf bud

PRUNING CLIMBING ROSES

Late Winter

* Follow basic pruning steps to remove dead, weak or diseased canes.

Remove old canes to shape plant and prevent overcrowding.

't Prune sparingly since removal of too much wood at this time will reduce
production of. flowers.

Summer

* Cut back strong, + vigorous stems to wiThin 2 'or 3 buds of.k the main
cane as soon as flokers fade_

* Do not !et seed pods form because "they deprive the plant of needed
energy.

c.

M-IV-L-3-17



INFORMATION .SHEET 11

PRUNING VINES

CHARACTERISTICS OF V.I NES Vines are plants that have flexible sterns
and climbing growth habits.' Some vines, such as English and Boston ivies,
Virginia creeper, and creeping fig, can fasten themselves to walls and sup-
ports by twining tendrils, rootlets, or clinging disks.

Other vines, such as clematis, wisteria, trumpet creeper, and honey-
suckle need the support of a trellis or horizontal wire. Soft string, strips
of cloth, and twist ties can be used to tie vines to a support. Bare wire
should not be used to prevent injury to the stem.

Vines take up little ground space and can be an atrrac-
tive par, of the landscape.

PRUNING TEC'HNIQUES- FOR VINES

* Most vines should be left unpruned until they get too large for the
provided space and create an untidy tangle of shoots.

* Flowering vines (clematis, honeysuckle, wisteria, trumpet creeper)
should be pruned after blooming; cut shoots back to where new growth
is developing to maintain the desired shape..

Vines that are grown for their foliage (ivies, Virginia creeper, creeping
fig) may be pruned throughout the growing season to restrict growth
and keep the plants in bounds.

* To reduce the size of vines and encourage new growth, remove main
stems that are old and woody or cut back to vigorous growing shoots
near the base of the stem; this type of pruning should be done in late
winter- when danger of a hard frost has passed.

M-IV-L-3-18



LABORATORY EXERCISE 1

ESTABLISHING AND MAINTAINING A BONSAI PLANTING

PURPOSE: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to establish and
maintain a bonsai planting.

MOTERIALS:

1. Suitable containers with drainage holes
2. Rooting media and gravel
3. Small sharp sticks
4. Hand pruners ti
5.' Potted plants (to be trained to bonsai)

PROCEDURES:

1, Remoie 1/3 of the soil ball of the selected plant and prune 1/3 of
the thick roots prior to planting.

2. Prune excess top growth to balance with roots.

3. Select a shallow, flat container with drainage holes.

4. Cover drainage holes with gravel.

5. Fill container full.with coarse, loose sifted soil_

6. Place plant off-center in an oblong container or in the center Cif\'\a

round or square container.

Firm the rooting media with a small sharp stick to settle the media
and remove air potkets.

8. Prune remaining' branches to shape and reduce the size of the
plant.

9. Add soil w\\thin inch of the top of the container.

10._ Add a layer of fine soil, pebbles, -Or green moss.

11. Water thoroughly with a fine spray.

12. Place in a sheltered and shaded spot.

13. 'Continue to pinch, thin, oh defoliate new growth throughout', the
growing season.

14. Use wire to train the bonsai into the desired shape.



LABORATORY EXERCISE 2

ESTABLISHING AND MAINTAINING A TOPIARY PLANT

PURPOSE: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to establish and
maintain a topiary plant using a wire frame for support.

MATERIALS:

1. 9- to 20-gauge wire
2. Suitable containers
3. Loose soil
4. Small rooted cuttings of English i y

PROCEDURES:

1_ Bend the 9- tO 20-gauge wire into a desired shape. (Examples: a
heart, triangle, or- circle).

2. Firmly secure wire form in the selected container.

3. Fill container with loose soil.

4. Place rooted cutting at the base of the wire form.

5. As the cuttings grow, train to the wire form by pruning excess
growth.

6. Secure the stem to the wire form with flexible plant ties.

7. Use the following illustrations to guide your work:.

M-IV-L-3-20
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 3

ESTABLISHING AND MAINTAINING AN ESPALIER,PLANTING

PURPOSE: The purpdse of this laboratory exercise is to establish and
maintain an espalier planting on the school grounds.

MATERIALS:

1. Hand pruners
2. Chlorine blekich
3. Appropriate plant material (i.e., fruit trees, dogwood, magnolia)
4. Four foot (4') trellis for training purposes.

PROCEDURES:

1. Sterilize the pruner cutting blade with chlorine bleach.

2_ Prune back the selected plant to within 2" of the height of the
first wire (12"-18").

Wait for new shoots.

4. Horizontally train the 2 best shoots on the bOttom wire and allow
one center shoot to continue.

5 Prune excess shoots. 014

6. Start second group of horizontal branches 12 to 18 inches above
the bottom wire.

7 Prune back the central leader and other vertical branches
desired.

8. An established espaliered plant in a container may be purchased
from a local garden center or nursery. Use this specimen 'to dem-
onstrate and practice the pruning techniques outlined on Information
Sheet 8.

228
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MAKING PRUNING CUTS
A. INCORRECT

1_ BUD FACING Tlif
WRONG WAY

2. CUT TOO CLOSE
TO BUD

3_ CUT TOO FAR
FROM BUD

1. 2. 3.

B. INCORRECT

PRUNING SHEARS
MAKING CUT TOO
HIGH , LEAVING A
STUB.

M-IV-L-3-24
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-LATE WINTER PRUNING: BUSH ROSES

PRUNE BUSH ROSES BACK

TO 15" TO 18" CANES IN

LATE WINTER AFTER
DANGER OT FROST HAS

PAST. REMOVE ALL DEAD,
DISEASED, AND WEAK
STEMS.

aV

211"
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SUMMER PRUNING: BUSH ROSES

A. HYBRID TEA /
GRANDI FLORA

B. FLORIBUNDA

C. SUCKER GROWTH:
REMOVAL OF

M-IV-L-3-26
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PRUNINg CLIMBING ROSES

LATE WINTER

SUMMER
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C)

Q. TRANSPARENCY DISCUSSION GUIDE

PRUNING BONSAI, ESPALIER, TOPIARY, VINES, AND ROSES

I. Transparency PRUNING VINES

'A. To restrict growth, trim back lateral shoots and remove old, woody
stems.

B . To prevent a tangle of shoots on vines such as clematis, cut back
stems in late winter to 12 inches from the ground. Make cuts
above a new bud.

C. Trim new growth on vines throughout the growing season to main-
tain tiV desired appearance and shape.

Transparency--MAKING PRUNING CUTS

A. Cut no more than 4 inch above an outward-facing bud. A cut
too close may damage the bud and a cut too high may cause the
stem to die back. Angle the cut so it slants back and away from

\ the bud.

-B. When removing a stern, make the cut flush with the mai cane.
Use sharp pruning shears to make a clean cut.

Ill. Transparency--LATE WINTER PRUNING-BUSH ROSES

A. Prune bush roses back to 15" to 18" in late winter after the danger
of a hard frost has passed.

B . Remove all dead, diseased, and weak stems.

IV. Transparency--SUMMER PRUNING-BUSH ROSES

A. When blooms have faded, cut back to a point just above an outward
facing bud for hybrid teas and gradifloras.

B . Remove the entire flower cluster to the first leaf bud for flori-
bundas.

C. Remoye all suckers from below the graft union. .6

V. Transparency--PRUNING CLIMBING ROSES

A. Rerriove dead, diseased, or spindly canes in late winter.

B . After blooms have faded in the summer, cut back stems to within
2 or 3, buds of a main stem.
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SAMPLE TEST QUESTIONS AND TEACHER'S KEY

PRUNING BONSAI, ESPALIER, TOPIARY, VINES, AND ROSES
V

SHORT ANSWER:

'` Define the following horticultural terms:

a. Bonsai

b. Espalier-

c_ Topiary

N.--

Living works of art consisting of trees and shrubs
artificially planted in small containers to reproduce in
miniature, landscapes found in nature.
A tree or shrub trained to create a two-dimensional effect
either against a wall or a wire/wood trellis. The term
also can describe the technique of training plants to a
flat plane.
A practice used in formal gardens or settings in which
plant material is trimmed and trained 'in the shape of
ibirds, animals, or various geometric shapes.

2. Briefly describe the procedures for training an espalier:

Prune central leader to height of first wire. Wait for- new shoots. Train
two best shoots to bottom wire. Prune excess. Allow central leader to
continue. Train otfier shoots horizontally.

List 3 plants that are recommended for:

a.
b.
c.

bonsai Japanese maple, Jade. plant, Juniper
espalier Pear trees, Firethorn, Crabapple
topiary Taxus, Boxwood, Privet

4. List 4 reasons for pruning bonsai plantings:

a.
b.
c.

To reduce the size of the branches
To hold the plant within the bounds of the container
To change the direction of a branch
To thin out dense growth

5. How can espalier plantings be used in the home landscape?

a.
b.
c.

To conserve space
Cover up bare wall and foundations
Provide a focal point in the landscape

6. How are climbing roses pruned?

b

Climbing roses are pruned after flowering. Old heavy canes are cut
back to ground level. All dead or weak canes are removed.
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TRUE OR FALSE:

False 1. In bonsai Oiantings, 2/3 of the roots should be pruned prior to
initial planting.

True 2. Plants to be pruned for topiary designs should have small, dense
leaves and be able to tolerate constant clipping.

False 3. Espaliers are plants that are trimmed .and trained to form the
shapes of birds; animals, or geometric designs.

False 4. Bush roses, such as hybrid teas, flower on old or previous
.season's wood.

False 5. The best- tin), to' prune bush roses is in the fall before the ground
freezes.'

True 6. To produce large blooms, bush roses should be pruned hard to
3 buds above the base of the plant.

False 7. Climbing roses should be severely pruned in late winter to insure
a large number of flowers.

true 8. Flowering vines, such as clematis and honeysuckle, should be
pruned shortly after they have bloomed.

False 9. When making pruning cuts, on roses, cut no more than 1 inch

MATCHING:

above an outward-facing bud .

Column I Column I I

F 1. Training plants to form geometric A. boxwood
shpped B.

C.
crabapple
bonsai

A 2. An example of a plant suitable D. everblooming
for topiary E.

F.
clematis
topiary

G 3. A type of bush rose G. hybrid tea
H. English ivy

I 4. Training plants to grow against
a flat surface

I. espalier

H 5. A type of vine that can fasten
itself to a supp6rt or Wall

C 6 Using wire and pruning techniques
to maintain miniature plants

233
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UNIT L LANDSCAPE DESIGN, ESTABLISHMENT, AND MAINTENANCE

PROBLEM AREA: USING MULCHES IN THE LANDSCAPE

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER:

This problem area is designed for use Of-tradvanced students in ,voca-
tional agriculture/horticulture programs. The problem area can be taught
clUring a -landscape-maintenance unit or at anytime during the school year.

The estimated instructionl time for this problem area is 5 to 7 days
depending on how far the teacher Wishes to go in developing specialized
landscape maintenance' Skitts, If thetstudents are to be involved in other
activity exercises, the instructional time will need to be increased.

Thee instructor is encouraged to conduct a local search to locate other
supplementary mOerials for use with this -problem area. The items in this
problem area are for ,reference or modification as instructors adapts these

_materials to their local situations.

CREDIT SOURCES:

These materials were developed through a funding agreement, R- 33 -24-
D -0362 -466 with the Illinois State 'Board of. Education, Department of 'Adult,
Vocational and Technical Education, Research and Development Section, 100
North First Street, Springfield, Illinois 62777. ONnions expressed in these,
materials do not reflect, nor should they be construled as policy or opinion of
ttie State Board of Education or its staff.

The teacher's guide, information sheets, student worksheets, laboratory
exercises, transparency discussion guide, and test questions were developed
by Janet L. Henderson, Department of. Vocational and Technical Education,
University of Illinois and reviewed by Paul E. Hemp and Teresa E.
Department of Vocational and Technical. Education, University of Illinois:

The artwork in this problem area)was prepared by the Vocational Agri-
culture Service, University of Illinois. Suggestions and guidance in the
development of these materials were provided by the Metropolitan Core Cur-
riculum Field Test Teachers.
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TEACHER'S GUID1E

I Unit: Landscape design, establishment, and maintenance

I I. Problem area: Using mulches in the landscape

III. Objectives: Al the close of this problem area, students will be
able to:

1. Identify different types of materials used for mulching ur-
poses.

2. Discuss' the main reasons for using mulches in different land-
scape settings.

3
Oven specific landscape settings, compare and contrast the

Offectiveness of using different materials for mulching pur-
poses.

4. Calculate the amount and estimated cost of different types of
mulches in various landscape settings.

5. Describe how to apply mulches during different seasons of the
year.

6 Discuss the positive and negative characteristics of different
types of mulching materials_

7. Describe the procedures for composting organic materials_

8_ DeScribe how to build a compost bin.

I V. Suggested interest approaches:

1_ Take a walking tour of the area surrounding the school.
Encourage students to observe the different types of materials
being used as mulches_

2 Display various types of materials used for mulching purposes
(Examples bark, chips, peanut hulls, straw, crushed stone,
black plastic. ) Ask students to, evaluate the effectiveness of
each type in different landscape settings.

3. Discuss the advantages of using mulches. Ask the following
lead questions:

a. What happens when raindrops splash OR bare soil?
(1. .

b. What types of mulching materials would prevent, surface
soil erosion?

c_ What other purposes do you think mulches serve?

238
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V Anticipated problems and concerns of. students :

1. What is a mulch?

2. What Materials can I use for mulches?

3. Why should I use mulches in landscape settings'?

4. How do mulches differ?

5. How can I calculate the
landscape area?

6. How .do I apply mulches?
4

amount of mulch to use in a given

7. What mulches should I use for different landscape settings?
I

8. What is compost?

9. How do I make a compost bin?

10. What materials- do I use to make compost?

11. What are some problems I may encounter with my compost bin?

12. How can I tell when my compost is ready?

13. How can I use my compost?

V I . Suggested learning activities and experiences:

M-IV-L-4-4

1. Conduct a study trip to a local garden center to observe
different types of mulches. Have students compare the pack-
aging, pricing, and advertising of different types of mulches.

2. Conduct a study trip to an ,arboretum, city park, or other
landscaped area. Have students observe the different types of
materials being used as mulches. Encourage students to

consider the reasons why certain types ofomulches wire se-
lected for given landscape are-as .

3. Have students build iand maintain a compost bin. The compost
can be used for mulching purposes on the school grounds.
Excess compost can be packaged for 4e to community home-
(A/nets . Use Laboratory Exercise 2 Ito plan thiS activity.

4. Have students practice calculating the amount and estimated
cost of various mulches. Use Student Worksheet 2 to plan this
activity.

5. Have students design 'and draw a landscape area that includes
different types of mulches in the planting beds.
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6. Create a display area for different types of mulches. This
area could be used for instructional purposes and as an infor-
mational display for local homeowners. Use Laboratory Exer-
cise 1 to plan this activity.

Have students practice applying different mulches to landscape
beds on the school grounds.

8. Invite a landscape designer to attend class as a resource
person. Encourage him or her to discuss the types of mulches
used in landscape designs, how different mulches are applied,
and how mulches are selected for different designs.

9. Have students select the appropriate mulch for a given -land-
scape setting. Allow them to explain their reasons for select-
ing a particular mulch. Use Student Worksheet 3 to plan this
activity.

10. Using the mulches displayed in Laboratory Exercise 1 compare
and contrast the effectiveness of different types of mulch .
Use Student Worksheet 1 to plan this activity.

V 1 I . Application procedures:

1. Students preparing for careers in the horticulture industry
will need an understanding of materials used for mulche's and
the specific skills for selecting and applying these materials.

2. Knowledge of mulching materials will be useful for students
planning and conducting home improvement and SOE projects.

VIII. Evaluation:

1. -Prepare and administer --a written exam using the sample test
questions in this problem area.

2. Review and evaluate student exercises.

3. Evaluate student progress during laboratory exercises.

I X . References and aids:

1. Landscape Facts, Cooperative Extension Service, The Ohio
State University, 2001 Fyffe Court, Columbus, Ohio 43210

'Arc
a. Mulches ServeMan_y Purposes

(LF CP 2 -60)

2. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Gov rnment Printing Office, Washington, DC, 20402

a. Mul hes -for Your Garden
(Home and Garden Bulletn No. 185)

t
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INFORMATION SHEET 1

USES FOR MULCHES

Materials applied to the surface of the soil as a protective covering are called
MULCHES. These materials may be' organic or inorganic. Mulches serve
many useful purposes. They can:

1. suppress weeds.

2. maintain a uniform soil temperature by acting as an insulator, thus
reducing damage by freezing and thawing.

3 increase the water-holding capacity of light sandy soils.
ssit

increase the aeration of heavy clay soils as they become mixed with the
top layer of soil.

prevent and reduce surface soil erosion and soil compaction.

acI(I organic matter to the soil and improve soil tilth.

7. reduce the evaporation of water from the soil.

8. create a desirable appearance in the landscape setting.

9. protect fruits and vegetables prior to harvest.

10. promote extensive root sstems in the upper 2 inches of the soil.

11. increase the breakdown of organic matter, thus releasing nutrients for
plant growth .

Mulching materials also have some negative characteristics:

1. mulches cannot suppress large weeds.

2. some mulches may be flammable.

3. rodents and insects may live and overwinter in mulch.

4. mulches cannot prevent disease and may' in fact introduce certain plant
diseases.

5. some mulches severely reduce the nitrogen level of the soil.

6. mulches may encourage slug and snail infestation.

7. mulches can prevent moisture from penetrating the soil surface.

8. mulches can be unpleasant and difficult to handle.
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INFORMATION SHEET 2

TYPES OF MULCHES

1.

3.

Characte?istics
Name Positive Negative Uses

Shoredded Bark *long -lasting
*allows moisture to
penetrate

*can be stringy and
difficult to manage

*perennial beds

*landscape' beds

Decorative Wood *long-lasting *may be expensive *landscape beds in
Chips *available in various

sizes
*not a good source
of organic matter

public area

Straw *inexpensive *may blow away *turf areas
*may contain weed *winter protection of

*light weight seeds perennials
*flammable *summer mulch for fruits

3 *may attract rodents and vegetables

4. Gravel Chips,
Crushed Stones

*permanent covering
*retain heat and
warm the soil

*do not suppress weeds *highlight landscape
*expensive features

. Black Polyethylene *suppresses all weeds
Film *absorbs heat and

eliminates moisture
evaporation

*may blow away if not
weighted down

*no aesthetic appeal

*vegetable garden

*place beneath wood ships
or gravel in landcape beds

6. Crushed Corncobs *good weed inhibit

*retain soil moisture
0 I

*difficu for water
to penetrate soil
surface

up nitrogen in *vegetable garden

*annual or perennial beds

7. Sawdust *inexpensive

*rea< available

*ties up Nitrogen in
the soil
fire hazard

*unattractive to worms

*add to compost

*vegetable gardens

242 243
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Characteristics
Name Positive Negative

8. Lawnclippings

Uses

*readily available *get matted and Moldy
when wet

*when. spread thickly
for the soil will begin to rot

*source of nutrients

*mix with other organic
materials

*vegetable gardens

9.- Leaves *add essential elements
to the .soil

*readily available

*tend to mat and
become.soggy..

*mix with other organic
materials

*perennial beds,
Vegetable gardens

10. Cocoabean Hulls *absorb heat and
warm the soil

*attractive dark
brown color

*develop mold when
wet

*light weight;
may bit)w 'away

*landscape beds in
public area

12. Peatmos *free of weed seed

*good soil conditioner

*absorbs surface
moisture preventing
penetration

*dries out rapidly
forming crust on
surface

*good mulch for plants
requiring an acid soil

13. Shredded Newspaper *readily available *unattractive , *mix with other Organic
*excellent method of *light-weight, may materials
recyclin) blow away *vegetable ,gardens

14. Compost *slowly adds nutrients
to the soil

*good method of recy-
cling organic
materials

*if not properly' pre-
pared, will tend to -

mat and rot

*soil conditioner
*winter_ mulch for
garden .

*summer mulch .for perennials,
annuals, and ornamentals

15. Peanut Hulls

16.r Pine' dles

*light weight
*decothpose quickly
and add organic
matter Ao the 'soil

*may 'develop mold
when wet

*good, mulch for tomato
plants

*annual' and perennial -

z'- beds
"

*light -weigtit
*wPed-free
*easy to handle
*absorb 4ittle or no
moisture

*Unattractive to
worms

*coarse .appearance

. *good mulch .for brdad
leaf evergreens and
other ornamental shrubs
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INFORMATION SHEET 3

APPLICATION-OF MULCHES

SPRING:

* Loosen mulch where it has been crushed by snow.

* Rotofill winter mulches into seed beds.

* Gradually remove protective mulch from perennials; -e off a thin layer
at a time to prevent damage from alternate freezing a .thawing.

* Leave the winter mulch offor several weeks before mulching again in
late spring.

* Reapply mulch in the late spring to conserve moisture and suppress
weeds; 2-3 inches is suitable for most plants.

1'
SUMMER:

* Renew the mulch when weeds appear.

* Lightly rake mulches matted down by heavy rains to prevent mold_ from
developing.

4

AUTUMN:

* l'hcrease the mulch layer to insulate the soil and to prevent early freez-
ing of soil moisture; 3-4 inches is suggested for most plantings.

* If a light-weight mulch is used for winter protection, placing evergreen
branches on top will prevent the mulch from being blown away.

WINTER:
ti

* After the ground has permanently frozen continue to cover perennial
plants with a layer of mulch.

* The depth of the mulch layer will depend on the severity of the winter
and the depth of the plant root system.

M-IV-L-4-10
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INFORMATION SHEET 4

COMPOSTING ORGANIC MATERIALS,

COMPOST is organic matter undergoing a heat-fermentation press. ,This
heating is generated by bacterial activity and may develop temperaturelikas
high as 150°F near the center of the compost pile.

COMPOST BINS need to be located 'in the full sun and in an area exposed to
all the elements. Air needs to circulate all around the bins; the decomposing
bacteria need air to live. Build compost bins out 9f decay-resistant wood,'
bricks, concrete blocks, and/or wire fencing. Each bin should be 4 to: 6 feet
high, 3 to 5 feet wide, and any convenient length. Make one side of the bin
removable for adding and removing the organic matter.

Lawn clippings, leaves, garden weeds, harvested vegetables, potato peelings,
stems and flowers from herbaceous plants, shredded newspaper, straw, pine
needles, manure, and coffee grounds are all suitable materials for composting.
Avoid using diseased plants, animal fats or remains, and woody stems.

L.

Fill the compost bin with alternate layers of organic material 6 to 12 inches
thick and of garden soil 1 inch thick. To each layer of organic Matter add 3
cups of 5-10-5 fertilizer and 2/3 cup of ground dolomitic limestone. Moisten
the organic material thoroughly. Repeat this layering process until the bin is
full

4t6 \*.
The purpose of turning compost is to let more air circulate and to speed up
the rate of composting. ,In areas that have cool frosty winters, compost made
in November and December' can be turned the following May or June.

Fully composted organic matter will smell sweet and earthy, having a light,
crumbly texture and a_dark" brown color. Compost can be used as a summer
mulch for annual and perennial beds, as a permanent mulch around ornamental
trees and shrubs,' and as a side-dressing mulch in vegetable gardens,. Com-
post also makes an excellent soil conditioner when incorporated into the top
layerS of the soil surface.

DO NOT fill the compost bin with only one ingredient. The amount and
variety of bacteria will be lacking for composting tox.take effectively.
The heap will rot down instead of composting.

DO NOT allow the compost bin to dry out. If the compost dries out the
bacteria will die and the composting stops.

DO NOT allow the compost bin to become too wet for the bacteria to work.
Be sure air can circulate and cover the bin with ,plastic during heavy rains
and prolonged wet periods,



,STUDENT'WORKSHEET 1

CHECKLIST FOR COMPARING MULCHES

PROCEDURE: Display several kinds of materials used for mulching. Have
students complete the checklist >romparing the different types :of mulches.

TYPE OF MULCH:

Criteria

1. Cost

2.# Availability

CoMments

3.

4.

Weight and bulk

Appearance

5.

6.

Water penetration IMP

-Moisture retention
s*,

7. I nsulative value

8. Fire hazard

9. Lasting qualities

10. Wind effect --

11. Odor

12. Decomposition characteristics

13. Decorative' appeal

14. Maintenance requirements

,3



Mulch

Wood Chips

STUDENT WORKSHEET 2

CALCULATNG THE AMOUNT AND COST OF
DIFFERENT TYPES OF MULCHES

Amount Needed
Price for 2 Inch Cover

$3.99/25 lb. bag 50 Its3:)/18 sq. ft.

needed to mulch a 3' x 25' land-How many 25 lb. bags of wood chips will be
scape bed?

bags

What will be the total cost for the wood chips?

$

Mulch

Crushed stone

How many 50 lb.
area?

Amount Needed
Price for 2 Inch Coy

$5.75/50 lb. bag 8 lbs./1 sq. ft.

bags of crushed stone will be needed for a 5' x 15' patio

bags

What will be the total cost for the crushed stor4?

Mulch

Straw

How i'Qany bales
garderi?

bales

Amount Needed
Price for 2 Inch Cover

$14/bale 1/4 bale/20 sq. ft.

of straw will be needed to winter mulch a 25' x 50' vegetable

How much will the straw mulch cost?

$

K
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Mulch Price
Amount Needed
for 2 Inch Cover

Peanut hulls $7.36/3 cubic ft. bag 1 cu. ft./80 sq . ft.

How many 3 cubic foot bags of peanut hulls will be needed to cover a
4' x 120' perennial bed?

bags

What will be the cost of mulching the bed with peanut hulls?

What would be the cost of mu),ching the bed with wood chips?

r
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 3

SELECTING MULCHES

PROCEDURE: Ask students to select a mulch for each landscape setting and
to provide the reasoning for their selection.

MULCH REASONS FOR
LANDSCAPE SETTING SELECTION SELECTION

1. Entrance planting

by driveway

Vegetable garden

with tomatoes

and cucumbers

3. Annual garden

bordering a patio

4. Shade trees in

the public area

of the landscape

5. Shrubs by the

side of the house

in a natural setting

M-IV-L-4-16



LABORATORY EXERCISE 1

DISPLAYING MULCHES

PURPOSE: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to create a display
area for, different typed of mulches that can be used for in-
structional purpose nd as an educational display for commun-
ity homeowne

MATERIALS:

1. various types of mulches
2. storage bins (ex., coffee cans, aluminum pans, Styrofoam trays)
3. labels.
4. permanent markers

PROCEDURES:

1. Obtain different types of mulches for display.

2. Select the type of storage bin for displaying the mulches.

3. Fill bins with the mulches.

4. Prepare display labels for each type of mulch. In-clude the follow-
ing information on the labels: name of mulch, uses, negative
characteristics, and application procedures.

5. Secure the labels to the storage bins.

6. Display the mulches in the classroom, laboratory area, or a display
case in another part of the school.



A LABORATORY EXERCISE 2

BUILDING A COMPOST BIN

PURPOSE: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to construct a

compost bin and maintain compost mulch.

MATERIALS:

1. Wire fencing
2. concrete blocks
3. rot-resistent boards
4_ fence posts

PROCEDURES:

4

5. organic matter
6. 5-10-5 fertilizer
7. ground dolomitic limestone
8. pitchfork

1. Select a sunny, exposed area for the compost bin.

'2. Clear a space of ground at least 4' x 8' for the bin.

3_ Attach wire fefocing or boards to concrete blocks or solid fence
posts. The dimensions of the bin should be 4 to ,6 feet high, 3 to
5 feet wide, and any convenient length (usually 3 to 5 feet long).
Refer to Transparency IV_

4. Make one side of the bin removable.
LI

5. Make sure air scan circulate all around the bin.

6. On the bottom, place 6 to 12 inches of organic matter, sprinkle with
3 cups of 5-10-5 fertilizer and 2/3 cup of ground dolomitic lime-
stone, add 1 inch of soil. Repeat this layering process until the
bin is full.

Thoroughly water the compost bin and keep the bin moist during
dry spells.

Pack the materials tightly around the edges, and lightly in the
center so the middle area settles more than the edges and water
does not run off.

9. Allow the materials to decompose undisturbed during the winter. In
late spring (May or June) turn the compost and use for mulching
purposes throughout. the landscape.
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TEACHER'S KEY

STUDENT WORKSHEET 2

CALCULATNG THE AMOUNT AND COST OF
DIFFERENT TYPES OF MULCHES

Amount Needed
Mulch Price for 2 hub Cover

Wood Chips $3.99/25 lb. bag 50 lbs./18 sq. ft.

How many 25 lb. bags of wood chips will be needed to mulch a 3' x 25' land-
scape bed?

9 bags

What will be the total cost for the wood chips?

$35.91

Mulch

Crushed stone $5.75/50 lb. bag 8 lbs./1 sq. ft.

How many 50 lb. bags of crushed stone will be needed for a 5' x 15' patio
area?

12 bags

1

Amount Needed
Price for 2 Inch Cover

What will be the total cost for the crushed stone?

$69.0.0

Amount Needed
Mulch Price for 2 Inch Cover

Stravk $1.50/bale I 4 bale/20 sq. ft.

How many bales of straw will be needed to winter mulch a 25' x 50' vegetable
garden?

16 bales

How much will the straw mulch cost?

$24.00

2 51
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Amount Needed
Mulch Price . for 2. Inch Cover

,

Peanut. hulls $7.36/3 cubic ft.. bag '1 cu. ft./80 sq. ft.

How many 3 cubic foot bags of peanut. hulls will be needed to cover .a

4' x 120' perennial bed?

2 bags

What will be the cost of mulching the bed with peanut hulls?

$14.72

What would be the cost of mulching the bed with wood chips?

$212.79

I

JD-
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TEACHER'S KEY

STUDENT WORKSHEET 3

SE1ECTING MULCHES

PROCEDURE: . Ask students to select a mulch for each landscape setting and
to provide the reasoni g for their selection_

LANDSCAPE SETTING

1. Entrance planting

by driveway

2. Vegetable garden

with tomatoes

and cucumbers

3. Annual garden

MULCH
SELECTION

Wood Chips

Compost

REASONS FOR
SELECTION

decorative mulch; long-

lasting material

Adds nutrients to the soil;

can be incorporated into the

soil after harvest

Cocoabean Hulls attractive dark brown

bordering a patio color

4'. Shade trees in Shredded BLrk long-lasting m erial;

the public area provides natural look in

of the landscape the public area

5 Shrubs by the

side of the house,

in a natural setting.

Leaves

2D ,)

not in the public area;

readily available;

some nutrients to soil
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MULCHING METHODS
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COMPOSTING LAYERS
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SOIL 1" LAYER
FERTILIZER
ORGANIC MATTER.6"-12"
SOIL 1" LAYER
SPRINKLE WITH 5-10-5 FERTILIZER
AND-LIMESTONE
ORGANIC MATTER 6"-12" LAYER
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TRANSPARENCY DISCUSSION GUIDE

USING MULCHES IN THE LANDSCAPE

I Transparency WINTER PROTECTION

A. Alternate freezing and thawing can heave plants out of the
ground causing root damage.

B. Mulches offer excellent winter protection for perennial `s plants.

I I . Transparency -MU LQ-11 NG METHODS

A. In rainy weather, slightly mound mulches to encourage water
to run off.

B. In dry weather, make a moat around the plant to collect water
which will penetrate through the mulch.

-

I I I . Transparency-- COMPOSTING .

A. Alternate layers of organic matter, fertilize, and soil should
be added to the compost bin.

IV. Transparency--COMPOST BIN CONSTRUCTION

A. The dimension of the compost bin should be 4 to 6 feel high,
3 to 5 feet wide, and any convenient length (usuaWy 3 to 5
feet long).

B . A wire fencing material may alto be used to construct a

temporary or portable compost bin.

ti
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SAMPLE TEST QUESTIONS AND TEACHER'S KEY

USING MULCHES 114 THE LANDSCAPE

A

SHORT ANSWER:

1. Describe 2 advantages and 2 disadvantages of using mulches.

Advantages:

a. Mulches prevent and reduce surface soil erosion and soil compac-
tion.

b. Mulches protect fruits and ve etables prior to harvest.

Disadvantages:

a. Mulches cannot suppress large weeds.

b. Rodents and insects may live and overwinter in mulch

2 Identify one positive and one negative characteristic of the following
mulches: 7-

a . Wood chips long lasting mulch; may be expensive

b. Straw light weight; fire hazard

c. Sawdust inexpensive; ties'up nitrogen in the soil

d. Leaves readily available; tend to mat and become soggy

e. Pine. needles weed free; unattractive to worms

3. Why should mulches gradually be removed from perennials in early
spring?

If mulches are removed, too early in the spring the plants may heave out
of the ground from the alternate freezing and thawing.

4 What types of organic materials can be added to a compost bin?

a.
b.
c.

Law?), clippings d.
e.
f.

Pine needles
Leaves Manure
Weeds Shrttdded newspaper

5.. How can compost be used in the landscape?

Composted materials can be used as mulches for annuals, perennials, and
ornamental shrubs and trees. Compost can- be used as a side-dressing
and asja soil conditioner.

263
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TRUE OR FALSE:

False 1. For best results compost bins should be filled with one ingredi-
ent such as leaves.

False 2. Compost bins should be placed in a protected shady area.

True 3. Black polyethylene film used as a mulch will suppress all weeds.

True 4. Crushed corncobs can tie up nitrogen in the soil.

True 5. When used alone as a mulch, lawn clippings become matted and
soggy.

MULTIPLE CHOICE:

1. An example of an inexpensive, readily available mulch that adds essential
elements to the soil would be:

a. crushed stone
*b. leaves
c. cocoa bean hulls
d. black polyethylene film

2. Which of the following is not a characteristic of decorative wood chips:

a. long lasting
*b. tie up nitrogen in the soil
c. available in, various sizes
d. expensive

3. Which of the following is a disadvantage of some mulches:

a. reduce the evaporation of water from the soil
b. add organic matter to the soil
c. maintain a uniform soil temperature

*d. encourage slug and snail infestation

4. Which of the following mulches i s considered a fire hazard?

a. peanut hulls
*b. sawdust
c. black polyethylene film
d. 'shredded newspaper

5. Which of the following would be the most appropriate mulch for an en-
trance planting in the public area of the landscape?

*a. Otorative wood chips
b. leaves
c. straw
d. lawn clippings.
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UNIT L: LANDSCAPE DESIGN, ESTABLISHMENT, AND MAINTENANCE

PROBLEM AREA: GROWING PLANTS IN CONTAINERS

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER:

This problem area is designed for use with beginning or advanced, stu-
dents in vocational agriculture/horticulture*prctgrams. This problem area may.
be taught at, anytime during the school year.

r.

The estimated instructional time for this problem area is a to 7 days. If
the students are- involved in constructing containers additional classroom or
laboratory time will need to be planned.

The items in this problem area are for reference or modification as
instructors adapt these materials to their local situations..

CREDIT SOURCES:

Thes materials were developed through a funding agrement,. R- 33 -24-
D- 0362 -4 with the Illinois State Board of Education, Department of Adult,
Vocational and TeChnical Education, Research and Development Section, 100
North First Street, Springfield, Illinois 62777. Opinions expressed in these
materials do not reflect, nor- should they be construed as policy or opinion of
the State Board of Education or its staff,

The teacher's guide, information sheets, laboratory exercises and test
questions were developed by Janet L. Henderson, Department of Vocational
and Technical Education, University of Illinois, and reviewed by Paul E.
Hemp, Kallie S. Grobstein, and Teresa E. Paniello, Department of Vocational
and Technical -Education/ University of Illinois, and Ken McPheeters,
Ornamental Horticulture Specialist, Vocational Agriculture Service, University
of Illinois.

The artwork in this problem area was prepared,r,by the Vocational Agri-
culture Service, University of Illinois. Suggestions and guidance in the
development of these materials were provided by the Metropolitan Core
Curriculum Field Test Teachers.
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LEACH GUIDE

I. Unit: Landscape design establ shment, and maintenance

H. Problem Area: Growing pla in containers

III. Objectives: At the close of this problem area, students will be able to:

1. Jdentify plant materials suitable for containers.

2. Select appropriate containers for plants.

3. Construct various types of wooden plant containers.

4. Arrange plant containers in the landscape.

5. Establish and maintain container-grown plants.

IV. Suggested interest approaches:

4

1 Display various types of conventional and unconventional containers
that canbe used for growing plants. Discuss with the students

, advantages and. disadvantages of each item as a growing container
For plants.

2. Conduct, a class discussion by asking the following lead questions:

a. In what darts of the landscape could we use container plants?

b. In what types of containers have you seen plants growing?

c. Why would a landscaper chose to place plants in containers?

V Anticipated problems and concerns of students:

1. What kinds of plants can I grow in containers

2 In what types of containers can I Grow plants?
I

3. How do I care for plants growing in containers?

4. How do I construct a wooden plant container?

5. In what parts of 1.11., landscape can I place containers?

VI . Suggested learning activities and experiences:

1. Have each student grow a plant in an Lii1USUEll container Display
the containers in the classroom or laboratory and present an award
for the most unique and creative design.

M IV-L 5-3



2 Discuss with students the different, types of plants that can be
grown in containers. Use Information Sheets 2-4 to assist in
guiding the discussion.

3. Conduct a brainstorming activ y by asking students to name as
many types of items they can t ink of to use as plant containers.
Display the list and evaluate e practicality of using each type of
container.

4. Have each student construct a wooden plant container using the
plans outlined on La ratory Exercises 1-5. Encourage the stu-
dents to use their con er as a part of a home improvement
project or as an entry. in their local section fair.

5 Using Information Sheet 1, discuss with students the cultural prac-
tices needed for growing plants in containers. Analyze the differ-
ences and similarities between growing plants in containers and
growing plants in landscape beds.

6 Have students select one type of wooden plant container that they
can build as a money-making project for the school. Encourage
students to divide the responsibilities of the project among them-
selves (i.e., ordering materials, constructing the container, paint-

µ. ing or staining the container, advertising and taking orders).
Students can prepare a short information sheet for customers that
outlines the proper care needed for growing plants in containers_

7. \ Have students establish and maintain container gardens on the
school grounds, in the school building, or in the community (ex'.
nursing home or park). Encourage students to consider the types
of plants to use, the best location for the containers and a main-
tenance schedule for proper plant care.

8 Have students prepare containers for bulb forcing. Use Laboratory
Exercise 6 to plan this activity. Note: This learning experience
must be conducted during the late fall to insure an adequate length
of time for cold storage.

9. Have students construct two or more root-viewing boxes ( Labora-
tory Exercise 5). Use the boxes to compare plant growth in differ-
ent soil mixes or with different rates and methods of fertilization.

10. Using Information Sheet 2 Flowering Annual Plants for Containers,
have students practice combining several types of annuals for
container gardens. Use Student Worksheet 1 to plan this activity.
Encourage students to consider flower height and color when
choosing annuals .for different containers.

VII. Appliation procedures:

1. The purpose of this problem area is to acquaint students with the
types of plants and containers that can be used in container gar-
dening. Practical, hands-on experience should be provided to
develop skills in establishing and maintaining- container gardens.

M-IV-L-5-4
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2. Knowing how to grow plants in containers can be useful for stu-
dents developing SOE/home improvements projects with limited
space. Container gardening would be an excellent way to inco-
rporate plants into an urtian setting.

VIII. Evaluation:

1 Prepare and administer a written exam using the sample test ques-
titons in this problem area.

L. Evaluate student performance when constr cting wooden planters.

IX. References and aids:
L..

1. Container and Hanging Gardens. Ortho Books, Chevron Chemical
Company, 575 Market Street, San Francisco, CA, 94105. (This 96
page book is one in a series of Ortho gardening books. This
reference is available at most bookstores or garden centers and is
recommended as a primary source of information for this problem
area).

2. Reader's Digest Illustrated Guilde To Gardening. Calkins, C.C.
(ed.). The ReNder's Digest Association, Inc., 1978.
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INFORMATION SHEET 1

CULTURAL TIPS FOR CONTAINER GARDENING

SOIL

A soilless or *synthetic planting mix is usually recommended for container
gardens. Peat moss, sawdust, pine bark, vermiculite, perlite, and sand are
used in varying amounts in soiless mixes. Trade names for soilless planting
mixes include: Redi-Earth, Jiffy Mix, Metro Mix, and Pro-Mix.

Ready-made planting mixes arm preferred over garden soils for several
reasons. They are lightweight in nature, weighing up to less than half the
wgight of garden soil when both are wet. Synthetic mixes have been sterilized
and are free of disease organisms, weed seeds, and insects. Nutrients needed
for initial plant growth are included in the soilless mixes.

Some\containers may drain slowly, leaving the planting mix soggy.
Other containers may drain quickly, leaving the planting mix dry. The
different ingredients in the soilless mix must allow enough water to drain
through the container, while at the same time providing a reservior of water
and sufficient air space for proper plant growth.

Home-made' planting mixes also may be used for container gardens. To
make a cubic yard of mix, add together 14 cubic feet of peat moss, 7 cubic
feet of vermiculite, and 7 cubic feet of perlite. Dampen the mix as you go.
Add 5 pounds of ground limestone and 5 pounds of 5-10-5 fertilizer. The
ingredients must be thoroughly mixed together.

Fertilizer

The amount of fertilizer needed at one time for container gardens 'is
small, but the need is constant. Time-released fertilizers may be added to
the mix prior to planting. Liquid irrigation should contain weak concen-
trations of fertlizers to prevent injury to plant roots. Plants growing in
containers require constant attention to insure that adequate amounts crf plant
nutrients are available for plant growth. A complete fertilizer is norMally
recommended for container gardens and is applied through out the growing
season. Check the labels for rates of application.

Contains

Many items can be used as plant container, the only limitations. may be
one's imagination. However, several points need attention. Porous clay pots
will need watered more frequently than plastic or ceramic conlainers_., Be
careful not to overwater plastic and ceramic pots. These types of :containers
do not "breathe" and have the tendency to get waterlogged. All containers
need adequate drainage holes.

When the bottom of wooden containers are in direct contact with a moist
surface they attract pests and the wood will rot. .,,Use small blocks or casters
to provide adequate air space beneath the container. Treat wooden containers
with a preservative containing cooper sulfate. Do not use preservatives
containing pentachlorophen8) since this substance is toxic to plants.
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Large pots containing several gallons of planting mix can be extremely
heavy and awkward to move. Attaching wheels or casters to the bottom of the
container will make moving much easier. Handtrucks and dollies are useful
for transporting large containers.

The size of the container will vary with the type of plant chosen.
Select a container that will accomodate the root system of the plant, and that
will maintain an adequate reserve of moisture and nutrients. Plants in small
containers need watered and fed more frequently than plants growing in
larger pots. However, giving plants a soil depth of 18" to 24" is not a good
idea, when they can grow and produce in a container 6" to 8" deep .

Watering

The frequency of watering depends on the planting mix, the type and
size of the container, temperatures, wind, light levels, humidity, and ype of
plant. Plants should not be watered according to a rigid schedule ex.,
every Thursday morning). Environmental conditions vary considerably nd
plants should be checked each day to determine watering needs. When he_
planting mix is dry, add enough water so that it drains completely through
the container. Light waterings may only apply moisture to the top feW inches
of the planting mix.

Transplanting 9

Sometimes large plants become pot-bound and form a solid mass of roots
inside the container. When transplanting into a new container, ake 4 or 5
cuts from top to bottom, down the side of the root ball. Run ur fingers
through the cuts to fray the roots. Root pruning will increase the formation
of new roots and penetration of roots into the planting mix.

Handle plants carefutjy during transplanting. Do not pull plants out of
containers; gently tap the ' out. Remove any wrapping that' is exposed above
the surface of the planting mix . Set the plant in the soil mix at the same
level it grew in the original container.

visest Problems

Plants growing in containers are just as susceptible to insects and
diseases as are plants growing in landscape beds. Moisture-loving pests are
a specjal problem with container gardens. Plants should be checked fre-
quently for any evidence of slug, snail, earwig, or sow bug damage. Do not
allow moisture to accumulate underneath the container. If containers are
portable+, infested plants can be isolated for a short period of time to control
the pest problem.

Winterizing

Nor Protect temperature-sensitive trees and shrubs by wrapping the con-
tainer with burlap. Container plants that cannot survive freezing, tempera-,
tures should be moved to a warmer environment (45°-55°F).

M-IV-L-5-8 2



INFORMATION SHEET 2

FLOWERING ANNUAL PLANTS FOR CONTAINERS

Many types of flowering plants. can be used in container gardens. The
following list describes some of the most common annuals used in containers.

1. Ageratum blue/purple flower colofss; 6"-12" high; full sun or partial,
shade. 1

2. Alyssum
cover; ful

3. Celosia
dwarf varieties for containers; full sun.

white/purple/rose flower colors; 3"-8" high; use as a ground
I sun.

yellow/gold/purple/pink/red flower colors; 6"-36" high; use

4_ Coleus '- red/pink/gren/yellow foliage colors; 12"-30" high; pinch tips'
to encourage branching; partial shade.

5. Dianthus white/pink/red/violet flower colors; ',)112-
i

--11 high; use dwarf
.varieties for containers; full' sun or partial shade. La

6 Fibrous Begonia red/rose/pink/white flower colors; 6"-14" high; full
sun to full shade.

7 Geranium red/pink/salmon flower colors; 18"-24" high; good in full
/-sun.

8 Impatiens solid and bicolored; red/pink/white/organge/violt flower
colors.; 10"-20" high; good for shady areas.

9 Lobelia lavender/blue/pink/white flower colors; 5"-8" high; trailing and
compact varieties; full sun or partial shade.

10. Marigolds yellow/gold/red/orange power colors; 6"-36" high; sizes
available for' every container; full sun"..

11. Nasturtium red/orange/yellow/cream flower colors; 12":-15" high; dwarf
varieties best for containers; full sun.

12. 'Pansy purple/cream/blue/orange flower colors; 6"-8" high; all varieties
suited for containers; full sun or partial shade.

13. Petunias red/pink/blue/purple/yellow/orange/white flower colors;
versatile annual; use in all types of containers; full sun.

14. Portulaca red /pink /yellow /white /lavender, flower colors; 6" high; trail-
ing growth habit; thrives in hot dry areas; full suh.

15. Salvia , scarlet- red /blue /white flower colors; 6"-30" high; dwa.rf
varieties are best for containers; usually n for bright red flower
spikes; full sun.
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16. Snapdragon red/pink/orange/yellow/bronze/purple/white flower colors;
6'1 -36" high; dwarf varieites best in containers; excellent cut flower; full
sun.

17. Vinca red/rose/white flower colors; 10" high; bright flower colors with
glossy foliage; full sun or partial shade.

18. Zinnia pink/red/yellow/orange/cream flower colors; 6"-30" high; dwarf
varieites best for containers; full sun.

M-IV-L-5-10
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INFORMATION SHEET 3

SHRUBS AND TREES FOR CONTAINERS

Shrubs and trees that are sloW growing and have a miniature or dwarf
growth habiteane suitable for container gardens.

Shrubs-,.

Glossy Abe lia evergreen to semi-deciduous; arching branches; grow in
full sun; hardy to 0°F,

2. Purple of Japanese Barberry deciduous; dense growth habit; grow in
full su hardy to -20°F.

3. -Korean' Boxwood deciduous; can be trained into formal shapes (i.e./
topiary); grow irt full sun,or partial shade; hardy, to -15°F.

4. Red Clusterberry; Cotoneaster deciduous; arching sterns; use as a,
portable screefi, barrier, or espalier; 'hardy to 0°F.

5.. Chinese Juniper 'San Jose: lor Blue Pfitzer Juniper evergreen ,;Compact.
'growth; easily trained into many shapes; hardy in' all areas.

6. English -Lavender evergreen; fragrant, purple flowers; pru e to main-
tain comppct shape; hardy all areas.

7. Mugho -Pine evergreen; pinch out soft newgrowth (candle's) in spring
to maintain compact shapg; hardy in all areas..

./
Trees:

1. Japanese. Black Pine evergreen; suitable for, bonsai tra-ning;
pruning well; hardy all areas.

handles

2. Amur. Maple deciduous; brilliaht fall color; dense green foliage.

3. Japanese Maple deciduous,- marry varieties with purple, reds or green
leaves; low, weeping growth habit; easily trained.,.

,

4. Eastern Redbud deciduous; showy, spring ftlwers,
attractive seed pods.

5. Flowering Dogwood deciduousi excellent flower,
characterigtics; slow growing when young.

heart-shape leaves;

foliage, and rruit

6 Flowering Crabapple deciduous; beautiful spring fitrwer-5, weeping and
columnar shapes available; purchase disease ,resistant varieites (i . e . ,

Sirkgent, Parkman, or 'Red Silvesr')

7. Wisteria deciduous,' a vine that can be ,trained as 4it small,
trunked itree", fragrant flowers; may need support
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INFORMATION SHEET 4

SPACE-SAVING VEGETABLES

Many seed companies offer vegetable varieties specifically developed for
small spaces. The following vegetables are examples of plants suitable for
container gardening. Students should be encouraged to consult Current seed
catalogs to identify .additional vegetable plants for containers.

George W. Park Seed Co.

1. Cucumber Bus14,,Whopper
2. Cabbage Darkri
3. Parsley Paramount
4. Pepper Park's Pot
5. Squash Park's Creamy
6. Eggplant Morden Midget
7. Lettuce Porn Thumb
8. Tomato Goldie
9. Carrot Lady Finger
10_ Radish Cherry Belle
11. Beet Green Top Brunching
12. Tomato City Best VF
13. CantaloUpe Busheloupe

George J. Ball Seed Company:

1. Pot Luck Gucumber
2. Satin Beauty Eggplant
3. Black-Seeded Simpson Lettuce
4. Better Belle Pepper
5. Patio Tomato
6. Small Fry Tomato
7. Sweet 100F Tomato
8. Pixie Tomato
9. Tiny _Tim .Tomato_
10. Florida Basket4fomato
11. Minibel Tomato

IVA
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 1

FLOWERING ANNUALS IN CONTAINERS

U
Reference Information Sheet 2 Flowerirfg Annual Plants for Containers.

Type of Container/Location Flower(s) Choice

1_ 6" clay pot/full sun/enclosed patio

2.. 36" long window box/partial shade/balcony

4

3_ 10 gallon plastic tub/full shade/back porch

4. 12" hanging basket/full sun/front
entranceway of home

5 la" decorative ceramic pot/partial shade/
front porch

6. 18" diameter wooden tubs/full sun/
, around flagpole, at school

7. 58" long wooden box container/full shade/
city- park- t.

Ige
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 1
41*

BUILDING A WOODEN PLANT CONTAINER EASY PLANTER

PURPOSE: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to build a wooden
planter suitable for container gardVning.

MATERIALS:

1. Rough redwood (rot-resistant and heart grade): p.

a. 2 ""ides: 1" x 8" x 18"
U. 2 ends: 1" x 8" x 15/-e
c. 4 feet: 2" x 2" x 3"

2. Exterio plywood:

b
A

. a.- 1 ttom: X 15"

3. Galvanized box nails

PROCEDURES:

151," .

1. Use the following diagram to construct the wooden planter:

)

ti

18"

15 1/2"

Drill holes in
bottom for drainage.

Add feet,
inset 2 inches

from ,edges.

Assemble sides,
ends, and bottom
with nails.

-IV-L-5-15
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4.

LABORATORY EXERCISE-2'

BLALDING A WOODEN PLANT:CONTAINEI-``BOX PLANTER
O-

P

PURPOSE: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to build a wooden
planter suitable for containergarclenirog.

MATERIALS:
4

1. Finished redwood (rot-resistant and heart 'grade):

a:. 4 sides: 2" xt 8" x 24"
b. 4 feet: 2" x 2" x 3"

Exterior plywood:

a. 1 bottom: x 21" x 21"

3. Galvanized box nails

PROCEDURES:

.1. Use thejollowing diagram to construct the wooden planter:

Mitered corners give this bOx a more
tailored look than the box-end planters.

45" miter

0'

Assemble side and
bottom with nails.

M-lV-L-516

Drill 1/2" drain
holes in bottom.

Add feet, place
2 inches from edges.
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 3

BUILDING A WOODEN PLANT CONTAINER TOOL-BOX PLAN FER

PURPOSE:

MATERIALS:

The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to build a wooden
planter suitable for container gardening.

1. Finished redwood (rot-resistant and heart grade):

a. 2 sides: 1" x 4" x 18"
b. 2 ends: 1" x 4" x 12"
c. 2 handle brackets: :1".x .2V x 151,2-"
d. 4 feet: 2" x x 3"

Exterior plywood:

a. . 1 bottom: 1.11 x 10-1" x 161-"

1 handle : 3/4" hardwood dowel, 22" long

4. Galvanized box nails

PROCEDURES:

V

2--

Use the following diagram tot construct the wooden planter

A
Drill 3/4" holes
in handle brackets.

Nail handle
bracket to ends_ Add feet,

ploe 2 inches
from edge,-

Drill ,1 /2' holes in
bottom for drainage.

Assemble side, ends,
al-td bottom with 'nails.

-1



4
LABORATORY EXERCISE 4

BUILDING A WOODEN PLANT CONTAINER WINDOW BOX PLANTER

PURPOSE: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to bird a wooden
planter suitable for container gardening.

MATERIALS:

1. Rough redwbod (rot-resistant and heart grade).

a. 2 sides: 1" x 6" x 36
b. .2.ends: 1" x 6" x 8"

2. Exterior plywood
-10

a. 1 bottom: 1" x 8" x 28"

3. 4 wood screws

4. Galvanized box nails

5. 4 heavy duty casters

PROCEDURES:

1. Use the following diagram to constrpiirthe Wooden planter:

ti

Assemble sides, ends,
and bottom with naks.

Screw casters onto bottom.

M:IV-L-5-18

Drill eight 1/2" drainage,,
holes in bottom.
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 5

BUILDING A WOODEN PLANT' CONTAINER ROOTING BOX

PURPOSE: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to build a rooting
plant container.

MATERIALS:

1. Rough redwood (rot-resistant and heart grade):

a. 1 back: 1" x 8" x 25"
b. 1 bottom: 1" x 5" x 25"
c. 1 front: 1" x 8" x 25"
d. 2 sides-A0---111x 5" x 8"

2. 1 pitwv rigid plastic or 1-1" plate glass: 8" x 25"

3. 1.1-1" round molding

4. 2 hinges

5. Galvanized box nails

PROCEDURES:

1_ Use the following diagram to construct the root-viewing plant
container

Rigid plastic or 1/4' plate glass
window (pressure of some roots may
break single strength window glass).

1/4-:round moulding.

Nail wood pieces together. Fill to
within 1 inch of the top with soil mix
and plant seeds 1/2 inch from

,e window. Keep
soil moist but
riot soggy.'

0 °

To keep light and heat off the roots
when you're not viewing thdm, hinge .

a 'panel to -the front that will fold
up and .cover the windo

280
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PURPOSE:

MATERIALS:

LABORATORY EXERCISE 6

GROWING BULBS IN CONTAINERS

-0

The purpose of this laboratory exercise/is plant and main-
tain -bulbs in. containers.

a

1. Plastic clay, or ceramic containers with drainage holes.

2. Packaged soil mix (ex., Jiffy Mix, Redi-Earth, Pro-Mix)

3. Masking tape or plant stakes

4. Waterproof labeling markers.

5. Different types of bulbs (ex., tulip, daffodil, iris, hyacinths,
crocus) Note: Check with a garden center employee for the specific
names of bulbs varieties suitable for container growing.

PROCEDURES:

1. Cover drainage holes with screen netting or pieces of broken pot.

2. Add a layer of soil mix so when bulbs are added, their tops are 1
inch below the rim of the container.

3. Place the bulbs in the pot, (points up, flat ends down), shoulder
to shourt!kir. Gently firm the bulbs into the soil mix.

4. CoVer the bulbs with soil mix.

5. Wa er thoroughly by placing the container in a pan of water and
-t tting it soak until the sOsiface of the soil feels moist. rain
excess water.

6. Usingsing the waterproof marker, label each container with masking
, to e, or a plant stake. Include the name of the bulb, flower color,

tes for colds storage, and ahticipated blooming dates.

7,. Place containers where they can "get 12 to .14 weeks of 40-50°F
temperatures. Do not place containers where thfity can freeze.

8. Keep the soil mix moist not wet during the storage period.

9. At the end o[ thg cold storage period, sprouts should be..2 to 5

inches high and roots should be seen at the drainage hole. Place

the containers in a 60°F, well-lighted area.

28j
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10. After 1 to 2 weeks the containers are ready to be placed in normal
room temperatures.

11. After blooming, do not remove the leaves until they have withered
and turned brown.

12. Plant the bulbs in the ground in the fall or discard them.

.1

?.

alb
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SAMPLE TEST QUESTIONS AND TEACHER'S KEY

GROWING PLANTS IN CONTAINERS

SHORT ANSWER:

4

1. List three types of annuals suitable for a container garden in full sun.

a. Geranium
\ Petunia

c. Portulca

rJ

2. Why are soilless planting mixes recommended for container., gardens?

Soilless planting mixes are lightweight, sterile, and contain plant nu-
trients.

3 Why may plants -growing in clay pots need watered rwr frequently than
plants growing plastic containers?

Clay pots, are orous and soil moisture evaporates through\ the confaihep
walls.

4. Why should wooden °plant containers leave adequate air space beneath
them?

When wooden containers are in direct contact with a moist surface they
attract .pests, such as slugs and earwigs, and the wood tends to rot.

5. List three factors that can effect the frequency of watering.

a. level of light
b. type of container
c. temperature level

6 Describe how to root prune a- pot-bout* plant prior to transplanting into
a cont4ner.

Make 4 to 5 cuts from top to bottom, down the side of the root ball.
Fray the roots to increase the formation of new-roots.

7. Identify three types of deciduous trees suitable for
tainers.

,a_ Japanese Maple
b.. Eastern Redbud

,.FlowerinlaCrabapple

wing, in. (con--'

8. 41.ftntity_ three type,s _of shrubs that can be grown in containers.

a. Korean 130xwoCid
b. Mugho Pine
c. Blue Pfitzer Juniper

283
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UNIT M: Retail Floriculture
PROBLEM AREAS:

1. Designing silk and dried arrangem6nts
2. Designing wedding arranarents
3. Designing funeral arrangements
4. Designing holiday arrangements
5. Designing dish gardens and terrrarium.s
6. Operathig a retail floviier shOp



UNIT M: RETAIL FLORICULTURE

PROBLEM AREA: DESIGNING SILK AND- DRIED ARRANGEMENTS

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER:

This problem area is designed for use with advanced students in
vocational agriculture/horticulture prQjgrams. The recommended time for
teaching this problem area is during tie late spring or early fall.'

The estimated instructional time for this problem area is 8 to 10 days
depending on how far the teacher wishes to go in developirrg specialized"
floral design skills." If the students are to be involved in other activity
exercises, the instructional time will need to be increased. The instructor
is encouraged to use the detailed information sheets to plan and conduct
laboratory 'exercises.

I nstrUctorS are encouraged to conduct a local search to locate other
supplementary materials for ise with this problem area. The items in this
problem area are for reference or modification as instructors adapt these -
materials to their local situations.

CREDIT SOURCES:

These materials were developed -through a funding agreement, R-33-
24-D-036,2-466 with the Illinois /State Board of Education, Department -of
Adult, Vocational and Technical Education, Research and Development
-Section, 100 North First Street,. Springfield, IllinOis 62777. Opinions
expressed in th6e materials do not reflect, nor should they be construed
,as policy or opinion of the State Board of EdOcation or its staff.

The teacher's guide', information eets, student worksheets, labor -
tory exercise, and test questions we e .developed by Teresa E. Paniello,
Department of Vocational, and Techni I Education, University,4f 'Illinois
.and' reviewed by Paul E. Hemp, Ja et L. Henderson,, and Kallie S,.

-Grobstein", Department of Vocational andtsTechnical Education,' University -of
Illinois.

The artwork -in this. probleM area was prepared by the Vocational
Agriculture Service, University-. of Illin is. Suggestions and guidance 'in
the development of these materials were provided by the Metropolitan Core
Curriculum Field Test Teachers.

4 285,
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TEACHER'S GUIDE

I . Unit: Rkail floriculture

H - Problem area: Designing silk and dried arrangements

Objectives: Ar Ihe close of this problem area, students will be able to:

1 - Name and identify plant Materials suitable for drying.

2. Identify the various methods for collecting and drying different
types of plant materials.

3. Demonstrate correct wiring te4miques for silk and dried flowers.

4 List the types of containers and foams used for silk and dried
arrangements .

5. Identify the methods for dying artificial flowers.

6. Design silk and dried materials into arrangements.

7. Demonstrate proper handling and care of artificjal flowers.

1V. 'Suggested interest approaches:

1. Show students a fresh flOwer arrangement, after one week corn-
rp pared to an artificial arrang-nent; . Discuss the Advantages of

using' artificial Flowers.

c . Show students several common weeds and grasses that have been
dried, and. show how they can be used to make an inexpensive
arrangement.

.3. Have students collect a variety of plant materials and experiment c

with different wayS of dryirtrg--- ft jerin.

LI Disilay ,a,silk rrangement and a fresh arrangement in 'front of
)the class, and's e i the ;students can tell the difference.

V. Anticipated problems and concerns of students:

What. are the advantages and disadvantages of using artificial
flowers?

2. Where cart I use artificial flowers?

Which flowers can I dry?

4. What are the different methods I can use to dry flowers?

5. Where can I collect materials for drying?

6. What time. of year is best to collect materials for drying?

286
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/-. Why are different Methods tied, to dry different types of
flowers? .

8 What special; mechanics do I need to use for artificial arrange=
ments?

9. What- types of containers can I use for artificial arrangements?

10. How do I support the flowers in the container?

11. How do '1 design artificial flowers into an arrangement?

12. How can I change or improve the colon of dried materials?

13. How do I care fore silk and dried arrangemepts?

14. -Hb-, do I handle an artificial. 'arrangement to prevent damage
t during delivery?.

I

VI. Suggested learning activities and experiences:

M-IV-M-1-4

1. Visit a flower Shop an note the wiring, picking, and arranging
techniques .used. Al o, check the types of silk -and dried,
flOwers available- thgre.

2: Have students.1/4 collect 8-10 samples of flowers and foliages from
'fields, woods, .and roadsides. Dry the plant materials using the
hanging. Sand pressing methods described on Information Sheet
2 Methods- of Drying Flowers and Foliage. Complete Studnt
Worksheet 1 Eff=ectiveness of the I-banging and Pressing Methods
for Drying Selected Plant Materials.

3 Divide students. into 4 groups and,- assign, each 'group a different
mediujn from those listed on Laboratory Exercise 1 Drying
Flowers with a Medium. Have each group dry 4-5 types of

'flowers using this method. Compare the resull_s each group
obtained using the different mediums.

4. Wire and tape 4-6 silk .flowers following the steps on Information
S'hee.t 4 --`*Candle Method of Wiring. Silk Flowers. Use the wired
silk flowers to practice making a corsage or boutonniere.

5. Practice wiring, picking, and taping stems on to different types
of dried flowers. Form the flowers into clusters and spikes
following the steps listed on Information Sheet 3 Wiring and
Taping Artificial Flowers into Clusters and Spikes.

6 Display samples -of dried flowers and foliages in the classroom.
Label .each one for students to study and memorize the .names.
Suggested flowers and foliages are listed on Information Sheet
1 Common Dried Plant Materials.

7. Show slides of different dried materials and arrangements in
order to:

287 "4
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.0"

a. disliroguish between., line, form, loCal, and filler\ flowers.

b. offer .ideas for creative dried arrangements.

.8. Have students bring: their own containers to class. Display and
discuss the variety of cor ta,iners. tlave the students Devise
their own holding mechanisms inside the containers _

9 Have the students make dried flower arrangements using the
containers they have prepared, and the flowers the f have dried.
'Then, have the students critique each other's arrangements
according to the design principles used.

10. Practice dying dried' flowers following the methods listed on
Information Sheet 6 Methods of Dying Artificial Flowers.

_ Have students select a _location in their home and complete Stu-
dent Worksheet 2 Custom Designing a Flower Arrangement.
Then, have ,students make 'a silk arrangement based on the
informati9n 'gathered on the workheet.

12. Have a florist come to class an,d demonstrate the use of a picking
machine for dried flower arranging.

VII. Application procedures:

1. Techniques learned in designing artificial arrangements 'will aid
students working for retail florist).

2.- 4 -Inexpensive artificial 'arrangements can be deigned for FFA/SOE
sales by using flowers the students have dried themselves.

Skills learned in preparing and designing artificial flowers can
be used for"decorati.ng at. home..

VIII. Evauati
IC

1. PrepVe and admini(ter a written exam using the sample test
questions in this problem7area.

2. Administer ras practical exam on the identification .of dried plant
materials using slides and/or actual plant materials. 1`.-

3. Evaluate laboratory exercises and worksheets..

IX. References and aids ":
r

1. Culbert, John R. ; Dried Plant Materials, Horticulture Facts
#F L-15-83, Cooperative Extension Service, University of Illinois
at UrbPana-Champaign, College

of

Apriculture.. . . .,lr- t - -,,
-__J ,. 7- f
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2 Ohio Agricaltural Education Curriculum Materials Service, Room
254, 2120 Fyffe Road., Columbus, Ohio 43210.

A. ,Dried Materials AgDex 200/88 (slide set)

3. Condon, Geneal. -The Complete Book of Flower,Preservation.
Prentice-Hall International, Inc., London, 1976.

4. Carico, Nita Cox and Jane Calvert Gwynn. The Dried Flower
Book. Doubleday and Comloany, Inc., Garden City, New York,
Tg67

,
5. Foster, Maureen: Preserved Flowers/ Practical Methods and

Creative Uses, Pelham EiAiKs Ltd., London, 197 t
t 16, Everlasting flowers. Macmillan Publishing Co. , Inc. , New York,

1976
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INFORMATION SHEET 1

COMMON DRIED PLANT MA/TARIALS
,

Focal Materials.

Ar tichoke

Indian Corn ,

Lotus Pod

,Milkweed Pod

Protha
v.

Strawberry Pop ,Corn

Line Materials

Asparagus

Bamboo

Cattails 4

Driftwood

Eucalyptus

Ornamental Grass

r

,Sea Oats

f

II

Form Materials

Articpoke Flower

.-,Cordonne'Puffs"
I

Japanese Lantern

Strawflower

Teasel

Yarrow

Filler' Materials

Bats Breath-
,

Bittersweet

Bunny Tails

Leatherleaf Fern

Magnolia

Money Plant.

Oak Leaves

Oats Palmetto

Salvia u Star Flower

Wheat Statice

4

J
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INFORMATION. SHEET2

METHOIDOF.DRyING FLOWERS AND FOLIAGE

"7' 7777PI,VT:

c i For best results dpring drying, flowers should be ,picked at their
primt, and with the brightest, color. PICking should be done on a warm,
city day when there is miniial moisture on the floyerk surface. .After
picking, remove all the leaves and all but (one inch of stem. Insert a
florist's wire into the stem: .This wire swill become secufe during the
drying process. Now the flower. is readyJo be dried.. The drying method
used for each flower depends on the shape and thickness of the flower.
The best way to determine the most effective method for a particular

1

. flower is to experiment. .

. ,-

Hanging Method

This method' is best for flowers that wilt very little, such as Baby's,
B'reatti,\\Yarrow , and Statice

1. Tie several ,stems together tightly in an uncrowded bunch. Large-
flowers can be hung individually.

2....._ Hang flowers upside dokievn in a.-dry, dark, ventilated place.

3.., Flowers, will take 2-3 weeks to dry thorpughly.
I Ii ,....' .

Pressing Method .- ., 4 / t
-..........-

This method 'is best for foliage and thin, flat petaled flowers,, such as
Pansies, Violets, and 'Butterciips. ,

a

A. flower press .can be ,made w4h sevefar layers" newspaper -or paper
towels' between 2'flat boards, or a lirge book.

1. Lay the flowers out flat with newspaper or Paper. towels between the .
layers:

2. it/eigh down the top.

3. Allow. thd flowers to
ventilated Glace.

dry for several week$ in a warm, .dry, well-(
4. Check the flowers o en, and change the paper between the layers to

prevent mold.

Quick -pressing Cover the flowers or foliage with Waxed paper and, a
light cloth. Press with a 'warm iron.

Glycerin Method

This m_ ethod is best tor foliage and branches with many leaves, such as
EucalyptUs, Oak Branch s, and Magnolia Branchis.

.%
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glycerin -solution- 1 part. glycerin
2-3 parts hot water ''
2 tablespoohs bleach, .

Split the bottom inches of ,the stem. Crush heavy stems with a
hammer..

2'. ',Place stems into about 6 inches of glycerin solution.

3-. Keep the stems jn solution until they are full of glycerin.

Note: Glycerinized leaveg usually become darker during the preserving
process., To prevent, this darkening, absorption dyes can be added to the

, glycerin solution, thus retaining the leaf's green*color.

Drying with a Medium

This.-method .is best for flowers that wilt readily, have- open forms, or
have thick deep shapes, such as Lilies, Snapdragons; and Pdonies.

. .
Medium 1 Medium 2
sand - Silica Gel
(drying time =#2-3 wks) (drying time = 3-7 days) 2

Medium 3
2 parts 13orgx
1, part sand, perlite;

or cornmeal
3 tablespoons uniodized

,09 salt per quart
(drying time = 1y wksY

Medium 4.
2 parts cornmeal
I part laundry , .

detergent
(drying time =- 3-7 days)

1

1. Add wire stems/to flowers and tape them with flori'st's tApe.

2. Cover the bottoM bt a deep container with 41 inch of the drying
medium. , ti

3 Lay flat flo'wet-s over -this ,layer facing dowilwards, cup flowers facing'
upivards.

. I i .

4. 'Sift additional media into and around the flowers until they are com-
pletely covered with a la inch layer. - .

5. Stgre the 'container in a warm; dry place until the flowers are dry.
(Containers. with silica gel must be tightly sealed during the drying
process);

When dry, carefully remove the flowers arid. dust off the media with a
camel.7hair-brush. (.

2,9 2
, .

.....* .... t" '''' , . -...., . ,;.. :: -- *1:1i.--.7:, je 'I . . OL.

, i ',' '-'..-,,, ',. ., A
,:.t l'...." ,AY'.t's #,-
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',Microwave Method

ti

This method is' best for flowers w41 many petals and deep forms,
Carnations and Roses.

1. Pour 3.1-1 inch of dryifig medium into a glass container.

2. LeaVe 1 inch of stem on the flower. Do not add wire stebs.

such as

3.. Place flowers into the medium facing upwards; and cover with lt inch
of

e,
adelitional media.

Place the container next to a cup of water, in the microwave. Beat
for 1-3 minutes for thin flowers,.. 5-8 minutes for thick, fleshya ,

flowers. (A regblar oven can be used in the same why at 1510-180°F4
for 8-24 hours.)

5. After heating, flowers should remain in the 'medium for 1-24' hours.

6. Remove flowers, brush off media, add a wire stem, and tape.

Note: Red, pink, and blue flowers tend to change colors when dried by

c

4.

this method. Experimenting with one or. two flowers before-dry_ ing
an entire group is recommended.

4

IMO
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INFORMATION` SHEET 3

WIRING AND TAPING ARTIFICAL FLOWERS .

INTO CLUSTERS AND SPIKES

14A

CLUSTER'

1.. WIRE FLOWERS BY
INSERTION INTO THE
HOLLOW OF THE
STEM;

2.,GATHER FLOWERS
INTO A CLUSTER AND

4

BIND ALL STEMS,

TIGHTLY WITH THIN
COPPER -WIRE.

PS

e.

3. TO COMPLETE THE
CLUSTER, WORK ALL -

AROUND ; BEIVING
EACH FLOWER
OUTWARDS.

SPIKE, I

1. USING PROPERLY
WIRED' AND TAPED
FLOWERS, CREATE A
SPIKE BY TAPING
THE STEMS TOGETHER
AT DIFFERENT LENGTHS
TO FORM A SINGLE
STALK,

I

412

2, CONTINUE ADDING

( FLOWERS UNTIL THE

SPIKE REA)ZHES TH

DESIRED LENGTH. rc

294
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INFORMATION SHEET 4

CANDLE METHOD 0 W RING SILK FLOWERS

A

1. 'HEAT THE TIP OF THE 1.

FLORIST WIRE INTHE
FLAME -OF 'A CANDLE

UNTIL GLOWING.

'2. INSERT THE HbT TIP
THROUGH THE PLASTIC

-CALYX OF THE ,

FLOWEP USING THE

-PIERCE WIRING

METHOD. 1

3. BEND THE ENDS OF
THE WIRODOWN
FROM THE CALYX.

N4'

4. TAPE THE CALYX

AND WIRES TOGETHER
TO FORM,A SMOOTH
STEM.

.4

P

4.

ar

1,

c

N
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INFORMATION SHEET 5

CONTAINERS AND HOLDERS FOR ARTIFICIAL
ARRANGEMENTS

Because artificial arrangements do not need water, virtually any
container can be used. .When choosing a contaiqer keep in mind _the size,

.1- style, and color the arrangement- will be. Generally, dried flower arrange-
ments look best in rustic or natural containers-. Silk flowers have a more
elegant appearance, And thus look best in glass or 'ceramic containers.
However, these are not strict rules, and under the right circumstances
any number of containers- may be used.

Sugdested:tontainers:

bird's nests-

cork bark

driftwood

gourds -

tree trunk sections

cornucopia

tin boxes

Japanese rice bowls

leaded glass boxes

brass Vases

baskets

enclosed glass bells. 1..

There are' a number of holding mechanisms available to support arti-
ficial flowers in the container. Thee most commonly used mect.enism is dry
florist's fOam (Sahara) which is av-ailab_le in several grades for heavy or
light weight stems. When posgible, brown foam should be used with dried
arrangemehts so the foam- will be less conspicuous. The foam can be
secured- in the container with hot glue, sticky adhesives (Clink), or tape
across the top.0 Also, the edges of the foam should be bevellad to dive
more useful surface area for arranging. Other °possible holding mech-
anisms include Styrofoam, liquid, glue saturated foams, clay, vermiculite,
and pin holders.

I

r
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INFORMATION SHEET 6

METHODS OF DYING ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS

Dried flowers may be dyed when the flower color has faded or the
flower is not the desired tint or shade. However, too much dying gives a
very unnatural appearance to the flowers, kind thus should be used spar-
ingly.

Florist's Aerosol Spray

1. Hold the plant material 12-18 inches away from the can.

2. ,Spray the plant material using short .bursts rather than one contin-
uous spray to avoid blotchy areas.

3 The darkness of the color can be controlled by the amount of spray-
ing and the distance of the spray from the plant material..

4. Allow the spray to tiry before arranging.

Liquid Dye

The liquid dye methotl is best for flowers that will be dried using the
hanging method. Florit's dye, fabric dye, or food coloring may be use
for this method.

I

1: Use fresh, flowers that are ready to be dried. I

2. Prepare the dye using very hot water.

3 Dip the flowers in ace dye bath long. enough to achieve the desired
color. ,

-4 Let the excess dye drip back into the Shake the flower if
necessary. ,

}5. Place the flower stems in cold water while the dye is drying.

6. Dry the 'flowers according to the appropriate method.
4

Chalk

1. Flower .petals must be completely dry before chalk can be appliegd.

2. Drop the flower into a plastic bag of grated chalk and shake the bag
until all petals are colored.
Or, hold the flower over a sheet of plastic and sift' chalk onto it with
a tea strainer.

3 Remove the flower and brush the petals with a camel-hair brush to
remove the excess chalk.

M-IV-M-1-14
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4. Sift several handfuls of sand over and through the petals and then
tap the stem to remove all e?<cess chalk and sand,

5. Dry the flower according to the appropriate method.

Note: To avoid coloring the centers of daisy-type flowers,- brush the
chalk onto the petals only Use a clean brush to remove arty
excess chalk.

-c

t

1.
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INFORMATION SHEET 7'

PICKING METHODS FOR °ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS

1 Natyral Picking

This 'method is the easiest and should be used whenever pos-
sible. Simply insert the natural stems'of the floweu into the foam
material. Natural picking is used almost entirely for flbwers dried by
the.'hanging method, since the natural stems . remain On these flowers
during drying.

2' Wire Picking
4

Many floWers are dried with an artificial wire stem, and most silk
flowers are made with g heavy wire stem attached. These wire stems
can be inserted- into the foam material as if -they were the natural
flower stems. Wire stems are usually very stiff and straight and do
not have a very natural appearance. These stems shduld be taped
With green or brown tape and curved enough to make them, look more
realistic.

3_ Wood Picking

Thin' wire. stems that are inserted into the foam -material are
often unptable or become unstable as the arrangement is moved about.
Wooden picks .are used in these 'situations to give the- stems a more
stable foundapon. They may alsb-te used to lengthen short stems as
needed. Square picks with a pointed base and a wrapping wire at
the top should be used. Simply wire the stem 'onto the pick with the
wrapping wire and tape them together at the joining point.

4. Steel Picking dr

:Steel picks a7:4e%"1:11eten --Used ire the flower shop to -speed' up
wiring and taping of artificial flowers. These picks are attached to
the flow4rS with a picking machine, and the sharp picks are then
^inserted irAo the foam material.

Artificial arrangements *an be made permanent and more .stable
by dipping any of the above picks into hot melted glue before inser-
tiOn into the foam material.

A
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INFORMATION SHEET 8

CARE AND HANDLING OF ARTIFICIAL ARRAN-GEMENTS

Dried flower arrangements should be displayed in a place that is free

from drafts and dampness and is not in direct sunlight. Dried arrange-
p

ments should be ,dusted regulArly.with a feather or camel-hair brush. If

the arrangement develops -a worn out appearance it can be freshened up

by replacing any faded or broken flowers in it.

es

Silk flowers should be displayed min a place that is free from direct

sunlight to avoid fading. DuSt can be removed from silk flowers by shak-

ing them inside a paper bag with a few teaspoons of salt.

Artificial arrangements shOuld be transported inside strong cardboard

cartons that are at [east as tall, and a little wider than the arrangement.

Newspaper or tissue' paper can be stuffed around the container for sup-

port, or clay can be attached to the base of the container and pressed

down inside the box .. Avoid packipg over four arrangements in a single

box, and give each arrangement plenty of room inside .de box .

3

4
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INFORMATION SHEET 9

METHODS OF DRYING PLANT MATERIALS

1_ HANGING METHOD

I

a

2. PRESSING METHOD

M-IV-M-1-18
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INFORMATION SHEET 9 (Cont'd)

METHODS OF DRYING PLANT

34 GLYCERIN METHOD

ti

4. DRYING WfrH A MEDIU

40.

5. MICROWAVE METHOD

0

MAT RIALS e
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`STUDENT WORKSHEET 1

EFFECTIVENESS OF 1-HE HANGING AND PRESSING METHODS OF DRYING
SELECTED PLANT MATERIALS

ti PROCEDURE:" List the vari'oliir plant materials dried, the amount of time
required for each method, and the resulting quality of the
dried flowers fo-r each method.

(le

J

Pia
mat rial

-,,, Dryi,lig Time (days) Oried Flowey Quality
1 Hangrig Pre (sing * Hanging, Pressing

Example:
, .

1. ,

.

Wheat

--ft

15

.

.

18 t
.

good; ret,ined
desirAd color
and shape

.
fair; some
broken and
disfigured
pieces

V

.

2.
1--

. j t----'' ,

3.
,

.

4.

.

6.

7.

.

,

.
.

,,

8.

.

i ,,.

V

9. .

10.

v

,

,.,

.

, .

._
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STUD4.NT WORKSHEET 2

4,

CUSTOM DESIGNfNG A FLOWER ARRANGEMENTj 7 I

SITUATION:. Sel ct,a location in your home that would _be ehhancvd.by a
pmanent flower arrangement,- Complete the following -
questions about your chosen location.

1. What room will the arrangenient be displayed. in?
ti

2. Where will the arrangemOt
,
be locate&within the room? (coffeeetable,

nightstand, shelf, etc. , 4.

I \--_,'

3 What corbi'.(s) is the room? ,

4. What style is prectpnant in. the room? ,,(Early American,
Contemporary, etc.)

Victorian,

5. Approximately how much space is available for the..arrangement?

I

, , 4'
,, k

6.. Will the arrangement be seen 'from .one side or all sides?

1 ,. i-
DESIGN PLANS:. Based on the information collected above formulate a

specific design for the arrangement. Completion of the
,following statements will help-guide, your design.

1,_ The dominant color of my arrangement will be-

2. The zaceent eolor(s) of my' arrangement will. be

3. The style of my arrangement will be:

a. simple/subdued.
ela 130 rate/bold.

4. My arrangement will be:

a. ,,one-sided.
b. all-d.ot_ind.

A

5. The heightof my arrangement will b'

a . low -\ less than 10 inches.
'b: meditim 10 to 20 inches.
c. high over 20 inches.

6. The width, of my arrangement will be:

M-IV-M-1-22

a. narrow less than 8 inches.
b.. medium - 8 to 14 inches.
c. wide - dver 14 inches.

3194
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The shape of. my arrang6ment will 15e:

a. round. fi
b. oval.
c. symmetrical triangle.
d. asymmetrical triangle.
e. other (describe below).

11.

ADDITIQNAL COMMENTS AND PLANS:

p

fl

1

tar

..

p

,
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 1
4

ttr DRYING FLOWERS WITH A -MEDIUM
1.'

I
1.

PURPOSE: Students will use one of the mediums listed below to
different types of flowers and to compare the results

_./
tainedifromceach of ate four mediums.

ii.

4

MATERIALS:

1. one of the mediuth listed below4
2. large, deep container
3. florist's wire rt.,4
4. florist's tape .

L., 5., 4-5 types of fresh flowers
6, cAmelthair brush

PROCEDURES:

Medium 2
silica gel'

Medium 3
2 parts Bora3<
1 part sand,
perlite, or corer-
meal e

3 tablespoons
uniodized salt
per quart.

4

1 . Prepare the assigned medium.

2. Remove all but one inch of stem from the flowers, and insert a
wire into the stem, tape the wire and stem together with florist's
tape.

Are

c

Medium L
2 parts corn-

_
meal
1 part laundry
detergent

dry
ob-

3. Cover the bOttom of the container with 12-1 inch of the medium4

4. Lay flat flowers over this layer facing downwards, cup flowdrs
.facing upwards.

5. Sift additiNal media into arrd around the flowers.gintil they are
completely covered with a inch layer.

6 Store the container ^in a warm, dry place until the flowers are
dry. (If using the silica gel medium;*the container must be
stored air-tight.

7. When dry, carefully remove the flowers and dust off the medium
with a camel-hair brush.

OBSERVATIONS:

J

."1

30r,

1

,
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I.

S MPLE TEST QUESTIONS ApdD TEACHER'S KEY
4

DESWNING SILK AND DRIED ARRANGEMENTS

SHORT ANSWER:
I

1. Name 2 form flokers -and 2 line flowers suitable for drying.

a. Form -flowers
1. Strawflower
2. Yarrow

2. Name 2 methods or preservinb foliage.

a. Pressing
b. Glycerin

a-

B. Line-flowers
1. Cattails
2. W)eat

3. Choose 2 drying'methoA and briefly describe each one.

41!

a. Hanging method. Tie flowers into "hunches and hang them upside
down in a dry, dark, well ventilated location.

b. Drying with a medipm. Prepare medium and sift over prepared
flowers until covered., Store the contairr in ayvarm dry place
until the Bowers are dry.

4., How can silk flower- without stems be wired?

Heat the tip of the wire in a candle and` pierce it througli the plastic
calyx. Bend both of the wires down and tape them.

Name 3 holding mechanisms used to support artificial arrangements.

a. Styrofoam
b. Sahara
c. Vermiculite

6 Briefly explain the 2 most common methods of dying dried flowers.

a. Florist's aerosol spray. Spray the flower heads directly with
short bursts at a distance of 12-1$ inchesfrom the flower."

4

b. Liquid Dye. n Prepare th dye with hot Water. Dip the fresh
fjpwers into the dye, 4Io it to dry, on tqe petals, then dry the
flower appropriately.

7. Name the '4 methods of picking a\tificial flowers!

a. Natur picking
b. -Wire icking
c. . Wood picking.
d. Steel picking .41

M-IV-M-1-27
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77-
-8. Now can chtst be removed from silk flowers?

t

Put the si4-k flowers in§ide a paper bag. with. some ,salteand shake it tip..

TiktiE OR FALSE:

Trtt% 1. When drying f! weirs with silica gel, the container should..be-
...

stored air-tighf. , . 1

-t. I

True 2. Dried flowers can be dyed with food coloring or chalk,

t.

Jalse 3. Protea is av filler flower.

=True 4. Laundry detergent 'can be used to dry flowers.

False 5. The hanging method of 'drying flowers is best for flowers
that wilt very quickly.

False 6. Drying flowers with the sand method takes about 2-3 days.

True 7. Artificial flowers can .be gthed into the foam to make the
arrangement permanent.

308
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UN,IT M: RETAIL FLORICULTURE

..PROBIEM AREA: DESIGNING WEDDING ARRANGEMENTS

- SUGGESTIONS TO THE TE.ACIV.\-.

This problem area is designed for use with advanced .studpnts in voca-
bional agriculture/horticulture programs, The recommended t.or teaching
this problem area is folowing an introductory unit on. bas Loral design
techniques_

-......1 \J * ' J6,

The estimated instructional time for this problem area is 7 to 14 days
depending on how far the teacher wishes to go in developing wedding design
skills. If the students are to be involved in other activities, the instruc-
tional time will need to be increased. -Ole instructor is' encouraged .to refer
to Metropolitan Core Curriculum 11'1 - .0 it. M, Problem Area: Making,
Arratigemer,Os, Corsages, and Nosegays to 1. view basil floral design prin-
ciples_

Instructors are encouraged to conduct a local search to locate other
supplementary materials for use with this problem area. The items in this
problem area are for reference or modification as instructors adapt these
materials to their local situations.

. #,

CREDIT SOURCES:

These materials were developed through a funding agreement, R-33-24-
D-0362-466 with the Illinois-State Board of -Education, Department of Adult,
Vocational and Technical Education, Research and Development Section, 100
North First Streit., Springfield, Illinois 62777. Opinions expressed in these
materials -do not reflect, nar should they be construed as policy or opi ion of
the State Board of Education or its staff.

The teacher's guide, information sheets student worksheets, Iabèratory
exercises, transparency discussion guide, and test questions were developed
by Kallie S. Grobsteip,_ Department of -Vocational and Technical Education,

-.University of Illinois and reviewed by Paul E. 1-fem, Janet L. Henderson and
Teresa E. Panifilo,, Department of Vocational and Technical Education,
University of Illinois.

The artwork in this problem area was prepared by the Vocational Agri-
culture Service, University of Illinois. Suggestions and guidance in the
development of these materials were provided by 'the Metropolitan Core
Curriculum eld Test Teachers.

,-)
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TEACHER'S GUIDE

I.- Unit: Retail floriculture

I I . Problem aoa: Designing wedding arrangements

f i l l . Objectives: At the close of ,this *problem area, students will be abler to:

1. Identify different types of wedding arrangements and decortions.

2. Conduct a wedding interview and properly take a wedding order.

3.
). Design and, assemble different types, of wedding arrangements and

decorations (--

4. Calculate a wholesale flower order, from a retail wedding order.

IV. Suggested interest approadies:
p.

1. Invite a local florist to the class to give tips on:
1

a. taking a wedding order
b. installing ceremony and reception decorations
c. wiring specialty flowers, such as stephanotis and phaelenopsis-

orchids.

2. Bilng in a wedding announcement page from the local newspaper,
and ask the following lead questions:

a Whaf are some of the differences between the weddings
described in the announcements?

b. What does a florist need to know in'order to accept a wedding.
order?

3-. Ask the students to describe the flowers and decorations they saw
while attending the weddings of riends and relatives.

4. Conduct a role'-play in which one student acts as a bride and
another student acts as a florist taking the wedding order.

V. Anticipated,problems and concerns of stud:lents:

1. What are the different types of bride's bouquets?

2. What types of floral decorations are used for the wedding ceremony?

3. What types of floral decorations are used fo,r the wedding reception?

M-IV-M-2-3



VI

4. How do I conduct a wedding interview?

.5. What information is needed 'on a wedding order?

6. How do I construct a bride's bouquet?

7. How do I construct ceremony decorations?

8. How do I. decorate a cake with flowers?
4.$

9. How do I place an order to the wholesale florist after receiving a
wedding order?

How do I install flowers in a church, synagogue, and/or reception
area?

Suggested learning activities and rperiences:

1. Have the students visit a local florist shop and view various slides,
pictures, and catalogues used to identify different types of wgdding
arrangements.

2. Have the students develop a bulletin board displaying the different
types of wedding bouquets and decorations. Trade journals and
bridal magazines are possible sources of pictures and information.

3. Attend a local bridal show find record the different styles of
bouquets and the types of flowers use 0 (Shows are usually spon-
sored by large department stores or shopping malls).

4. Show the slide set Making Silk Wedding Bouquets, available from
The Ohio Agricultural Education Curriculum Materials Service.

5. Arrange for students to visit local churches, synagogues, hotels,
and reception halls to learn customary procedures and regulations
for weddings. Have each student or group of students give, an oral
report of their findings to the class.

Have each.. student prepare a notebook' Containing ideas and pictures
for indoor, outdoor, and home weddings using bridal magazines and
trade journals as/ resources.

4

7. Have a'. local florist qonrie to the class and demonstrate the construc-
tion of unique wedding pieces such as a -baby's breath halo or a
Bible bridal bouquet.

8. Conduct a classroom discussion on how to handle a wedding order.
Encourage students to identify the"necessary steps in completing a
wedding order. Use Information Sheet 1 to guide the discussion.

9. Discuss with students the different types of religious ...customs
associated with weddings. Use Information Sheet 2 to "guide the
classroonri discussion.

M- IV -M -2 -4 311
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10. Hold a mock wedding at the school or local church/synagogue.
Ideas /and guidelines for this activity are outlined in 'Information
Sheet SY

11. Invite an official from the fire department to discuss fire safety in
public, buildings pertaining to wedding and reception decorations.
Use' Information Sheet 4 to review fire safety ,regulations.

12. UsiQg Student Worksheets 2, have tuclents- practice conducting
wedding interviews with each other. Have the students calculate
the wholesale order to be ,p1lcea from .their wedding order' using
Student Worksheet 3.

13. Have students pretice wiring speciality flower,* s fd{lowing
--cedures outlined in Laboratory Exercise 1.

14. Cnstruct -pew decorations using Laboratory Exercise 2.

15. Constrda an arm bridal. b"ouqu-et-using Laboratory Exercii-se 3.

16. Construct a cascade bridal bouquet using Laboratory- Exercise 4.

17. Construct a flowergirl's basket and ringbear 's pillow using Laqr-
atory Exercise. 5.

the pro-

es--
1 8 . Have the students critique each wedding bouquet they construct,

using Student Worksheet 1'.

19. Ask students to identify the different types, of decorations used in
wedding ceremonies and receptions. Generate a list on the board.
Use Student Worksheet 2 to review the types of floral pieces
typically ordered for weddings,.

i

VII. Application procedures:

Skills learned in thiS problem area may be applied by making
arrangements and decorations' for school functions.

2. The knowledge- and shills learned in this problem area will enhance
the students' employability in the floral industry.

VIII. Eltalua-tion:

1 7 Prepare and administer a written exam using the sample test
questions in this probleM area.

2. Evaluate worksheets, oral reports, and notebooks.

3. Evaluate laboratory exercises.

4. Pr are and administer a practical exam on the construction of
wedding bouquets i@nd decorations.



IX. References and aids:

1. Ohio Agricultural Education Curriculum Materials Service, Room 254,
2120 Fyffe Road, Columbus_ Ohio, A3210.

a. Making Silk Wedding Bouquets (Slides)

2. Gerding, Mildred Refarl Floristry Sales and Merchandising.
Instructional Material's Center, The University of Texas at Austin,
1976.

3. Sidles Constance, J. "Pray Tell e the Rules", Flowers & Volume_
4/#3, Special Bridal Issue, March 1 3.

4. -Pfah,l, Peter B. The Retail Florist Business, 4th ed. Danville,
'Illinois. The Interstate Printers and. Publishers, InC. , 1983.
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INFORMATiON SHEET 1

TIPS FOR HANDLING A WEDDING ORDER .

1. Arrange a first ,appointment.
4

*Allow an hour or more to place the initial wedding order.

ir-

*Conduct the wedding interview a private b(idal consultatioh area.

*Have available copies of bridal magazines, a wedding etiquette book;
photographs or samples of wedding bouques, ceremony and reception
decorations, floor plans of various local churches, and listings of
available properties for receptions.

*Determine' the date, time,' and location sof the ceremony and reception.

*Obtain a complete list, the eye and hair color, height, weight, and age.
of all members of `the wedding Ort,

*Obtain a complete description of the bride's 'and bridesmaids' gowns. ff
possible, secure a material sample of the bridesmaids' dresses.

*Obtain the home and work telephone numbers of the bride, bride's
mother, and groom.

2. Contact the local wholesale' flort.

t

*Check the costs and availability of the flowers and foliage, planned for
the wedding ceremony and reception.

3. Check the church, synagogue, and, reception area

*Determine -'the ties of floral decorations all wed in the church or
synagogue. DiScuss religibus policies regarclin6 the wedding ceremony
and placement of flowers. 's

etermice the size' and color schemes the reception area.
A

4. Arrange a ,second interview

*Arrive at a flpfh committment on all floral pieces.

*Review the estimated price of each floral item (e.g . , altar flowers,
bridal bvquet, corsages, boutonnieres, etc).

41
*Quote a minimum and ma um price for, each floral item.

Q

*Always include an "If Available" clause when discussing specific flowers
and foliage.

314,
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5. Organize activities For deliveriry installation, and remotal.

*Contact the ..7,ride several days before the wedding to determine any last
minute chaWes.

*Obtain all 'necessary supplies for completing the order (e.g., ribbon,
aisle runner*flower girl basket, pillow, candles; etc.).

*Establish the exact place and delivery time of all floral pieces and
decorations.

*Check with -the appropriate church official and reception personnel to
make certain no additional activities have been scheduled for the hours
before and during the delivery and installation of the floral prices.

*Provide the decorating crew with a complete description of all floral
pieces, floor plais, diagrams of areas to be decorated, names' Of churn
officials and receptioh personnel, and a precise sGhedule for each
activity.

*Prepare a wedding emergency kit that contains the following items:
wire, floral tape, wire cutters, ribbon shears, pencil, needle arid
thread, -'straight pins, safety pins, corsage pins, fast-drying glue,
extra boutonnieres,_ flowers,, and foliage, ribbon, adhesive tape, comb,
nail file, thumbtacks, candles, flashlight, and cotton halls.

*Check Ai5 make certain that all floral decorations and props are removed
from the church, synagogue, and reception and that the decoration
crew leaves each area clean and in perlect order.

M- I V -M -2 -8
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INFORMATION SHEET 2

GUIDELINES PERTAINING TO SELECTED RELIGIOUS, DENQMINATIQNS

I

Different religious denominations have different policies and traditions
regarding wedding ceremonies. The florist should become familiar with the
customs of the 'churches and synagogues in the community. Many places of
worship have wedding 'consultants available to assist both the florist and
bride_

Four religious demoninations have been selected to provide examples of
floral customs for wedding ceremonies. Have students share their own
experiences regarding other religious denominations.

I . Catholic

1. Some Catholic churches have changed their traditiorial practices .4)
recent years..

2. Flowers are usually not allowed on the main altar. .

3. Nothing should obscure the altar from the view of 'the congregation,.

.4. Candles may be usec for decorations as long as they do not inter-
fere with the liturgical candles.

5. Some Catholic churches require that all 'sanctuary flowers be. fresh
and not silk Or dried.

6. Decoration of the,.; nave along. with the sanctuary is encouraged.

7. Brides may require two bouquets. The second one is for the
Virgin Mary. ,-

e

II. Episcopalian

1. Episcopalian churches encourage simplicity in wedding floral deco-a-
tions.

2. The altar may be decorated with flowers.

3. Altar flowers should not(be taller than the standing cross, when a
cross is present on the altar.

4. Pew and aisle decorations are allowed if kept simple in design.

5. Episcopalian church officials usually reserve the right place all
the decorations in the sanctuary.

6. Church officials usually recommend, the props to be used.

316 M-IV-M-2-9



III. Jwish

1. Few restrictions apply to wedding flowers in a Jewish ceremony.

2. Lighted candles are not tArmittedon the pulpit.
. -

3. A. his3. torical tradition of a . Jewish wedding is the use of a chuppah
or 'canopy in- the ceremony. Most synagogues provide a canopy,

.,,but, no objection is made if a florist .wishes to provide a differept

. one from the ewer shop.

I V . Lutheran

1.

2.

M:IV-M-2)0

Most Lutheran churches are constructed in a simple Scandinavian
design and prefer conservative use of ribbon and flowers.

pecorations around the pulpit are usually not permitted.

Some churches contain a special flower shelf behind the altar.

2
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INFORMATION SHEET 3

t o

PURPOSE:

STEPS FOR PLANNING A MOCK WEDDING

The purpose of this activity is to develop the students* kills
in constructing wedding bouquets ,and decorations. his
activity will also develop students' pliblic speaking abilities and
abilities to work together in groups and committees. This
activity is an excellent way to involve businesses in the com-
munity and other departments at the school in the vocational
horticulture program. s.-

1. Have each student in the class portray a member -of ,the wedding
party. These may include: bride, groom, maid ofshonor, brides-

co maids, groomsmen, parents of the -bride and groom, grandparents,
and ushers. One. or more students may wish to serve as
announcers to describe the flowers and clothing of the bridal party.

2. Ask members of the class if they have any younger brothers or
sisters that would like to participle as a-flower girl or ring bearer.

3. Assign each member 'of the class to one of the following committees:

a. Bride's & bridesmaid's dresses visit local bridal salons to
request laans of dresses to be worn at the Wedding. A re-
fundable deposit may be required.

b. Tuxedos visit local formal wear shops to request loans. of
tuxedos for the wedding.

c Decoration committee visit local flower shop to request loom
of candelabra and pillars.

.4
d. Food committee contact the home economics department or

local bakery for donation or puf/chase of a cake. Also plan
refreshments for the reception.

e. Publicity committee contact the local' newspaper, deSign a

program, and contact a local printing for donations or
purchase of invitations.

li. MOsic.committee plan music for the ceremony and reception.
Music may be recorded or the/ .school music department may be
involved With the chorus or band'.

g Miscellanebus ..

lb

1. Location to' be determined and permission secured.

2. Make up 'ono her area for community involvement..

318
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3. Lighting crew depends on the location

4. Video- taping crew members of the class can watch the
tape after the "wedding" and critique their project.)

4. All students should participate in setting the budget under the
guidance of the instructor. A small admission may be charged to
cover the cost of rood and flowers.

5. Students decide on the theme fdr the wedding, select, and con-.
struct appropriate flowers an.d decorations.

6 If brides/and bridesmaids' dresses are donated, the use of an aisle,
runner is highly recommended.

7 Rehearse the wedding processional.

Have each student write a small description of the clothing they are
wearing and the flowers they will have for the announcers.

Conduct the wedding. A serious or humorous ceremony may be
recited by the "priest", "rabbi ", or "minister".

10. Conduct the reception. The bride may throw a bouquet and the
groom a .garter. The cake may be cut by the bride and groom and
a small dance also may be held.

11. Assign a clean up crew.

12. Have students
, write thank you letters to all of the people and

businesses\that participated in or supported the wedding.

The Advanced Horticulture Class
of

High School
requests your presence at our
First Annual Class Weddings,

Please join us for a
Traditional Spring Wedding

followed by a
Modern Fall Wedding

on Monday, December 5, 19
at seven p,m.

The ceremony will take place in the
High School Auditorium,

Reception and dance follow
in the

High School Cafeteria

Figure 1
Sample ,nvjtation for a Mock Wedding'
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INFORMATION SHEET 4

LOWERS & FIRE SAFETY REGULATIONS*

C--,

As a florist decorating a church wedding, you should be aware of the
fire safety regulations that apply to public buildings and gatherings. Usually
officials of the church or synagcigue know what you can and cannot do when
decorating their buildings. But it's still a good idea to -check with the local
fire department.

o
The regulations imposed by the fire departments across the country are

generally little more than what's dictated by common sense. But specifics do
vary from place to place. The regulations mentioned below are from the
Uniform Fire Code, widely adopted by many municipalities. However, they
are by no means universal, 'so its important that you check locally after
MI, you could be held responsible should a fire break out.

? ...so'
These suggestions. should giVe you a good idea of what sorts of ques-

tions to ask your local ire department and 'what kinds of potential problems
to watch out for:

1. If lighted candles are to be used in the decorations, you must have a
permit from the fire department. Often, the church involved will have a
general permit which will be sufficient. But if the church is not
covered you can obtain a personal permit for the event.

2. Even with a' permit, you must be caref here you- use lighted candles.
In general, candles must be firmly see ed and kept away from all
possible contact with the public. This means that lighted candles may
not be carried by the bride s she walks down the aisle. Instead, they
must be kept in candle holders or .candelabra that are placed well away
from the congregation.

3...... Becaus,e of the danger of their being knocked over, the use of lighted
candles in aisle decorations is sometimes forbidden. Check with the
authorities

4./'
.,.-

The use of high quality, )dripless candles or mechanical/permanent
candles is highly recommended.

5. Any combustible plant material used to decorate the bases of candles
must be kept well away from candle flames.

'6 All combustible materials used to decorate the church must be fire-
retardant. Cut flowers end foliages are fine, but if you plan to use
drieds or artificials extensively, you'd better check with 44ie fire
department. Also, ribbons, aisle runners, and the like must be made of
fire-retardant materials.,

7 Any .loose-hanging decorations such as decorations hanging from beams
and overhead lamps or arrangementS hanging in window sills must be
totally fire retardant. Hangings canpot be placed over or near flames.

-4=y



Access to exits and aisles must remain open at all times. This means
that you must be 'very careful .when placing props. Free-standing
candelabra and vases can be placed near doors or `isles, but they must
never block free access to theme.

9. Strict access regulations s'also apply to ribbon decorations. along pew
aisles. In some areas, ribbon runners along the center aisle might be
permitted If they could be... easily torn away in case of fire. In oth1er
regions, however, pew aisles must remain totally open, so check with
your local fire department to see what applies to you

4

By being fully aware of your logal fire safety regulations, you can
tactfully guide the bride to choos-e apprppriate, safe decorations to make her
wedding a truly joyous occasion.

tt'f
*Reprinted by perMission Sidles, C.J. "Fire Safety RegulatiOns".
FLOWERS &. Vol. 4, No. 3, March, 1983, pp. 26-27.

0
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+ = Excellent

J
STUDENT WORKSHEET 1

VALUATING A COMPLETED BRFDAL BOUQUET

= Good = Fair 0 = Poor

1. Does the bouquet have the'proper shape?.
r

?. Does.P the bpuquet have a strong focal' point?
.

.
3. Is the bo quet comfortable to h

I 4_ Is the b uquet lightweight?

5. Was color used properly?

6. Is the bouquet finished in the back?

7. Is the bouquet ple6sing to look at?

8. Are all wires covered?

9. Are all wires neatly taped?

it

. .

Are all flowers wired properly?

Is the handle finished?

12. Is the bouquet constructed, securely?
`4

13. Does the bouquet4ontain the proper number of flowers?

14. Does the bouquet contain the proper type Lflowers?

fi
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STUDENT `WORKSHEET 2

WEDDING ORDER FORM

BRIDE

Address

Phone

GROOM

Address

Phon&

REHEARSAL DINNER

Address

Date Time

BRIDE

CEREMONY LOCATION

Address

'Phone

Date Time

RECEPTION LOCATION

Address

Phone

Date Time

EXPENSE OF THE
.

Bride
I

Groom
i

/Color & Style of Gown

Style of Bouquet & FloWers
4

, t

,
Veil r-
Going-Away Corsage .

323 324
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THE BRIDALBRIDAL PARTY
.

,....k. 'V

MAID OF HONOR -,

Color and Style of Gowns

Style of.youquets & Flower's
, .,

..

1

1
I

.
.

Headpiece -

BRIDESMAIDS

Color & Style of Gowns
:

_..

Style of Bouquets & Flowers
. .

. . ,

Headpiece

FLOWERGIRLS

Color & Style of Gowns

Style of Bouquets & Flowers
,,

BOUTONN I E E
...

Gcopm Ring Bearpr

Best Man Grandfather

Ushers, Groomsmen
I 'Grandfather ,
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Bride's Father . Minister

Groom's Father. ,
. Other

CORSAGES
-

Bride's Mother Dress Color Flowers
t,

Groom's Mother Dress Color :
s Flowers

Bride's Grandmother..

Groom's Grandmother

. Organist, Soloist, Hostesses, etc. .

.

, .

.
Others - ,,

.

N

DECORATIONS FOR THE CEREMONY ,

-,

,

.

.

Main Altar
,N

.

Floral Arrangements
. .

Standing Baskets
.

Foliage (arrangeme4t§, rental greens, etc.)

Canopy . .
,

..
. /

Aisle & Pew Decorations \ ,

Candelabra...Altar
.

Aisle Runner a.

Miscellaneous , ,
V '

4

. a

, .
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R CEPTI

Cake & cake ta e
1

Serving table
,, ,

1 Centerpieces

. Candelabra
,.

.N.Other
.

,

Accestance b

Sub-total

Sales Tax
i

.

. .

Total

Date
:

.

. Deposit .

Balance

N.,
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 3
4

CALC A WHOLESALE FLOWER ORDER FROM
A WEDDING ORDER

PROCEDURE: Using the information collected on Student Worksheet 2, com-
plete a wholesale order indicating the flowers, foliage and
supplies needed for the wedding.

t

Type of Flower/ Number of Flowers # of bunthes Cost
Foliage needed for the wedding to be ordered

Example:

1. White roses 43 2 bunches $22.00 76

3.

4.

5.

7.

8.

10

11. C

fr

M-IV-M-2-20
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Other materials to be ordered:

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

13.

14.

15-

N.

Example: Aisle runner 50 ft.

'11

-

4
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 1

WIRING SELECTED WEDDING FLOWERS

PURPOSE: Several sipeCiality flowers are associated With wedding work. The
purpose of this laboratory exercise is to have students practice
wiring techniques used for selected speciality flowers:

MATERIALS:

1. wire cutter's
2. no. 18, 26; and
3. floral tape
4. cotton balls

POCEDURES:

aka
:- /

......

5. cattleya orchid
wi e 6. lilly-of-the-valley

7. phalaenopsic orchid
8. stephanotis

I .Wiring a cattleya orchid.

Insert a no. 18 wire .lengthVeT through- the-stem,--into
the base of the flower head.

2. Insert a no. 26 wire through the base of the flower 'head
at right angles to the stem.

3. Bend the no. 26 wire down along the edge of the stem.

4. Wrap the stem and wires with floral tape.

II. Wiring lily-of-the-valley.

Floral tape a no. < 30 wire.

2. Make a hook at one end of the taped wire.

3. Attach this hook around one of the top florets.

4. Carefully circle the wire down between the florets.

5. Wrap 'a small piece of dry otton around the floral stem..
Dip the stem in water!

6. Floral tape the moist cotton wrapping.

7. Extend tie stem using a no. 26 were.

8. Floral tape the extended wire'to create
stem.

r;, :. .
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Wiring a phalaenopsis orchid.

1. Floral tape a no. 26 wire.

2. -Make a hairpin hook with a ci4ok.

3. 'Holding the orchid in the left hand, insert the 'taped wire
down the sides of the hard, pistil-like knob on the orchid.
flower .head.

4., Using a no. 26 wire, wrap a piece of dry cotton at the
base of the flower head. Dip the cotton in ater.

A

5. Floral .tape4:the moist cotton wrapping.

6. Continue wrapping* the entire stem to create a neat,
smooth appearance.

V. Wiring stephanotis.

M-IV-M-2-24

. J

1. Floral tape a no. 26 wire 14" from the top,
around the -top of the wire 4-6 turns..

2. Form a hook at the, top of the wire
taped section to make a smooth, round

Twist the tape

. Bend the floral
knob.

3. Gently pull the hooked wire- down through the middle of
the flower head until the floral taped knob fits perfectly
inside the base of the flower.

4. Floral tape the protruding wire to create a stem for the
flower head.

33,?
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 2

CONSTRUCTING A PEW BOW,WITH FLOWERS AND GREENS

PURPOSE: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to 'develop the stu-
dent's ability for constructing pew bow decorations.

MATERIALS:

1.
2.
3.
4.

NI%

knife
ribbon shears
wire cutters
no. 9 or 40 ribbon

PROCEDURES:

A

1. Tape a no. 24 wire.

5. floral-tape, brown and green
6. no. 16 and 24 fl-O-rit wire
7. assorted flowers and foilages

carnations, roses, leather leaf)

2. Construct a ,bow using no.
on each side.

3

g

9 or 40 ribbon, with at least three loops

Attach streamers by inserting a piece of ribbon, 18" in length,
through the center of the bow.

Secure the bow with the taped
the desired length.

wire. Cut the ribbon streamers To

5. Arrange a small cluster of flowers and foliage, and bind with 'wire
or floral tape.

6. Using the wire from the bow, attach the bow to the middle of the
flower cluster. Arrange the flowers so they can be seen from
behind the bow.

7. Tie the bow decoration to the side of the pew with ribbon.,

8. The pew bow also can be attached by making .a0simple wirk frame
that hangs over the'pew end.

a. Using brown
16 wire.

b.

c.

floral tape, tape together '2, 244 lengths of no.

Bernd the taped wires so they form a lop large enough to fit
over the pew end.

Using ribbon or binding wire, securely fasten the pew bpw at
the bottom of,the wire frame.

333
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PURPOSE:

MATERIALS:

LABORATORY EXERCISE 3

CONSTRUCTING AN ARM BOUQUET

The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to develop the stu-
dents' skills for constructing a'rm bouquets for weddings.

1. knife 5.
2. ribbon shears 6.
3. wire cutters #7.
4. no. 9 ribbon

PROCEDURES:

floral tape
no. 30 wire
flowers and foliage (e.g., roses,
carnations, baby's breath,,leather
leaf, spreygeri)

'.3)1

1. Select the desired number of flowers for the bouquet. Leave the
natural flower stems attached.

2. Working on a flat surface, arrange the foliage background.

3. Arrange the flower(s) on top of the foliage background.

4. Add baby's breath or other filler flowers to soften the bouquet.

5. Bind the flower and foliage stems together, in the middle, using
no. 30 wire.

6., Attach a bow with streamers to the middle of the arm bouquet.

I
M-IV-M-2-26

D.
Figure 2

Constructing An Arm 'Bouquet
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PURPOSE:

MATERIALS:

LABORATORY EXERCISE 4

CONSTRUCTING A CASCADE BOUQUET

The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to develop the
students' skills in constructing a cascade wedding
bouquet. to

-1. knife 6
2. wire cutters
3. floral tape 7
4. no. 20 wire
5. floral foam

bouquet holder

PROCEDURES:

flowers (e.g., mini-carnations,
roses, stephanotis)
foliage (e.g., ivy, leather leaf,
camellia leaves)

Construct a c2lonial wedding bouquet to form the top portion of the
cascade bouquet. Follow the procedures, outlined in Core III, Unit
M, Problem Areas 3, Laboratory Exercises 8 and 9.

2. Construct the garland

a. Individually wire and tape all flowers and foliage pieces.
Follow the correct wiring methods for different types 'bf
flowers and foliages as outlined in Core III, Unit M,, Problem
Area 3, Laboratory Exercise 2.

b. Start the garland by wiring and taping together a single
flower bud and a small piece of foliage. Use no. 20 wire.

Continue to attach small clusters of flowers and foliage. Cut
the excess wire after each addition to the garland.

d. Do not tape the flowers or foliage at theft base into the gar-
land. Leave a 1/2" stem to provide flexibility in shaping the
garland.

e. Allow greater pspacing between the clusters of flowers and
foliage at the outermost parts of the garland.

f. Group cltigters of flowers and foliage in increasing numbers
and at\ shorter distances at the uppermost parts of the gar-

,land.

g Point flowers at the tip of the garland- down. 'As the garland
progresses upward, point the flowers out at an increasing
angle. Bend the foliage toiavOid a flat appearance.

335
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3. Insert the completed garland into the floral foam. Securely fasten
the garland to the bouquet h16 1tie using no. 20 wire. Cover all
mechanics with foliage.

4. The garland should appear to, radiate from the focal point of the
bouquet.

M-IV-M-2-28.
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 5

DECORATING A FLOWE GIRL'S 'BASKET AN III A
RING BEARER'S- PILLOW

PURPOSE: The, purpose of this laboratory exercise/ is to develop. the
students' skills in decorating a flowergirl' * basket and ring
bearer's 'pillow.

MATERIALS*

1. (knife
7.2. ribbon shears 8.

3. wire cutters
4.
5.
6.

floral tape 10.
no. 1 or 3 ribbon
wicker basket 1 11.

PROCEDURES:

letb

petals from roses or other flowers
a small' pillow
boutonniere pins*
flowers (e.g., *sweet heart roses, mini-
carnations
foliage (e.g., leatherleaf, sprengeri)

I. Decorating the flowergirOs asket:

1.. Securely fasten a s all container to the base of the basket using
floral actesive.

2. Constrwt a small, round arrangement in the container. Make
certain to cover all mechanics.

3. Attach a bow with streamers to each side of the basket w)iere,the
handle meets The base.

4. Prior to the wedding ceremony, a place flower petals around the
bottom of the basket.

II. Decorating the ring bearer's pillow:

1. Construct a small corsage with a bow.

2. Spray the corsage with water, wrap, and refrigerate.

3. Pin the corsage to the pillow prior to the wedding ceremony.
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TEACHER'S KEY

STUDENT WORKSHEET 3

CALCULATING A WHOLESALE FLOWER ORDER FROM
A WEDDING ORDER

Z,

PROCEDURE: Read the we ding narrative in Student Worksheet 2 and fill out
a weddig rder form from Information Sheet 4.. Then fill in
the information requested helow,

Type of Flower:/ Number of Flowers ft of bunches Cost
Foliage _ needed for the wedding ,,to be ordered

J. White roses 43 .2 bunch4s

2. :Orchid, 1

3. Garderiia

4. Baby's breath 1, bunch

5. Gladiolas '10

6. Carnations 25

7. Leather leaf

3-

60 stems.

1

1 box

1 bunch

ii,
1 bunch.

, 1 bunCh

3 -,bunches

'4.ther",materials 'to be 'yrderedl

1. Aisle runner 50 ft.
2. wire
3) tape t
4. corsage & boutonniere
5. no. 3 white ribbon
6.- wristlet - *-

7. corsage bags .,

8. corsage boxes .

.9. boutdnniere bags
10. boutonniere boxes

pins

4

to

M-IV-M-2-31
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TRANSPARENCY DISCUSSION GUIDE

' DESIGNING IEDDING ARRANGEMENTS

TransparencyARM..BOUQUET-.. ".

A The arm bouquet is carried 'in the crook of a bride's or brides-
maid's arm. Many ,types of flower may be used in this bouquet.
The long natural stems of flowers and foilage are, a part of its
design. S

. .,

II. TrarisparencyCOLONIAL BOUQUET .. I .'

A. The colonial bouquet is a tiound-shaped bouquet that is held in a ,1-;
bride's' or bridesmaid's hand. The bouquet is, composed of evenly-
distributed flowers, and foliage. ,)

Ill. TransParencyCASCADE BOUQUET
t.

114
A. The cascade bouquet is an elongated form of the Colonial bouquet.

The shape may be oval, triangular, or crescent shaped, and tap-
ered to a point in front of the bride.

/ IV. Transpar y--BASKET BOUQUET,

A. Th asket bouquet consists of a basket filled with an arrangement
of flowers and foliage. The basket may yencarried on the arm or in
the hand of the bridesmaid or bride:

V. Transparency--RECEPTION DECORATIONS

A. Flowers are arranged in a small plastic container and placed on top
of the cake. Loose flowers and greens are.placed along the bas ot
the cake. The cake, table also may be decorated with garlands
bows. These are usually pinned to the tablecloth. 1

VI. Transparency--PEW DECORATIONS

A. Pew bows decorates the pews along the center aisle al the church or
synavogue.- They may be used as plain bows or decorated with

.Vi
flowers and foliage.

,
VII. Transparency--CANDELABRA. . 7. .,1

-r,
--16,

A
Candelabra come in several. shapes and sizes, but usually contain
one, three, or seven candles. They are used in pairs and ,placed

sr

on either side of the altar or along the aisle. Candelabra may be
4.

decorated with bows, flowers, and foliage. The construction is (,

similar to thcf pew decoration. , i ,

M-IV-M-2-42
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VIII. Transparency-,-CANOPY

A. Canopies are used in Jewish weddings and in outdoor weddings.
Canopies may be constructed of wood, metal, or plastic. They are
decorated with flowers, foliage, and bows.

IX. TransparencyCEREMONY DECORATIONS

A. When decorating a ch rch or synagogue care must be taken to
uphold all rules and t aditions. If an aisle runner is used in the
ceremony, it is secur y fastened to the steps and/or carpeting with
corsage pins.

5.
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SAMPLE TEST QUESTIONS AND TEACHER'S KEY

SHORT ANSWER:

DESIGNIN WEDDING ARRANGEMENTS

1. What items would you inclUde in a wedding emergency kit?
1

Ribbon, floral tape, wire, extra flowers and foliage, corsage pins, needle,

and thread, straight pins, adhesive tape, comb, nail file, safety pins,

cotton balls, thumbtacks, flashlight; ribbon shearsL wire cutters.
.1(

t

2. WCat materials should you have available during an initial wedding inter-

view?

Samples or photographs of wedding bouquets and ceremony/reception

decorations, a wedding etiquette book, bridal magazines, floor plans and

photographs of various churches and synagogues, and listings of avail-

able properties for receptions.
./1

At the flower shop where you work, you have been asked to handle the

installatiOn of all the wedding ceremony decorations. What questions

would you .ask the church official regtrding floral decorations fOr th

ceremony?

What decorations are allowed on the altar? Can pew and aisle decora-

tions be used? What types of floral decorations are commonly used in

wedding ceremonies at the church? Are any other church activities

occurring on the day of the wedding.

. ,

. ,..._., rY
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4 As a florist ,why should you be familiar with the wedding htistoms of thp

different religious denominations ih the community?

Different religious denominations have different policies and traditions

regarding wedding Ceremonies. A florist should befamilial- with loc
.,

customs so he or she can suggest appropriate decorations for the wed-

ding ceremony, provide advice on the number and types of floral pieces

o

4.1

'riAft

needed, and, offer accurate information while discussing ceremony decora-

tions duping thewedding interview.
. . ,

,

5. List four types --of infor'mation that should be obtained on a wedding ,.,
order.

a The date, time, and' location of the ceremony and .receptiOn..

b: A complete list of all members of the wedding party including age,
height, weight, eye and hair color,,

C . A complete description of the bride's and bridesmaid's goWns.

d. 'Home and work telephone numbers of the bride, bride's mother,
and gi-oom.

c
6 Select a specific religio4s-denoibination and explain 3 guidelines to follow

when planning the floral decorations for a wedding ceremony.

Answers will vary see Information Sheet .2
f.

7 List four safety precautions to follow when planning and installing
wedding decorations.

RP

a. When using candles, keep them away from all possible contact with
the public. , ,

.,,
b. All 'Combustible materials u ed to decorate the church must be'

,fire-retardant. . 2

c. Access to exits and aisles must remain open at all times.

d. Make sure the aisle runner is <securely attached and free of puckers,
and wrinkles.

M-IV-Ma2-46
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8. Name five critieria for evaluating a com leted bridal bouquet.

a. 1ls the bouquet lightweight?

br Are all wires covered?

c. Is the handle 'finished?

d. Is the bouquet constructed securely?

e. -II the bouquet 'pleasing to 'look at?

From the following Ii5;t
method for wiring that wer.

go

,g)

Of flowers, select one and explain the proper

Cattleya orchid
Lily -of- the valley
Phalaenopsis orchid
Stephanotis

Answers will vary See Laboratory Exercise 1

10. List three .types of wedding bouquets and explain the differences.
'between each one.

a. Arm bouquet Carried in the crook in the arm; the natural s Is
remain on the flowers: ,i

b. colonial bouquet A round bouquet carried in the nds.

c. Cascade bouquet - An elongated form of the colonial bouquet which_
is tapered to '.a point in front of the bride.

353
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UNIT M: RETAIL FLORICULTURE

PROBLEM AREA; DESIGNING FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

SUG-GESTIONSTOT-THE _

This probleM area is.ilesigned for use with advanced students in voca.:
tional. agriculturejhorticultite !,programs. The recommended time ?'for teaching
this problem -area is upon Completion ,of ah introductory 'problem :area on floral'
design techniques. , ,

'yr

The., estimated :-2;:inStrACtio.ti..01;.:,:ilpe: for "this problem area Ss 10 y2 days `.
depending on; "hoyv .far ;;the ;teacher, ; °wishes to 'go °rin developing specialized floral
design skillS,...r.:'-'11-..tbk::04entS.AtreAo..b0 involved in: other activity exe vises,
the instructional:PMe.'*10eecl::.;t4;i:.,be'ilncreaSed::.-
to refer to jMetropolitgri:;;:qcire:.::CUrriculumlil...,:7..1.1pnit±mi---::.Rroftm-.:.-rq.ep::.:.:maxin
-Table ArrangementS,:COursageS:and Nosegays, -to reVlaW-,lbsIC ig,f.
principles asp

The instructor is _.t.s.en,cpu,raged_._to .concluct, .loal-;-searCh.,7to locate :;931-*,,
supplementary materials for use with this problem area.. The items' in,,th15:-ir
problem area are for -reference or modification as instructors. adapt ,:thes'e
materials to their local -situations.

CREDIT SOURCES:

These materia s- were developed through ai funding agreement, R-33-24,-;
D-0362-466 with the I Ming s State Board ,,pf Education, , Department of ,Adult;,;;;:
Vocational and Technical .',Educatipn, Research and Development Section, 100..
North First Street, .,Springfield, Illinois 62777. 0.4inions expressed 4n -these
materials do not reflect nor Should they be construed as policy-,Or opinion; of
-the State Board of Education or its staff.

The teacher's 9111d, information sheets, student wOrksheet, laboratorY
exercises; transparency discussion guide, and test questions were .develope
by Teresa E. Paniello, DepartMent,:of Vvational and ;TeChnical Education,
University of Illinois, and reviewed .1±ly, Paul, E. - Hemp and Janet L.
Henderson, DePartment of VOCation. and 'Technical Education, University.\'O

Illinois.
40,7.

The irtwork in this prOlilem area was. .,prepared by the Vocational Agri-
culture Service, University of Illinois. Suggestions and, guidance in the
development of these materials were proyided by the Metropolitan Core Cur7.'
riculum Field Test Teachers.

ti
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TEACHER'S GUIDE

Unit: Retail floriculture
O

II. Problem area: Designing funeral arrangements

III.' Objectives: At the close 9f this problem area, students will be able to:

1. Identify the different types of funeral pieces.

2. DesCribe the correct used of each funeral piece,

3. M.gn and assemble the basic funeral pieces.

4. Conduct a funeral interview and properly take a funeral order.

5. Properly deliver and install funeral flowers.

I V. Suggested interest approaches:

1. Find out how many of the students have ever been to a funeral
and discuss what they erTiember about the flowers at the funeral.

2. Bring in an obituary notice from the newspaper and ask the
students the following lead question:

a. What do we need to know in order to take a proper funeral
order?

3. Conduct a role playing session in which the teacher acts as the
customer and the student acts as the salesclerk taking the
customers' funeral order;

V Anticipated problems and concerns o.f students:

1. What are the different types of funeral piec.es?

2. Which funeral pieces are used most often?

3. Which funeral pieces are ordered by the family members?

4. How. ar<- the different funeral pieces used?

5. What are set pieces?

6. How do I choose the flowers to be used in a funeral piece?

7. How do I fit a funeral piece on the casket?

8. How do .1 attach a funeral piece to an easel?



9. How do I attach lettering to ribbons?

10_ How do I conduct a funeral interview?

11. What information do I need on a funeral order?

12. How do I fill out and attach the card to a funeral piece?

13. How do I set up. the 'fu-neral pieces at the funeral home?

14. What does "please omit" mean?

V I . Suggested learning' activities and experiences:

1. Visit a funeral home and discuss the delivery and set up of
funeral pieces.

M-IV-M-3-4

2. Have the students develop a bulletin board in the classroom
displaying the different types of funeral pieces.

3. Show slide set "Floral Tributes" demonstrating the step-by--step
procedures -for assembling the different types of funeral pieces:

4. Have the students visit a local funeral home, church, synagogue,
or cemetery to find out which types of flowers and funeral
pieces are preferred or allowed. s Have each student give a short
oral report of their findings to the class.

5. Have a local florist come to class and demonstrate the construc-
tion of unique funeral pieces such as the Eastern, Star lor Knights
of- Columbus emblem.

6. Obtain used funeral pieces from local funeral homes and display
them around tie classroom for students to study and critique.

7. Have the students practice making funeral bows, lettering
ribbons, and writing cards for funeral pieces using LabOratory
Exercise 1.

8 Have the students practice takir)g fu'neral orders from one
another. Then have the students gritique the "salespersons"
who took their orders.

9 Have the students design and assmble funeral pieces following
the laboratory exercises in this unit. Have the students critique
each other's work using Student Worksheet 1 Checklist for
Critiquing Floral Designs. Then' have the students take apart
their work and reconstruct a different', funeral piece with the
same flowers.

, ,

10. ,Using the funeral pieces designed by the students, set up a
simulated funeral in the classroom.

353



V I I . Application procedures:

1. Skills learned in co ducting funeral interviews and taking funeral
ordenS aid stud nts working as salesclerks for retail florists.

I
Techniques learned in designing funeral pieces will 'aid students
seeking employment as floral designers.

`VIII. Evaluation :

1. Prepare and 'adrrlinister a written exam using\ the sample test
questions in thi-s problem area.

2. Administer a practical. exam on the construction of the basic
funeral pieces,

3. Evaluate laboratory exercises.

I -X . References and aids:

1. !risk°, Merle. Retail Flower Shop Salesperson and Floral Designer.-
Vocational-Technical Consortium of States, Kentucky, 1978.

e-

2. State Board of Education. 'Retail Florist Teacher's Guide, Illinois
Office of Education.

3. Ohio Agricultural Education Curriculum Matrials Service, Room
254', 2120 Fyffe Road, Columbus, Ohio, A3210.

.
.

a. Floral Tributes AsgDex 280/70. (slide set),

b. Retail Floriculture Book II: Design-mg and Caring of Flowers
and Foliage..

4. California Vocational Agriculture Curriculum Guidelines. 'Orna-
mental Horticulture: An. Instructional Program ih Vocational
Agriculture, Vocational Educational 'ProductionS, CalTfornia Poly
technic State University, San Luis Obispo, CA, 93407, June,
1978.

5 Stearns, Steve_ The St. Louts Story: Funeral Directors State,
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INFORMATION SHEET 1

TYPES AND USES OF FUNERAL PIECES

Casket Sprays-
J.

Casket sprays are usually oval or shield-shaped, and may be constructed
in three ways:

a. casket blanket This spray is designed for the center of a closed
casket. An adult-sized casket blanket is about five to,six feet
long.

b. half casket spray This spray is designed for the foot of a half-
opened casket. An adult-(zed half casket spray is ,about three
feet long.

c. lid spray This spray is mounted on an open lid to "hang" over
the casket'. It is usually about five to six feet long.

Casket sprays are almost always ordered by the immediate family, and
are appropriate for a man, woman, or child.

2 Vase Arrangements-

Vase arrangements are usually sent by close relatives and are often
placed in stands at the head and foot of the casket. These arrange-
ments usually match the casket spray using the same colors and/or
flowers. /.

3 Standing Spray\s-

A standing spray is usually mounted on a tripod easel. The spray may
be shield-shaped or triangular. Standing sprayes are the most fre-
quently ordered design from friends, neighbors, and business associates.
These-sprays are appropriate for a man or woman.

4. Set Pieces-

A set piece is any funeral design of novel or unique shape or size..
These designs are placed on or near the casket and include wreaths'
hearts, pillows, crosses, and emblems.

5 Fireside Baskets-

Fireside baskets are arranged in oversized baskets that can be set on
the floor near the casket. These baskets are usually sent by friends
rather than relatives, and can be taken home by family members after
the service.

358
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6 Table Arrangements

Table arrangements include smaller fresh, silk, or dried flower arrange-
ments, blooming or greenhouse plants, dishgardens, and terrariums.
These arrangements are usually set' about the room 'at the funeral home
to create a warmer, friendlier atmosphere. Table arrangements are
almost always taken home by family members after the service.

7. Body Flowers-

Body flowers include corsages, boutonnieres, small bouquets, or a single
flower on the lapel or in the hands of the body. The use of body
flowers is an older tradition which has sharply declined in use. How-
ever when body flowers are used, they are aMays ordei-ed by the
immediate family.

r
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INFORMATION SHEET 2

DEFINITIONS OF FUNERAL DESIGN TERMS

Cluster A small cluster of, flowers used as a focal point on set pieces.
Clusters are usually a diamond, crescent, or shield-shape and
contrast with the background color.

A wooden or metal tripod which supports a standing spray or
set pier.

Foundation The Materials (Styrofoam, floral foam, or saddles) .upon which
any funeral design is mounted.

Easel

"Please Omit"- An expression used in obituary notices by the family to ask
for d1onations to charities rather than sending funeral flowers.

Puffs Ribbons or net loops inserted into a design as a focal point.

A curved frame used to fit over the top of a k t and
support a casket blanket or half casket spray.

Saddle

Set Any novel or unique funeral design placed on or near the
casket including wreaths, hearts, pillows, crosses, and
emblems._

Stem-picking The method-for mounting shirt- stemmed mass flowers onto the
Styrofoam base of a set piece.

Water pick- A plastic tube, filled with water, to hold flowers in funeral
pieces designed in dry foundations.

1

,,Wooden pick .-' A wooden stick and clutch wire upon which puffs, streamers,
5I' other items are attached.

V

0.
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INFORMATION SHEET -3

HOW. TO CONDUCT A. FUNERAL INTERVIEW
FAND TAKE A FUNERAL ORDER

When conducting a funeral interview it is---important to - keep in mind the
delicate nature of the customers' visit. The -saleSperson must be very patient
and allow the customers plenty of time to decide what they Would. like to
order. Whenever possible, the funeral interview should be conducted in a
(Private consultation area. ; The florist should hve a current obituary list
available in case the customer doesn't know the date, time, or pia of the
services.

A funeral order should always include the general information obtained
for any flower order, such as the customer's name and address, first and f-Y'
second choice of design., and the message on the card. For a funeral order,
the following info.rmation is necessary in addition the the general information:

Will the casket be opened or closed Ask the immediate family only.

Age of the deceased Funeral pieces for infants and Children will
be onSiderably smaller than those for adults.

Sex of\ the deceased Delicate flowers and soft colors" are used
more commouly, for women. Carnations and mums in yellows or reds
are often beval.fpr men; however, if the customer requests a specific
flower or 'color, the florist should comply.

Time andf place of the funeral Flowers should be delivere:cl Ito.the
funeral home the day the body will be shown. It is lest to deliver
the flowers 1-2 hours rfore the family will be arriving.

Relationship of the customer to the deceased IMmediate family,
relative friend, neighbor, or business associate.

a 6,
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INFORMATION SHEET 4

TIPS FOR FUNERAL FLOWERS AT THE CHURCH OR SYNAGOGUE

* Contact ,the church or synagogue to find out what (if any) types of floral
decorations are (lowed.

* Floral designs should never be taller than the top of the cross.

* The candles and arrangements should never be the same height.

* Don't crowd flowers onto a smalf altar.

* The colo' of the arrangements should harmonize with the colors of the
, -church or synagogue.

* Altar- flowers should be arranged in liners in the shop. These liners are
then inserted into the altar vases at the church or synagogue.

* Never,- place an arrangement on a piano or organ. They are not places of
worshirrInd could possibly be damaged by moisture.

;" Never let flowers touch or cover the cross.

* Never 64 flowers behind the croSs.

Never leave withered flowers on the &tar or in the church or synagogue.

* Never -leave empty .vases on the altar.

l'Avoid building arrangements in the sanctuary. If this cannot be avoided,
get perfnisSion-first.

Never usp colored or metallic paper around containers or pots of flowers.
...

Ne'ver, use odd vases, only those from the matching altar set.

* Keep the arrangements simple; church or synagogue flowers should never
be overpowerin.g.

3-6 7,
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INFORMATION SHEET 5

TIPS FOR DESIGNING FUNERAL PIECES

* Choose flowers for the design according to:

customer preference.
-keeping quality.
biggest showing for the least money.

--colors already used in other pieces.

Use plastic casket saddles with rubber "grips" to avoid scratching the
casket cover.

* Use plastic vases instead of papier-Mache containers whenever possible.

* Never fill the container completely with water to avoid spills during delivery
and in the Funeral home.

* Check containers And casket saddles for leaks before arranging in them.

* Never use papier-mache containers for flower arrangements to be taken home
by family members.

* Keep fireside bbskets balanced during arranging so they will sit properly
on the floor.

* Avoid using chicken wire inside containers to_ prevent scratches during
handling.

* Avoid stapling letters onto ribbon to prevent rust marks due to dampness
in the refrigerator.

* Include a description of the funeral piece on the back of the card and be
sure it is securely attached to the arrangement.

* If a funeral delivery is going to be late, call the funeral director and let
him or her know.

* Make deliveries to the funeral home in a professional manner. DO NOT wear
worn out clothes, speed through the parking lot, or blast the truck radio.'

* Check obituary notices before calling the funeral director with simple
questions.

* Get to know the loCal funeral directors and work with them in organizing
,j funeral flower ,procedures.

f
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 1

CHECKLIST FOR CRITIQUING; FLORAL DESIGNS

PROCEDURE: Complete the following checklist and comment on the design
being critiqued.

Designer:

Type of design:

s,

1. Shape conforms to the assigned
design.

2. Design is balanced.
(symmetrically or asymmetrically)

The container, flowers, height, and
width of the design are in proper
scale and proportion.

4 The color, texture, and shapes of
the flowers and foliage blend together
to create harmony.

5. The design has a focal are.;.

6 The rhythm of the design creates
a feeling of motion toward the focal
area.

7. "Repetition is present in the elements
of the' design,.-''

All of the parts blend together to
create t. ity-within the design.

Comments:

-7"

0

('ex. standing spray)

YES PARTIALLY NO

. .,

I

,

I

.

.

I

_

.
.

.

.

,

..f

.

,
,

-.

.
.

4

.,

.
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 1

MAKING BOWS, LETTERING RIBBONS,,, AND
WRITING CARDS FOR. FUNERAL PIECES

I. MAKING- BOWS AND LETTERING RIBBONS

PURPOSE: Students will construct a picked bow with a lettered
streamer to be used with other laboratory exercises on
designing funeral pieces.

MATERIALS:

1. wooden picks (wired)
2. no.'40 or no. 100 ribbon
3. ribbon shears
4. individual foil letters
5. foil script lettering

PROCEDURES:

We.

6. adhesive lettering
7. glue
8. tape
9. stapler

1. Cut several strips of no. 40 or ho. 100 ribbon into ,6-8 inch
lengths.

2. Gather both 'ends of a single ribbon strip between your
fingers to form a loop.

Al;
3. Place the gathered ends of the loop against a wired wooden

pick.

Wind thgg wire firmly around the loop and wooden pick to
form a ruff .

5. Repeat steps 2-4 for all of the ribbon strips.

6. Form the puffs into a bow by inserting the wooden picks
into the design near the focal point.

To add streamers:

7, Cut 2-3 strips of no. 40 or no. 100 ribbon to the desired
streamer length. The ends of the streamers should beec--ut
on a diagonal slant.

8. Gather one end of t e streamer and hold it firmly to a

wired wooden pick. rap the wire around the ribbon and
pick.

9. Insert the,, streamers into the
sbow.

To add lettering to the streamers:/.

desig/ at the ba,se pf the

10. Glue, staple, or tape individual' foil letters onto no. 40 or
no. 100 streamers to spell out "Uncle," "Grandmother," etc.

,
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11. Glue, staple, or tape foil script lettering onto no. 40 or no.
100 streamers.

12. Peel the paper backing off the adhesive lettering and press
it firmly onto rio. 40 or no. 100 streamers.

II. WRITING CARDS FOR FUNERAL PIECES

PURPOSE:

MATERIALS:

Students "will practice writing proper funeral cards and
determine `-the best way to attach the card to their
various funeral pieces.,

1.
2.
3.

cards 44

envelopes
straight pins .

4.
5.
6.

string
hole punch
plastic card' stake

PROCEDURES:

1. 'fly card should be very neatly written or ,typeld.

M-IV-M-3-16

2. The front of the .card should contain the customer's' requested
message.

3. The back of the card should contain the following information.

a. Name-of deceased
b. Name of funeral home
c. Brief 'description of the arrangement
d. If it is an arrangement for a specific person to take

horyie, note their name here. too. (ex. For Mr. & Mrs.
John Smith)

-c.

4. Insert the' card into a cellophane envelope with the message
showing through the window.

5. Attach the c'arcP to the design in a place where it can be
read. The following methods may be used:

a. Pin the card to a leaf or flower stem.
b. ..Punch a small hole' in the envelope and attach,a string

to it.. Tie the card onto a flower stem.
c. Fit he card onto a plastic stake and insert the stake

into the foundation of the design.



LABORATORY EXERCISE 2

CASKET SPRAY

,PURPOSE: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to develop the
students'. skills for constructing a casket spray, and to make
the students more aware of the time and number of flowers
involved in the construction of funeral pieces.

MATERIALS:

1. green florist fol.,
2. no. 18 and no.re2Vire
3. green floral th
4. floreal foam blocks or

Styrofoam block
5. florist's tape
6. no. 40 or no. 100 ribbon
7. wire casket frame or plastic

casket saddle

PROCEDURES:

1. Construct the foundation:

a.

b.

8. water -pickS
'9. wooden picks
10. florist's knife
11. adhesive lettering
12. ribbon shears
13. wire cutters
14. flowers and foliages
15. floral preservative

Half casket spray or blanket spray

1. ,Saturate one lqlock of floral foam in preservative water (2
blocks for blanket spray).

5

2 Wrap the floral foam block in green florist foil. Bind. the-
block with green floral thread wrapped around the foam
several times.

3. Tape four no. 18 wires and thread them through the
holes in the saddle frame.

litck.
4 Place the block in the center of th addle and twist the

wires together over the top of the

Lid spray

CUt. a Styrofoam bar to ft a wire casket frame.

2. Bend four no. 18 wires and insert each end ,through the
top.of the Styrofoam bar.

3. Pull the wire through the bottom of the Sty foam and
twist the wire ends around the frame.

2 Establish the,foliage background:

a. Insert a stern of foliage at a slightly downward angle 2 inches
into each end of the foam to establish the' length of the de-
sign.

M-IV-M-3-17
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b. - Insert a stem of foliage into the front and back of the foam to
establish the width of the design. The flowers and foliages in
the back'. of the ddsign should be shorter than _those in the
front.

,c. Fill in the background foliage to form an outline of the desired
shape.

. Wire..any weak or long-stemmed flowers for the half casket spray or
blanket spray. Wire and Water-pick all of the flowers for the lid
spray. (Cut each stem to the desired length before water-
picking.) .. ,

4. Establish the main lines:

a. Insert- the lonDest flower stems 2 inches into each end the
bloCk and along the sides above the background foliage.'"

Continue to insert flowers around the edges of the block with
their stems pointing toward the center, of the block.

c. Add delicate 'foliage (e. leatherleaf) over the top of the block
with the stems angled toward the center.

lr

Y.

5. Fill in the design: 4.
1.4

a. Add mass and/or forM flowers to 'establi a three-dimensional
shape over the top of the spray. rlowers closest to the
center point will have the shortest stems.
a

Fill in wittL more Oelicate filler
space for a boV/ and streamers.

6 Establish the focal point- in the center f the design with several
ribbon puffs inserted to form a bow be each the central flowers:
Streamers and lettering can be added if requested.

7 Hang half casket ,sprays and blanket sprays to drain off excess
water from the design:

flowers and foliage, .:leaving,

k?61/45 ft.

,
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LABORATORY EXERCISE '3

STANDING SPRAY

PURPOSE: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to develop the
students' skills for constructing a standing funeral spray.

MATERIALS:

1. floral foam blcy<
2. no. 18 and no 22 wire
3. 2"x4"x18" Etyrofoam bar
4. florist knife'
5. green flprist foil
6. green floral thread

PROCEDURES:

1 Construct the base:

a Floral foam base

1. Saturate a bloc of floral foam in preservative water.

2. Wrap the floral foam block in green florist foil. Bind the
block with green floral thre'ad wrapped around several
times

7. water picks
8. 40" easel
9. wooden picks

10. no. 40 or no. 100 ribbon
11. water sprayer
12. flowers, and foliages
13. floral preservative

3_ Wire the block to the easel using no. 18 wire. Wind the
wire around the block in four .places; twist the in
back of the easel frame.

b. Styrofoam base ,

3. Out a Styrofoam bar to measure: about 2"x4"x18".
<""

,z;

2. Hook the top of the Styrofoam* bar onto the easel hook.
Bind the bar to the easel in at least three places using
no. 18 wire:

-->

Establish the background foliage to forn9 either a triangle or shield
shape. Slanticut each stem and insert them two hes into the
foam angling toward, the center of the spray. ,__.

3. Wire all the flowers ancr-Sfant-cut each stem. Water-pick all of the
fliowers when using a Styrdfoam base. s

, 4 Establish the main fines of the design by. Waging thr flowers into
the foundation to form the outline of the triangle Or s field . The
flowers 'should extend several inches beyond the b ckground

rfoliage.

5 Establi4) the secondary lines by inserting the same flowers along
the edge of the design filling in the shape ofthe triangle or shield. 4'.

M-W-M-3-10
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6 Fill in the design with additional mass and form flowers.- Then add
delicate filler flowers and foliages to achieve a three-dimensional
effect.

7 Mist the design well; thgn establish the focal t with several
ribbon puffs and strear4rs or a large bow. The ribbon should
match the dominant color in the spray and be worked into and
around the flowers and foliage.

I
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 4

VASE ARRANGEMENTS

PURPOSE: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to develop: the
students' skills fo, r constructing large vase arrangements for
funerals. ..... -

MATERIALS:

1. papier-mache container
,2. floral foam block
3. chicken wire
4. waterproof tape

-5. wird cutters
6. ribbon shears

A

k'OCEDUR

florist knife
no. 40 ribbon
no. 22 wire
3" wooden picks
flowers and foliages
floral preservative

1. Soak the floral loam block in preservative water. Place the block
in the papier mache container with 3 inches of` the -4Iock .tending
above the lower lip.

of

2. Cut a piece_of chicken wire large enough to cover the foam. BInd
the chicken wire down around the block and secure it to the n-
tainer with waterproof floral tape.

.3. Cover the mech.inics with et few pieces of foliage.

4. Wire all weak or long-stemmed flowers.

5. Cut the first flower about times the height of the container.
Insert the flower vertically in the back of the' foam: For a sym-
metrical triangle .the first, flower' should be in the center:, for an
asymmetrical triangle the first flower should be off-dente- to the
right or left.

6. Insert the second`' and third flowers at each end of the foam forming
right angles to the vertical flower. For a symmetrical triangle
these two/ flowers will be the same length; for the asymmetrical
triangle the stem nearest the vertical floNqer will be shorter than
the other.

7

7 Insert a large fkAfer at the fronts of the container to form a focal
area.

8. Fill in the- design with- additional flowers to complete the oLitline., of
the arrangeMent.

9. Insert a large bow at the focal point making sure lip of the
container IS covered.

10. Add filler flowers' to the design to help.. blend the bow into the
arrangement and to -soften the textur'e cif the larger flowers.

371
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11. Add foliage toliill in wherever: there are holes. Finish off_ the -

arrangement with a ;few pieces of foliage over the mechanics in
.t. back.
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LABORATORY EXERCISE- 5-

SET PIECES

PURPOSE: The .purpose of this -laboratory exercise is to develop the
students' skills for constructing various types of set pieces.

MATERIALS:

1. Styrofoam forms
21.'' easel
3. ribbon shears
4. wire cutters
5. florist knife
6. floral foam block
7_ florist tape

'8. netting

PROCEDURES:

9. green florist foil
10, wooden pick
11. no_ 18 and no.-. 22
12: green floral thread.
13. no. 3. or no. 9 ribbon,.
14: toothpicks
15. Water sprayer
16_, flowers and foliage
17. flotal preservative

wire

2 ,
1. To mount the.. Styrofoam form on the easel; 'tape- a no. lo wire,.

insert it through the Styrofoam, and twist the -ends . around the
easel frame.

2. Stem-pick all the background flowers by removing all but 12-inch:of
the stern And mounting it onto a toothpick. .4g

3 Insert stem-picked flowers Wong the .edge of the* StyrOfoam 'at a :45°
angles to establish the outline' of the design_

Fill in the design with background flowers working from the outer
edges to the center, and anglirilg the stems to create a rounded
three-dimensional effect. Space should be reserved at. the focal
point for the insertion of a flower cluster.

5. Establish the flower" Cluster:
0'.

a. . Cu/ a piece of floral foam and saturate,; it with preservative
water. Wrap thejoarn in green florist -foil and bind it with
green floral 'thread. - 0

b. Tape no. 18 wires. Bend the2wireS,ov the floral fojn
and down through the Sfyrofoam, :twining th ends of the
wires .together.

c. Insert .4 flowers intc( the floral fokn to establish the length
,
and

width of the cfu§ter. . .

'I
d. f al in the .cluster, cutting the stems Shorter, toward the center

of th6.design. Add foliage to frante the ,c.14ster and add a bow
to the center of the clu er. hen adc131411er flowers and
foliage to soften- the cluste .: - % -.J

4 ---.

4,,
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,:
e. The cluster should be...cliamond-. or crescent- shaped. AU t

flowers should, appear. to radiate from a single point.
.

.. ,.

6 Establish an edge around the design with foliage or tufts of netting
on wooden picks inserted,. close together around the edge of the
design .

7 MiSt the design thoroughly and refrigerate.

AT

4
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PURPOSE:

MATERIALS:

fBORATORY EXERCISE 6

FIRESIDE BASKETS

The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to develop the -
students' skills for constructing fireside baskets:

1. green, florist fojl
2. green flOral thread
3. floral foam block
4. fireside basket
5. florist tape

PROCkDUR ES:

1.

6. no. 18 wire .

7. wire cutters-
8. florist' knife
9. no. 22 wire

10, floWers and foliages
11. floral preservative

4

Saturate a block of floral -foam in preservative water.. -Wr'ap the
block in green florist foil and .bind with green 'floral thread .

2. Tape 2-3 no. 18' wires. and bend the wires around the foam block in
the center,- of the basket. Insert the wires through the bottom of
the basket and tightly twist them together.

3 Before adding any floWers or foliage, makt sure the basket is
balanced. Test the basket . for balance frequently during arrang-
ing.

cc

4. The syrbmetrical triangle is the most. appropriate design for a bal-
anced fireside basket. Wire all weak or long-stemmed flowers. Cut
the first flower stem so that it reaches just above the basket .han-
dle: Insert it vertically, centered in the bac4c of'ithe foam.

Insert the secortd and third flowers at each pnd of the foam at
right angles to the vertical flower. These two flowers should
extend .a few inches beyond the edges of the -basket.

6. Insert a large flower -at the front of -the basket to form a Acal
area. Be sure 'This flower does' not protrude far enough to cause
an, imbalance.

7 Fill in the design- With flowers following .,:ithe,..triangular outline.

sFlower postin
em
t.

s \should be angled so they appear to radiate from

411 in the arrangement ,w,ith liage.' Make sure the back, rime and
anics are covered, 'aod- th the basket is.-still balanced.

t
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SET UP FOR FUNERAL PIECES
r

VASE ARRANGEMENT WREATH

FIRESIDE BASKET

M-I V-M-3-34
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PLACEMENT OF FLOWERS ON THE ALTAR

o
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TRANSP RENCY DISCUSSION GUIDE

DESIGNING FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

I. Transparency CASKET BLANKET

A. The casket blanket is designed for the. center of a closed
casket. Ara adult-sized casket blanket is about five to six feet
long.

B. The casket blanket is almOst always ordered by the 'immediate
family and is the most expensive funeral piece of all.

I I. Transparency?-HALF CASKET SPRAY'

A. The half casket 'spray is` designed for the foo of a half-op'ened
"casket. An adult -sized half casket spray is about three feet'
long.

III. Transparency--LID SPRAY

A The lid spray is' mounted on the iid of a full open casket, and
"-'hangs" down over the casket. This spray is usually about
five to six feet long for an adult-sized casket.

V. Transparency -- STANDING SPRAY

A. A standing spray is usually mounted on an easel and may be
triangular or shield-shaped. These sprays are most commonly
ordered by friends or business associates.

V . T ransparency- -SET PI EC ES

A. Set pieces are 'funeral designs of unique__ shape or size. Most
set pices are displayed in, the casket or on an easel. Many'.:
organizations request special emblems which must be cut out . of
Styrofoam and intricately designed.

Transparency-.-WREATH
1

A. Wreaths are the 'most commonly ordered set! piece The wreath
is usually covered with ribbon or foliage, and a cluster of
flowers is) attached .in . a crescent shape.

V 1 I Transparency-- F I RES! DE, BASKET

A Fi're.4ide baskets are arranged in oversized baskets that can be
set on the -floor near the casket. These baskets are ,usually

'sent by friends rather than relatives, and- can be taken home
by faMily members afterythe service.

M-IV-M-3-36
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TranSparencySET FOR FUNERAL- PIECES

'A. In most areas, funeral directors set up the funeral pieces
themselves, however, the floral designer should be aware of the
typical set up in case he or she. is asked to perform this duty.

B. It 'is a good idea to spread smaller table arrangements and
potted plants around the room to provide a warmer, friendlier
atmosphere and to reduce congestion near the casket.

IX. TransparencyPLACEMENT OF FLOWED ON THE ALTAR

A. Altar flowers should always be arranged in liners that will fit
:into. the altar vases provided.

B. Altar flowfkrs are usually placed on the ends of the altar, but
may also be placed between the candles and the cross.' Th'e
most important rule to follow when, arranging altar flowers is, to
keep the top of the desigri below the top of the cross.

ft
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, SAMPLE TEST QUESTIONS AND TEACHER'S KEY

DESIGNING FUNERAL AR(2ANGEMENTS
2

SHORT ,ANSWER:
. + a .

'1. List the nanies and uses of the 3 types of casket .sprays.
1

a,. Casket blanket. Designed for the center of a closed casket.

b. Half casket spray. Designed for the foot of a half-opened casket.

.c. Lid spray. Mounted on, an open casket lid to, hang over the casket.

2 What are set pieces? Give 3 examples.

Any funeral design or novel or unique shape or

E'Xamples:'

a. Heart
b. w Wreath
c. Emblem

3 Explain the meaning of, "Please Omit."

An expression used in. obituary notices by the famili- to ask for
donations to charities rather than sending flowers.

4. List 4 types Of specific, information needed on a feral 'order,

a., Age of th) Ideceased

b. Sex of,the deceased 4

c. Time and place of the furieral

d Relationship, of the customer to the deCeased_

5. ' Name 3 do's and 3 don't's for funeral flowers at the church or
..synagogue. .

a. Do:

1. Harmonize the Icolors of the arfangment with the -colors of the
church or synagogue. . )

2. Arrange altar flowers in liners that fit into the altar vases.
3. Contact, the church or synagogue to find out what (if any)

.types of floral decorations are allowed.

3S7
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b Don't:

1. Crowd flowers onto a small altar.
2. Allow any flowers toltouch or cover the cross.
3. Arrange altars flower's to- reach higher than :the cross..

.. ,
List the 4 things to consider when choosjng the flouters for a funeral
design.

a. 'Customer preference.
b. Keeping quality.
c. Eliagest showing for the least money.
d. Colors already used in other pieces.

Name" 3 do's and 3 don't's for designing flowers for the .funeral home.

a

a., Do:.

1. Check containers and casket saddles for leaks before arranging
in them. , f

2. Call the funeral home; If a delivery is going to be late.
3. Include a description of the funeral. piece on the back of the

card. 1, J

9
C

Don't:

1. frill containers comRietely with water.
. '2. 'Use apier-mache co'Mainers for arrangements to be taken horril

by fapmily members: ..
. 3. Make unnecessary phone calls to the funeral home; cheek

obituary notices first.
4

Brief yi describe the gener4al steps in constructing a funeral piece.

a.. Construct the foundation'
b. Establish the foliage background

Wireflowers
d. Establish the main lines of the design
e. Fill in the design
f. Establish the,focal. piAnt

a

-TRUE OR FALSE:

True 1. Flowers should never be used behind' the cro4s in a church or
_synagogue.

False

False

1

Emblern,s are the most commonly ordered funeral pieces...

Thy .age and sex of the deceased are impeirtant information on
funeral Order.

4 A vase.armigeMent is the same as -a table arrangement.

M-IV-M-3-40 .



False, 5.

False 6.

True 7.

-Y

picks arierysed only for flowers arranged in a styrofoam
foundatiaiV .91)

Fireside baskets are set next to the fireplace ,in the fuer.al home.:

If the _card on the funeral piece reacts nieces and nephews, the
'ribbon should read aunt or uncle.

a,

4

359
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UNIT M: RETAIL FLORICULTURE

PROBLEM AREA: DESIGNING HOLIDAY ARRA-GEMENTS

ft)

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER:
(

This problem area is designed for use with advanced students in
vocational agriculture/horticulture programs. The ecommended time for
teaching this problem area is throughout the sch of year in conjunction
with the related holidays.

The estimated instructional time for this problem area is 10 to 12 days
depending on how far the teacher 'wishes to go in developing holiday
design skills.- If the students are to be involved in other activity exer-
cises, the instructional time will need to be increased.

The instructor is encouraged to conduct a local search to locate other
supplementary materials for us'e with this-priablem-area.- The items in this
problem area are for reference or modification as ,ipstructors adapt these
materials to their local sittiations. ./

CREDIT SOURCES: 1

These materials were developed through a fifinding agreement, R-33-
24-D-0362-466 with the Illinois State Board of . Education, Department of
Adult, Vocational and Technical Education, Research and Development
Section, 100 North First Street, 'Springfield, Illinois -62777. Opinions
expressed in these materials do not-- reflecttrLor should they be construed
as policy or opinion of the State Board of education or its staff'.

The teacher's guille, informatipn sheets, laboratory exercises, trans-
parency discussion guide, and test questions were developed by Teresa E.
Paniello, Department of Vocational and Technical Education, University of
Illinois, and reviewed by Paul E. Hemp, Janet L_ Henderson, 'and Kallie S..
Grobstein, Department of Vocationfil and Tech'nical Education,. University of
Illinois. 1

The artwork in t is problem area was prepared by the Vocational
Agriculture Service, Un versity of Illinois. Sqggestions and guidiance in

. the development of thes materials were provided by the MetropOlifan Core
Curriculum Fie,Fct Test Teachefss. /

390
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TEACHER'S GUIDE

In Unit: Retail floriculture

II . Problem area: Designing holiday arrangements

, III . Objectives: At the close of this prob area, students will be able to:

1. Name the major floral holidays.

2. Describe the types of floral products sold or each major floral

3. Identify. steps fOr h liday "preparatisgin e flower shop.

4: Design arrangements for the major floral holidays.

° 5. Create new and ,innovative holida'y arratigementst.

IV. Suggested interest approaches:

1. Ask thla students. to list theme holidays they think are the busiest
for most flower shops. Compile a list on the blackboard, and
then ask the students what types of floral products are sold for
each holiday.

L. Ask the students who have worked in flower sh ps, tot-explain
how their shops prepared in advance for specific floral holidays.

V Anticipated problems and concerns of students:

. 1. W.,hat are the major floral holidays? .,

2., What types of floral products are sold for each holiday?

3. How should I plan ahead for increased holiday, business?

(When shOuld I start planning for busy vholidays?

5. How 6houLd I arrange the cooler for busy holiOdys?

How can I make sure everything gets done in time for a holiday?

7. What types of floral arrangements are most popular for each
holiday?

8.. How do I design, holiday floral arrangrnents?

VI . Suggested learning activities and experiences:
t

f.

1. A few da s (Or weeks) before each holiday, ask the students
what. ,es of floral arrangements they would like to make for
that ho iday. Have th stiudents. determine the flowers and
supplies they will need or the arrangements.-

.39.1
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2 Divid.e students into groyps of 3 or 4 and have the groups
compete to seewhith one can list the most holidays and the most
creative design ideas for those holidays.

3. Take a study trip to attend an exposition; convention, or open
house during holiday Limes for see a variety _of holiday arrange-, /
meats ind to formulate ideas for classroom projects.

.4. Have each student design a calendar of shop preparation far a
specific holiday. Use these calendars for planning classroom
laboratory exercises or holiday FFA sales.

5 Have the 'students look through various florist magazines and
catalogs to gather ideas for holiday arrangements and t6 find .

holiday supplies and accessories they would like to-use.

6. Hfave the student's visit local flower shops at various lioliclay-
times to sexe the variety of floral products offered. Have each
student tell the class about an exceptional or unusual product
they saw.

7. Have the students make various types of floral arrangements for
holidays throughout the year. Use the laboratory exercises, in
this problem area as a guide.

Provide students with a variety of flowers, foliages, containers,
and accessories. Conduct a competition to see which students
can design the most creative arrangements 'for a specific holiday.

VII. Application procedures:

Skills learned in prparing for holidays and designing' holiday
arrangements will aid students. seeking employment as floral
designers. \

2. Creative ideas for holiday arrangements may be used by students
at home or for FFA fund raising projects.

VII/. Evaluation:

1. Prepare and administ L a written exam. using the sample test
questions in this problemlarea.

r

2. Administer a practical exam on the construction of a basic hol-
iday design..

Evaluate student performance during laboratory exercises and
other activities.

IX. References and aids:

1. Pfahl, Peter B. The Retail 'Florist Business. The Interstate
Printers & Publishers, Inc. , Danville, Illinois, 1983.

392
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2. Stearns, Steve. "Organized for Action," Flowers &, January
1984, p.. -51-3.

3. Flixs n, Bill. Christmas Decorations. Information on obtaining
this bodk is aVailable. from Hixsonrs Floral Design School, 14125
Detroit Ave Lakewood; Ohio, 44107, 216-521-9843.

t.

39.3.
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INFORMATION SHEET 1.

MAJOR FLORAL HOLIDAYS

L. CHRISTMAS - December 25.
t,

A., `The -Christmas "season" is about 4 weeks long, beginning imme-
'diately after Thanksgiving.

B.

C.

Christmas is the biggest floral holiday of the year. Planning
should begin during the slow summer months.

PopUlar 'ar'rangements: centerpieces 'with candles, wreaths4.0 , door
swags,\ evergreen. garlands

D. Popular pot plants: poinsettias, chrysanthemums, gloxinias,
azaleas, cyclamen, and Christmas cactus.

E Popular flowers /foliage: pine, spruce, mistletoe, (holly, *car,.
nations, roses.

Accessories: bells, candy canes, ornaments, pine cones, can-
dles, fruit, ribbon."

II. EASTER Sunday, date varies
1V

A. The Easter rush is usually from Palm Sunday to Easter Sun-day,
with the Saturd6y before Easter as the busigst single day..,

B. In most areas, Easter is the second biggest floral :holiday; the
weather usually has a ag'reat effect qn the amount of busineSs.

C
b

Popular arrangements: corsages, made of orchids, roses, car-
nations or gardelnias-

D. Popular pot- -plants-to, Easter lilies, .tulips,
hemums, azaleas, gardenias,' hydrangeas,

ceolarias.

E Popular cut flowers:

F. Acce\ssories: colored
crosses.

I 1,1, MEMORIAL DAY May ^30

A.

daffodils, chrysan-
cinerarias,' and cal-

carnation, roses, and snapdragons.

eggs, rabbitS, easter baskets, chicks, and

Most customers order Memorial Day flowers in advance,

B. In some areas 'Memorial Day is a bigger floral .holiday than ,

Easter.

394
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1

Popular arrangements: cemetery wreaths and vases.

D. Popular pot plants: geraniums, chrysanthemums, and bedding
plants.

E. popular, cut flowers: peonies,
ctirysanthemums.

sn apdragons, gladiolas, and

IV. MOTHER'S DAY second Sunday in May/

Mother's Day is a popular floral 'holiday because everyone has a
mother.

B . Most shops make their Mothe-rJs Day deliveries on Saturday, but
remain open for cash-and-carry sales on Sunday.

C. Popular arrangements: -..c,drsages (made of orchids, gardenias,
roses-, camellias, or carnapons), boutonnieres (men wear white
boutonnieres if their mother is deceased, and colored bouton-
nieres if .their mother jS living), and centerpieces.

I
D Popular pot plants,`. chrysanthemums, azaleas, hydrangeas,

tulips, daffodils, hyacinths, and. gardenias.

V. VALENTINE'S DAVY = Februar'y

A. Valentine's Day orders are usually taken a week to a week and a
half in advan /e. Deliveries are made on Valentine's Day.

B Popular" arrangements: corsages, bud vases; rose vases, nov-
elty arrangements.

C. Popular pot plants: tulips, daffodils, hyacinths, azaleas,
hydrangeas.

k,

D. Popular cut`- -floWers: roses and carnations, especially red,-
white, and pink.

E. Accessories,:- hearts, cupid, candy, love birds, lace, and nov-
elty containers.

VI. THANKSGIVING Thursday Olt the last week in November

A. Most Thanksgiving business comes from customers buying gifts
for others:

B Deliveries are usually made on the Wednesday before Thanks-
giving.

C Popular arrangementst centerpieces in fall colors, dried flower
arrangemehts, cornucopia with flowers and fruit.



;tool

D. 'Popular pot plants: chrysanthemums.
1

E. Popular c-ut' flowers: chrysanthemums, gladiolas, daisies, and
dyed carnations.

F. Accessories: leaves, gourds, bas Kets, Indian corn, cornu-
copias, pilgrims, and turkeys.

396
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V INFORMATION SHEET 2

PREPARING FOR FLORAL HOLIDAYS

:Floral holidaysire',-n important -part of a florist's business. A much ---'-u".
larger volume of the florist's merchandise is sold at holidays than any
other time For this reason, it is very important that the florist prepare : 1
for the holiday rush far in advance. The following 4- ek plan can 1,e.
used to help the florist get ready for any hectic floral holiday 6-

Four Weeks in Advance:

- ii 1. Check last year'.s records to sees how many wire orders, dal y ..,
ordeas, will calls, and cash-and-carry sales were made. Use his
information to, estimate the amount of sales you will have this year:
Also check records to see how many and which types of flowers and:4,
supplies were needed%

,
.

0 , ,(4-

2 Check with the wholesaler. -Do get an idea of which flowers. will be in
-,..abundant sup,y at good prices.

3 Order cut flowers ad plants from e wholesaler on a tentative basis. '.1
The wholealer will, nc4. be able to 'confirm ydur order until he/she

,

receives. fhb merchandise rom the grower.
. ,

4. Aft formulating ideas ,for specials and' feature içems.wlth the help of
the designers.

5 Set up, a window display with the appropriate oliday theme. Dec-
orate the entire shop to make it Wok festive. A

.:::4

, .T4,,

B. Start making silk end' dried arran eMents . and bows during slow
periods of the day,. .

..--,

Three Weeks in Advance:
--......_

4,,
,- ir "

1: Contact the wholesaler to get a more definite estimate of4what )lowers
and plants will be available, and what their rices will be . . 4

,
-il., , ,

2 Determine how many clerks, designers, and delivery persons t will be
needed and hire the necessary ,extra help. Put together a"c*holiday
work schedule so that all employees can make plans accordingly.

3. Clean and arrangethe wo'rkroom in, an efficient manner. Check to
see that all supplies are aNhrilabIle and ready to be used.

4. Clean the display cooler and arrange it to fit" the most flower.
Decorate the cooler to go along with the holiday theme.

0

5. Aegin grouping plants, dishgardens, artificial arrangements, and gift
"Terris into individual displays.
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Two Week Countdown:

Da s 14 1 12 1.) Shipments of green plants, flowering plants, 'dish-
gar ens, an terrariums- should start arriving from the wholesaler. Dec-
orate these items with foil and bows, then display them in a feature loca-
tion. N.

2.) Conduct short training ses*en's to explain store procedures to the

ow.

extra employees hired:

Da 11' 1.) Meet with employees and go over plan's for handling the
o ay rush. ,

2.1 Begin, contacting the Wholesaler on a daily basis to find out flower
avhilability; be ready to make adjustments in the original flower order.

Day 10 $hipments of cut flowery will begin' to arrive from the wholesaler.
Have clean bpckets with preservative water ready. Clean th'e flowers as
they arrive and get them into the cooler.

Day 9 Start filling containers with foam. Check the customer orders
collected so far to determine the approxiriTate number of feature' arrange-
ments needed.

Day 8 .1. ) Start greening the containers for the feature- arrangements.
Make.any orchid arrangements that have been ordered;, the flowers will

remain fresh as long as the arranbements are kept in the cooler.

Day 7 1.) Separate customer orders by type of arrangement, delivery or-
delivery area, and,"hold" items (those with a delivery date after

the holidatt).
2.) From this, day on, try, to have all customer orders for the following
day rea"clY by closing time.-
3.) Cleari, and straighten .the displays anc1 cooler.

Days 6/ 5 1, ) More shipments of cut, flowers' will be received; clean and
refrigerate them appropriately.
2.) Start mass producing- the featurerangemenfs and display them in the
cooler. .

Day 4 1.) -Start making custom arrangements according to the orders.
2.) Begin tagging plants and arrangements with"cards and customer orders
and place them in the storage cooler and holding area.

-Group the orders in the holding area according to delivery date..

Day 3 - 1.) Continue making custom arrangements and determine whether
more feature or artificial arrangements are needed.
2.) Sort and 'route all deliveries for day 2.

Day 2 1. ) All delivery vehicles should be out on the road.
2. ) Make more feature arrangements as needed. ,

3.) Determine 'which items are in abundant supply and instruct salesper-
sons to push these items.
4.) Sort and route all deliveries for day 1.

1;
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D 1 11) All_delivery vehicles should be out on the road.
2. All salespersons should help customers and answer phones.
3. All designers should, work on last minute orders and arrangements to
keep'the display oler full.
4.) At the end o the day hold a meeting with the employees to .find out
what problems' occurred and how these could have been salved. Write
these problems and solutions down and sinclude them ?evith the holiday
rtords for next year's use.

d
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INFORMATION SHEET 3

HELPFUL/IOLIDAY. BUSINESS PRACTICES

1. Try not to accept wedding orders .difring..ho1idays\°
, .

2. Make "all cor§ages'.and bout,olinieres, ahead of time. Put them in a

plpstic bag and keep athem in the cooler.

3. ' Whenever pgssible, arrange to pool deliveries- with ,othe florists in
the ar.a:

4! Assign i driver and a -jumper to each delivery vehicle. The jumper
is responsible for finding the packages in the truck and delivering
them to the door.

'or

5.' Keep .one delivery truck on reserve, if kossible, in case of emer-
gencies or last minut wire orders.

6. Designate one 'person to be in .charge of etch service (phones, sales
counter, delivery, wire o ders, etc.).

, 't
7. When flowers are r ed, contact the wholesaler and let him/her

know if you are happy or unhappy with the merchandise.-

8.. Allow the manager to handle all customer complaints.

9. Keep a record of all customer complaints and returns to make
improvements forf next year. 4

10. Post- signs near the telephones to -keep employees from making per-
sonal calls. %

Deliver plants one or- two days before the holiday,- flowers on the
holiday.

12. Have all employees wear name tags,.

13. Encourage customers to take the merchandise-with them instead of
having it delivered.

14. Do not take order's for special deliveries.

15. Encourage customers to pay for their flowers when they place the
order.

16. DO. not accept wire orders for below $10.00. (Shops will vary on this
minimum.)

4.

490
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PURPOSE:

1

MATERIALS:..

LABORATORY EXERCISE 1
4

Ski MAKING A CHRISTMAS WREATH

The purpose of this laboratory exorcise is to develop the
students ski is for constructin' evergreen wreaths on ,

various 0,/peslOf frames.0
"frP

1. straw wreath frame e
metal wreath fra

3. wire coat hangeriN
4. greening pins

spool wire/no. 24 wire
6. wire cutters

PROCEDURES:

I . Straw. Frame wreath-

7. ' clippers
8. ribbons/bows
9. evergreen material

10. accessories (pinecones,
canes, etc.)

1. Use evergreens that have been bound into roping.

2. Starting on the outside edgeof the wreath frame, wrap the
roping closely around the side and secure it with one or
two greening pins every five inches.

candy

3. Pin the roping underneath some of the evereens so that
the greening pins don't show.

4. Continue wr.-apping and pinning the evergreens along the
top, and -then the inside, of- the wreath.

5. UeSe spool wire or no. 24 wire to n the
wreath in several locations.

roping onto the

6. Attach' a bow and streamers to the wreath with no. 24 wire.
asts

7 Use no. 4 wire to attach accessories, if desired.

II. Metal frame wreath-

1. Cut the evergreens into 3-4 inch pieces
into small clusters.

2. Fit one cluster of evergreens between
prongs of the frame.

and group them

two of the metal

3. Bend the prongs over the stems of the evergreens to hold
the cluster in place.

401
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1

Add a second cluster of evergreens by fitting the cluster
between the next se3 of prongs below the stems Of the first
cluster. I -

5. Ov4erlap about 1/3 of the second clusTer over the first
cluster to cover the stems. Bette' the 'prongs...,,pver the
stems of the second cluster tip hbld it in place. '' ---'

C. Continue circling the wreath, adding clusters of evergreens
- -

until the wreath is tfull.o .,

7 Attach a. bow and streamers at the point whore the fast
cluster was added.

8., Use4no. 24 wire to add accessories, if desired.

Ill. Cok hanger fraryje-

1. Bend a coat hanger to form a circle:

2. Cut the evergreens into 3-4 inch pieces and group them
into small clusters.

3. Start at the top of the hanger, and use a spool of wire to
wrap the stems of one cluster onto the frame.

4. Keep the hanger flat against the -table and wrap the wire
around the Stems 2-3 times, until secure. Do not cut the
wire.(

5. Overlap a second evergreen cluster over the stems of the
first and with the same Wire to secure the cluster
to the frame.

6. Continue adding evergreen clusters around the frame until
it is full.

7. Attach a bow at the top to cover the hook.

8. Use no. 24 ,,wire to add accessories, if desired.

NOTE: Christmas Wreaths may also be made using several mixed
types of evergreens, plastic evergreens, plastic fruit, pine
cones, or dried materials. They may also be made ip oval
or square shape for variety.

402.
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 2

MAK-ING A CHRO-TMAS DOOR SWAG

PURPOSE: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to ,develop the
student's skills f6r constructing an evergreen door swag.

MATERIALS:

1. 2"x4"x61 Styrofoam/ block
2. green florist's foil
3. pipe cleaners.

`-at. clippers

V16

PROCEDURES:

5. knife
6. lor)g- and short-needled

evergree&
7. -.bow
8. accessories

I

1. Cover the, Styrofoam block with a piece of green florist's foil.

2. BeRcl a pipe cleaner and insert both ends slowly, but firmly into
the 2"x4" end of the block to form a hoA.

3. Cut a long piece of long-needled evergreen to form the longest
piece of ,the lower half of the swag. (The length of this stem
will depehd on the desired size of the swag.)

4. Use a knife to sharpen the stem of the evergreen piece. Insert
the stem at the center of the block's base.

Insert a pipe cleaner into the b-ase-o-f-the block, near the ever-
green stem. Wrap the pipe cleaner around the stem to help hold
the stem in place.

6. Insert 2 medium-length, long-needled evergreens into the top
corners of the block. (Remember to sharpen the tips of the
stems first.) The 3 stems shotild now forM a slim triangle;
symmetrical or asymmetrical.

7. Add several varying lengths of long needled evergreens around
the Sides of the block to complete the outline of the design'.

Fill the design with short-needled evergreens. Stems should
get continually shorter as they reach the center. All stems
should radiate from the center of the block. Be sure to mix the
2 types of evergreens to give a smooth transition fro, the edges
to the center.

9. Stems at the center of the block should\ be almost vertical and
progress toward more horizontal placements along the edges.

10. Use bows,, pine cones, berries, or other accessories to develop a
focal point near the center of the swag.

I
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 3

MAKING AN EVERG EN GARLAND.

The purpose of this laboratory exercise is .$4, develpp the
student's. skills for constructing, an evergreen garland.

MATERIALS:

1. evergreens
2. spool wire
3. cl:Rpers
4. wire cutters
5. ribbon
6. accessories

ea

ti

PROcEDURES:

A. Cut the evergreens into 10-12 inch pieces.

M-IV-M-4-18

2. Group 3 or 4 pieces with stems together.

3. Use the spool wire to bind the stems. Tightly wrap the wist
.around the stems 2-3 times, until secure. Do not cut the wire.

4 Group 3 or 4 more pieces of evergreens together and lay the
cluster so that it overlaps about 1/3 of the bound stems.

5. Pull the wire from the spool about 2/3 of the way down the
second cluster and bind the stems together tightly; wrapping 2-3
times.

6: Continue- adding grbups of evergreens in this manner until the
garland is close to the desired length. Note: If the esired
garland is to be wide in the middle and tapered at the ends,
then use progressively thicker groups of evergreens until reach-
ing the center, and again progress to thinner groups at the
other end. For a garland of uniform .width, use evergreen
clusters of the same size throughout. -

7 To end the garland, bind a clUster of evergreens over the last
group, but reverse the direction of the stems ,to provide a tip.
Cover the stems of this cluster by binding a few small pieces, of
evergreens on top.

8. Trim any long, spindly pieces of evergreen from the garland.

9. Decorate the garland with ribbons and accessories, if desired.
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PURPOSE:

MATERIALS:

LABORATORY., EXERrISE 4

MAKING A HOLIDAY CENTERRIECE

X-le purpose of this laboratory exercise is to develop the
'.fudent's skills for constructing a baSic centerpiece that
can be used for, -many different holidays. 4

1. low oval, round, or
rectangular container

2. r floral foam or Styrofoam
3. floral adhesive tape (
4. large single candle,

or 2-3 tapered or
votive candles

5. candle holders or
wooden picks

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

green florist's foil
flowers'
foliage
florist knife
accessories (depends
on the holiday)

PROCEDURES:

1. Wrap the Styrofoam in green florist's foil as a safety precaution
when using candles with,Styrofoam.
or
Place a saturated block of floral foam in the container and secure
it with floral adhesive tape.

(Select the appropriate foundation based on the types of flowers
and foliage being used.)

2 Place the candles in the candle holders (for tapered and votive
,candles) or attach 3-4 'small wooden picks to the base of the
candle with adhesive tape (for large single 'candles).

3 Insert the candle holders into the foam in the desired locatons.
Avoid placing -candles parallel ancV at, the same height as each
other.

4. Insert the 4 main pieces of foliage into the foam; a long piece on
each end, a short piece on each side, to form the outline of the
arrangement. Each of the four pieces of foliage should ie almost
flat against the table top.

Add some smaller .pieces of foliage to fill in the outline. Then
add more foliage around the candles to help smooth the transi-
tion.

6. Add the flowers and/or accessories; clustering most of them near
(but not above) the candles, and dispersing a few closer,to the
edges.



1 ti

4

7 Ribbon streamers may be attached to wires and inserted so that
they extend along the length of the arrangement

NOTE: The candles should be the focal point of this type of
arrangement. Avoid using too mapy flowers or accessories
that will distf-act from the candles.

M-IV-M-4-20
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 5'

MAKING eTHANKSGIVINGtORIVCOPIA ARRANGEMENT

-1

PURPOSE: Tlie purpose of this laboratory exercise is to develop the
student's skills and creativity. for 'constructinig Th)nks-
giving arrangementS.

MATER IAILS:

1. cornucopia
2. floral foam
3. green florist's foil
4. lorist wire
5, f litst knife
6. fall flowers
7. foliage
8. accessories .(gourds,

Indian corn, fruit, etc.)

PROCEDURES:

a

1-,

or

1. Wrap the saturated foam in green florist's foil.

2, Place the foam snugly inside the cornucopia.

3. Insert two wires from the bottom, through the wicker, up, over
the foam, and back down through le wicker, to hold the foam
in place.

4. Insert 2-3 pieces of foliage into the foam so that it lays flat
against the table at about 2/3 the length of the cornucopia.

-5. Wire the accessories and insert them into the foam so that they
appear to be spilling out of the cornucopia. Don't Use too many
accessories, and leave spaces between them for flower place
ments.

6 Use fall colored flowers, dried materials, and additional foliage to
fill in the cornucopia.

407
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 6

MAKING A FLORAL EASTER BASKET

'PURPOSE: The purpose of,thi laboratory exercise is to develop the
student's skills and creativity for constructing Easter
arrangements.

MATERIALS:

1. Easter basket`' 6 spring flowers
liz. . Easter grass . , 7. f liage
3. floral foam - . ,. .,Y 8. ribbon
4. sepal' plattic container,
5. f)orist 'knife '.

PROCEDURES:
0

9. accessories (eggs, chicks,
rabbits, etc.)

1: Fill the Easter basket about 1/2 full of Easter grass.,,

2. Fit the container into' the basket and place a _saturated piece of
foam in the container.

3. Hide the container with more Easter grass.

4. Decorate the. ba et handle with ,rlibbon.

.5. Insert 5 pieces of 'foliage into' the foain to form the outline of the
'arrangement. Place one piece, of foliage vertically, in the center
of- the basket.: The height should be at least 1 1/2 inches below'
the handle, 'so that the ba'sket can still be carried. Place the
other 4 pieces of foliage horizontally, to reach and cover the
edges of the basket.

6 Fill in-the'outline,with a few light pieces of foliage.

Adethe- flowers to form a nice rounded look. Avoid using too
many flowers.% The arrangement should look light and airy. If
delicate flowers and foliage are used, you should be able td see
through the arrangement.

Add acte.ssoripls._ to make the arrang ent look like a real Easter
basket. Most iMportantly, be creat e

.1

4 0
k

4,

M-IV-M-4-22
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PURPOSE:

LABORATORY EXERCISE 7

MAKING A VAL'ENTINE'S DAY ROSE ARRANGEMENT

The purpose of this laboratory, exercise is to 'develop the
student's skills in constructing popular Valen'tine's Day .

arrangements.

MATERIALS:

1. budvase 6.
2. large Vase, 7.
3. ' chickekl wire
4. floral 'adhesive tape 8.
5. florist knife `9.

10.,

PROCEDURES:

I. Budyae-

,1. Fill the budvase 1/2 full' with preser'Jative water.

wire caters
12 roses (may be substituted with
other, flowers)
foliage
filler material (ex. babies beath)
ribbon

2. Cut a. piece of foliage to 1 to 1.1/2 times the vase height,
and place it in the vase.

'3. Add 2-3 additional pi 'of foliage at -varying heights

4. Place 1-3 roses. in 'the vase at staggered heights. The
tallest flower, should almost reach the height of .the tallest
foliage.

5. Add 1-2 small pietes of filler. Material and attach a bow at
the lip of the vase.

Budvases are very popular items oN Valentine's Day; a
good floral designer shoOld be able 'to make one in less
than a minute and a half.

NOTE:

II. Rose Arrangement-

1

I
1 Cut a piece of chicken wire about 10x12 inches.

2 Fold the chickenNyiretloosely and fit itlint° the top" of the
vase. Use adhesive tape to make it secure.

Use several pieces of foliage to form a rounded outline for
the arrangement.

4 'Insert the tallest rose vertically into the vase. For best
support, insert the rose until_ it. reaches the bottom of the
vase

Insert 4 shorter roses diagonally around the rim of the
vase.

'(
,

tr
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Use ,the remaining roses to fill in the areas between the top
and bottom flowers. -Leave plenty of room around each rose
for them, to open ut).

Add more foliage to cover the stems and mechanics. Add
some filler material to lighten the arrangement.

Use no. 9 ribbon to make a bow and ,streamers. Attach
them to the best side of the arrangement at the rim of the
container.

SE
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TRANSPARENCY DISCUSSION GUIDE

DESIGNING HOLIDAY ARRANGEMENTS

I Transparenty---C- HR ISTMAS -WREATH

A. Wreaths may be constructocl on , a variety of frame types.
Strap, wire, and Styrofoam frames are used most commonly.

. b,.

B Accessories may be ;,,.0sed to/portray a` particular mood or feeling,: ''
within the wreath. For e ample, candy' canes, shiney orria- ,,,
rnents, and gingerbr'ead men 'could beused to make a childlike or -

,,..,...

whimsical wreath, . .,,-,

II. Transparency--CHR ISTMAS DOOR. SWAG

A. Door swags may be' constructed into several shapes, however all
swags should be long arid lean to repeat the narrow hoes of the
door.

B . When constructing the door swag,' all sterns should be inserted
so they appear tto radiate from the center of the swag.

III. Transparency--HOLIDAY CENTERPIECE

A. The holiday centerpiece is intended for use in the center of a.
table. The arrangement should repeat the shape of the table it
is placid on For example, a round table- requires a round "g
centerpiece; a1 rectangular table requires a long oval, centeriiiece.

B Various types of ca may be. used in the holiday center-
piece. The candles should be the focal point of the arrange- ..',..-4.

Gment. t-,-. ,..-.

V. TransparencyFLORALEASTER BASKET

)

A. The floral Easter basket should. be filled with small, fine- .,

A. The Thanksgiving cornucopia is a simple but festive design to ,,`Vi."

ment. If wdelicate flowers and foliage are used, you should '12eC

fruits, gourds, and accessories are combined in the cornucopia
to portray a festive feeling

arrange. Fall colored flowers, dried plant Materials, and various

textured .0.1ant materials to form a very light and airy arrange-'
,

.,:,..s.:.:

.:. 4

' 7.

.....:C

.4"'-';/able to see through the ,arrangement,
,i..,.s.

B. Accessories
,

such as Easter grass, eggs, chicks, and rabbits
should beI.Ised to convey the Easter theme. It is important to

K A
keep -the;.',accestsortes in piroportiori with . the overall size of the :" .4. .4

4.4%,.-

floral arrangement and basket ,..-4

C. It is impostant to keep the flowers and foliage, of a centerpiece
several inches below the candles to eliminate fire hazards.

IV. TransparencyTHANKSGIVING CORNUCOPIA

417
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SAMPLE TEST QUESTIONS AND TEACHER'S KEY

DESIGNINGIHOLIDAY ARRANGEMENTS

SHORT ANSWER:

1. List the 6 major fl al holidays.

a. Christmas d. Mother's Day
b. Easteti. e. Valentine's Day
c. Memorlal pa f. V Thanksgiving

2. List one popular type of floral V arrangement and one popular pot plant
for each of the major floral holidays.

Holiday Arrangement Pot Plant

a. Christmas , Wreath Poinsettia

b. Thanksgiving Cornucopia Chrysanthemum

c. Easter Corsages Easter Lily

d. Mother's Day Corsages k Azalea,
t

P . Memorial Day
.

Cemetery Vases Geraniums

iif. Val,entine's Day Rose Vases Tulips

3. Name/ 3 ways a florist can start, preparing for a floral holiday 4-weeks
in advance.

a. Check last year's records to see how many, and which types of
sales were made. .Use this information to start planning the
flowers and supplies needed.

b. Set up the display window and decorate the shop according to
the holiday theme.

c. Start making artificial holiday arrangements during slow periods
of each day.

4. Name 3 important jobs that should be done during the last 3 days
before a holiday.

a. Make all of the custom arrangements according to customer
orders.

b. Sort anchiaute allfdeliyeries for the following day.

c. Tag plants and arrangements as they are completed and group
them In the holding area.

418
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I

5 Think of ",a creative type of floral arrangement to be sold for
Halloween or 'St. Patrick's Day and describe the arrangement in
detail. (Include style, size, colors, container, flowers, foliages, and
accessories in your description.)

Answers will vary.

TRUE OR FALSE:

False

4'

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

False

True

False

True

Pooling de-liveries with competing florists during peak
holiday times is not a good idea.

Salespersons should encourage customers to pay for their
order when they come in to pick them up.

Holiday plants should be delivered one or two days before
the holiday.

Valentine's Day is the second biggest floral holiday.

. Florists should not accept special delivery orders during
holidays,
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UNIT M: RETAIL FLORICULTURE

PROBLEM AREA: ,DEIGNING DISHGARDENS AND TERRARIUMS

SUGGESTIONS-TO THE-TEACHER:
a .

This problem area is designed for use with beginning or advanced stu-
dents in vocational agriculture/horticulture programs.' This problem area may

,w 11'11`be taught at anytime *luring the school year. It is recommende hat this
problem area follow a unit on Propagation, .to Provide materials foriltirrariums
and-dishgardens.

...,,,)

Instructors are encouraged to , conduct a local search to locate other
supplementary materials for use with this problem area. The items in this
problem, area are for reference or modification as instructors adapt 'these t4

materials to their local situations.
0-z

4.

The estimated 'instructional -tir,ne for this problem area is 2 to 4 ,days
depending on how far the teacher wishes to go in developing construction of "
terrariums and dishgarden skills.

16,
. , . . . . .

CREDIT SOURCES:

These materials were developed -through a funding agreement, R-33-
24-D-0362-466, with the State Board of Education, Department 'of
Adult, Vocational and Technical Education, Research and Development Section,
100 North First Street, Springfield, Illinois 62777. Opinions expressed in
these materials ,do not reflect, nor should they be construed as policy or
opinion of the State Board of Education or its staff.

T e teacher's guide, information sheets, 'laboratory exercises, trans-
parenc discussion guide, and test questions ,iwere developed by Kallie,t,S.
Otobstein, Department of .Vocational and Technical Education, University pf
Illinois, and reviewed by Paul E. Hemp Janet L. Henderson, and Teresa E.
Paniello, Department of Vocational and Technical - Education, University of
Illinois.

The art work in this problem area was prepared by the Vocational Agri-
culture Service, University of ',Illinois. Suggestions and guidance in the
development of these materials were provided by the Metropolitan Core Cur-
riculum Field Test Teachers.

.
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TEACHER'S GUIDE

I. Unit: Retail floriculturd ,

II. Problem area: Designing dishgardens and terrariums

Abjectives: At the close of this problem area, students will be able to:

1. Select compatable plant.,combinations for dishgardens and terrariums.

2. Construct a .dishgarden and terrarium:

3. Maintain dishgardens and terrariums.

4. Describe the historical background of terrariums.

IV. Suggested interest approaches :

1. Ask the dents if they know who invented the first terrarium
and what it _was originally called.

2. Show the class VAS slideset or slidefilm 647 Planting a Terrarium
and How to Keep It.

3. Show the class several examples of containers, and have o'them
guess which ones would be suitable for use as a terrarium, or
dishgarden.

A
Ask the students if any of them have a terratium or dishgarden at
home, and ask the following questions:

1. Was your terrarium purchased by a Member of the lam9y* or
was it a gift?

2. What type of plants are in your terrarium or dishga'rden?

3. How long have you owned your terrarium?

4. How can you tell if your terrarium or dishgarden is ih good
condition?

V. Anticipated problems and concerns of students:

1. What types of containers can I use for a terrarium or dishgarden?

2. What,I tools do I need to plant a terr rium or dishOardeh?

3. What type of soil do I need for my terrarium or dishgar'cltn?

4. How do I plan my design?

5. What assessories' can I use?



6. What can affect the growth of my plants in a terrarium or dish-
garden?

7 What type of plants grow in a terrarium?

8.. How often must I water my terrarium or dishgarden?

9. What can ldo if my plants outgrow the container?

10. Who invented the terrarium?

11. How do I maintain my terrarium?
4/

VI. Suggested learning activities and experiences:

1. Discuss the historical background of terrriums using Information
Sheet -1 .

2. Visjt a florist or garden center to view example S of dishgardens
and terrariums.

3: Have students locate continers and accessories suitable for a
dishgarden at home, so they will have materials to construct one in
class.

4. Otilizing Laboratory Exercise 2 and Transparency 3, have the
student make their own terrarium tools..

S. Set several examples of terrariums in the classroom and have the
students identify any problems using Laboratory Exercise 5.

6. Show slides or pictures utilizing terrariums and dishgardens in Xhe
following situations: home, work, hospital, new ,business, and
sympathy arrangements.

7. Have students construct a terrarium using Laboratory Exercise 3.

8. Have students construct a 'dishgarden using Laboratory Exercise 4.

9. Plan a terrarium or dishgarden design on paper before picking out
plants, utilizing Information Sheet 3.

VII. Application procedures:

' M-IV-M-5-4

1. Knowledge and skills involving terrariums and dishgardens will be
an asset to those who wish to seek employment in a retail flower
shop, or plant store.

2. The students may apply their skills in constructing terrariums and
dishgardens for use in a FFA or Horticulture Club'fand raising or
community service project. ;PA
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VIII. Evaktuation:
9

1. Prepare and administer a written exam using the sample test ques-
tions in this problem area.

2. Evaluate Laboratory Exercises.

IX. References and aids:

1. Vocational Agriculture Service, University .of Illinois, 1401 South
Maryland Drive, Urbana, Illinois 61801.

a. Slidefilm or slide set 647 Planting a Terrarium and How to
Keep It.

2. Hemp, Paul E. 50 Laboratory Exercises for ,Vocational Ornamental
Horticulture Students,. Interstate Printers', and Publishers, Dan-
ville, Illinois, 19

3. Kramer, Jack. The Complete Book of Terrarium_Gardening. Charles
Scribner and Song, New York City, New York, 169.

Reiley, Edward H., and Shry Jr., Carroll L. Introductory Horti-
. culture. Delmar Publishers Inc., Albany, New York.

5. Terrariums and Bottle Gardens, a 12 minute film available from the
University of Illinois Film CeRter, 1325 South Oak Street, Cham-

, paign, Illinois 61820. ,In IIIYnois call toll free (1-800-252-1357),

I

2,3
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INFORMATION SHEET 1

THE HISTORY OF TERRARIUMS

In 1836 Dr, Nathaniel Ward, an English surgeon used a glass bottle filled

With soil\ to hatch a moth cocoon. Much to his surprise he discovered tiny

fe'rns growing in ;tie soil inside the bottle. Dr, Ward was very interested in

his discovery because he had been unsuccessful when he tried to grow ferns

in his home. At this time in histofy ferns were the most popular house plant

in fngland.

Dr. Ward realized he had discovered something important as he watched

his tiny ferns thriving inside the bottle. He published his findings and our

first terrariums were known as Wardian Cases. Although notes from scien.:

tists in the early -1700's mention keeping plant specimens fresh in glass bot-

tle, Ward is credited with the discovery. He also developed aquariums and

vivariums.

Modern day terrariums are containers in which plants are grown. These

containers are usually covered in order to maintain a rain cycle, however

many open containers are also called terrariums. The word terrarium is

derived from the Latin terra (earth) and ium (with).
viak

e"
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INFIDRMATION SHEET 2

PLANTS FOR TERRARIUM

A. WOODLAND PLANT LIST

The woodland terrarium represents conditions similar to those found in
the forett. These conditions include moist soil with a high organic content,
shade, and cool temPeratureS.

V.

Common .Narrie'

Dwarf Maidenhair fern

Boxwood

English Ivy

Juniper

Partridgeberry

Table Fern

Pitcher Plant

Club Moss

Dwarf Yew

Woods Violet

Scientific Name

Adiantum hispidulum

Buxus

Hedera helix

Juniperus sp. 'var)

Mitchella repens

Pteris cretica 'Parke&

Sarracenia purpurea

Selaginella erythropus

'Taxus media 'var.'
b

Viola orbiculata

A.: et,...; '4. ,
_ .
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B..' TROPICAL PLANT LIST

Tropical terrarium plants prefer an environment that is warm, moist, and
receives partial sun. .A soil with a high organic content,is also recommended.

ti

Nr.

Common AA ame..

Norfolk Island Pine

Asparagus Fern
k.

Spider Plant,

Neanthe Bella)PaIM

False Aralia J"

Creeping Fig

Baby Tears

Miniature Peperomia.

Philodendron -,

Creeping Jenny-

Bird-nest SanseVieria

Pothos

Scientific Name

Araucaria excelsa

Asparagus plumosus

Chlorophytum capense

Collinia elegans

Dizygotheca elegantissima

Ficus pumila

Helxine soleirolt

Peperoma 'var.'

Philodendron 'var.'

Pilea depressa

Sansevieria.lvar.1

Scindapsus atreus

426
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C. DESERT PLANT LIST

(Desert terrarium plants need dryer condition than woodland or tropical
plants. The addition of sand to the growing medium will help maintain higher
drainage,

-1

\ M-IV-M-5-10

Common Name

Old Man Cactus
i

Peanut Caaps

PyrimieCrassula

8arrel Cactus

Tigcr Jaws

Windowed Haworthia

Zebra HaWorthia

Kalanchoe

Stone Face

Bunny -ears

Coral Beads Plant

Hen and Chicks

1

I

Scientific Name

CephaLocereus senilis

CephaLocereus silverstri

Crassula lycopodiodes.

Enchinocactus

Faucaria tigrina

Haworthia cuspidata

Haworthia fakiata

Kalanchoe tomentosa

Lithops

OF5untia micordosys

Sedum stahlii

Sempevivfm
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FORMATION SHEET 3,

FLANTING A LONG NECK BOTTLE

. ADD SOIL, ORAVE'L, A

11' AND CHARCOAL' BY

I USING A FUNNEL.

1 B. USE A TAMPING TOOL
TO SHAPE SOIL.

C. USE A WIRE LOOP
TOOL TO PLACE.

PLANTS IN THE

CORRECT POSITION.

D. HOLD THE PLAT IN
PLACE WITH A BOWEL

ROD WHEN REMOVING
!THE WIRE LOOP.

E. ANCHOR PLANT BY

FIRMING THE SOIL
AROUND THE PLANT;

F. WATER CAREFULLY BY
LETTING WATER ,FLOW

AROUND THE INSIDE
RIM OF THE BOTTLE.

.J

r
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INFORMATION SHEET 4

PLANTING PLAN FOR SQUARE

PLANT KEY

A. LARGE PLANT
B. MEDIUM PLANT
C. SMALL PLANT
D. GROUND COVER

M-IV-M-5-12
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 1

REMOVING PLANTS FROM POTS

PURPOSE: The irpose of this.- laboratory exercies is to demonstrate the
prop method of removing plants from pots for transplanting, '

MATERIALS:

1. Several potted plants
2. Table edge; garden stake or trowel handle used to tap the' pot

PROCED ES:

1. Place one Shand oh the soil surface to support the ball o soil.
Spread your fingers around the plant stem.

2. Place the pot against the table edge and with the garden stake or
trowel handle tap the top edge of the pot firmly but gently.

3. Allow the plant with the ball of soil to slip down out of the pot and
4- remove the pot with the other hand.

4. Place the removed plant upright in your free hand and transplant
thg., plant to the prepared hole in the terr)Tium or dishgarden. Do

not allow roots. to -be exposed to the air for an extended period.

r-\
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 2

MAKING TOOLS FOR TERRARIUMS

A

PURPOSE: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to provide students
with inexpensive, easy-to-make tools that they can use when
making terrariums (tanlper, wire, loop, long handle spoon and
long handle fork) 1

MATERIALS:

1. empty spool of thread 6. Transparency 3-Tools
2. 1 spoon for Terrariums and Dish
3. 1 fork gardens

,

4. a wire.coat hanger or #18 or 7. glue
#16 florist.wire 8. pliers

5. 3 dowel rods (11") 9. wire cutters
10. 24 wt. wire

PROCEDURES:

Tamper

1. Add a few drops of glue to the end and sides of one dowel rod.

'2. Insert the glued end into an empty spool of thread.

Long Handle Spoon

1. Attach -the end of the spoon to the end of one dowel rod by wrap-
ping them together with #24 wt. florist wire (see Transparency 3). 1,

Long Handle Fork

1. Repeat the procedure above using a fork instead of a spoon:

Wire Loop

1. Cut the top of a coat hanger open with wire cutters to remove the
hook and twisted wire. \

#18 or #16 florist wire may be ped if available.

Straighten out wire. I
3 Using pliers, curl a small loop at one end of the wire (see Trans-

parency 3).

M-IV-M-5-16
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 3

PREPARIN6 A TERRARIUM SHOW SE FOR SMALL PLANTS-
/

PURPOSE: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to outline a proce.-
dare for preparing and maintaining a terrariums for miniature
plants.

t
MATERIALS:

1. tern ium container (a large vlass bowl or jar)
2. .gla cover for the terrarium
3. cha coal
4. moss
5. growing media
6. gravel -# r
7. number of plants Suitable for terrarium growth. Examples' include:

1 Baby',s Tears, Begonias (everblooming), Fittonia, Ivy (miniature'
types), Maranta, Palmsf, (small), Pteris (table ferns), Peperomia,
Saintpa }Jlia (African' Vidlet), evergreen seedlings, dogtooth violet,
Dutchman's breectes, hepatica, varieties of mosses,. mushrooms.

8. tools
9. decorative ma erials: bark, pebbles, small animals

PROCEDURES:

1. Select anttractive container for the terrarium. A large jar or
bowl is satisfactory. .Wash the container thoroughly and polish it
so it will sparkle.

2. Determine where the terrarium will be displayed. If it is to be
viewed from one side, place larger plants in the background and
smaller plants toward the front.

3.- Lirie the container with moss, green side out, to -the. height the:
container will be filled with soil. This will give the bottom end
sides of the container an attractive appearance..

4. Place 1/2 to 1 inch f charcoal in the bottom of the container. On
top of the charcoal, Mace 1 inch of gravel.

5. On top of the gravel place 1 or 2 inches of soil. A good medium is
a soil mixture of) two parts loam, two parts coarse sand, and one
part leaf mold. This mixture Is not so rich that the plants will
rapidly outgrow their rather limited space.

6. Arrange the soil into small hills and valleys. Place each plant lin
the terrariums so it will present' a desired contrast of shape arbd
color with surrounding plants. Make-sure each plant is placed no
deeper than they are growing. Plade variegated foliage next to
solid, and colorful plants next to green plants. An effective ar-

5 403
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rangement is to have. a plant of major interest near the front and
center of the terrarium.

7 Add decorative material such as pebbles, bark, large rocks, and
clay animals.

8. Clean the excess soil from the container after 8ciding plants and
decorative material.

9. 'As the plants grow too large and distort the appearance of the
small envirehment, replace them with cuttings or plants of appro-
priate size. Keeping the- small scale proportion and_ effect is much
o1 the charm of the terrarium.

!
10. Place the terrarium in good Ii6ht, but not in direct sunlight, as

Tis would overheat and kill the plants.

11. Place a glass cover partially over the terrarium to control humidity
and watering. If moisture conden6es on -ate coyer, remove it for a
time.

12. Maintain the terrarium, in an
)

attractive place.
."
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 4

PREPARING A DESERT DISHGARDEN
e

PURPOSE: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to oytline the pro-
cedure for pritiring and maintaining a desert dishgarden.

MATERIALS:

1. dishgarden container
2. growing media (1 part lo'am, 1 part peat, ,2 parts .sand)
3. took: trowel, spoon
4. plant material: cacti,, or other succulents that. have a variety of

shape, color and, texture

PROCEDURES: -

1. Mix the growing-media, and add moisture if necessary.

2. Fill the container 1/2 to 3/4 full with soil.
p

3. Select several cacti or succulents and arrange them so they will
present a desired contrast of shape, color and texture.

4. Take care to plant the cacti at the same level they have been
growing.

5. Add soil so that 1/2 inch is ielt between soil level and rim of the
container.

6 Add decorative materials.

7 Clean excess soil from container and plants.

Otk
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PURPOSE:

MATERIALS:

- LABORATORY ,EXERCISE '5.

IDENTIFYING TERPARIUM PROBLEMS

The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to inspect various
terrariums and dish gardens and identify 'specific problems.

1. Several sample terrariums and dishgardens
ing problems:

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g
h.

PROCEDURES:

.

that contain

Irt
incompatable plants (highlight + low light levels)
overgrown plants
insect problems
incorrect planting media
poor choice of container
over watered conditions
poor design
dirty terrarium glass

1. Place several diShgardens and terrariums
around the lab room. (labled A-H )

2 Ask the students to visit each station and
Would interfere with proper plant growths

the follow:

at different stations

identify anything that'

one3. Each station may contain ne or more problems.

OBSERVATIONS:

Have the student fill in the following observation check sheet. Place the
letter of the corresponding problem(s) in the space itrovided

Station 1
Station 2
Station 3
Station 4
Station 5
Station 6
Station 7
Station 8

V

M-IV-M-5-20

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

si

j.

Problem List

incompatible plant >combination
overgrown plants'
insect and/or disease problems
'incorrect planting media
poor choice of container
Overwatered conditions
poor design
dirty terrarium glass
nothing is wrong
incorrect light exposure

436
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For each static:4, explain, how you would correct the probtem_

Station 1.

Station 2.

Station 3.
e-

Station 4.

Station 5.

Station 6.

Station 7.

Station 8.

4
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TERRARIUM CONTAINERS.

A

'N.

4

SLENDER GLASS BOTTLE RANDY SNIFTER

,,

1 FIVE GALLON

'74

,

)!'

WATER BOTTLE

LEADED GLASS DOME

M- IV-M5-24
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TOOLS FOR TERRARIUMS AND DISHGARDENS

A B

1S

C D E G H

A. BRUSH
B. SPOON ATTACHED TO

DOWEL

_ ,

C: FORK ATTACHED TO

DOWEL

D. TAMPER
(EMPTY SPOOL)

440

E. WIRE LOOP (HANGER)
F. FUNNEL

G. SPOON
H. KNIFE

M-I V-M-5-25



CROSS-!$.ECTION-OF A TERRARIUM

LEAVE COVER OPEN FOR AIR

USE GLASS COVER

LARGER PLANTS AT REAR

a

---,SMALL PLANTS IN FRO

LINE SIDES WITH MOSS

,

0;11PAO
IL6V0dt" "4 541;4 f4*

49 0Y-4 4, ) o1/4 tiop=ad
raV Aet

alatkaiitirwilln1ll111111111111

SOIL

CHARCOAL

1 INCH OF GRAVETIllr
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- OVERGROWN TERRARIUM

1".

PLANTS SHOULD 'BE

REMOVED ROOT
'FIRST TO AVOID
DAMAGE

M-IV-M-5-27.
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TRANSPARENCY DISCUSSION GUIDE

DESIGNING DISHGARDENS AND TERRARIUMS

I. Transparency TERRARIUMS MAINTAIN THEIR ENVIRONMENT

Terrariums provide an excellent exampl" or recycling.. Water absorbed
through the roots moves up into the leaves and is given off in the form
of vapor during photosynthesis. This vapor collects .on the glass and
runs back into the soil. This is also known as a rain cycle.

II. Transparency--TERRARIUM CONTAINERS

There are several things to, consider when selecting a container

a. Color of the glass enough light must be able to pass
through so photosynthesis can occur ct

b Size of container opening this 'factor can limit the type of
plants usetcl in the terrarium

c. Style of the container the shape and size of the container
should blend with the decor of the room

III .....j)nsparencyTOOLS. FOR THE TERRARIUM

Various tools may be necessary to plant a terrarium, depending upon
its size and shape. Some tools can be easily made from household
materials.

IV, TransparencyCROSS SECTION OF A TERRARIUM

Note the various layers of charcoal gravel and soil of a properly
planted terrarium.

P6sparencyREMOVING A PLANT

special tool may be necessary to remove' a plant from a terrarium with
a small opening: The plant should be removed upside down to avoid
damage to roots and leaves.

443
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TRUE or

False 1.

True 2.

True 3.

False

False

False

SAMPLE TEST QUESTIONS AND TEACHER'S KEY

DESIGNING DISH 'GARDENS AND TERRARIUMS

FALSE:

Any colored glass container may be used for a terrarium.

Charcoal is used in terrariums to remove musty odors.

The first terrariums were known as Wardian Cases.

4. Terrarium plants remain insect and disease free.
z"

5. Dishgardens may need their covers removed occasionally to
excess moisture.

6. When transplanting a plant- into a terrarium,
remove all the soil from the root system.

4/

raase

it is important to

True 7. Special tools may be necessary to plant some terrariums.

False 8. The soil level in a dishgarden shou'd reach the top of the con-
tainer.

False 9. Charcoal is used in a terrarium and dishgarden for drainage.

True 10. Enough light must pass through a terrarium so that photosynthe-
sis can occur.

MULTIPLE CHOICE:

1* The word terrarium is derived from the Latin terra and ium which
means:

a.
*b.
c.
d.

earth/covered
earth/with
container/earth
none of the above

Boxwood, clubmoss, juniper, and English ivy are plants that are suit-
able for a:

*a.
b.
c.
d.

woodland garden
desert garden
tropical garden
all of the above

M-IV-M-5-29



3. Old man cactus, tiger jaws and kalanchoe are plants that are suitable For
a:

a. woodland garden
*b. desert garden
c. dish garden
d. b & c

. Hens and chicks, maiden hair fern and pothos are plants that are suit-
able for a:

a. woodland garden
b. desert garden
c. tropical garden

*d none of ,the above

5. Dry conditions, 1/4 sand .in the growing media, and bright indirect light
are conditions describing a:

a. woodland terrarium
*b. desert terrarium
c. tropical terrarium

b & c

6. When selecting a terrarium container you should consider:

a. color of glass
b. size of container opening
c. style and shape of container

*d. all of the above

7. make(s) an excellent drainage material in terrariums and
dishgardens.

a. sheetmoss
*b. pebbles
c, charcoal
d. woodchips

8. When plants outgrow a terrarium or dishgarden they should be:

a. discarded
b. pruned ,

c. transplanted to another container
*d. b & c

9. A common problem that causes poor growth in terrariums and dishgar-
dens is:

a. a rain cycle
b. sheetmoss

*c. over watering
d. photosynthesis

445 N
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10. Terrariums are used for:

a. gifts
b. decoration
c. hard to grow plants

all of the above

ESSAY:

,1. Describe the procedure for pl nting a

a.. terrarium Select an attractive container and several compatible

plants. Line the container with moss, add 142 inch`layer of charcoal

and it inch layer of gravel. On top of the gravel add 2 inches of

soil. Arrange the plants, add decorative material and clean excess

soil from the container.

b. dishgarden Select a container and several compatible plants. Fill

We container 1/2 to 3/4 full with soil. Arrange the ,plants and add

additional soil if necessary. Add decorative material and clean ex-
:,

cess-soil from the container and plants.

2 Why it necessary to water a terrarium as often as a dishgarden?

Most terrpriums have a covered top or a very small opening. This re-

_duces the. amoant of evaporation from the soil_ A covered terrarium will

recycle moisture. Water that evaporates from the soil condenses on the

Wass and runs back down into the soil. Dish gardens are uncovered,

so any water that evaporates is lost to the atmosphere.

446 M-IV-M-5-31



UNIT M: RETAIL FLORICULTURE

PROBLEM AREA: OPERATING A RETAIL FLOWER SHOP1,

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER:

This problem area is designed for use with advanced students in voca-
tional agriculture/horticulture programs. The recommended times for teaching
this problem area are prior to plant sales conducted by the class, or prior to
visiting a flower shop or other horticultural businesses.

The estimated instructional time for this problem area is 5 to 7 days
dependingIton how far the teacher wishes to go in discussing and developing
business operation skills. If -theAstudents are to be involved in other activity
exercises, the instructional time will need to be increased.

Although this problem area deals only with the operation of a retail
flower shop, much of the information can be adapted to, other horticultural
businesses (i.e., garden centers, nurseries, or greenhouses). Instructors
are encouraged to conduct a local search to locate other supplementary mate-
rials for use with this problem area. The items in this problem area are for
reference or modification as instructors adapt these materials to their local
situations.

CREDIT SOURCES:

These materials were developed through a funding agreemtnt, R- 33 -24-
D -0362 -466 with the Illinois State Board of Education, Department of Adult,
Vocational and Technical Education, Research and Development Section,
100, North First Street, Springfield, Illinois 62777. Opinions expre'ssed in
these materials do not reflect, nor should they be construed as policy or
opinion of the State Board of-Education or its staff.

The teacher's guide, information sheets student worksheet, laboratory
exercises, tranwareney discussion guide, and test questions were developed
by Kallie S. Grobstein, Department of Vocational and Technical Education,
University of Illinois and reviewed by Paul E. Hemp, Janet L. Henderson,
and Teresa E. Paniello, Department of Vocational and Technical Education,
University of' Illinois

The artwork in this problem area was prepared by the NiOcational Agri-
culture Service, University of Illinois. Suggestions and guidance in the
development of these materials were provided by the Metrppolitan Core
Curriculum Field Test Teachers.

447
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TEACHER'S GUIDE

I. Unit: Retail floriculture

I I. Problem area: Operating a retail floWer shop

III. Objectives: At the close of this problem area the students will be
able to:

1. Describe six different types of flower shops.

2. Discuss factors to consider when selecting a location for a flower
shop.

3. Plan for the interior and exterior layout of a flower shop.

4. Identify financial 'records necess.pry for profitable operation of a
flower shop.

5. Describe the basic principles of personnel management..

6. Design procedures for working with wire order services.

I V. Suggested interest approaches:

1 Ask each student to select a location in town where they would
like to establish a flower shop. Discuss factors influencing their
decisions.

2. Find out how many students .have jobs, and discuss the pro-
cedures they followed to obtain them.

3. Ask the students how much money they have earned and/or
spent in the last two weeks. Relate this to the importance of
record keeping.

4. Ask the students what procedures they would follOW in order to
send flowers to a person in another city or state.

5. Ask the students about their experiences with sales personnel in .

various stores, and discuss ositive and negative qualities:

V. Anticipated problems and concerns of students:

1. What are the different types of flower shops?

2. What type of services do flower shops provide?

3. What factors .should I consider when planning a location for a
flower shop?

4. Where can I locate information about the community and potential
flower shop locations?

448
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5. What areas should 1 consider when planning the layout of a
flower shop?

J t

6 How does the layout and design of a shop affect customers and
employees?

7. Why should I keep business financial records?

8. What types of business financial records should I keep?

How many employees are needed in a flower shop?

10. How do I select an employee?

11. How do I train an employee?

12. What are the qualities of a good employee?

13. What is a wire order service?

14. What information do I need in order to send a wire order?

15. What information do I need when receiving a wire order?

V I . Suggested learning activities and experiences:

1.,----Have students visit several flower shops in \the community and
_classify them according to the characteristics fisted in Informa-
tion Sheet 1-Types of Flower Shops.

2. Invite a member of the Chamber of Commerce to the class and
discuss the income level, value of "homes, zoning ordinances, and
otikher factors affecting the establishment 'of a business in the
community.

3. Have each student select a horticultural-, or agricultural-related
business in the community and analyze the location, using
Student Worksheet 1-Types of Flower Shops.

4. Have the class visit a local flower shop or other horticultural
business anc1 diagram the interior' and exterior layout of the
shop.

5. Invite a local flower shop owner to the class to discuss the type
of shop he or she owns.

Discuss several types of financial records necessary for prof-
itable operation of a flower shop using_ Information Sheet 4 and
the transparencies included in this problem area.

7. Conduct a plant .sale and have students maintain financial
records including: petty cash slips, a daily summary, and in-
ventory check list.

M IV-M-6-4
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8_ Have a local florist visit the class and discuss procedures used
to hire and train an employee.

9 Have each student fill out an application for employment using
Student Worksheet' 2.

10. Invite a local wire . service representative to the class, and
discuss membership requirements and the proper procedures for
sending and receiving an order.

11. Have the class develop a training manual for a new employee.
Items covered can include taking an order, the shop's delivery
policy, plant and cut flower care, and sending and receiving
wire orders,

12. Using a wire order design book, and a membership listing, have
each student take an order from another member of the class and
"send it" to a third member of the class using Laboratory
Exercise 1 and Information Sheet 6.

13. Have, the students critique the layout of the. flower shop in
Student Worksheet 3, and list suggestions to improve the design.

V I I . Application' procedures:

1. Skills Jearned in operating a retail floriculture business will aid
students seeking employment in the horticulture industry.

2. Skills learneflin operating a retail floriculture business will aid
- students planning to open their own horticultural business.

VIII. Evaluation :

1. Evaluate worksheets and projects completed by each student.

2. Prepare and administer a written exam using" the sample test
questions in this problem area.

I X . References and aids:

1. Krone, Paul R. Starting a 42 yanaging A Retail Flower Shq4p,
Small Business Administration, hington , D.C. , 1970.

2. Cavin; Bram. How- to Run a Successful Florist and Plant Store,
David McKay Company, Inc., New York, 1977.

3. Taetzsch, Lyn. Opening Your Own Retail Store, Contemporary
Books, Inc., Chicago, Illinois, 1977.

4. Gerding, Mildren F. Retail Floristry: Sales and Merchandising,
Instructional Materials Center, The University of Texas at
Austin, 1976.

5. Pfahl, Peter B. Retail Florist Business, 4th ed. , Interstate
Printers and Publishers, Inc. , Danville, I llinois, 1983.
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INFORMATION SHEET 1

TYPES OF RETAIL FLORISTS

I. Grower-Retailer Shop

* Grower Retailer florists make up slightly less than half the- retail
florist outlets.

* Sizes' may range from shop's with one greenhouse to shops with
several greenhouses,

* This category may include shops that contain garden centers and
nurseries.

* Few grower-retailers raise everything they sell, because it is not
cost-effective.

* Ability to raise bard-to-get flowers.

* Extra storage space is usually available.

* Allows the florist to advertise for fresh-grown products.

Lack of walk-in traffic.

* Need to build a regular clientele due to lack of walk-in traffic.

* Longer hours necessary to maintain greenhouse and/or nursery.

Neighborhood Shop

The typical neighborhood shop is small to medium in size_

* Offers moderately-priced products.

1' Usually has a large phone clientele.

* Is usually family owned and operated.

* Offers a vaqety of services (e.g. , weddings, funerals, deliveries,
or wire service).

* Has moderate-priced rents compared to downtown or mall locations.

* Usually adequate space for storage.

* Availability of walk-in traffic.
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Shopping-Mall Florist. Shop

* Most of the trade is walk-in and cash-and--carry.

Wedding and fuilieral sales are lower compared to other types of
shops.

* Gift sales are higher.

* Rents are very high.

* Shops usually must abide by mall rules (e.g., store hours).

* Special fees are assessed for cooperative promotions.

* Space is usually limited in both sales room and designing area

* Shopping mall outlets stimulate. impulse sales.

IV. Hospital Shop

* The hospital shop is usually small and limited in space.

*- This type of shop is often a branch of a neighborhood shop.

* Gift novelties, small vase arrangements, gifts for new mothers,
pot!ed and flowering plants are often featured.

* This shop may be run by hospital personnel and a percentage of
sales may be donated to the hospital.

* Few loose flowers are sold.

* Arrangements are usually made in the parent shop and then
brought to the hospital shop on a daily basis.

V. The Hotel Shop

* The hotel shop caters mainly to conventions, banquets, and parties
held on the premises.

* Customers are often in a hurry and the florist must be able to make
arrangements quickly.

* Rent is high and space is limited..

* Items are usually expensive and selection is often limited.

* The hotel shop has few regular customers.

* The hours are usually much later than other tyPeS of flower shops.



VI. Grocery Store Flower Shop

* This type of shop is generally owned and operated by the grocery
/store company.

* Caters 1.0 the impulse buyer.

Mixed bunches of cut flowers and flowering or green plants are the
most )popular items.

* Services are limited, and do not include weddings, furierAls, deliv-
eries, or wire services.

Provides for one-stop shopping.

453
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INFMMATION SHEET 2

SELECTING TI-FE SHOP LOCATION

Location has a major effect on success or fa1ure of a flower shop.
The type of shop you operate :Aso wi be determined by the location. The
following questions highlight items to consider when selecting a location for a
flower shop.

A. Customer Profile

1. Who are your customers?

2. How old are they?

.3. What is their average ome?

B. Community Profile

1_ Do several industries support the community?

2, Are the homes well kept?

3. Are you located near a hospital or mortuary?

C. Competition Profile

1. How many 'flower shops are in the area ?*

2. No flower shops? Find out why!

3. Check non-competitive shops (fine wines and cheese shops); this
indicates that the community can afford flowers and plants.

D. Site Profile

1 re there parking facilities? --

2 How fast does traffic pass the area?

3. Which side of the street is the location on? South and west expo-
sures are best.

4. Is there a steady flow of traffic in the area?

5. What is the walk-in trade potential?

6. Ar your suppliers nearby? Wholesale florists, etc.?

7. Check the history of the site. Have other businesses been unsuc-
cessful in the same spot?

Check zoning ordinances.

9. Flooding' problerr6?

M-IV-M-6-10
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INFORMATION SHEET 3

SHOP LAYOUT

The shop layout includes 5 main areas: the storefront, the workroom,
the display or sales area, the office, and the delivery area. When planning
the stop layout you should be concerned with your customers as well as your
workii5g conditions. An effe(ctive shop layout is an additional "selling tool"
that can be utilized by you aria your employees.

I. The Store Front

r

The store front serves 4 main functions; identification of your bulsiness,
display of merchandise, inviting entrance to sales area, and to highlight
the interior.

A. Identification the storefront should clearly indicate that the shop
is a flower- shop. Signs should be clear, simple and contain a logo
that can be used on your delivery truck and wrapping paper.

Display your storefront. should have an eyecatching display in the
window Good lighting and frostfree glass, are essential compo-
nents..

C. Entrance the ,door should be easy to open and easily accessible
for handicapped people. Avoid steps if possible.

D. Setting off the interior' the storefront should act as a frame for a
picture, and. attract attention to the inside of the store.

II. The Sales or Display room

The sales room should be flexible and display merchandise to its advan-
tage_ It also should allow the customer to be comfortable when walking
around displays. They type of display used in your store will project the
image you wish to present.

A. Flexibility' displays should be flexible so they can be changed
regularly, especially at holiday time.

B. Easy access customers should be able to view the merchandise
easily. Refrigerators should be pr9perly lighted and labeled
whether they are self-serve or if assistance is required. All dis-

N plays sho$11d encourage browsing.

C. Sots or vi ndttes these are displays in which special items are
splayed. They are usdally highlighted with spotlights and signs.

III. The or room

A well- planned workroom will promote efficiency of the employees: Some
shops prefer an open workroom that is visible to the customers, but
others find this distracting.

- 4 JJ
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A. Layout of workroom this should be carefully planned to minimize
lost time and motion. A flow chart showing patterns of movement
will also promote efficiency. Access to supplies should be kept in
mind \when locating work tables. Electrical outlets and sinks also
should be located near tables.

B. Floors floors should be made of an easy to clean material. Rubber
mats should be provided for employees that stand at a work table
all day_

Lighting the design area should be well-lighted. 200 foot candles
is recommended. Lights should not be placed where they will cast
shadows on the designers' table or be in the designers' eyes. (A
foot candle equals the illumination falling on a surface 12 inches by
12 inches in size from a candle one foot away.)

IV. The Office

The office should be located with a good view of the work room. Busi-
ness machines and files are located in this area.

V 15eliv,pry Area

jt is desirable to have a separate delivery area with access to the out-
- side that will not interfere with the sales room. Space should also be

allowed for incoming merchandise and outgoing orders. Many shops use
an attached garage as a delivery area.

45G
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INFORMATION SHEET 4

FINANCIAL RECORDS

Petty Cash

A petty cash fund is used for small miscellaneous purchases that 'come
up during the day. Petty cash funds range from $10.00-15.00 depend-
ing_ on the store's needs. When money is removed from this fund a
petty cash slip should be filled out. The receipt for the purchase is
often attached to the slip.

Amount No.

Fcir

RECEIVED OF PETTY CASH

19

Charge to

Approv9d by Received by

41

Daily Summary

At the end of each day the money in the cash register needs to be
counted and checked against the register receipts.

First find the total on the cash register tape. Adjust any overrings or
voids . Add or subtract any miscellaneous receipts, and calculate a total
for cash receipts.

The next step is to count the cash in- the register or cash on hand.
1 his includes coins, billsp, checks and charge cards. Subtract the
change fund and compare the total of cash receipts to cash on hand.
They should be the same. The difference if any is an overage or a

shortage. An overage can be caused by not giving a custpmer enough
change, or forgetting to ring up a sale. Shortages are often caused by
giving a customer too much change or an unauthorized ikmoval of cash
from the register.

457
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DAILY SUMMARY

Cash Receipts

1. Cash Sales
2. Miscellaneous Receipts
3. Total Receipts to be Accounted For

4. Cash in Register:
Coins
Bi
Checks

Cash On Hand

Total Cash in Register

25.00
374.00

95.00

5. Less: Change Fund
6. Total' Cash to be Deposited
7. Total Receipts to be Accounted For
8_ Cash Short (item 7 greater than item 6)
9. Cash Over (item 7 less than item 6)

Total Sales

10. Cash Sales

Sales Ta>

$435.00
15.00

4:5U TIM

494.00
50.00

444.00
450.00

6.00

$435.00

Stores are responsible for collecting and recording sales tax_ A form
will be mailed monthly to your store from the State Department of
Taxation and Finance.

Balance Sheet

A balance sheet compares the assets of a business (anything owned by
the store that has a monetary value) and liabilities (anything that the
business owes). The assets less the liabilities equals the owner's equity
(or capitol what really belongs to the owner). Samples of assets and

liabilities are listed on the sample najance sheet below.

BALANCE SHEET: As of 12/31/8

ASSETS LIABILITIES

Cas
I entory
upplies

Furniture Fixtures
Prepaid Insurance

M-IV-M-6-14

5,000
25,000

500
2,000

300

$32,800

Accounts Payable 4,000
Notes Payable 6,400
Taxes Payable 500

10,900

Owner's Equity 21,900

Total Liabilities &
Owner's Equity

458
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Income Statements

Income statements are filled out at the end of each month. This shows'
whether the business is operating at a profit or a loss_

INCOME STATEMENT

Month of 19 and months ended , 19

This Month Year to Date

Amount
Percent Percent
of Sales Amount of Sales

Net Sales
Less Cost of Goods Sold:
Beginning Inventory
Merchandise Purchases.. . .

Merchandise Availabli for Sales.
4- Less Ending Inventory

Cost of Goods Sold
Gross Margin

100 100

Less Expenses:
Salaries and Wages
Rent
Utilities
Repairs and Maintenance
Delivery Expense
Supplies
Promotion
Depreciation
Bad Debts
Taxes
Insurance
Interest
Other Expense
Total Expenses
Operating Profit (Loss)

Other forms filled out by-''florists include payroll, wire order records and
income tax records_

oe-N

*See Infemation Sheet 6.



INFORMATION SHEET 5

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

I. How much help is needed in a flower shop?

A. The average shop needs one person for every $15,000-$18,000 of
annual gross sales.

II. Where can you find help?

A. Contact, high scho or community college vocational horticulture
programs.

B . Contact professional floral design schools.

C. Advertise in the local newspaper.

D. Enlist help of family members:

III. How do you select an employee?

A. Have the potential employee fill out an application for employment.

B . Conduct a personal interview.

C. Check references of former employers.

D. Have the potential employee demonstrate design skills.

IV. How do you train an emp loyee?

A. Have the employee become familiar with the price and names of
merchandise.

B Demonstrate the proper care and handling of plants and flowers for _

the employee.

C. Train the employee on the proper method of taking and filling an
order.

D. Point out the qualities of a good employee; which are:

M-IV-M-6-16

1. agreeable personality

2. thorough knowledge of merchandise

3.I able to make suggestions to customers

4. a good listener A.)

5. avoids arguments with customers

460



6. uses proper English

7. is honest and enthusiastic

8. is courteous and friendly
r

9. can follow instructions of employer

Sample letter used to Check on applicant's
previous work record

THE FRESH FLOWER SHOP
176 W, Main Street

Anytown, Illinois .61820
(217) 333-1000

March 3, 1984

Mr. Mark Marvel
.robish Flower Shop
100 State Street
This Town, Illinois

Dear Mr. Marvel:

Rhoda Dendron has given your name as a reference on her job application
with our company. We would a reciate your answering the following ques-
tions enclosed in this letter. P ase return this form in the stamped, self-
addressed envelope provided in this letter.

Thank you.
041

Sincerely,

The Fresh Flower Shop

William Waterman, Owner

1. D tes of employment from
2. Jo title
3. Responsibilities
4. -Quality of work
5. Absenteeism (circle one) excessive

to

average low

M-IV-M-6-17



INFORMATION- SHEET 6

FLOWERS BY WIRE

The service of sending flowers to any city or country in the world, was
formed during a meeting of the Society of American Florists in 1910. The
four major organizations that perform this service are:

1. Florists' Transworld Deliver'Y (F.T.D.)
2. Teleflora/
3. Florafax
4. American Floral Services

Each organization sends its members a monthly directory or membership
list. This permits a member in one state to -locate another member across the
state or country. "-The directory is organized alphabetically by state, and
then by cities within the state. A separate listing is provided for .each
florist including the phone number, zip code (helpful in large cities), mini-_
mum charges for roses, dishgardens and arrangements, and membership
number. f

Each organization also provides its 'members with a colorful selection
guide, that serves as an aid to the customer sending flowers out of town.

In order to send and receive an order, necessary- information 'must be
gathered'by the florist. This includes:

1. The full name of the recipient

2. The street address, including apartment number, city, state, and
zip code.

3. Phone numbers (work and home)

4. Description of what is to be sent

5. A second and third choice of flowers

6. Amount of the" purchase

7. Message for the enclosure card

Date of delivery

44. 4

It is important to remember that in item 6, amount.of purchase, to quote
the 'ehtire price of the purchase including _tax, transmittal fee, and cost 'of
the phone call.

Often a customer will request a specifiC time for a delivery., Most
florists will. only honor an a.m. (before 12:00 noon) or p.m. (afters,12:00-
noon 5 p.m,) request.

When sending an order, the florist must check the directory to make
sure a florist is listed in the receiving city. Although the service is known

M-IV-M-6-18
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as flowers by vikr-, most florists use the phone or 4 computer that is rented
from the wire service companies. The sending florist will call the. receiving
florist, relay' all the information, and add any other specific instructions_
Special instructions may include tips 'on when the customer will be home or
specific directions for a hard to locate street. Fhe order is finished when
each florist exchanges names. If- a problem should occur, you will have a-
record of the person you spoke to on the phone.

When receiving an order, the florist also will write down the name of the
shop that called and its membership number_

Weekly reports are filled out by both sending and receiving florists,; and
sent to the organization's.central clearing house.. I f more orders are received
than sent, a florist will receive a check for the cost of the flowers. If more
orders are sent/than received, the florist will be billed by the wire service
organization.

r

463
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 1

SITE ANALYSIS

49f

PROCEDURE: Visif a local flower shop or horticultural related business and
answer the following questions.

1. Is pearki g available?

. How does traffic pass the store?

3 On whiCh side. of the street is the shop located?

4. Does the area prompte walk-in trade?

Where is the nearest wholesale florist locatgcl?

6. What other types of business are -on the same block?

7. How long has the shop been in this location?

8. Are there other flower shops located within,-5 city blocks?

9. Is the shop located near a hospital or funeral home?

10. sk the owner if he or she selected the location or bought the business
fom a prior owner.

4
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I

A

11. Ask the owner if there have been any major changes in the neighbor-
hood, and how they affected his or her shop.

4111

12. Do delivery trucks have easy access to the shop?

ti

M-IV-M-6-22
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 2

APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT

kJ
PROCEDURE: Complete the application form, and dis'cuss what an employer will look for' when

hiring an employee. The application will also be evaluated on its neatness and
completioh.

14.

APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT
PERSONAL INFORMATION

NAME

air._

1

List

PRESENT ADDRESS

F.rst Mulder

-ISneer

PERMANENT ADDRESS

City State
lt,

,

Zit,

Strret

PHONE NO

City ' State

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

7,p

REFERRED pY c,

EMPLOYMENT DESIRED

POSITION
DATE YOU
CAN START .

SALARY
DESIRED

_AIR YQL EMPLOYED NOW)
If SO MAY WF INOUIRE
Or Yovn PRESENT EMPLQX,LR

WHERE
\I-

WHENI yin APPLIED TO THIS COMPANY BET ORE?

C-

)
EDUCATION

NAME AND LOCATION OF SCHOOL
YEARS

ATTENDED
DATE

GRADUATED SUBJECTS STUDIED

GI I ANWAR SCHOOL

HIGH SCHOOL

...-

1

COLLEGE

TRAOF, BUSINESS OR
connEsPoNootyce

SCHOOL .

SUBJECT4 Of SPECIAL STUDY OR RESEARCH WORK

U S MILITARY OR
NAVAL SERVICE RANK

PRESENT MEMBERSHIP IN
NATIONAL. WARD OR RESERVES

ACTIVITIES OTHER THAN RELIGIOUS
ICIVIC, ATHLETIC, FRATERNAL, ETC )
Exclude orgamzaions. the name or cliarac tar ca which Indicates e race, creed. color or romonal oncim ol .ts members

WONT INUE0 Or OTHER SIDE!

46
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FORMER EMPLOYERS A .st below Inst (out .rmplove,s. Ito, t..igy 'It, last one in st

DATE
MONTH AND YEAH NAME AND ADORE SS OF ( MP( DYER SALARY POSITION REASON 1 OR 1 t AV INC,

I . ons

4.-

From
....

To

From

ATo

I tom is

S
T.'

REFERENCES: Give 1131ow the °dn.,. of two Pal'SUnT 001 relatrul to yt 0 whom yo., have known at least one year

NAME ADDRESS BUSINESS YEARS ACQUAINTED

PHYSICAL RECORD:
I .st any phys.c.aI (tele( is

WERE YOU EVER !NAM( D7 GIVE DETAILS

HAVE YOU ANY DEFECTS IN HEARING? IN VISION'
IN CAST Or
I ME HUENCY NOTIFY

0,

IN SPEECH,

Nome Add, ass Phone No

I Au TiLORE7E INVEST IGA [ION OF ALL STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THIS APPLICATION I UNDERSTAND THAT MISREPRESENTA
ZION OR °MISSION OF FACTS CALLED -FOR IC CAUSE FOR DISMISSAL EUR111ER I UNDERSTAND AND AGREE THAT MY EMPLOY
MINI IS 1011 NO DEFINITE PERIOD AND MAY ILF.GAFIDL SS OF 111E DATE OF PAYMENT OF MY WAGES AND SALARY BE TERM
INA TED AT ANY TIME WITHOUT ANY rriEviOusNoTiel

DATE SIGNATURE

DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE

TO BE COMPLETED DAY EMPLOYMENT BEGINS

HEIGHT WEIGH T ' AGE

DATE (

DATE OF BIRTH

SINGLE MARRIED WI DOW LO CITIZEN U A SEX

Tile above ..110111131.on needed I 9,, oen-iVeirt Ilosi7.131.131,00 .nswant:e. el( and not hiring purposes

INTERVIEWED ITY DA IC REMARKS

NEATNESS CHARACTER

PERSONALITY

HIRED FOR DEP POSITION

ABILITY

WILL REPORT
SALARY
WAGES

APPROVED I 2 3

niplov well! Malliigm Dept Head

467
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7.

STUDEOT WORKSHEET 3

SHOP LAYOUT AND -DESIGN /-

PROCEDURE: Review information sheet number three and the transparency of shop layouts.
.Study the plan of the shop below and make any necessary corrections in the
design.

2.

Ai

F

Storage

q

3

\el

[Counter A ill. Counter. B

Window

4NONSINNNIX

WindoNv

468
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PURPOSE:

L

LABORATORY ,EXE4CISE 1

TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING A WIRE ORDER

The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to properly kecord
all information necessary to transmit and receive a wire order.

MATERIALS:
tee-'

1, Two order forms4
2. A- wire service membership list
3. A selection guide

PROCEDURE:

2.

Have each student read Information Stitt 6.

Divide the students into pairs, and designate one as the :\arstomer
and the other student as the florist.

3_ Have the -"customer" select an arrangement from the floral selktion
guide.

4. The "florist" will record the "customer's" selection and all other
required information on the order form enclosed with this exercise.

5. The "florist" will select a receiving shop from the wire se?vice
membership list, and record the receiving shop's name, phone
number, and membership numbeVorl the back of the order form.

.,
.' 4 "-:1- . ,I.

6. The studpnt t at was te "customer" will,. now act as the "receivingIII

florist" arid ritokd the information on another order form.
',-A

& _-.--NN

..)

7. .TO re'cipNg-tlorist will record the sending florist's name, the
clerk's rtame, and the sending florist's membership number on the
back of his or her order form..

t

469,
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e

LABORATORY EXERCISE 1 (Cont'd)

WEEKLY WIRE ORDER REPORT- FORM-

Floral Order Delivery Report For Week Ending

Shop Name

Address

City & State

Report Only IrAcoming
Floral Orders On
This Form

1. Sympathy
Codes: 2. Hospital

3. Birthday-Aniversary

Zip Code

Business Gift
Holiday
Other

Sending Ft rist
.. -

Code Nu ei--

.i
Amount of

Order

,
Delivery

Date

/
Recipient's
Last Name

,ft L

'\.accasion
Code

..

01 4. .
/ s,

02
. . n

03 ..
-----,

04
. .

05 t /
I

.

.06
.

.

.

I

M1V-M-6-28'
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4.

ItACHER'S KEY

STUDENT. WORKSHEET 3

SHOP LAYOUT AND DESIGN

1. Counters A and B are, too close to the front door and block the flow
of traffic.

..

2. Counters 'A and B block the tfiew through the shop.
as

-3. All of the displays at% tob close to each other.

4. ,The work area is located too far from the' storage 'and supply area.

5. The stodge areaois too small.

6. The refrigerator is blocked by the displays.

ti

471
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NEIGHBORHOOD SHOP, FLOOR PLAN A

.4

z

ti

Refrigerator
Showcase D.

472
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NEIGHBORHOOD SHOP, FLOOR PLAN B

Garage and Delivery Area

4 73
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PETTY CASH SLIP

Amount No.

RE EIVED OF PETTY CASH
19

For

Charge to

Approved by
I

Received by

474



DAILY SUMMARY

DAILY SUMMARY.

Cash Receipts i)
1. Cash Sales

2. Miscellaneous Receipts

3. Total Receipts to be.Accounted For

Cash On Hand
4. Cash in Register:

Bills
.

Checks

Total Cash in Register

51! Less: Change Fund

6. Total Cash to be Deposited

7. Receipts to bp Accounted For

8. Cash Shorl )(item 7 greater than item 6)

9 Ch thter (item 7 lesS than item 6)
.1'

A '

10. Cash Sales

Total Sales

475
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=1.

BALANCE SHEET

BALANCE SHEET: As of 12/31/00

ASSETS LIABILITES

Cash
Inventory
Supplies
Furniture & Fixtures
Prepaid Insurance

5,000 Accounts Payable - 4,000
25,000 Notes Payable 6,400

500 Taxes Payable 500
2,000

300 10,900

$32,800 Owner's Equity 21,900

Total Liabilities &
Owner' s Equity $32,

a),
J

4 76
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INCOME STATEMENT

-4

- Month of

INCOME STATEMENT

, 19 and months ended , 19

ThiS Month Year to Date

Percent Percent
Amount of Sales Amount of Sales

1. Net Sales
Less Cost of Goods Sold:

2. Beginning Inventory
3. Merchandise Purchases
4. Merchandise Available for Sale
5. Less Ending Inventory
6. Cost of Gobds Sold
7. Gross Margin

Less Expenses:
8. Salaries and Wages
9. Rent . ,

10. Utilities '-i
11. Repairs and Maintenance
12. Delivery Expense ,

13. Supplies
14. Promotion
15. Depreciatiori ..

16. Bad Debts
17; Taxes
18. Insurance
19. Interest ..
20. Other Expense
21. Total Expbnses
22. Operating Profit'( oss

100 100

M-IV-M-6-36
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WIRE SERVICE ORGANIZATION SYMBOLS

V

FLoRISTSI TRANSWORLD
DELIVERY

f

VI))
Florafax

FLORAFAX

T .M.

-sc

TELEFLOR A

T M

AMERICAN FLORAL SERVICES

47
1
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\ FLOWER SHOP ORDER FORM

Deliver to

Address

.

Your Flower Shop
O 2345 West Fourth Street

Anytown, USA 00000.
(0001000-0000-

0

.

Delivery Date

1

.

Apt

City Phone No A.M. P.M.

State ,Zip code

,

Quantity Description Amount

?

T nk you!

..
...

..-

.

.

Del. chg.

tax

.

1

Sales

, ' TOTAL

Birthday Anniver. CongrOt.

.

Baby congrat.

Boy Girl

Hpliday Sympathy Speedy-Rec'y

_

Others

- ,

Card
/

- -...._

,
.

v 1,

_

Sold to

Address

City & State

Ordereny

.

Phone No

Zip

.

.

..

M-IV-M-6-38 479



C.

-WIRE SERVICE MEMBERSHIP LIST

.0 /

- 834 E. Main, 93
Nancy Brogan (g8, /610, 01

SANTA ROSA V-23 (ea
Card Ads)

HENRY'S FLOWERS
05-6911 Si 707/546 -2

'525 5th St., 295401, R. S. & Edith M.
Henry "10, 015, P10, Q7.50
17.50, $15)

SANTA ROSA FLOWER SHOP, INC...
05-6960 Ili 707/546-'

College Ave., 295404,
"10 010

4.1"6"

ti

r.
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TRANSPARENCY DISCUSSION GUIDE

OyERATING-A RETAIL FLOWER SHOP

I. TransparencyNEIGHBORHOOD SHOP FLOOR PLAN A

A. The 'displayq in the shop should entice the customer to walk
through the shop. Sufficient space should be left in between each
display so a customer can MoNTe through the shop easil.

B . Work benches should be -located close to the storage 'and supply -

area to promote efficiency.

1
C. Movable displays and counters *ire preferred, so they can be

Changed regularly.

II. Transparency--NEIGHBORHOOD SHOP FLOOR PLAN B

A. A flower shop that contains a greenhouse that is accessible to
customers will help promote dales.

B . A garage attached to the work or storage area at a flower shop is
very convenient during cold or poor weather. It also may serve as
an additional -work space during busy holidays.

TranspirencyPETTY CASH SLIP

/ A. A petty cash slip is used to record small miscellaneous purchases.

B . A petty cash slip should be filled out each time money is removed
from the petty cash fund.

IV. Transparency--DA I LY SUMMARY

A. The daily summary is a1 comparison of the cash on hand and the
cash receipts. The two amounts should be the same.

V. Transparency BALANCE SHEET

A. The balance sheet summarizes the assets, liabilities, and owners
equity of the flower shop.

VI. Transparency--INCOME STATEMENT

A. By completing an income statement, a florist will be able to tell if
the shop is operating at a profit or a loss.

VII'. Transparencyff-WI RE SERVICE ORGANIZATION SYMBOLS

A. Each wire order service organization can be identified by a distinc-
tive symbol.

M -I V- M -6 -40
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B. Florists usually place a decal of the organizations they belong to on
their front door as advertisement.

VI It. TransparencyFLOWER SHOP ORDER FORM

A. Florists usually use a standard order form when taking orders.

B _ Spaces for all the necessary -information are provided for on the
form.

C. Order forms may beObtained from a w olesale florist, wire service
organization or business form company.

!X. Transparency-2WIRE SERVICE MEMBERSHIP LIST

A. Each entry of the wire service membership list contains the flower\
shop's name, the member's, number, the phone number, and area
code, the, address, zip code, _owner's name,/ and minimum prices for
basic arrangements.

B. Florists may belong to as many wire service organizations as they
wish to join.

k

4
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SAMPLE TE QUESTIONS AND TEACHER'S KEY

OPERATING A RETAIL FLOWER SHOP

TRUE OR FALSE:

False 1. All flower shops provide delivery service for their customers_

False 2. A grower-retailer is usually located in the business district of a
community.

False - 3. Location will not have a major effect on the success or Tailure of
a flower shop..

4. A person should check the other types
before signing a lease for a flower shop.

True of ps in the area

True 5. An effective layout of -a flower shop will increase sales, and
maximize efficiency of your employees.

_True 6. The circulation area of a flower shop needs only 30 footcandles
of illumination.

False 7. A petty cash slip compares the assets of a business to its lia-
bilities..

True 8, The cash receipts and cash on hand should be the .samei in a
daily summary.

False 9. The.. average shop needs one employee for evtry $7,000-10,000
4 of' annual gross sales.

-. True 10. 'The first /lowers-by-wire organization was formed in 191 CL
during a 'meeting of the Society of American Florists.f

C

SHORT ANSWER:

1. List the names of 4 types of flower shops.

a GroWer-retailer

b. Neighborhood Shop

c. Shopping-Mall Florist Shoe

Hospital Shop -1

2. Name 4 qualities of a good employee:

a. thorough knowledge of merchandise

b. courteous' and friendly

<Mr

.
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c. agreeable personality

can follow instructions

3. Explain the-function of a flcrwers-by-wire organization.
7

A service provided to customers of a flower shop so they can send )
flowers to out-of-town friends.

4. List 3 questions you _would ask when selec-rg a localiion for a flower
shop.

f

V

a. Are there parking facilities?
$

ib. Whatis the average income n the community?

c. What are the current zoning ordinances?

5. Name 3 sources an employer of a flower shop can use to look for help.
O

a. Vocational horticulture progr4grns in 'local schools

b. Professional design Sch I .

c. Advertise in the local pre,-

6 Name 2 flowers1by -wire organizations.

a. Florists Transworld Delivery

b. ''Teleflo a

DEFINE THE FOLLOWING TERMS:

1. Storefront identifies the business, and contains an eye catching
display. Theaentrance should provide easy ac ss to the customer.

2: Daily Summary~Sheet a comparison tithe cash-on-hand to, the daily
receipts. The two amoun should be the same.

3. Walk-in Traffic - the number of people that walk past a flower shop that
become potential customers after seeing n eyecatching,Aisplay.

4. Vignettes a spot in the sales area where a special' item is displayed."
It is usually highlighlted with a spotlight.i...

5. Foot Candle illumination falling on a surface 12 inches by 12 incheS,
in size from a candle one foot away.

6. Wire ervice Selection Guide a book that customers us when selecting
a flowe rrangement or plant ftir an order.

M-IV-M- -44.
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ESSAY :

1 ji)
1. Describe the proceduice for tlking a wire order. k , .

4.(N\

lt ,

Record the gull name and address- of the recipient, including thevhone' 4

number. Describe the item tole sent, and include a second and third
choice.

Be sure to add all service charges, arld tax to the bill. Record the
message for the enclosure card and the type of card the customer
desires. Record the date -the item is to be creliveredi and then look
up a receiving florist from tide wire service membership list.

2 t Why should a florist keep accurate recvds?

To make sure the Iusiness is operating profitably and for tax purposes.

A

a

O
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UNIT N: Horticulture Business Management

PROBLEM AREAS:

I

1. Understanding the ur common ways
of organizing a business

2. Selling horticultural products
3.° marketing 'horticulturpl products /
4. Utikizing microcomputers in horticulture

business management

4.

4

4
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UNITPN: HORTICULTURE BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

PRO6LEMAREA: 'UNDERSTANDING THE FOUR. COMMON WAYS
OF ORGANIZING A BUSINESS

\

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER:
/This problem area is designed to provide junior or/ senior students with

a background in chow business operates in a free enterprise System. All
students need to know how American businesses are organized and operated.
As you discuss this subject with your class do not lebve farms and other
small businesses out of your discussion because they represent, the largest
and most important example of the sole proprietorship and partnership form
of business in many communities.

Cooperatiue business-es are an important part of the Am'erican economic
system-and cooperative organizations are important in American life. There
is a tendency to associate ,cooperatives with farmers. Actually, both farmers
and city people use and are benefited by cooperatives. Millions of Americans'
read Associated Press articles, belong to a credit union or. health organiza-
tion or buy citrus fruit with the S nkist label. These-organizations, ser-
vices- gand products are part ,of the cooperative movement in America.

-)

Approximately ne week of instructional Itin-te should be scheduled for
this problem area., t can be taught any time during the' academic year and
can be incorporate into, a horticulture business manage nt course or a
related class in cooperative vocational education.

Teachers should ,order the necessary instructional materials from Voca-
tional Agriculture Service and .supplement them -with other materials from
local cooperatives or other sources. If the film is to be borrowed from the
Grange Farm Pilm Foundation, a request should be submitted early in the
school year

CREDIT SOURIS: ., - ..._

nr
These materials were developed through a funding agreement, R-33-24- i

D-0362-466, with the Illinois State Board of Education, Department of Adult,
VoL5lational. and Technical. Education, Research and Deittelopment Section, 100
North First Street, Springfield, Illinois 62777. Opinions expressed in these ..A

materials do not reflect, nor should they be construed as policy or opinion
of the 'State Board of Education or its staff. ...,_,

The teacher's guide, student worksheets, and' test questions were
developed by Paul E. Hemp, Department of Vocational and Technical Eclace-
tion, University of Illinois and reviewed by Janet L. Henderson and
Teresa E. Paniello, Department of Vocational and Technical Educatiopi, Uni-
versity of Illinois.

The artwork in this' problem area was prepared by-the Vocational Agri-
culture Service, University' of Illinois Suggestions and guidance in the
development of these materials werp, provided by the Metropolitan Core Cur-
riculum Field Test Teachers.
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TEACHER'S GUIDE

I. Unit: Horticulture business management

II. Problerp area: Understanding the four common ways of organizing a
business

III. Objectives: At the close of this problem area, students will be able to:

1. Identify types of agricultural business ownership present in the
local area.

, 2. Differtntiate between partnerships and proprietorships.

3. Differentiate ..between corporations and cooperatives.

4. Identify local businesses which represent each of the four types.

5. Identify advantages and disadvantages of the four ways of doing
business.

IV.. Suggested interest approaches:-

1 . Explain toythe class the nature and scope of this problem area.
Point out the importance of learning about the different types of
business organization to (a) those who plan to ,own a business
someday and (b)' those who will be patronizing businesses in the
future.

2. Have studen,ts name a variety of businesses which they patronize.
List these businesses on the board and see if students.can classify
them as sole proprietorships, partnerships; cooperatives or cor-
porations.

3. Ask students to recall any business-type ventures they have been
involved in at school (selling seeds, operating popcorn stand,
etc.) and identify the type of business organization used to carry

.112,ut each activity.

4. Show the film "How People Do Business in our Democracy" or
"Cooperatives The Farmers' Way" available on a free loan basis
from the Grange Farm Film Foundation (see Section IX for ad-
dress).

V Anticipated problems and concerns of students:

1. What are the different ways of doing business?

2. What is a sole proprietorship? A partnership? A cooperative? A
4s:k

corporation?

3. What are the distinguishing characteristics of each type of busi-
ness organization?

488
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4. What businesses in our community are corporations, sole propri-
etorships, partnerships, cooOratives?

5. How is a corporation owned?

6. How do partnerships work?

7. How is stock voted in a corporation? In a co-op?

8. Can a partnership be formed with&W,One party o'r the, other know-
ing it?

9. What resources are needed to operate any business?.

10. What are the advantages and disadvantages of the following:
sole proprietorships
partnerships
corporations
cooperatives

11 How do these four types of businesses differ With respect to:
method of finance
how managed
how voting 'is done
how profits ache used
owners' liability

12. How does 'the federal and state government control or regulate
business activities?

VI. Suggested learning activities and experiences:

F.

M-IV-N-1-4

1. Conduct an interest approach to introduce this problem area and to
motivate student interest. See Section IV for examples.

2. Develop instructional objectives with the class.

3. Have \students identify al list of problem's and concerns. Assume
that the class members wish to start a business venture and are
not sure which type of business to establish. Use the lead ques-
tion "What do we need to know about the four ways of doing
business in order to make a wise decision?"

4. conduct supervised study. Have students search out answers
after reading VAS Unit 6014.

5. Have stUdents complete the student worksheets included with this
problem area.

6. Use VAS Slidefilms 393 and 394 to provide additional informa't'ion
for answering questions and to build a knowledge base for this
problem 'area.

. 439
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A

7., Invite in or visit an owner or manager representing one or more of
the four ways of doing busineSs to explain how these types of
business organizations function.

8. Use the overhead projector to diagram ca e'hart showing the differ-
ences in the four types of business organizations.

9. Hold wick corporate director and °Meier elections withvarying
amounts of stock.

10. Hold mock cop director and officer elections with iiarying
4.-h mounts of stock.,

11. Have studenB develop and operate a coop4.ative. Elect"a board of
.directors and appoint a manager to conduct business and make
management decisions.

V1I. Application procedures:

.Drscuss with the class the opportunities they have to use a pa'rt-
nership,arrangement with their S.O.E. program.

2. Organize a cooperative or a corporation within the FFA ,chapter.

3. Organize co-op sales of garden seed, pencils or bulbs or other
co-op suited `to the local chapter interests.

VIII. Evaluation:

1. Prepare and administer a written exam using the sample test qus-
tions' in this problem area*.

2. Collect and evaluate studenOworksh,eets.

IX. References and aids:

1. Vocational Agriculture Service,
Department of Agriculture .

University of Illinois,
1401 South Maryland Drive
UrbarT, IL '61801

'a. VAS Unit 6014-Common Ways of D'oing-Business.

b. VAS Slidefilm 393 and Cassette Tape- The. American r"rivate
Enterprise System. '

c. VAS Slidefilm 394 and Cassette Tape- Cooperative-Distinctive
Bbginess Corporation.

kv

-2. Films, "HOw People do Business in our Democracy" and "Coopera-
tives--The Farmers' Way", available on a loan basis from Grange
Farm Film Foundation, 1616H Street, N.W. ,. Washington, D.C.
20006

V
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 1

LOCAL SURVEY OF BUSINESS TYPES

Identify 20 businesses in the local community and classify them as
proprietorship, partnership, corporation' or cooperative. Be sure to
include 'at least three examples of each type. Try to list as many horti-

iFulture/agriculture businesses as you can. The yellow pages of the tele-- phone directory maybe helpful in developing this list.

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

Name of Business

4

15.

16.

17. f

18.

19.

20i

3

41.

p Type



STUDENT WORKSHEET 2

SURVEY. OF AN AGRICULTURAL 'BUSINESS

Interviewer

BusinesS or Service

A. Name of b siness or service

Address

Person interJuewed

Date of Inter:view

County

Position Telephone

C. Ye'ar- this business .or_ service was established in this locality

D. 'Estimated percent gross income that is agriculturally oriented

E. 'Major agricultural products and/or functions of this business or
service

F. Type of business (proprietorship, partnership, cooperative, cor-
poration)

II. Employees in thiS Business or Service Total 'Number

III . Job TitleS of

Number of Employees
A. Existing Jcib Titles Full time -Part-time

- M-IV-N-1-8

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

B. Anticipated Job Titles

z.
1.

492
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STUDENT WORKSHEAET -3

COMMON WAYS OF ORG/rIZING A BUSINESS

(REFERENCE) Vas Unit,s4,60144-\ Common Ways of Ddin_g Business

1. What. are the four different types of business organizations?

a.

b,

C. fl

2. What are the characteristics of each type of busThess organizationt?

a.

b.

c.

A

3. What are the advantages and disadvantages of each type?
4
A a.

b.

'c .

d. 1.1

4. What is the meaning ofsthe following, terms?

e.

legal person

charter

consumer cooperative

493
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rt

corporation

patron

purchasing cooperative
'

,
5 . What are the four categories of resources needed to operate -a business?

a.

b.

c.

'd:

2 .

6. What are some major roles of government in business activities?

49`4
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 4

COMPARISON OF FOUR TYPES OF BUSINESS

(REFERENCE) Vast/nit 6014 Common Ways of Doing' Business

Compare the four common. types of businesses by .(writing in the
business-type for each feature or method listed. TI-re"--bc,ISiness types are
proprietorship, partnership, corporation and cooperative.

1. Who owns the btAiness?
An individual
Stockholders
Member-patrons
Partnert

2. Who votes?
Common stockholders
Partners
Member patrons
None necessary

3 How is voting done?
One member one vote
None necessary
Shares of common stock
Partner's share of capital

4. Who determines policies?
The partners
Stockholders and directors
Member patrons and -directors
Owner

"

7

5. Are returns on ownership capital limited'?
No

Yes

6 Who getf the operating proceeds?
Stldkholders
Owners in proportitin to

interest in business
Patrons on a patronage basis

495



STUDENT WORKSHEET 5

CHARACTER),ST1CS OF FOUR WAS OF DOING BUSINESS

(REFERENCE) Vas Unit 6014 Com Mon Ways of Doing Business

In the blank' provided, write in the name of f-le business type (propri-
etorship, partncrship, corporation or cooperative) which . fits the character-

Some items may a ply to 'More than one type of business.

7, `5Ilt

M-IV-N-1-12

treated key the law as a "legal person"..

2. Oldest of all forms of business enterprise.

3. ,Usefu) when two or more people have insufficient',
capital or knbw-how to operate efficiently and
effectively.

4 Rolicy is decided by a boaYld of directors.

5 U ers of the service \ire also the owners

seful when a small amo nb, of capital is' required
and. rersonal service to ustomers is important.

7. Business is financed by sale of common stock.

8. Returns oiR. capital are limited by law.

9. All prNerty of owners is subje to liability action.

10. OWners have limited Debility.

11. Requires least amount of legal formalities when
being organiad.

12. Business arrangement ceases one owner dies or
withdraws.

'496
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TEACHER'S KEY

STUDENT WORKSHEET 3

COMMON WAYS)OF ORGANIZING A BUSINESS

1. What are the four diffierenf types óf (business kr ganizkions?

a. friProprietoS'ship `VN

b. Partnership

c. Corporation
cbh

CooperatiVe

-

2. What the \characteristics of each type of business organization?

a. 'Refer to page 5 in VAS Unit014 .4

b.

C.

d.

3. What are the advantages and disadvantages of each type?

a_ - Refer to VAS Unit

b.

C.

d.

4. What is the meaning of the following terms?

legal person a characteristic of a business which m91-1s it is

treated as a person by the law.

charter document granted by the state which defines purposes

, and limits the activity of a business

497
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A,

consumer cooperative a cooperative which purchase dis--Th-
IL\ ., .. -, , , tributes goods and supplies. $

--1 --(1:
,

..%
*corporation an entity created by law4or business pur ses7 ,14

patron those who patronize cooperative
I

purchasing cooperative a coopera ve used by member patrons

to purchase supplies on a cooperative

5. What are the our categories of resources

a. Land (natural resources)

Labor

I

'bakis

n ecied o operate a btAiness?

c. Capital

d. Management

6. What are some major roles of government in business activities?

Provide laws and/regulations

Provide protection

Provide services

Create a legal climate for business to operate

M-IV-N-1-14
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-REACHER'S KFY

STUDENT,,WORKSI-IEET 4

COMPARISON OF FOUR TYPES OF BUSINESS

4,
Compare the four common types of businesses by writing in the

business-type for each feature or metpod listed. The business types are
proprietorship, F:artnership, corporation and cooperative.

r 1 . Who owns the bu'ginss? )".
An individual
Stockholders
Member-patrons
Partners

2. Who votes?
Common stockholders

r

/

Partners
Member patrons

\. None necessary

3. How is voting done?
One member one vote /-
None necessary
Shares of common,'-stock
Partner's share of capital

Li. Who determines policies?
The partners
Stockholders and directors
Member patrons and,/ directors
Owner

Proprietor .hip
Corpora'.

--Coopera ive
Partnerslhip

COrporation
Partnership
Cooperative
Proprietorship

Cooperative
Proprietorship
Corporation
Partnership

Partnership
Corporation
Cooperative
Proprietorship

5. Are returns on ownership capital limited?
No Proprietorship

Partnership
Corporation

Yes Cooperative

6. Who gets. the operating proceeds?
5tockholders
Owners in proportion to

interest in busineSs
Patrons on a patronage basis

499
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Corporation

Partnership
Cooperative
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TEACHER'S KEY

STUDENT WORKSHEET

CHARACTERISTICS OF FOUR WAYS OF DOING BUSINESS

z

In the blank provided, _write in the name of the business type (propri-
etorship, partnership, corporation or cooperative) which fits t-Ke character
ist c. Some items may apply to more than one type of business.

Orporatidnor
Cooperative__

Proprietorship

Partnership

Corporation or
Cooperative

Cooperative

Proprietorship

Corporation

Cooperative

Partnership

Corporation

Propiletorship

Partnership

1. Is trtated by the law as a "legal person"!

2. Oldest of all fo'rms of business enterprise.

3'. Useful when two or more people have insufficient
capital or .know-how to operate efficiently and
'effectively.

y. Policy is decided by a board of dil-ectors.

'5. Users of-the service are also the owners.

6_ Useful when a small amount of capital is required
and personal service to customer/ is important.

7. Business is financed by sale of common stock.

8. Returns on capital are limited by law.

9. All property of owners is subject to liability action.

10. Owners have limited

11. Requires leas/ amount of legal formaliti when
being organizeA.

12. Business arrangement ceases--if one owner dies or
withdraws.



WHAT IS A COOPERATIVE BUSINE

(

CTI

A COOPERATIVE BUSINESS IS A BUSINESS
VOLUNTARILY OWNED AND CONTROLLED
BY ITS USERS AND OPERATED FOJR THEM
ON A NONPROFIT BASIS

501
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WHAT IS A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP?

Lin*

A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP IS A TYPE or
BUSINESS ORGANIZATION WHEREBY ONE
PERSON MAKES THE DECISIONS, HAS THE
CAPTAL INVESTED, AND TAKES ALL THE
PROFITS OR LOSSES.

dt

502



WHAT IS A PARTNERSHIP?

41.

Is

-41

A PARTNERSHIP IS TWO OR MORE
PEOPLE JOINTLY CARRYING ON BUSINESS,
SHARING PROFITS AND LOSSES.

A

503
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WHAT IS A CORPORATION?

A CORPORATION IS A CHARTS D
BUSINESS WITH LEGAL RIGHTS 0
OWN, BUY, SELL AND BORROW.

1

I

r-

M- IV- N -1 -20
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SAMPLE ORGANIZATION CHART CORPORATION BUSINESS

Stockholders

Board, of Directors

Appoint

President Vice President Secretary Treasurer



Partnership Advantages and Disadvantages

Advantages:

1. Low start-up costs

2. Division of ,losses

3. Broader management base

4. Easier to establish than a corporation

5.' Possible tax advantage

Disadvantages:

Is. Profits divided

2. Divided authority and control

3. Lack of continuity

4. Unlimited, liability,

5. Difficult to find or replace- a partner

506
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Cooperatives ,fr

Advantages:

Advantages and Disadvantages

1.. Democratically controlled

2 Service at cost

3. Member ,owned and financed
I

Disadvantages:

1. Limited in scope of operation

I. Limited return on investnient

3. Sources of financing linited

4.- Need to educate. members

if

1
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Corporation Advantages and Disadvantages

Advantages:
TV- A

1. Large anwiounts of capital can be raised

2. Limited liability

3. Separation of ownership and control

4. Continuous existence

5. Specialized management(

6. Possible tax advantage

Disadvantages:

an.

1. Most expensive to start

2. Closely regulated,

3. Extensive records requWed

4. Double taxation

50& M-IV,N-1-25
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MATCHING:

SAMPLE TEST QUESTIONS AND TEACHER'S KEY

UNDERSTANDING 74H E FOUR CqmmoN
WAYS OF ORGANIZING A BUSINESS

C

1'. Match the basic forms of business ownership with the definition on the
right.

Column I

Proprietorship

A Partnership

B -Corporation

D Cooperative

Column I I

A. Business owned by two or
more persons

B. Business authorized by law
for benefit of stockholders .

C. Business owned and managed
by one person

D. Business authorized by law
for benefit' of participating
stockholders

2. Distinguish between advantages (A) and disadvantages (D) of a pro-
prietorship by placinci the correct letter in the blanks.

a. D Difficult to raise capital A Easy to organize and term-e.
inate

b. A Low taxes f. . A Few government regulations

c. D Unlimited liability g. D Lack of assistance in busi-
ness operations

A Personal pride of owner- --h. A Freedom of action
ship

3. Distinguish between advantages (A)
nership by playing the correct letter

a. A Operating economics

b. D Sharifig profits

c: A Increased sotirces of capital

d. D Unlimited liability,

e. D Risk of lipuidation

f. D Possibilities of disagAent

g. A bivision of responsibilities

509

and disadvantages (D) of a part-
in the blank provided.
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4. Distinguish -between advantages (A) and dts) dvantages (D) of a corpor-
ation by placing the correct letter in ,the blank provided.

a.. Only designated officers can make contracts

b. D Sharing of profits

c. A Ownership easily transferred

d. A Limited liability

e. D No freedom of action

f. D Complicated and costly to organize

g. A Variety of skills, abilities and ideas

5. Distinguish between correct (C) and incorrect (I) statements concerning
how a corporation is organized and operated. Place, the 'correct letter
in the blanks provided..

a. C Ownership is divided into parts of capital stock called share .

..----b. I Officers in small corporations generally consist of esident
vice-president and public relations officer.

c. I Stockholders manige the business directly.

d. I Officers may not employ additional persons to operate the
business wit t expressed consent of the board of directors.

e. f C Stockholcrs own the business.

MULTIPLE CHOICE:

,1. A basic Aperative principle is:

*a. Voting rights are limited usually one member, one vote.
b. Business shall be done for cash and credit. ,

c. Political and religious neutrality is not observed.
d. Volume of business of each member shall be limited.

2., The three most generally accepted cooperative "principles" are:

, M-IV-N-1:28

a. Open membership, political and religious neutrality, and cash
trading.

b. Democratic control, open membership, and limited returns to
capital.

*c. Limited 'membership, democratic control, and patronage re-
funds.

5 o
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3. An example of a pdchas g cooperative isa:

a. Creamery.
b. Insurance company.
c. Dairy herd improvement association.

*d. Farm supply company.

fi. In a cooperative, the benefits normally go to:

$.

*a. Patrons in proportion to use.*
b. One vote for each share of hrtock.
c. Stockholders according to investment.,
d. Employees according to work performdd.

5. The right to incorporate is legally granted by:

"a. Federal government
b. County government

*c. State vernment
d.- Feder ,Trade Commission

6. Voting rights in a corporation type business are granted to:

a. One vote per shareholder
b. One vote for each member of Board of Directors

*c. One vote per shay of stock owned _

d. Patrons who do buness with the corporation

7. In a cooperative, control of the organization is vested in its mem-
bers usually by:

b.
c.
d.

Each member having one vote.
One vote for each share of stock.
Voting in proportion to pa onage.
Voting in proportion to bu iness size.

8. The largest number of brine es in the American private enter-
prise system are:

*a. Proprietorship businesses.
Partnership businesses.

c. Cooperative businesses.
d. Corporation businesses.

9. In a partnership businfts:

a. The nUmper of partners is usually limited by law.
b. The prim31-y purpose is to provide more employment oppor-

tunities.
*c. The partners share in the economic risks and in the economic

rewards.

.11
. ..
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10. in a business which is owned by one individual (single proprietor-,
'ship):

a. The primary purpose is to be of service to the public or the
coMmun

b. The pr y purpose is to provide employment for deserving
persons,

*c. The individual bears the businessrsks and reaps the profits
(or losses).

7

c
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UNIT N: HORTICULTURE BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

PROBLEM AREA: SELLING HORTICULTURAL PRODUCTS

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER:.

14

This problem area is designed 'Fr use with advanced s nts in. voca-
tional agriculture/horticulture programs. The recommended time or teaching
this problem area is in conjunction pith other probtem areas in horticulture
business management. . . -

1The estimated instructional time for thi problem area is '1 to 5 days de-
1 pending on how far the teacher wishes to go in developing salesmanship,

telephone, wrapping, and delivery skills. If the students are tobe involved
inn other activity ef(ercies, the instructional time will need to be increased.

The instructor is encouraged to conduct a local search to locate other
supplementary materials for .use with this problem area. The items in thi
problem area are for. referenc4 or modification as instructors adapt the"
materials to their local fituations.

CREDIT SOURCES: ti

These materials were developed through a funding agreement, R733-
'VI-D-0362-1166, with the Illinois State Board of Education; Department of
Adult, Vocational and Technical Education, Research and Development .Section,-
100 North First Street, Springfield, Illinois 62777. Opinions expressed in
these katerials do not reflect, nor Should they be construed as policy or
opinion of the State Board° ofpucation or its staff.

f.el ranspar- -The teach s guide, information sheets, student worksheet, it
ency discussio guide, and test questions were develope'd by Xeresa E.
Paniello, Department of Vocational and Technical Education, 'University of
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TEACHER'S GUIDE

I . Unit: Horticulture business management
4

Problem area: Selling horticultural products

III . Objectives: At )e close of this problem area, students will be able to:

44.

r

1.. Identify the qualities of a good salesperson.

-Ae?. Determirtie the customer's needs.

3. Present merchandise and provide information to the customer.

Properly complete a sales transaction including:

a. operating the register.

b. making change.

c. filling out sales receipts.

d. keeping sales records.

5 Demonstrate, proper telephone manners a retail business setting.

6. Properly 'wrap and gift wrap customer purc\kases.

7 Develop a delivery routing sheet and identify proper delivery pro-
cedures.

IV,.. Suggested interest approaches:

1 . Divide the studebts into small groups and have them brainstorm to
produce a list of what they think makes a good or bad salesper-
son. Return to a large group, compile a list on the chalkboard,
and discuss the characteristics listed.

2. Conduct a role play with students acting as salespersons, and the
teacher acting as an undecided customer. See if the salesperson
can convince the customer to buy the mercha dise he/she is con-
sidering.

3. Ha tljoe students working as salespersons in retail businesses
discuss the techniques they use when dealing with custorrs in
the store. J

V. Anticipated problems rd concerns of students.:_

1. What are the qualities of a good salesperson?

2. How do I present merchandise to a customer?

514.
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3. How should I approach a prospective customer?

4. What information should I give the customer' about the merchandise
chosen?

5. How do I operate the cash register?

6. How do I write out a sales receipt?

7. -What sales records need to be kept?

hat are the proper telephone manners I should use'?

9. How do 1 wrtap customer purchases?

141'.\ What is a routing sheet?

11. How do I develop a routing sheet?

12. What are the proper' delivery procedures I should follow?

VI. Suggested learning activities and experiences:

a

M7IV-N-2-4

1. Have the students visit local retail horticulture businesses and act.'
like cUstomers interested in buying particular items. Students
should note the ways in which salespeople approach them, inform
them about the product, and encourage them to buy it. Have each
student present a short oral presentation about his/her exiaeri-
ences to the class.

2. Discuss good salesmanship, sales approaches, and the steps in-
volved in a sales transaction using Information Sheets 1 and2.

3. Invite the manager , of a local rail horticulture business to' class
and -have him/her discuss how employees are trained and instructed
to deal with customers..

4. Obtain a cash register for classroom use, and allow students to
practice donducting sales transactions. Ploy money, can be used
for making change. The necessary sales receipts and records
should also be completed for each transaction. Use Information
Sheet 3-- Conducting Sales Transactions as a guide.

5. Have students review and employ basic mathematic skills in order
to become more proficient at calculating change quickly and accur-
ately. Use Student Worksheet 1 to further,develop this ability.

6. Conduct a role play in which students answer simulated customer
telephone caIN',. Use Information Sheet 4 to determine whether the
students are using proper telephone manners.

4

7'. Bring a variety of horticultural products to class (for, example,
gift items, plants, fresh flowers, bedding plants, and shrubs) and
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demonstrate how to wrap these items for customers. Allow stu-
dents to practice wrapping these products at stations set up
throughottf the classroom, Students should time each other and
judge the qualitw of each other's work at each station. Use Infor-
mation Sheet arid Transparencies 14 5, and 6 as a guide.

Using 'a local map and several sample delivery orders, demonstrate
the proper steps for developing a delivery routing sheet. Allow
each student to determine what ,he/ she thinks would be tfle best
sequence of deliveries.

9. Have individual : or small groups of students contact local garden
centers or flower shops and arrange to go along with the driver
during a set of deliveries. If. possible, students shoUld also
participate in wrapping- the products and loading the delivery
vehicle. Upon completion of this activity, each student should
share his/her experiences with the class.

10. Conduct a role play by having students act as customers and
salespersons completing a sales transaction. Have the students fill
out different types of sales receipts for their "customers" ., Use
the transparencies in this problem. area as-a guide.

VII. Application procedures:

1. The main purpo'se of this problem area is to develop, salesmanship
skills that will prepare students for entry level positions in, horti-
cultural occupations. On-the-job training should be encouraged.

2. Salesmanship skills will also be beneficial to students conducting
FFA or S.O.E. P. sales.

VIII. Evaluation:

. Prepare and administer a writteili exam using the sample test qgies-
tions in this problem area.

2. Evaluate the student worksheets.

3. Evaluate student performance during related activities.

IX . References and aids:

1 . Pfah) , P r B. The Retail Florist Business, Thl, Interstate.
Printers. & ublishers, Inc. , IThinois .1983.

2. State Board of Education. Retail Florist Teacher's Guide, Illinois
Office of Education .

3. Ohio:Agricultural Education curriculum Materials Service, The Ohio
State University, Room 254, /120 Fyffe Road, Columbus, Ohio,
43210.

at
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a. The Garden Center Worker (Agdex 951)

b. Retail Floriculture Book 1 (Agdex 955)

-Li. Agricultural Education Service, Division of Vocational Education,
Ornamental Horticulture for Vocational Agriculture in Alabama.
Montgomery, Al-Zama, February, 1966.

5 Moine, Donald J. "Grace and PoWer in 'Telemarketing," Flowers &,
April 1983, 51-2.
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INFORMATION SHEET 1

DEVEL9IPING EFFECTIVE SELLING TECHNIQUES

Good salesm ns4ip is important to any business, but especially so within
the retail hortic lture .industry. Flower shops an_ d garden centers mustprovide a variet of services, as well as goods, to their customers. .A
greater amount of customer/salesperson interaction occurs in these shops
because customers have many questions and need assistance in choosing the
right products to fit their needs, such- as flower arrangements, houseplants,
fertilizer, or grass seed.

the job of salespersons is not only to sell products, but ,also to sell
themselves, their ideas, the store, and customer satisfaction: Personality
plays a key role in becoming a successful salesperson. The following are a
number of desirable qualities of salespersons:

1. Self confidence. Salespersons must be able to sell themselves
to customers as well as to themselves.

2. Interest. Salespersons wi)o are interested in selling and in-
terested in the productportray a positive image for the store.

(
3. SinCerity. Sincerity gives the customer confidence in the

salesperson.

4. Enthusiasm. Enthusiasm can be seen in a salesperson's face,
voice, and actions.

5. Cheerfulness. Cheerful salespersons will meet their customers
with smiles, whether they feel 4ike smiling or not.

6. Courtesy. A salesperson with good behavior and manners will
make a good impression on the customer.

7. Initiative. Good salespersons' will act on their own initiative
rather than waiting to be told what to do by the employer.

8. Friendliness. A friendly salesperson will make the customer
feel,at ease and welcome in the store.

9., Tact. A tactful salesperson is able'to smooth out differences
of opinion or contradictions with the customer.

10. Persistence. Persistence is important because customers don't
always immediately respond to a particular salt's technique.
Persistent salespersctns will try again even after they ,seem to
have failed. Good salespersons also know when to quit being
persistent;. customers do not respond well -to pushy salesper-
sons.
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4 There are five steps involved in selling a product to a' customer: greet-
ing the customer, identifying customer needs, providing information, explain-'
ing and demonstrating the product, and closing the sale.

Gt,eetin9 the Customer

The first 60 seconds a customer spends in a store formulate a strong
impression. For this reason, it is important to greet customers at the first
opportunity. When a customer comes into, the shop, the salesperson should
try to do all ot the following:

1 Approach the customer with `a smile.

2. If you are waiting on someone else,, be sure to acknowledge
the customer.

3. Avoid keeping the"customer waiting.,

4. Allow the customer 4to browse without feeling pressured to
'buy.

5. Tell the customer your name.

6. Find out the customer's name and remember it.

Identifying Customer Needs

There are three general types of customers; each type requires a dif-
ferent sales approach. Decided customers know what they want to buy before
they ever enter the store. These customers usually require little, if any,
assistance. Even if the customers do not vlued any help, the salesperson
`should...greet the customers and make them fee.Welcome in the store.

The undecided customer comes into the store with a need for a certain
type of merchandise, but doesn't know which specific product to buy. The
salesperson.) can provide a great 'deal of assistance to this customer by pre-
senting a number of options. and helping evaluate which one will best suit the
customer's needs.

The third type of customer is the browser. This customer is not looking
for any specific type of merchandise. The customer may be interested in
certain-products, but doesn't plan on buying anything. The salesperson may
be able to persuade this type of customer to buy ,at a later date .by present-
ing merchandise and creating a desire for it. It is also important to make a
good impression on these types of 'customers so that they will come back when
ready to buy.

Providing Information

Salespersons need to know abolit the products they sell in order Ito give
customers - information and answer their questions. Salespersons can learn
about their product's by reading product labels or booklets, asking other,
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salespersons, requesting information from the product -manufacturer, or by
drawing from personal experiences with the product.

14.

The more information a salesperson can give a customer about the pro-
duct, the easier the customer's buying decision will be. Give the customer
any available booklets or ,pamphlets about the product. Offer customers a
number of products within a wide price range. And always stress the bene-
fits or-advantages of the product rather than the price.

Explaining and Demonstrating the Product

Often, telling the customer about a product is not always enough. Dem-
onstrating the product while explaining it can be much more effective. A
salesperson should not Only show the customers the product, but also let
them hold the product in their hands. Allow the customer to get involved
with the product. For example, 'take the 9istorner into the cooler to see,
touch, and STnell The flowers. When. demonstrating the use of a product, let
the customer try it, too. The more contact the costomers have with the pro-
duct, the more the customers will feel they need it.

When explaining and demonstrating the product to the customer, the
salesperson Aliguild also try to upsell the product. Upselling is selling more
to the customer than he/she had planned to buy. Upselling may be selling
the customer a .higher priced product with more features, or selling acces-
sories to go along with the product. A salesperson must remember to upsell
for the customer's benefit, not for his/her own.

Closing the Sale

Once. the customers have made up their_ minds to buy a product, the
salesperson should complete the sale in a quick, efficient, and fc9endly man-
ner. Remember, until customers have paid for their mbrcha dise and left the
store, they may still change their minds. The, salesperso should not keep
the customer waiting while he/she answers phone calls or looks for a pen.
The sSlesperson should make it easy for the customers to buy, and make the
customers happy about their buying -decision.

e.

5?0
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INFORMATION SHEET 2

DO'S AND DON'TS OF SALESMANSHIP

DO greet each customer with a smile.

DO know your products and be able to provide information about them.

DO determine your customer's needs' right away.

DO find out your customer's name and remember it.

DO tell the customer your name.

DO create customer interest ih your products.

DO sell benefits and quality rather than price.,

DO believe in what you are selling.'

DO show interest and enthusiasm toward your products.

DO p pens, order forms, brochures,, and other materials .conveniently_
loc ted.

DON'T keep the customer waiting unnecessarily.

DON'T be distr cied by phone calls or other salespersons.

DON'T argue with or contradict the customer.

DON'T interrupt other salespersons while they are waiting on Customers.

DON'T beg the custortier to buy.

DON'T act cold or impersonal toward the customer.

DON'T make the customer a promise you can't' keep.

DON'T apologize about the price of a product.

DON'T take up too much of the customer's time.

DON'T smoke, eat, or chew gum in front of cus(omers.
ti

b
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ti . INFORMATION SHEET 3

CONDUCTING SALES TRANSACTIONS

There are four general steps involved in conducting a sales transaction:
operating the register, Making'change, filling out sales receipts, and keeping
accurate sales records. It is important for a salesperson to understand and
fdllow the ,correct procedures for conducting sales transactions so that losses
or mistakes are avoided.

Operating, the Register

There are a number of different types of cash registers used in retail
businesses. Some are the)manual type which require the salesperson to input
each item individually, and to compute the sales tax by him/herself. Most
modern retail businesses now', use electronic regitters which calculate every-
thing themselves. No matter which type of register is used,.the procedure is
about the same.

1. Before entering any prices, the salesperson may have to enter
an employee code number to make the machine operate.

-" 2.' Enter the price of the itenivusing the numerical keys. If there
are several items at the same price:

a. enter the number of items using the numerical keys.

b. press the quaritity key.

c. press the single price of the items using the numerical
keys.

3 Press the department key that corresponds with the item.

Li Repeat steps 1 through 3 for all items being purchased.

5 Press the subtotal key and figure the sales tax based on this
number.

6. Enter the amount of tax using the numerical keys.

7. Press the tax key.

8. Press the .total key. (NOTE: Most electronic registers will
complete steps 5 through 8 by pressing only the total key.)

9. Enter the amount paid 'by the customer using the numerical
keys.

NOTE: If a mistake is made during a sales transaction (ex., overring,
'underring, or wrong department code), void the sale according to store
policy and begin ringing the transaction again.

2
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141 . Press the appropriate amount tendered key (ash, check, or
charge) . The register ill then display the amount of change
due, open the cash draw r, and produce a receipt

Maktg Change
4,4

Making change is an. imports t part of the. sales transaction. A sales-
person must be able to ,calculate change quickly and should use the following
procedUre toinsure accuracy:

1. Always calculate change verbally so that the customer is reas-
sured.

2. Place' the-customer's money above the cash drawer so both you
and the customer remember hoW much money was received.

3. Count out the change starting from the total price' to reach the
amount the customer paid. In other words, start with pennies
and nickels and end with dollar bills.

. Plaethe money received from the customer in the cash drawer;
close the drawer.'

5.- Give the receipt to the customer.

6. Thank the customer with a smile.

Filling Out Sales Receipts

There are several types of sales receipts which a salesperson may need
to use, depending on the particular business and type of payment.

M-IV-N-2-12

1. Cash Most cash receipts are printed by the register. Some
- types of purchases, such as floWer orders or perishable ,mer-

chandise, may require a written receipt specifying special
terms of the sale.

A written receipt will include:

a. customer's name and address
b. date
c., saleSperson's initials.
d. method of payment
e. quantity, description, and price of merchandise
f. total sale

,g. customer's signature '

2. Check The receipt' fbr a sale paid for by -check will be the
same as the receipt for .a cash sale. However, when receiving
payment by check, the salesperson 'will need to collect some
additional information from the customer. The following pro-
cedure should be followed:

523
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a. Make sure the correct date, amount, and signature are on
the check.

b. .Make sure the name of the bank and theustomer's name
are printed on the check.

c. Write the cAistomer's address and telephone number on the
back of the check if it Js not printed on the front.

d. Obtain the customer's driver's license and 2 other for
of identification. Write these numbers on the back of t
check.

é. Make sure the customer's name is not on the bad check
list. Initial the check.

3. Cret Card The followirig
CEarge receipt:

s should be used to fill out a

a. Imprint the credit card onto the receipt.

b. Check the expiration. date on the credit card to be sure
it has not expired.

c, Fill in-the quantity, description, .and price of the mer-
chandise.

, -et
d. Fill in the subtotal,, tax, and total.

e. Fill in the date and initial the form where appropriate.

f. Obtain the customer's signature and phone number and
compare the signature to' the one on the credit card.

g If the sale is for over $50.00, obtain an' authorization by
calling the appropriate credit authorization

Keeping Sales Records

-A- copy of every sales receipt must be kept for bookkeeping purpOses.
Most cash re6isters have 'a journal inside which re.cordsplvery sales transac-
tion on the machine. Sales receipts and charge receipts are filled out on
forms which provide 2 or 3 carbon copies. It is vitally important for all of
these sales records to be kept in a safe place. At the end of each day,
these receipts will be.collected'by the manager along with the money from the
cash register.

-irr.rtr-firm4----44-r-4+.-- .
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INFORMATION SHEET rl

TELEPHONE MANNERS

Many retail horticulture businesses sell a large amount of merchandise
over the phone. This is especially true in flower. shops where many cus-
tomers, call to place flower orders rather than coming into the shop,. Cus-
tomers also make frequent calls to ask questions about merchandise, 'prices,
sales, ,for store hours. It is important to develop good telephone manners so
that customers Will erTjoy doing business with you. following, telephone'
practices shoulthbe_t,tseci _by every employee in the shop:

Answer -the phone as quickly as -possible.
not be allowed' to ring more than: twice.

2. Greet the caller appropriately ("Good morning,"
ing") and give the name of the shop as well
name.

The phone .should

"Good even-
as your own

3.. Try to talk like your customer. For example, if the customer
speaks loudly and at a fast rate, try to do the same.

Try to determine the customer's mood and -synchronize your
conversation to within that mood.

5. Speak clearly and use good English.

6. If you must leave the p e, excuse yourself and put the
customer on hold.

7. Know your products and their prices so you can answer cus-
tomer questions.

8. Keep copies of price lists and sale ads near the phbne.

9. Make several suggestions to help the customer decide;
specials when appropriate.

mention

10. Describe merchandise so that the customer can visualize it.

11. locate the telephones in ts quiet area of the shop.

Do no cough or chew gum while on the telephone.

13. Ask the customer. if there is anything else you can do for
them.

14. Let the customer be the first to hang up the phone.
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Wrapping

The main horticultural products that require special types of wrapping
are those sold in flower shops. Gift items need to be boxed and gift
wrapped; floral items need to be wrapped in paper or tissue. The following
steps explain the proper ways to wrap various types of floral items.

INFORMATION 1EET 5

WRAPPING AND LIVERING HORTICULTURAL PRODUCTS,

cs""'

Cut FiowerS,

1. Lay several pieces of foliage onto a piece of colored wax pgper
or tissue papet; stems pointing toward a corner of the paper.

ft
2. Lay the flowers on top of the foliage in an orderly manner;

again, stems pointing toward the corner<

3. Cover the flower stems with a few smaller pieces of foliage.

4. Fold the bottorn_corner of the paper over the stems. Fold one
side of the paper over, the flowers, and roll the rest of the
paper around the flowers.

5. Staple the paper to hold the wrapping.

Cut Flowers in a Box

1. Line the box with tissue or wax paper.

2., Wrap a small piece of wet :foam in foil and place it in the
bottom end of the box.

3. Lay several pieces of foliage in the box with stems pointing
toward the foam block.

4. Lay the flowers on top of the foliage in overlapping rows. All
sterns should be inserted into the foam block.

5. Place a floral preservative and care tag in the box and fold
the paper over the flowers.

6. Cover the box and tie a 9, on around the top.

C. Floral Arrangements, Plants, and Dish Gardens

1. Place the item in a box lined with tissue paper.

2. Place the box on the support of a sleeve platform.

3. Pull a single sleeve up and over the top of the boxed item.

M-IV-N-2-15
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4. Close the top of the sleeve, fold over, and staple.

luets, Corsages, and Boutonnieres

1. Place the item. inside a plastic bag.

Fold over the, end of 'the bag and staple it shut.

Delivery,

Place the item in '*a box lined with tissue paper.

Li. Cover the box and tie a ribbon around the top.

The delivery services provided by horticultural businesses' re an impor-
tant part of the customer services these stores provide. A stljood delivery
person must know how to load the delivery vehicle, route delivery orders,
and accommodate customers during delive

It is important to remember that "when th delivery, person and delivery
vehicle are on the road, they are represen g your company. The delivery
Orson must look dean and neat, and act fr endly and courteous, in order to
make a good impression on customers.

A. Loading the Deliver)/ Vehicle

A

4

1. Trees and Shrubs: Most trees and shrubs are sold balled and
burlapped. These plants should be handled by, the ball,,,not
the trunk, during loading, and secured in the truck to pre-
vent them from rolling. Some trees and shrubs ace sol(d as
barerootv.plants. These plants should be wrappel in piltoly-
ethylene bags or wet burlap. Large plants may be set in a
bed of wet sawdust and set down to protect them during
del ivery

2. Floral Products: When loading floral product5 into the deliv-
ery vehicle, be very cautious not to turn the packages n
their sides or brush them against walls and doorways. Racks,
braces, and sand bags may all be used inside the delivery
vehicle to prevent the packages from sliding around or,tipping
during transport. Also, the packages should be arranged so
that the firIit ones to be delivered are the closest to the door.

B. Routing Deliveries

Deli' ry ro are determined according to the datel, time,
and !nation of each individual delivery. Th,e following steps
shoed be used t. plan every delivery route.

1. athe e lelivery orders and group deliveries going to the
ame area.

M-IV-N-2-16

se a map to pinpoint each delivery location.
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3. Determine the sequence of deliy_ery that will require the least
time and backtracking.

4. Write the route on a delivery sheet to be used by the driver.

C . Del ivering Packages

\1. Make deliveries to the front door unless otherwise requested.

2. I f the customer is not at home, leave the package with a
neighbor or take it back to the shop. In either case, leave a
note on the door to let the customer know where the package
was taken.

3. Have change available when delivering packageS" C.O.D. (cash
on delivery).

4. Attach a7,card to all fresh flower deliveries directing the cus-
tomer to add water to the flowers.

Keep supplies in the delivery vehicle in case, any repairs must
be made tb the packages.

6. Keep a tool kit and first aid kit iri the delivery vehicle in case
of trouble.

7. Always park the delivery vehicle legally and obey traffic laws.

8. Lock the delivery vehicle while unattended.
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STUDENT WCTSHEET 1

MAKING CHANGE

POCEDURE: Calculate- the change due for each of the problems below.
Use the smallest number of coins and bills possible.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Total
Sale

Custoriler
Pa ent Change Due in Coins Change, in Currency ,4han.Total

. , Chan

11 ( 54 104 .25t $1 $5 $10 $20'

$ 2.61 $ 5.00 . -

3.51 10.01 \ 4- t

32.50 50.00

.64 1.00
,

15.13 20.00
i I

'28.25 50.00

i ,. :..?

13.26 15.01/
v

, , /
102.95 120.00 . . -

6.79 10.00

_

-

-k

1.09 5.00 .
1

7.43- 20.43

8.99 10.04

20.4, 30.34
. .

.36 /10.00

12.59 50.00

529
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1
TEACHER'S KEY

STUDENT WORKSHEET 1

MAKING CHANGE

PROCEDURE: Calculate the change due for each of the problems below.
Use the smalleSt number of coins and bills possible.

3.

4.

5.

,6.

7.

8.

14.

15.

Dotal
Sale

Cuistomer
Payment

Change Due in Coins Change Due in Currency Total
Change

1t 5e 104 254 Pr

,
$5

-
$10 $20

$, 2.61 \-7$.00 4 1 1 2 2.39
-

3.51 10.01 2 1 1 6.50

32.50 50.00 2 2 1 17:50 I

\64 1.00 1 , , 1 .36

15.13 20.00 2 1 3

,

4 4.87

28.25 510.00 1
.1

..1

-

21.75

13.26 15.01 . . .1..75

102.95 120.00 ,

,

1
.

2 1 1.7.05

6.79 10.00 1 2

.i.

3.21

- 1.09 5r00 1 1 V 3 3 . 0

,

3.91

7.43' 20.43 ,

4, ,

13.00

*, 8.99 10.04
,

1

,

1

.

1,05

20.49 30.34 1 3

i

4 1 , .
4

9.,85

1 .36 10.00 4 1 2 4 1
.. 9.64

12.59 50.00 1 '1 ` 1. , 1 2 1 1 . .r.41

510.
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SAMPLE .SALES--RECEIPT

bold by date

19;
name .

address

city

Li CASE
0 C.O.D.

OUAN.

CHARGE MDSE. RET'D

0 PAID OUT PD. ON ACCT.

. DESCRIPTION

.
. .

.

AMOUNT

0.

.
.

. *

,-,

.,...

_ .

,

2----

I
.

receiv
. , total

.

531
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.
WRAPPING CUT FLOWERS .

1: PLACE FLOWER STEMS TOWARD
CORNER:-

2: FOLD CORNER OVER STEMS.

3. FOLD ONE SIDE eiVER FLOWERS.

M-IV-N-2-26

4. ROLL REST OF PAPER AROUND
FLOWERS. STAPLE.
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SAMPLE APPROVED CHECK

\

TELEPHONE

home) tiOq - ("009
work

PRESENT ADDRESS
-FRoN-1

IDENTIFICATION

AL 1- 104 -420q-&303
60a, IV glee 701

Pi 614 -0/0 "1302
AUTHORIZED

FOR DEPOSIT ONLY
FLOWERS BY FLORA

535
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RAPPING A BOX OF CUT FLOWERS

1. LINE THE BOX WITH TISSVIE OR WAX
PAPER. PLACE A WET BL OF FOAM
WRAPPED IN FOIL AT TI-1 OF THE
BOX.

a LAY FLOWERS ON TQP OF FOLIAGE
WITH STEMS INSERTED INTO FOAM.

5. COVER BOX, TIE WITH RIBBON, AND
vg. ATTACH CARD.

2. LAY FOLIAGE IN THE BOX WITH STEMS
(TOWARD THE FOAM BLOCK.

4. COVER STEMS`WITH ADDITIONAL
FOLIAGE.

536 M- I V- N -2 -27
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WRAPPING FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS OR PLANTS

1.'PLACE THE ARRANGEMENT IN BOX
LINED WITH TISSUE.

3. PLACE THE ARRANGEMENT ON A'
SLEEVE PLATFORM.

5. FOLD THE TOP OF THE. SLEEVE OVER
AND STAPLE IT SHUT.

M-1V-N-2-28

2_ SLEEVE PLATFORM

4. PULL THE SLEEVE UP AND OVER THE
TOP OF THE ARRANGEMENT.

4
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TRANSPARENCY DISCUSSION GUIDE

SELLING HORTICULTURAL PRODUCTS

Tro..nSparency SAMPLE S S RECEIPT

A. Some types of purchaseg require a written receipt as well as a
printed cash register' receipt.

B. Receipt forms vary, but all must include the customer's name, ad-
dress, and signature; date, method of payment, quantity, descrip-
tion, and price of merchandise, total sale, and salesperson's initials.

II. Transparency SAMPLE CREDIT CARD RECEIPT

A. When filling out a credit card receipt it is important to remember
to check the expiration date on the credit card, imprint the credit
card on the receipt, and get the customer's signature. If. this
information is not collected, the store loses money.

III. Transparency .SAMPLE APPROVED CHECK

A. When accepting a check from a customer, make sure the correct
date, amount, and signature are on-the check.

B. It is also important to obtain the customer's driyer's license num-
ber and 2 credit card numbers. Many stord use a stamp to
record this information on the back of the check.

IV. Transparency WRAPPING CUT FLOWERS

A. Use tissue or wax paper to wrap the flowers. Some florists like
to ,,,use 2 layers of paper, with a heavier, decorative paper on the
outside.

B. After rolling the paper around the flowers and stapling it, some
florists fold the top corner down to cover the flowers.

V. Tr'ansparency WRAPPING CUT FLOWERS IN A BOX

A. Be sure to choose the right size box for the number of flowers
being wrapped. An oversized box will make the flowers look
-skimpy. An undersized box will cramp and possibly damage the
flowers.

B. If the flower box is plain whi the salesperson may also want to
wrap the box in gift paper b fore attaching the ribbon.

VI. Transparency WRAPPING FLOR L ARRANGEMENTS OR PLANTS

A. Plants and dish gardens may be wrapped using the identical
method shown for flower arrangements. Plants in plain' clay or

538
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pipstic pots should have foil wrapped around the base before being
put in a sieve.

B. Although paper sleeves are most common, plastic types are begin-
ningning to gain popularity.

5?9
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-SAMPLE TEST QUESTIONS AND TEACHER'S KEY

SHORT ANSWER:

SELLING HORTICULTURAL PRODUCTS

toe

1. List 4 personality character tics of a good salesperson and explaih the
effect each Characteristic h. on the customer.

a. Sincerity gives, the ustomer confidence in the alesperson.

ID. Friendliness makes the customer
store.

I
c. Courtesy makes a good impression on the customer.

feel at ease nd welcome in the
2

I

d. Interest portrays a positive image for the store.

2. List, in/ order, the 5 steps involved in selling a product to a customer.

a. Greet th customer.

b. Identify he customer's needs.

c. Give the customer information about the product,

d. Explain and demonstrate the product to the customer.

e. Close the sale.

3. List 3 Do's and 3 Can'ts of good

DO:

a. find out the customer's dame
and remember it.

b. sell benefits and quality
rather than price.

c. know your products and be
able to provide information
about them.'

salesmanship.

DON'T:
ti

a. keep the customer waiting un-
necessari y.

b. argue with or contradict the
customer.

c. beg the customer to buy.

4. What information does a salesperson need to write on the hack of a cus-
tomer check?

(-7
The customers address and telephone number (unless printed on
The front of the check), the customer's driver's license' number,
2 credit cards or other identification numbers, and the salesper-
son's initials.

Selo
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..- 5. A customer buys two packs of petunias for $.72, a Boston fern for

$15.00, and two- bags of petting soil for $2:49. Tax on these items is
$1.29. The customer gives you-a twenty and a ten dol - bill. What Is
the customer's change (in pennies, nickels, dimei,'etc

pennies, 1 quarter, 2 one dollar bills, 1 five dollar

6 List 5 telephone manners every salesperson should use.

a. Answer the phone as quickly as possible; try not to let 'it- ring
more than twice.

b. Describe merchandise so that the custonier can visualiie it.

c. If you must leave the phone, excuse yourself and .put the customer
on hold.

d. Make several suggestions to help the Customer decide. ,-

e. Let the customer be the first to hang up the phone.,

7. Explain how a delivery 'routing sheet is planned.

Group the delivery orders going to the same area. Pinpoint each
del ivory location on a map. Determine the most logical :and time

c ent sequence of delivery. Write the route on edelivery sheet.

TRUE OR FALSE: (

False 1. If the customer isn't home,: t e delivery should be left .near the'
front door.

False 2 Upselling. means getting the customer to spend $12 on a $10 pro-
.duct.

True 3. Floral arrangements and plants "are wrapped in sleeves.

True If the customer speaks loudly an at a fat rate on the telephone,
the salesperson shOuld try to do the same.

Alek 5. When making change, always put the customer's money int¢ the
cash drawer first.

False 6 Most manual cash registers will compute' the sales tax by them-
selves.

False 7., If the price of a product is high, the, salesperson-should apologize
to the customer.

True 8. When demonstrating a produCt to a cuistomer, always let the cus-
tomer hold the product in his /her hands,

541\
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UNIT N: HORTICULTURE BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

PROBLEM A1REA: MARKETING HORTICULTURAL PRODUCTS

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER:

This problem area is designed for use with advanced students in voca-
tional agriculture/horticulture prog ams. The recommended time for teaching
this 'problem area is in conjurictiq# with other problem areas in horticulture
business mapagement.

The estimated instructional time for this problem area is 5 to 7 days
depending on how far the teacher wishes to go in developing marketing skills.
If the students are to be involved in other activity exercises, the instructional
time will need to be increased.

The- instructor is encouraged to conduct a local search to locate other
supplementary materials for use with this problem area. The items in this
problem area are for 'reference or modification as instructors adapt these,
materials to their local situations.

CREDIT SOURCES:

These"materials were developed through a funding agreement, R-33-24-D-
0362-466 with the Illinois State Board of Education, Department of Adult,
Vocational and Technical Education, Research and Development Section,
100 Wirth First Street, SprinOfield, Illinois 62777.' Opinions expressed in
these materials do not reflect, nor should they be construed as policy' or
opinion of .the State Board of i cation or its staff.

The teacher's guide, information sheets, student worksheets, lboratory
exercise, transparency discussion guide, and test questions were developed
by Teresa E. Paniello, Department of Vocational and Technical Education, Uni-
versity of Illinois; and reviewed by Janet L. Henderson, Paul E: Hemp, and
Kallie S. Grobstein, Department of Vocational and Technical Education,
University of Illinois.

The artwork in this problems' area was prepared by the Vocational Agri-
cultdre Service, , University of 1,11inois. Suggestions and guidance in the
development of these materials were provided by the Metropolitan Core Curric-
ulum Field Test Teachers...
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3. Using the yellow pages from a local phone book, locate the ads
for horticultural businesses (i .e. , garden centers, flower
shops). Ask students the following leading questions:

a. Which ads are most appealing?

b. What kinds of information are included in the ads?

c. Which business would you call and what influenced your
. decision? .,

V. °Anticipated problems and concerns of students:

1. What is inventory?

2. How do I con an inventory?

st 3. How do I maintain inventory records?
It4

4. What factors should I consider when pricing products?

5. How do I determine the correct markup to insure profit?

6. What is the difference between wholesale and retail prices?

7. What types of advertising can I use for horticultural products?

8. How do I distinguish between poor and effective advertising?

9. What factors should I .cohsider when creating a istore or window
display?

10. What factors should I consider when purchasing horticultural
products for resale?

11. How do supply and demand affect purchasing?

12. Whatr are the steps in the marketing process from producer to
consumer?

Vt. Suggested learning activities and experiences:

1. Have several local horticultural business persons describe how
they market their products. Have these 'resource persons
discuss purchasing, inventorying, pricing., displaying, and
advertising of horticultural products.

2.

M-IV-N-3-4

a

Have students create their own ads for the horticultural crops
grown at school. The ads could be distributed to school
students and staff members or displayed in the community,
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TEACHER'S GUIDE

I. Unit: Horticulture bOsiness management

I I . Prbblem area: Marketing\ horticultural products

I I I-. Objectives: At the close of this problem area, students will be able to:,

I V,

1 . Conduct an inventory of horticultural products .

2. Calculate the prices of specific hOrticultural products using
the various pricing methods.

3. Define the following terms:
I
a. wholesale cost

b. operating cost.

c. , retail price

f. overstocked

g. understocked

h. merchandise turnover

d. mark-up ir purchase ,order

e. profit invoice

4. List and describe the general purposes and 'types of, adver-
tising.

5. Create a store or window display for horticultural products.

6. Describe the supply ..and demand- principleg of purchasing
horticultural products.

7. Describe the marketing process from producer to consumer.

Suggested interest approaches:

1. Cbnduct. a study trilit-:)) a wholesale and /or retail horticulture
bUsiness and discUss the different aspectS of marketing hor-
ticultural products.

2. Have a horticultural .t.,p oduct (i.e., flower arrangement; ,bag
of fertilizer) displaN;ed Ask students the following lead
questions: \
a. How much do you think this product costs?

b. HoW was the price determined? I
c. What factors must be considered when pricing horticul-

; tural. products?

5A
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3. In conjunction with a local horticultural business, have stu-
dents conduct an inventory. he students should use the

%

forms available at the ,business. Discuss the iniportarice pf
securing accurate record's.

Instruct students to observe store and window displays' at
various horticultural businesses. Have students evaluate the
displays using the form on Student Worksheet 3.

5. Conduct an inventory pf, horticultural products in the school
horticulture department. Use the sample' inventory form from
the- transparencies in' this unit as a guide.

6. Have students create a simulated store or window display, in
the horticulture classroom or laboratory using Laboratory
Exercile 1. ,Students should be responsible for planning,
maintaining, and changing the display according to seasons
and holidays. Each display should be evaluated jointly by the
instructor and students using Student Worktheet 3.

7. Have students practice pricing products according to various
1 strategies using :Student Worksheet 1.* Students will need tp,

study Information Sheet 2 Pricing Strategies and Procedures,
before attempting the worksheet.

-.. . \
8. Conduct a Study trip to a local whOlesaler and/or -producer to

help illustrate the marketing process from roducer to con-
sumer and to introduce students to additioorrl horticultural
career 'options.

Have students contact a local horticultural business and trace
the marketing process of a specific pro.duct or group of mer-
chandise from :the original producer to the consumer.

10. Using various wholesale catalogs, hive students select and
order supplies needed for the horticulture classroom/laboratory
or for special student projects. students should be required
to check the inventory on hand before completing their pur-
chase orders.

11. Have students deteCin- ine the retail prices to be charged for
the various crdps/products they sell. Information Sheet 2 and
Student Worksheet 1 will help students complete this activity.

12. after discussing the various types of advertising listed on
Information Sheet have 'students identify and evaluate four
different types of advertisements being, used by local-horticul-
tural businesses. Student Worksheet 2 may be used as an
effective evaluation tool. .,

13. Have students design an advertisement '(radio, television,
newspaper, etc.) for a real or fictitious horticultural product.
Each student should pr*esent his/her advertisement to the class
and . allow the ' instructor and° classmates to evaluate the ad
using the criteria on Student Worksheet 2.
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14. Invite a local advertising agent to class and have him/her
explain the general types and principles of advertising. T1-1

advertising agent also may be helpful in evaluating the adver-
tisemOnts used by the horticulture students for promoting their
crops and products.

15. After studying, the niajor aspects of marketing horticultural
products, allow students to review for the exam by completing
Student Worksheet 4 Marketing Crossword "Puzzle. The
puzzle also may be used as a transparency for a classroom
review session or as a source of extra credit points for stu-
dents .

Application procedures:
. .

1. The main purpose of this problem area is to develop skills:in
the marketing of horticultural products. ,Skill level for
entrance into the job market should be emphasized. On-the-
job training should be encouraged.

2. Additional performance should be emphasized in an ownership
type of supervised occupational experience program.

VIII. Evaluation:

n!K 'PA 1

1. Prepare and administer a written exam using the sample test
questions in this problem area.

2. Evaluan the student worksheets.

3. Evaluate special projects completed by the students.

I X. References and aids:

M-IV-N-3-6

1. Ohio Agricultural Education Curriculum Materials Service, The
Ohio State University, Room 254, 2120 Fyffe Road, Columbus,
Ohio, 43210.

A. The Garden Center Worker (Agdex 951)

B. Retail Floriculture k 1 -- (Agdex 955)

2. Berninger, Louis. ofitable Garden Center Management.
Reston Publishing. Company, Inc. Reston, Virginia, 1978.

3.' Pfahl, Peter B. The Retail "Florist Business. The Interstate
Printers & Publishers, Inc., Danville, Illinois, 1983.

4. Stearns, Steve. "Prescriptions for Pricing Problems,"
Flowers &, September 1983, p. 60-3, 99.

5. State Board of Education.. Retail: Florist Teacher's Guide,
Illinois Office of Education..6

4)

6. Insko, Merle. Retail Flower Shop Salesperson and Floral De-
siRner. Vocational-Technical Consortium of States, Kentucky,
1978.

a
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INFORMATION SHEET 1

PURCHASING, RECEIVING, AND MAINTAINING INVENTORY

An inventory for a business is made up of all the merchandise available
for sale in the stores. Inventory merchandise includes the merchandise on
display in. the store as. well as merchandise kept in the stock area of the
store. The inventory record of a business must be kept up to date, and
include an itemized list of all inventory merchandise and the total value of
that merchandiSe.

Inventory records sefve a number -of purposes to business managers:

1. Inventory records determine which merchandise has been overstocked or
understocked. Overstocked merchandise is any merchandise that has
been on display shelves for over 6 months or any merchandise that has
been damaged. Understocked merchandise is any merchandise that sells
quickly and is often in short supply.

2. Inventory 'records determine which merchandise is most profitable. High
profit items should be reordered., low profit items may be discontinued.

3. Inventory records determin merchandise turnover. Merchandise turn-
over is figured according the number of times an item sells out and is
reordered during the inventory period.

4. Inventory records may be used to determine 'merchandise costs when
pricing items.

5. Inventory' records are used in making annual tax reports.

6. Inventory records provide figures showing the total merchandise invest-
ment of the business. These records are useful to the business owner
or manager for 'financial management throughout the year.

7. Inventory records determine the amount of insurance needed to cover all
of the merchandise of the business.

8 Inventory records are helpful- in determining financial losses due to
theft, damage, or other causes.

Purchasing Inventory

Inventory merchandise is purchased according to product supply and
demand. When the demand for a product is high, it is wise to keep an
abundant supply of that product in inventory. When the demand for a prod-
uct is low, it may be best to sell the entire inventory df that product before
ordering any more. 'Supply and demand also affect the price of, merchandise.
When supply is high and demand is lowthe price of the merchandise will
often be lowered to try to -sell more and reduce the large supply. When.
demand is high but supply is low, prices can be raised considerably and still
sell because' there are many customers who want to buy the small amount of
merchandise available. A good business person remains aware of the con-
stantly changing supply and demand of his/her products and is able to keep
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a balanced inventory year round. Past inventory and sales records are
helpful i.n determining the expected customer demand and supply needed for a
particular product.

There are a number of factors to be considered before inventory is
purchased from any particular seller. A wise buyer knows:

1. about the product and can recognize good quality.

2. what is a fair price for the product.

3. the chances of making a profit from the product.

4. who sells the needed 'products.

/ 5. where the seller is located.

6. when the seller delivers.

7. the price the seller is charging for the product.

8. the credit policy of the seller.

9. other services offered by the seller.

10. which salesperson he/she has dealt with in the past.

Receiving Inventory

When merchandise is ordered, a purchase order is filled out and sent to
the seller. A purchase order contains a number of important specifications
including the quantity, price, and description of items ordered, the payment
terms, and the delivery arrangements and date. When the merchandise is
received by the buyer, an invoice is included specifying the merchandise
shipped. The invoice or original purchase order is used to check incoming
merchandise according to the following steps:

1. Count each item of merchandise received.

2. Check the invoice or purchase order to be_sure the types and quantities
of merchandise listed are the same as those received.

3. Record the actual merchandise count next to the quantity listed on the
invoice or purchase order.

4. Record any shortage or over supply of merchandise received.

5. Check for damaged merchandise, and include.a description of all damages
on the invoice or purchase order.

When all merchandise has been checked in; initial the invoice or pur-
-chase order and file it properly.



I

3

Conducting and Maintaining Inventory

Conducting an actual physical inventory requires much time and organi-
zation. ,Every item in the store must by counted and listed on the inventory
record. Most businesses choose to condu t their inventories annually or
semi-annually. Inventories also may onducted on a monthly or daily
basis. The information collected during an inventory consists of the total
number of each. item counted, a description of the item, and the price of the
item in units. In order for accurate figures to be recorded, the inventory
.should be conducted in a simple step-by-step manner:

1. Separate the items to be counted according to the type and price of the
merchandise.

or damaged merchandise and include only salable items in the
tota count.

3. Count all salable items and record the price and total number of each
type of item.

4 Be sure to .keep the inventories for different departments separate from
each other.

5. Calculate the totals for each item, department, and the entire store_
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INFORMATION SHEET 2

PRICING STRATEGIES AND PROCEDURES

Determining _merchandise prices is an important part of operating any
retail business. Poor pricingsstrategies can be responsible for the complete
failure of a business. For this reason, it is vital for business managers and
operators to determine the best pricing strategy'for their business and to use
that strategy properly and consistently.

dise:

1.

The following are important terms frequently used in pricing merchan-

wholesale cost the amount of money the retailer paid the wholgaler for
an item of merchandise.

2. operating cost (als called overhead cost) the total cost
operating a daily business, including:

a_
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

labor
rent and utilities
equipment/maintenance
services (delivery, credit, etc.)
advertising
insurance

9-
h_
i.

k.

involved in

taxes
interest on borrowed money
outdated merchandise
fluctuating wholesale prices
merchandise shrinkage or

damage
employee salaries

3_ retail price the final cost of an item of merchandise paid 'by the con-
sumer and determined according to the tvholesale cost plus mark-up.

4. mark -ups- the amount of money a retailer adds to the wholesale cost of
an item in order to cover operating costs and insure a profit.

5. profit the amount of money left from the proceeds of a product after
all merchandise and operating costs have been paid.

An easy way to remember these definitions is:

MARK-UP = OPERATING COSTS + PROFIT

RETAIL PRICE = WHOLESALE COST + MARK-UP

Pricing Strategies

I. Follow the Leader

A

A simple pricing method which some retailers choose is to wait for
the leading garden center or flower shop in the area to establish -its
prices. The retailer then establishes comparable prices of his/her own,
and hopes these prices will cover all expenses. Sometimes smaller busi-
nesses wait for others to establish prices and then price their own

55o
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merchandise at a considerably lower amount. In most cases, these
pricing strategies are poor. By establishing prices according to another
business' calculations, the retailer is risking great losses in profits and
expenses. It is important to remember that all businesses are different.
The operating and wholesale costs may be much higher for one business
than for another. Probably the only time it is wise to follow the leader
in establishing prices is after carefully considering whether those prices
can cover costs and insure profits.

2. Last Year's Prices

A 'second pricing strategy used by some retailers is to iise last
year's prices as a guide to pricing this year's merchandise. Sometimes
last year's prices are simply raised by a small percentage rate. Other
times the retailer determines a price for an item and then checks last
year's records to be sure the new .price is still reasonable in comparison.
Sometimes, if the wholesale and operating costs have risen only slightly
from Ithe previous year, the retailer will simply continue using last
year's prices.

This strategy can become a problem for retailers that continue
using the same prices year after year. Even though wholesale and
operating costs may only increase slightly every year, those increases
add up, and soon last year's prices can't cover,this year's costs. At
this point, the retailer usually makes a sharp increase in prices in order

J to compensate.

Customers, however, usually respond negatively to such sharp
increases, and the retailer still ends up with a loss.. On the other
hand, customers probably would ncemake much of a fuss over slight
price increases each year. Last year's prices are best used as a guide
to annually determining new prices based on current conditions.

3. Manufacturer Suggested Price

Some types of merchandise have a pre-printed retail price listed on
the package. These prices have been determined by the manufacturer of
the product to offer a reasonable cost to the consumer and to insure a
profit to the retailer. Most retailers adhere to the suggested retail
prices of 'products. Some choose to -lower the prices if they think it will
help sell the product while still providing a profit.

IC Ratio Markup

A commonly used pricing strategy in retail horticulture businesses
is pricing merchandise according to some ratio of the wholesale cost.
Different types of ,merchandise are priced according to different ratios.
Usually a 2 to 1, 21 to 1, or 3. to 1 mark-up is used.

For example, if the wholesale cost of a hanging plant is $2.00 and
the marl ratio is 2 to 1, then the retail price will-be $4.00; if a 21/2

to 1 mariTuTip ratio is used, then th price will be 45.00.

M-IV-N-3-11
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Although ratio mark-up prices are easy to calculate, they do not
always cover the total costs. It is important to make sure the mark-up
ratio being used is able to cover costs and provide profits.

5. Percent mark-up

The percent mark-up pricing strategy is probably the most effective
method used. This pricing method is the best system for keeping a
close watch over costs and profits.. When using the percentage mark-up
strategy, the retailer first calculates the retail price of an item by
adding the wholesale cost, operating costs, and desired profit. For
example:

wholesale cost $3.50
operating costs 2.50 mark-up
profit .35
retail price f67 5

Calculating the price of every item, every timethe wholesale cost
changed would be very time consuming using the above process. Instead
the retailer calculates a percent mark-Up for an item or group of items

7
/that can be used each time prices need to be determined. The percent
mark-up can be calculated as a percentage of the wholesale price or of
the retail price. The following examples illustrate how each of these
mark-up percentages are determined.

a. Percent mark-up based on wholesale cost:

retail price wholesale cost = mark-up
6.35 3.50 = 2.85

mark-up. wholesale cost x 100 = percent mark-up
on wholesale cost

2.85 3.50 x 100 = 81%

b. Percent mark-up based on retail price:

mark-up -!- retail price x 100 = percent mark-up on
retail price

2.85 _._ 6.35 x 100 = 45%

$4,To complete this example, suppose the next time the retailer bought
this item, the wholesale cost had increased to $3.75. '..:The retailer would
then calculate the retail price by using an 81% mark-up on the wholesale
cost (3.75 x .81 = $3.04 mark-up). The nlew retail price of the item
would be $6.79.

9



INFORMATION SHEET 3

ADVERTISING HORTICULTURAL PRODUCTS

Advertising serves a number of purposes to retail businesses. There
are a great many types of advertising, but the purposes of these ads are
generally the same. Advertising,is used to:

1. Sell products.

2. Get customers into the store. 4

3. Introduce new products to consumers.

4. Create interest in, and desire for, a product.

5. Explain the correct use of a particular product.

6. Create public awareness of a company and/or product.

d advertisement is able to accomplish four major goals:

e attention of the consumer.1. Captur

2. Identify a consumer\eed.

3. Visualize a product or service to the consumer.

4. Generate oction from the consumer.

There are many different ways to advertise a,,roduct; some are used
more often than others. Different situations will require different types of
ads; therefore, it is important to become aware of all advertising possibilities.
The following is a list of the commonly used advertising types.

newsparArs
magazines
radio
television
Window displays
direct mail
yellow pages
point-of-puchase-
(ads/displays near the
store's cash register)
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truck/bus signs
billboards
movie theaters
bumper stickers
store front signs
word-of-mouth
phone calls
cooperative ads-
(2 or more firms advertise
collectively)

T
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Advertising can be one of the greatest costs to a business. Advertising
campaigns require a great deal of planning and 'preparation, often requiring
the assistance and expertise of a trained advertising agent. Ab advertisin
campaign can be quite successful if careful considerations are made durin
the planning stages. These considerations include:

1. The long and short range objectives of the campaign.

2. The desired area or group the ad should reach.

3. The likelihood of ,receiving success/profit from the ad.

4. The age and reputation of the store.

5. The location of the store.

6. The day/month/season desired for advertising.

7. The type of advertising media desired.

8. The approximate budget allotted for the ad based on the size, type,
age, scope, and location of the business, and the competition.

M-IV-N-3-14
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INFORMATION SHEET 4

DISPLAYING HORTICULTURAL PRODUCTS

Store and window displays' serve four general functions similar to the
functions of advertising. First, the display must attract the attention of the
customer. Second, the display must stimulate the interest of the customer.
Third, that interest must be transformed into a desir for the product. And
fourth, the display must get the customer into the re to buy the product.

There are five distinct types of displays used in retail horticulture
businesses:

1. Window displays This is often the most important display for a stor
because it, attracts customers off the street to come in for impulse s
ping

2. Counter, table, and shelf displays These displays are used in the
sales area of the store to make merchandise com4nient and attractive to
customers.

3. Manufacturer's display- This type of display is included with some items
of merchandise purchased from the wholesaler. These displitys are often
made of cardboard and have to be constructed by the retailer.

4 Exterior display This type of display is used most often by garden
centers or landscapers. Exterior displays often attract many passers-by
because the merchandise is displayed outside.

5. Salesroom cooler disphiy This display is 1Aec1 almost exclusively in
retail flower shops to make fresh floral arrangements convenient and
attractive to customers.

WINDOW DISPLAYS

The window display is an important Wart of business advertising.
Passers-by spend less than 11 seconds in the process of approaching and
viewing a store's window display. This quick viewing time is the reason
window displays must have a strong initial impact on the viewer. A window
display must be interesting and attractive in order to make an impression in
such a short time.

Careful planning is necessary to create an effective window display.
The following steps provisle a well organized approach to creating an inter-
esting and attractive store window:

A

1. Chpse a theme Every window display should revolve around a central
idea or event. Seasonal themes are often used; some themes emphasize
Special sales or happenings in the store. Many of the same themes get
used year after year. The window designer should try to be creative
and innovative in choosing display themes.

555 M-IV-N-3-15



2. Choose the merchandise and 'props A number of materials will be needed
to assemble the display, including pedestals, stands, background
materials, feature merchandise, other related merchandise, accessories,
signs, and show cards.

3. Make a sketch of the design plan A sketch of the window is helpful as
a guide to assembling the 'display. Also, ideas can be tested and easily
Changed while the design is still on paper.

Assemble the display Display materials should not be set up randomly.
The following procedure will help organize assembly:

a. Construct the bac' round.

b. Set up the props and accessories.
\

c. Add the feature merchandise to form the focal point.

d. Add any other related merchandise.

e. Place price tags and show cards near the merchandise.

The following are several 'tips for creating and. maintaining window dis
plays:

* Design the display from the customers viewpi;int. Go outside and look
into the -window.

* Keep the display simple; elaborate details are not necessary.

* Designate a single focal point in the display, do not make the window too
busy.

* Harmonize the colors within the display.

* Do not overcrowd the windwith merchandise.

* Keep the display clean and neat; dust and adjust daily.

* Change the display often; do not maintain an outdated Aherne.
a,

* Check perishable merchandise daily; replace merchandise when neces-
sary.

SALES AREA DISPLAYS
te

The size and arrangement of display' units in the sales area'.of `a store
depends o the size and type of store and the merchandise displayed. For
example, large greenhouse/garden center-, operation would require long,

nches or d4laying plants ino the greenhouse, and possibly a display
/garden center lot- to display sample tre4s and shrubs. S

The folloWing is a list of important considet.ations for establishing effec=
tive merchandise displays in the sales area:

5 5 s



1. All displays should be attractive and organized; but at the same time,
displays should not be made so immaculate that the customer is afraid to
take off an item and mess up the display.

2_ All displays should be checked for safety to be sure there is no hazard
of merchandise falling or units being knocked over.

3. Displays and the surrounding sales area should be kept neat and clean.

4 Merchandise should always be displayed in quantity. Customers do not
like to buy the last item on the shelf, so be sure to display
units often.

5. Displays should be' kept well lit. In some cases spotlights may be neces-
sary or colored lights desired.

6. Display signs should be written legibly, with the price clearly marked.

7. Display similar or related types of merchandise together.

8. Locate displays. strategically. Display impulse items near the cash
register, feature items in the center of the store, and staples on the
perimeter.

9. Display units should blend in with the decor of the store.

10. Always allow plenty of room -between aisles and around displays to avoid
congestion.

LIGHTING

Lighting can be use effectively in displays to attract attention to and
help identify merchandise. ; Natural (outdoor) light should be utilized as much
as possible. Stores with a great many windows may only require a minimal
amount of artificial lighting during the day.

:00 -There are a variety of light bulb types to choose from, but probably the
most popular type are cool white fluorescent bulbs. Sometimes colored lights
are used in displays to achieve special effects, or to enhince the visual appeal
of merchandise. When using colored lighting for displays, it is important to
make sure the coloring doeS not cause false impressions. Spotlights for
window) displays should always be recessed into the ceiling or wall to avoid a
glare 1 the window.

,
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 1

PRICING HORTICULTURAL PRODUCTS
*O.

PROCEDURE: Complete the following pricing problems using the specified
pricing strategies. The following formulas will be helpful in
calculating correct prices:

* MAR#C-UP = OPERATING COSTS + PROFIT

RETAIL PRICE = WHOLESALE COST + MARK-UP'

1 Last year you charged $1.50 fok potted tomato plants. This year you.
plan to increase the price by 10%. Now much will you charge per plant?

2. You have just recei/d a late shipment of rose bushes for your small
suburban garden center: You want to sell thp, bushes quickly and
decide to sell them for $1.45 less than the leading garden center in
town. Johnson's Nursery charges $6.25 per rose bush; how much will
you charge?

3. The , manufacturer's suggested retail price on a bottle of houseplant
fertilizer is $3.95. You decide to reduce the price by 15%. How much
will you charge per bottle of fertilizer?

4. Your flower shop is having a ribbon sale for 30% off. A customer pur-
chases 8 yards of velvet ribbon, regularly, priced at 79¢ per yard, and 14
yards of satin ribbon regularly priced at 39¢ per yard.. How much will
you charge for the ribbon?-

5. Th0 wholesale cost of an item is $4,50. What is the retail ,price of the
item using a alt to 1 mark-up?
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6. You have, purchased a case of 12 crystal vases from the wholesaler for
$87.50. The retail price of a single vase is $14.58. What mark-up ratio
was used?

7. How much is the mark-up on an item that has a wholesale cost of $5.00
and a retail price of $12.95?

/'
8 The retail price of a bag of fertilizer is $14:95. If the operating costs

f:1\4equal $5.45 and profit equals $2.50, what was the olesale cost of the
fertilizer?

A

The wholesale cost of an item is $10.25. If the percent mark-up based
on wholesale cost is 76$, what is t e retail price of the item?p

7

10., The retail price .of an item is $29.99. If the percent mark7up based on
retail price is 44%, what was the wholesale cost of the item?

11 If the retail price of a hanging basket $8.00 and th wholesale 'cost
was $4.35, what is the percent mark- ased on whol le cost?

12. The wholesale cost of an item is $2.49, operating costs are $1.70, and
profit is- $0.31. What is the percent mark-up _for' this _item based on:

a. wholesale cost?

.b. .retail price?

M-IV-N-3-20
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STUDENT WORkSHEET 2

EVALUATING ADVERTISEMENTS

PROCEDURE: Use the following criteria to evaluate an advertisement for a
horticultural product or business.

p

Stone or ,pro name:-

Type of acv sem nt:
444
nw Answer Y.

I

NO, or .N/.A not applicaple) to the following statements;,

1. Ad ertisement attracts attention.

2 Product is clearly described.

3: Advertisement explains why the customer should buy the
product.

4. Advertisement refletts the image of the business,

Advertisement contains the business' logo or distinctive
format.

6. Advertisement is placed in a desirable location

7. Advertisement is straight-forward and honest.

8. 'Advertisement is timely/seasonal.

9. Advertisement is not too for or too short.

10. Product illustrations are attractive...

11. Color is used effectively in the advertisement.

12.. Advertisement has a neat- appearance.

13. store location is Hted on .the advertisement.

14. Store hours are listed on the advertisement..

15. Store telephone number is listed on the advertisement.

Would yo buy This product or visit this business? Whor on why not?

.Comments:

,

'17
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 3

EVALUATING DISPLAYS

PROCEDURE: USe the following criteria to evaluate a store or window display
of a retail horticulture business. When examining the display,
be sure to look at it from a normal distance at first in order
to determine the customer's first impression.

Store name:

Type of display: tt
It

IScoring: 1 poor, 2 fair, 3 good, 4 excellent N/A

I. , Arrangement III. Lighting..

1. Display not too empty. 1. Lights are hidden.

2. Display not too full. 2. Lights are clean. p.

3. Main items stand out. 3. Some spotlights used.

4. Na. clashing colors.

II. Cleanliness

4. Proper amount of
lighting is used.

IV. Sales appeal

DisrYlay is seasonable.

Selling points are
stressed.

1. Floor 'clean. 1.

2. Background clean. 2.

3. Props and fixtures clean. 3.

Merchandise- clean,. 4.

5. Window clean. 5.

o

. (Window display only

TOTAL POINTS:

COMMENTS:

11/11V-10-22

Dis lay Cards used
eff Y.

Pro
direr .ndise.

Related merchandise is
*used.

not overpower
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 4

MARKETING CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 4 (CONT1D.)

MARKETING CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS:

1. Sells wholesale merchandise for the manufa(turer.

2. Expensive advertising medium.

3. Number of times an iteM sells out and is reordered throughout th,e year.

4. , One of the operating coSts.

5. 3 to 1 mark-up

6. A good- medium for personally advertising to customers.'

7. When Supply-is high and deMand is low, the r!tailer sometimes
prices.

8. First step of physical inventory.

9. Merchandise displayed for over 6 months.

10. Type of display:

11. Total merchandise available for sale.

1. Regular interval for conducting i ventory.

13. Good advertising will generate .th- in a customer.

DOWN:

5. Advertising .medium

14: -Window display, plan.,

15. Mark-up minus operating costs.

16. Accompanies order received from wholesaler.

17. Advertising medium directed, toward specific customers.
11°"

18. Number of seconds a window display ;holds one's attentIon.

19. Determines when and how _much merchandise to buy.

pel

4.

20-. Good advertising and displays will attract customers
(3 words)...

21. Used to request merchafrdise from the wholesaler.

M-Iy-N-3-24 563
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STUDENT WORKSHEET..-4 (CONT'b
4t/

MARKETING CROSSWORD PUAlt."

P
2 2 . Help suppoll a display.

23. Advert(sing-should evoke this ff.:om the customer.'

f
r

A

A

Its
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 1-

CONSTRUCTING4WINDOW DISPLAYS

PURPOSE: Students will create simulated window displays in the classroom
in order to practice constructing and evaluating displays.

MATERIALS:

1. window display space
2. merchandise
3. props (stands, pedestals, etc.)
4. background material (paper, fabric, etc-.)
5. accessories/related merchandise
6. signs
7. light fixtures (optional)
8. tools (if necessary)

PROCEDURES:

1. Determine the theme of the display.

2. Choose the* appropriate merchandise.

3. Make a sketch of the design plan-.

4. Disassemble the existing display (if necessary).

,. 5°.,, Clean the display 'area.
Ai,'____i .'

6. Assem14.e the backg'rInd- of the display.ic. , . K -,

,

r. .5et uRC t.t4Cdisplay prOPs using th,e sketched- plan,as a ,guide.
J

8'. Add- the 'feature merchandise at the focal point, followed b.y any',
accessories or related merchandise designa,ted in the plan. , ,

9. Make, show cards, price 'tags, and/or- signs and plaee- them near
the appropriate merchandise.

10. 11, Set up any necessary light' fixtures.

11. Check( the Clispfay from the front view and make 'apy necessary
changes. N.

12t, ,EValuate the display.

70,,

1

A

I

°
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TEACHER'S KEY

STUDENT WORKSHEET 1

PRICING HORTICULTURAL PRODUC-TS

PROCEDURE: Complete the followin, pricing problems using the specified
-pricing- strategies. The followin-g 'formulas will be' helpful in
calculating correct prices:

* MARK-UP = OPERATING, COST PRO-FIT

RETAIL PRICE -`WHOLESALE COST! ;t `MARK-UP
4.1

I. Last year you charged $1.50 for potted tomato plants. This year . you
plan to increase the price by 10%. How much youyou charge per pIgnt?

'.15
1.50 + .15= $1.65*

2. cYou have just received a 'late shipment 9f .rOse :bushes i"or your small
suburban garden center. You want to se 41 the bushes quickly' and
decide to sell them for $1.45' Jess than the leading .garden center in
town. Johnson's NurserN charge. $6.25 per roe bush.;: how much will
you charge?

4 6.25 - 1.45 = $4.80*.

3. The manufacturer's suci.gette,.d retail price a Mottle of houseplant

will you charge per bottle of fertilizeri.,
ferti.lizer I'S $3.95. You' decide to the ,rt by )5%. How much

)

3.95 x .15 = .59
3:95 .9 = $3.36*

4.. Yo r flower, shop is ing a ribbo sale for" 300 off. A customer pur-
cha es 8 yards of velvet ribbon regLlarly priced at 794 per yard, and 14
ya ds of satin ribbon regularly prig -d at .39(tper yard. How much will

t you charge for, the ribbon?

8 > .79 = 6.32 14 .39 = -5.46
6.32 +...-5,46 = 11.78 .;11.7Nx 30 = 3.53 11.78 3.53 = $8.25*

1 e whoplesalt.e cost of an item is $4.50 What is the retail price of the
iteYn using a 21/2 to 1 mark-up?

4.50 -"X 2.5 = 111.25*

You have purchased a case of 12 -crysial vases= from the wholesaler for
$87.50. The retail price of a .single vase) $14.58. What mark---Urratio
was used?

87.50 ÷ 12 7.29 per v-ase
=:- 7.29 = 2 to.1-*,: ,

$k 5,66

tor

4

.16
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How much is the mark-pp on an item that has a wholesale cost of $5.00
and a retail price of M.95? . 41,

12.95 5.00 = $7.95*

8. The retail' price of a bag-of fertilizer is $14.95. If the operating costs
equal $5.45 and profit equals $2.50, what was the wholesale cost of the
fertilizer?

14.95 5.45 2.50 = 0.00*
')?:4

The wholesale cost of an item is $10.25. If the percent mark-up based
on wholesale cost is 76%, tn./bat is the retail price of the item?

.10.25 x .76 = 7.79 16.25 + 7.79 = $18..04*

14. The retail pri,cp. of an item is $29.99. - if tie percent mark-up based on
retail p'rice is 44%, what was the wholesale cost of the item?

29.99 x .44 = 13.20 29.99 13.20= $16.79*

11. If the retail price of
was $4.35, what is th

.

anging basket is $8.00 and the wholesale cost
ent rnark7up based on wholesale cost?-

8.00 4:35 = 3.65 .65 = 4.35 x 100 = 84%*

12. The wholesale cost of an item is $2.49, operating costs are $1.70, and

profit, is $0.31, What is the percent mark-up for this item based on:

a. wholesale cost? cc

1.70 + .31 = 2.01 2.01 = 2.49 x i go = 81%*

b. retail price?

1.;0 + .31 = 2.01 2.01 + 4.50
.01 ÷4.50 x 100 = 45%*

p
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-. TEACHER'S KEY

STUDENT WORKSHEET 4

MARKETING CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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coSAMPLE INVENTORY FORM

Inventory for month ending _ 19

NV
1

Actual Count
Different Locations

)

.

Descriptions of Items

:
l

,

Unit
No. of
Units

o.

-Unit Price
c

mount
,

40 80z.. I-Scyrb Ksectic.id 6, R

,

oz. . 75
, . 285 00

. . .D ,..

.
.

.

.
.

,
. .

,

.

.
.
_

.
.

, .

,
,

A < ,
,

. . ,
.

. -1--

.

..

,,

.

1

. ,,

. _

)
.

6.

I I

.1
\w ' 1 .-

h

C

& A

.

f

TOTAL
.

T

.

di 569 cP70
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SAMPLE PURCHASE ORDER

.4)

TO

PURCHASE ORDER.

DATE OF ORDER

SHIP TO

REQ. NO.

f

QTY. ORDEVED
'r

QTY, RECEIVED 414;16STOCK NUMBER/DESCRIPTION UNIT PRICE TOTAL

-.-- ,

.

4
-

,

.

P'3
-

-

.

.

4
4-- .

i :

,

^

.

.
.

5 ,

n

-
. -

...

i I 4

:..,, .
, ,

._,

7
0.

:
.

.

,t

,

. ,

4

.

.

. - .
, .Ik , ' . , ', ,

.

8

.
.

Ilt

Authorized by



SAMPLE INVOICE<,
,

, ..

TO .
_.

.

.

-TERMS: ..

.

-

,

I.
.

_

.

.

.

INVOICE
0

. .

.,

.

,

,,..,

DATE

..,
1

CUSTOMER ORCOUR NO.

.

SALESMAN
I

._ .

.,

VIA

^..

-

.

$ '

- , ,,

...

QUANTITY
_

DESCRIPTION - PRICE AMOUNT

.

.

_

.

-

.

.

.

,

..

)

.
3or

. ..,..

-

t..

NI,
i

.

.

.

.

)

i

. .

,

.

Ota

.

J

,
.

- 1

..

,

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

ORIGINAL
)

. 1

.
_

) ',. ... .

1
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THE MARKETING PROCESS

MANUFACTURER OR GROWER

WHOLESALER
BROKER

RETAILER

N , nMIr , e- r I --

7.1tamor ,immip mos.
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TRANSPAREROY DISCpSSION,GUICIE

MARKETING HORTICULTURAL 'PRODUCTS

.1- \
I. Transparency -SAMPLE INVENTORY FORM

A. Physical inventory requires ,counting every item of merchandise in
the store and then recording these figure.

B. Inventory may be conducted on an annual, serrii-annual, monthly,
or,claily (perpetual) basis. Thee more often inventory is conducted,
the easier it is to keep up with.

II. Transparency--SAMPLE PURCHASE ORDER_

A. A purchase order is used by the retailer to order wholesale mer-
chandise.

B. A purclpse order contains a number of imporeanf specifications
including, the quantity, price and description of itfms ordered, the
payment terms, and the delivery arrangements and kdate.

III. Transparency--SAMPLE INVOICE

A. An invoice is sent to the retailer with the merchandise purchased
froin the wholesaler.

B. -The invoice is* used to check incoming merchandise for damage and
mistakes in the order.

IV.. Transparency--THE MARKETING PROCESS

A. The manufacturer or grower of hortiCultural products usually sells
the merchandise to a wholesaler:, who then ,sells to the retailer.
Sometimes the manufacturer or- grower sells directly to the retailer.
And sometimes the manufacturer or grower will pay a fee or corn-
mission to a broker who is then responsible for finding buyers for
the merchandise.

B. As merchandise is sold from the producer through the broker,
wholesaler retailer, and then to the consuMer, the price increases
in order for, each business to make a profit.

O



SAMPLE TEST QUESTIONS AND TEACHER'S KEY

MARKETING HORTICULTURAL PRODUCTS
4'

SHORT ANSWER:

1. Define the fpllowing terms:

a. mac -up -,the amount of money a retailer adds to the wholesale cost
of an item in order to cover operating costs and insure a profit.

b. profit the amount of money left fromitthe proceeds of a product
after all merchandise and operating costs have been paid.

overstocked merchandise that has remained on display shelves- for
over' 6 months.

d, merchandise turnover - the number of times an item sells out and
has to be reordered throughout the year.

e. invoice -,an itemized list of merchandise' shipped from the wholesaler.

2. Explain the proper procedure for receiving merchandise from the whole-
saler.

a. Count the merchandise and checit the invoice to see that the
correct items were received.

b. Record the count on the invoice including any shortages or over-
ages.

c. Check for damaged merchandise and record any c4mages on the
invoice.

d. Initial the invoice and file it properly.

1 3. Design a formula to explain the relationships between wholesale cost,
retail -price, operating costs, and profit.

retail price = wholesale cost + mark-up (operating costs, +, profit)

4. List 6 types of operating costs.

labor d. insurance

b. rent / e. salaries

c. advertising f. delivery

5 5



4. Explal-n,3 purposes of inventory records.
4

a Inventory records determine which merchandise has been over-
stocked or understocked.

(I I

b. Inventory records determine merchandise turnover, which is useful

in making purchasing decisions.
o

ct Inventory records- serve, as a guide when determining .merchandise
prices.

5. Determine the percent mark-up for an item based on wholesale cost using
the following inforrhation:

wh lesale cost $3.00, operating costs = $1.60, profit = $.40

mark-up = 67$

6. Determ)ne the retail price for an item based on the following information:

wholersale cost = $1.50, percent mark-up based on wholesale cost = 70%

retail price .= $2.55

7. Explaini1/44 purposes of adv,prtisilg-:

a Advertising is used to create an4nterest in, and desire for,
product..

b. Advertising Is used to create public awareness of a company or
product.

C. Advertising is used to ,get customers, into the store.

d. Advertising is used to introduce new products to consumers.

List the 5,main types of displays.

a. wind9w display

b. counter or table-top displays

c. manufacturer's display

d. exterior display

e. salesroom cooler display



UNIT N: HORTICULTURE BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

PROBLEM AREA: UTILIZING MICROCOMPUTERS IN HORTICULTURE
BUSINtSS MANAGEMENT

SUGGCSTION\t TOTHE TEACHER:

This problem area is designed for use with advanced students in voca-
tional agriculture/horticulture programs. This problem area may be taught
during the winter months when outside activities are limited.

The estimated instructional time for this problem area is 5 to 10 days.
If the students are involved in computer programming activities additional
classroom or laboratory time will need to be planned.

Some of the lear ing activities in this problem area require access to a
microcomputer; othe activities require previous experience with running
microcomputer progra s. The instructors'are encouraged to modify and adapt
these materials to thir local situations.

CREDIT SOURCES:,

These materials were developed through a funding agreement, R-33 -24-
D -0362 -644 with the Illinois State Board of Education, Department of Adult,'
Vocational, and Technical Education, Research and Development Section,
100 North First Street, Springfield, Illinois 62777'. Opinions expressed in
these materials do not reflect, nor should they be construed as policy or
opinion of the State Board of Education or its staff.

The teacher's guide, information sheet, student worksheets,, and test
questi6ns were developed by Janet L. Henderson and .Barbara Koch, De-
partment of Vocational and Technical Education, University of 111inoiS, and
reviewed by Paul E. Hemp, Kallie S. Grobstein, Teresa E. Paniello, Jerry D.
Pepple, Department of Vocational and Technical Education, University of
Illinois, and Bill Hunter, Vocational Agriculture Service, University of
Illinois..

The 'artwork in this problem area was prepared by the Vocational Agri-
culture Service, University of Illinois. Suggestions and guidance in the
development of here materials were provided by the Metropolitan Core Cur-
riculum Field T t Teachers.
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TEACHER'S GUIDE

I. Unit: Horticulture buSiness management

II . Problem area: Utilizing microcomputers in horticulture business manage-
ment

Objectives: At the close of this problem area students will be able to:

1. Define basic computer' terminology.

2. fdentifycche basic parts and functions of a microcomputer.

3. List ways that microcomputers can be used in the horticulture In-
dustry(.

A. Develop and execute a simple computer program related to a horti-
culture topic.

5. Evalmate computer software packages designed for horticulture
proOrams.

6. Determine factors to consider when purchasing computer hardware.

7. Identify characteristics of microcomputer software programs.

8. Properly operate the microcomputer and appropriately handle 'soft-
ware.

IV. Suggested interest approaches:

4

1. Discuss with the class how computers, affect our evel-yday lives.,
Use the following lead questions:

a. Where do we see computers or, computer technology being
used? (Example: grocery stores, microwave ovens, dish-
washers, video games, gas,stations.)

b. How .have computers affected your life?

c. What are some advantages and disadvantages of computer
technology?

2. If microcomputers are available ar the school, demonstrate how to
run a simple program. Discuss,' the capabilities of computers.
Encourage students to consider how computers cbuld be used in
the horticulture prograM.

3. Have students keep track of the. different ways microcomputers
-impact their daily lives. Use a short survey form to collect data
during a specified time period. Have. students share their findings
with the rest of the class.
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V. Anticipated problems and concerns of students:

1. What is a computer?

2. What are the different types of computers?

3. What are, the advantages and disadvantages of using computers?

4. How do microcomputers operate?

5_ How can microcomputers be used in a horticulture business?

6. What is meant by computer hardware and software?

7. How do I determine which microcomputer to Purchase?

8_ How can I evaluate computer software programs?
6

9. How should I care for a microcomputer?

10. How do microcomputer programs work?

11. Why would I want to own and/or use :a microcomputer?

VI. Suggested learning activities and experiences:

1 Have students interview seleded horticulture businessmen and
women in the local community. who use microcomputers in their
operations,' Use Student Worksheet 1 as a guide for planning
appropriate interview questions. Upon completion of the interviews
have the students share their findings with the rest of the class.
Generate a list of ways microcomputers are currently being used in
the local horticulture industry.

Invite a local horticulture businessperson to discuss how he or she
use microcomputers in their dlily operations. Encourage students
to ask what computer skills are necessary for entry-level horticul-
ture workers.

3. Have students review current horticulture journals for, articles on
microcomputers. Let -students summarize and share the information
with the rest of the class. Keep the articles in a notebook fOr
future reference.

4. Develop a bulletin board using one of the following themes:, com-
puter terms, Gavailable hardware and software, uses of microcom-
puters, or capabilities of computers.

atr

5. Digcuss the advantages and' disadvantages of using microcomputers
using Transparencies 1 and 2. Encourage students to add to the
lists using their .own experierices.

Review with students the proper methods of handling floppy disks
using Transparency 3.
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7 Have students read sections 1, 2, and 5 in VAS Unit 6023Intro-_ duction to Computers in Agriculture. Use Student Worksheet 2 to
. plan this activity. Review Microcomputer terms using the work-

sheet as a guide for discussion. ,

8. Organize a study trip to a local 'horticulture business that uses
microcomputers. Observe the different way? of utilizing computers
in the business and discuss the -advantages. Use Student Work-
sheet 1 to plan this activity.

9. H.ave students: run a microcomputer program specifically designed
for a horticulture business or class. Information Sheet 1, lists
sources for purchasing ready-made programs to help in planning
this activity. The instruct& is encouraged to contact the sources
to obtain detad information on the horticulture programs.

10. Using VAS Unit 6023--Introduction to Computers in Agriculture,
Section 3, - have students develop a list of rules for storing and
using microcomputers. Have students draw and display posters
that illustrate the proper care for microcomputer hardware and
software.

11. Have students complete Student Worksheet 4--Hardware Evaluation
Checklist. Encourage students to compare and contrast the vari-
ous models of microcomputers currently available. Have students
evaluate and identify the best buy for their particular microcom-
puter needs.

= 12. Have students complete Student, Worksheet 5-- Soft -ware Evaluation
Checklist. Encourage students to consider the strengths and
weaknesses of various software packages. Develop a list of addi-
tional questions to ask' prio to purchasing specifid microcomputer
prograMs. This activity is intended for use by students who have
,a basic understanding of mputer terminology..

\
13. Have students _complete Student Worksheet 3 Computer Software

using VAS Unit 6025 =Selecting Agricultural Computer Software.
Review the information 'using t14e worksheet as a guide.

*-,
14. Have students complete Student Worksheet 6- -Using the Microcom-

puter. Thi s. worksheet should be used with the specific micro-
computer(s) 'vailable for student use.

15. Using Student Worksheet 7:-( Computer Programming, ncourage
students to become familiar with basic .programming la guage for
their specific microcomputer. How to develop a sirriple computer
pro ram is included in this activity . \\

VII. Aptlicati ns procedures:

1. Familiarity with computer terminology and basic manipulative skills
will be useful for all students preparing for a career in the horti-
culture industry.

411,
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2. --A basic understanding of computers and programming can be help-
ful in maintaining SOE and/or entrep eneurship °records for those
students with access to a microcomp

f)VIII E aluation:
'':; l'C

1. Prepare and administer a written ,exam using the sample test ques-
tions in this problem area.

1

sio

2. Evaluate performance on the student worksheets.

3. Evaluate student ability to perform specific functions on the micro-
computer.

IX. Referenc s and aids:

M -I V -N -4 -6

1. Vocational Agriculture Service, College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois, 1401 South Maryland Drive, Urbana, Illinois, 61801
.(217/333-3871

a. .VAS Unit 6023--Introduction to Computers in Agriculture.

/b. VAS Unit 6025Selecting Agricultural Computer 4oftware.

Microcomputer Programs in Agriculture- Greenhouse Heating
and Cooling (10) and 'Lawn Planning (#14).

.11
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INFORMATION SHEET 1'

SOURCES OF HORTICULTURE COMPUTER PROGRAMS

1 Vocational Agriculture Service
College of Agriculture )
University of Illinois
1401 South Maryland Drive
Urbana, IL 61801
(217)333-3871

. I

2 Mid-American Vocational Curr:iculum Consortium
1509 West Seventh Avenue -r
Stillwater, OK 74074
1-800-654-3988'i

3. Teaching Aids Incorporated
Post Office Box 1798
Costa Mesa, CA 92626-0798
(714) 548-9321

)

is

4

I
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 1
tv

BUSINESS INTERVIEW MICROCOMPUTERS

1. Name and address_of business:

2. Nature of business:

3. Number of microcomputers:

"Ll. Computer model(s):

5. Peripheral devices (please list):

6. Source of computer training:. (Check all that appl

self college militar

high school on-job other (specify)

7. Uses- for the microcomputer:

employee records (example: payroll)

inventory of crops and/,or supplies

sales analysis

crc scheduling

customer records (example: billing

financial plrning (example: budgeting)

other (specify)

8. 'Microcomputer skills needed by entry level workers:

9.,,, Additional Comments: .

A

0
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 2

MICROCOMPUTER TERMS

Reference: VAS Unit 6023 Introduction to Computers in Agriculture, Sec-
tions 1, 2, and 5.

.1. Mainframe. Computers

2. ,Minicomputers

3. Microcomputers

4. Computer Processing Unit

5. Peripheral Devices

6. Bit

7. Byte

8. Kilobyte (K) - (

9. Floppy Disk

10. RSndom Access Memory (RAM)

11. Read On,ly Memory (ROM)
t

12. Cathode Raga Tube

M-IV-N-4-10
534



13. Non-Impact. Printer

a

14. Impact Printer

44

15. Hardware

16. Software

17. BASI4

. 585
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Reference:

STUDENT WORKSHEET 3

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

VAS Wilt. 6025Selecting. Agricultural- Computer Software'.

List the- three main types Qf computer software and briefly cl4fine,each.

a.

C

2. Briefly explain why "Z" brand computer may be unable to utilize another
company's software.

. , ,
,

3. H w might the problem described in question #2 be corrected while still
ut lizing opposing brands?

4. List the four most common p gramming'' languages.

a.

b.

.c.

1. .5

PA-WIN-4-12

e
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5. Approximately how many versions or dialects, of BASIC exist?
am.

6. If you are planning to use your microcomputer primarily to run programs
rather than for developing prog4pms, would you purchase a microcom-
puter with a compiler or an interpreter? Explain your )answer.

a
7.' List and briefly define the three types of application *software packages.

a.

b.

C.

1.
List eight think you should check when evaluating commercial software
packages.

a.

C 4

. d.

e.

f_

g.

h.

9. Describe the following general commercial programs available for use a
agricultural software.

a. Data Base Minagement programs-

b. Word. Processing programs-
4

c. Spread Sheet programs-

d. Graphic program-

,587



10 Now might the four general commercial programs discussed in question #9
be used to help you keep records on your SO EP?

11 Compare the advantages and disadvantages in using commercial, cus-
tom, or user-written software.

* 12. Where might you obtain information about ,available software?

M-IV:N-4-14



STUDENT WORKSHEET 4

HARDWARE, EVACUATION CHECKLIST

I. Prsocedures: Visit a local microcomputer dealer or use available dealer
catalogs to. -complete the following hardware checklist
Circle the appropriate' letter in the right-hand column.

Brabd Name: Model:

Price:

A, Keyboard/Disk Drive/Memory

1. Sold by a local dealer who pro-
vides service.

4

2. Is a name brand iemputer that,
has software available:

3. Has sufficient .memory (at-2Ieast
64-128K).

4. . Additional memory capacity can
be added if nee4d..

5. Uses a 514-inch diskOtte.

6. Can be connected to a phone
modem to access other comput-
ers.

7. Additional disk drives can be
added if needed.

Has ildequate graphics capabil-
ities.

9. Keyboard keys are clearly
ma/eked and easy to operate.

10. Will operate a color monitor.

11. Price is comparable to similar
brands.

B, Monitor/Printer

1. The picture is sharp and clear.

2. Monitor has a color screen.

589

Y

,

Y) NA

NA

NA

Not
Yes No Applicable

,Y N NA

NA

Y .

Y. N

Y N NA

Y N NA

Y N

104

Y N NA

Y N NA

NA

!NI

NA

NA

4
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3. Has desired speed .of print.
(Dot matrix or Daisy wheel)

4. Printer provides graphics capa-
bilities.

5. Printer provides letter quality
type.

procedtresi Answer the following questions after completing Part I of
the checklist.

Not -
Yes No Applicable

Y N NA

Y N NA

1. What do you want to do with the computer? List your goals. 2

2. Is- there a less expensive way to do what you want? Explain.

4

3. How will repairs and questions about the equipment be 4)andlec1`i
Explain.

-

4. Db you have adequate space and power sources''to o erate the mi,.
crocomputer? Explain.

M-IV-N-4-16
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5. Would you purchase the half-dware just evaluated? Why or why not?

ki>

591
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 5

SOFTWARE EVALUATON CHECKLIST

Procedures: Visit a local microcomputer dealer or use a program
available at school to complete the following /software
checklist. Circle the appropriate letter in the ritit-hand
column.

Name of Program: Price:

Nature of Program: la

A. General

1. The program pro4ides the de-.
sired output.

2. Sold by a dealer or company
that provides service.

3. Software will operate on red
hardware.

4. Software does not require more
memory (K) than the hardware
has.

5. Price is comparable to similar
programs.

Not
Yes No Applicable

Y N JAA

17 N \/ NA

Y N NA

6., The program is free "from errors. Y

'7. The program' can be modified.

B. Input
ti-

-Cursbr or other indicator shows /
where input is to go. Y N NA

M-IV-N-4-18

N KA

N NA

NA.

Input can be corrected if neces-
sary before program cohtinues. Y N 14-A

3. Error, diagnostiCs are given when
improper data is inputted. Y N NA
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#
i

Not
C. Output

, .
1

Yes No Applicable
s 4

1. The output is in an 651w-to-_

, read and understand format. Y N NA

2. Produces output on a. printer if 1

desired.
1-

Y N \ NA

,.---/ 1 1,

.
C

3. Program is in dolor for color IP , ....,.

monitors. Y N NA

D. Instructions

1. Documentation is provided in th
software package. Y N NA A?

II

2. User can skip instructions and
return to them when needed. Y N NA

3. The text 'is clear and easy to
read. Y N NA

4. Commands are written in simple
t ?-understand terms- Y N NA

5. 'Uniform terms are used through-
out the program. Y N NA

'41

6_ Clear graphics can be used when
needed. Y N NA

7. Sound and/or music is used ef-
fectively. Y N NA

E. Documentation

1. Provides easy-to-read, step -by-
step instructions. Y N NA

2. Contains a sample set of dati
with output to test the program. Y N NA

3. Contains a tutorial. Y N NA

4. Provides a list of program's
commands. Y N NA

46
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I I Procedures: Answer the following questions after running a sample
software package.

Wete there times when you felt explanations

4,

wert Unclear? Explain.

2. -Were there times when you felt frustrated using the progralil?
Explain.

3. Were there times when you lost interest in the pi-ogram? plain.

4. What features of the program did you most like or enjoy?
t

5. What features of the program did you least like or enjoy?

6. How could you use this program in your supervised occupation
experience program?

IVI-IV-N-4-20
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STUDENT WORKSIVE-1;g 6

USING THE MICROCOMPUTER

Computer manufacturers design their computers to respond to a unique
set of instructions. It is essential for the usqr to becorrfe familiar with the
particular commands and procedures for operating Ithce model of microcomputer
being utilized.

Prvidures: Complete the following student worksheet with the assistance
of your instructor and your .mjcrocomputer operating manual.

r's a

1. Identify the branti>and model of 'your microcomputer.
1

2. Identify the major components of the microcomputer.

A

Compare and contrast your model t9 the diagriam.

Microcomputer with Keyboard
11111111111111111

Monitor t

-TN

Printer Disk Drives

3. Locate the power switch(es) on your comp ter. Place an X in the dia-
gram in question #2 to indicate the po er switch(es) location. Brifefly
describe if necessary.

I
"lb

4. Turn the power switch(es) to "ON" for the necessary components.

5. List in the space below any additional sign-on instructions needed for
your computer, numbering each step .

e!.
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6. Check that the disk drive in use" light 's OFF befOre proceeding.

7. Determine which disk drive will be utilized when only one diskette is
used an two disk drives are available. Identify in the space provided.

8. Placing fingers on the diskette jacket (label) only, gently remove the
diskette from i protective envelope. Hold your right thumb 'Over the
label: this ill normally insure the correct-orientation when you place
the ,diskette on the driv4.

9. Carefully, with the label facing up, place the diskette into the open disk
drive. The edge of the diskette with the oval cut out in the diskette's
square plastic cover should enter the drive first. The edge of the
diskette with the label enters the drive last.

10 Slowly and gently close the 'disk drive door. Closing the door lowers
the drive head onto the disk- Care should be taken to. avoid damage to
the disk and the drive head.

11. List additional directions needed to .load- the diskette's catalogue onto the
workspace and screen. The catalogue is a list of programs stored on
the .diskette. It may also be referred to as a "Menu".

12. Record the steps necessary to execute a program listed in the catalogue.

A
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13. Once you have beguh a program, how can you return to the catalogue?

14. List the steps necessary to change diskettes. Caution: NEVER remove
a diskette when the "in use" light is on the disk drive.

_t

15. List the steps for printing a program..
411

16. How can you correct an error in typing?

17. Whbt is a "syntax error" and what should you do if this appears on the
screen?

18. List the steps for signing-off of your computer. Caution: NEVER
remove a diskette when the "in use" light is on.

a
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19. Carefully store the diskette in a protective envelope in an apprvpriate
location free from dust, temperature extremes, and exposure to magnetic
fields. Never place the diskette on top of the microcorfiputer or its
peripherals.

r
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 7

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
.

A computer program is a list of detailed instructions given by the pro-
grammer to the computer which describes a process to be performed. The
program is written in a computer Li,angypecific to the computer model
being .used. Many personal micrdcornputers utilize a language called BASIC
(Beginners All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code) which allows the pro-
grammer to-'communicate with the computer. Although many computers utilize
BASIC, there are many variations (dialects) of BASIC used by different
manufacturers; therefore, the system commands will vary.. The System com-
mands for your computer can be found in the operator's manual.

Procedures: With the assistance of your instructor, complete the following'
worksheet ori\,ylour microcomputer, Utilizing the operator's
manual when r\ecessary: List instruttions and fill in the
blanks as you proceed.

1. Sign on "the comput.

Instructions:

2. When the computer is ready it will show a. welcome or ready message on
the screen and the "in'-use" light will be off on the disk drive.

3. Type:
* * * * * -* * * * * * * * * *. * * * * * * * * *

100 REM This is a discovery progra or horticulture students.
Barb Koch. February J26, 1985.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * *
What you have typed in step #3
a line number.. What is the line
The line number is used by the
gram.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
is called a program line. Each line has
number used in step #3?
computer to order each line in the pro-

After typing a program 'line onto the screen always check it for accur,
acy. Remember you can correct errors utilizing the appropriate-arrow< >-) key.

5. Once the line has been typed and edited .it must be entered into the
computer's workspace.

A
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
To enter a program line press the RETURN bar.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Now enter line 100.

6., Type the following program lines being ,sure to. enter each line separate-
ly. Be certain to copy each line exactly and -to edit each line 'for errors
before 'entering each line.

110 LET A = 2
120 LET B = 1

-130 LET C = A * B
140 PRINT C
150 END

Imo

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
7. To, get 43 clear _display of the program lines you have entered in the

workspace type: LISTthen- press RETURN to enter the system com-
mand.,

8. If tteps 1-7 are correctly completed, the following should be printed on
the` viewing screen: .

100 REM This is a discover program for horticulture students.
Barb Koch. February 26, 1985

110 LET A = 2
120 LET B = 1
130 LET' C = A * B
140 PRINT ,C
150 END

9. Re-check the program lines' for errors. If an error appears in any line
simply retype and enter the appropriate line number.

10. Thp program _lines comprise a program. By reading the statements after
each ,line number,, determine what the program will have the computer
do.. Write yobr prediction on the 'line below.

.1

4.

el
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0* IC * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
11.. To execute the program in the workspace type: RUN and press RETURN.

* * * * * * * *.* * * * * * * * * * ,* *

12. What happened?

13.' Type and enter:
*"* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

100 LET A =

* * * ,* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * : 9 * * * * * * * * * * *
14. Display the program in the workspace. (Refer to Step #7..)

15. If you execute the program now, what do you think will happen?

16. Execute the program. (Refer to Step #11.) What happened?

.17. Type enter:
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * °* * * * * * * * * * *

100

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
I

18. Again display the program in the workspace. (Refer to Step #7.)

19. What has happened to line 100?

20. By entering a line number only you can erase the corresponding line in
your program.
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21. Execute the program in the workspace. (Refer to yep #11. )

22. Has anything changed in the computer's output?

23. Line 100 was a REM Jatement. REM stands for "remark." A REM
statement is listed in a program as a remark or reminder to the'pro-

1 grammer. A REM statement is used to document information concerning
the designer and date of a program, the purpose of a- program, or, to
explain portions of the program. It is ignored' when the computer exe-
cutes the program; thus, its presence or absence makes no difference in
the computer's output.

24. Refer to Step #8. What was the remark the programmer wrote on line
100?

25. Re-enter a .REM statement on line 100 that includes your name and the
date. Display the program to check your work.

26. Type and enter:

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
12Z INPUT B

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

27. Display the program in the workspace. What do you think will happen
now?

28. Execute the program in the workspace. What appears on the screen?

29.

11
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line do you think is genelating the question mark?
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30. The INPUT command in line 120 generates the question mark. The com-
puter is asking the user for information, in this 'case a number. The
INPUT command' allows the user to change the problem the computer will
answer. The number given by the user will be represented by the
letter B in the formula.

31. Type and enter: any number.

32. .What happened?

Why?

33. Re-execute the program several times. Is the number always being
doubled?

34.. Type and enter:
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *,* * * * * * * * * *

115 PRINT "How many bushels of apples will be shipped";

140 PRINT B; bushels being hauled will weigh
pounds"

C;

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
35. Display the program. in the workspace. What happened to the program

line numbers?

36.0 The line numbers enable the computer to place the program lines in the
correct numerical order even though they have ,been entered out of se-
quence. ',This allows the programmer to go back and add lines to a
program has desired. By assigning numbers that are in increments of ten
or more the programmer provides space for adding lines later if desired.

37. Reviewing the display, what do you predict will happen if the program
executed?
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38. Execute the program and record the output.

D

A
mand, will be printed on th; screen as is done by ine 115 and line 140.
Information placed inside the quotation marks folio'ing the PRINT com-

The, semi-colon used in line ; 115 after the quotation marks will cause the
input question mark to appear at the end of the question.- Re-execute
the program to check that the -,question mark appears at the end of the
question.

40. Retype line., 115 omitting the semi colon at the end. Execute the pro-
gram . What has changed?

41. Display the prograth again. Carefully read line 140. Explain why the B
and C are not included in the quotation marks.

If you. are unsure, try retyping the line putting quotes around the
letters B and C. What changes occurred?

1,

42.' The END statement is not necessary for all computers but some comput-
ers. require its presence. Erase line 150. (Refer to step #20.) Execute
the program. What happened?

(pis the END statement necessary for your comp.uter?

43. If the computer is turned off the program will be erased permanently.
. The only way to gave the program for future use is to store it on the
diskette. To store the program you will need to obtain an initialized
diskette with available .space from your instructor.

44. list the steps for saving or storing a program on the "diskette.

)..
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45. Store the program on, the diskette and check the di'skette's catalogue to
be certain it has been stored properly before continuing.

46.k To begin a new program the computer's workspace must be cleared of
the old program.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

To clear your computer's workspace type and enter:

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

47. Using the space 'provided, develop a program that would figure the area
of a turf field that _ is 1742.4 ft. long and .1900 ft. wide. Use "W" to
represent the field's width and "L" to represent the field's length.
Start with line 100 and be 'sure to include a REM (remark) Statement and
an END statement.°

48. Enter,:display, and check your program.

49. Execute the program. 'Did it work properly? Make corrections if neces-
sary.

50.- N Q W change the program so that it prints the area of the field in terms
of ,acres rather than square feet. `Clue: there are 43560 sq. ft. in an
acre. List the- program change r cessary to compute the answer into
acres in the space below.

51. Implement the necessary.'changes. Display the ,^gram and check for
errors.
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52. Execute the program. What answer was printed? -

53_ The answer should be[

54. Now change the program so it will compute the acreage of any size turf
field using lengths and widths entered by the program user. List the
changes beloW..

55., After entering and checking the changes made in your program, execute .
the program. If the program is correct you should be able to enter 1500
and 871.2 to get an answer of 30 to appear on the screen.

56. Add lines so that an appropriate question appears prior to each input
question 'mark. (Refer to Steps #34-41.) Write the changes in the
space below.

57. Change the program' so that the word "acres" follows the output answer
printed on the screen_

58. Store ypur program on, a diskette. , (Refer to Step #44.)

59.( Print" the display of your program and its execution. (Refer to Step 415
kr of Student Worksheet 6.)
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TEACHER'S KEY

STUDENT WORKSHEET 2

MICROCOMPUTER TERMS

Reference: VAS Unit 6023 Introduction to Computers in Agriculture, Sec-
tions 1, 2, and 5.

1. Mainframe Computers very large and expensive computers; introduced

in the 1950s; housed in specially-designed rooms; cost over $100,000.

2. Minicomputers smaller units than mainframe computers; introduced in

the mid-1960s; ranger price from $10,000 to $25,000.

3. .Microcomputers a small-size computer; operates using an electric, sili-

con chip; units can be mass produced; relatively low cost.

4. Computer Processing Unit major component of a computer system;

housed inside the unit that hcflds the keyboard; processes all data.

5. Peripheral Devices any device connected to the computer; examples in-

clude printers, video screens, and memory storage units.

6. Bit - a single signal; smallest unit of information° recognized b'y the com-

puter.

Byte a _9 roup of eight bits; one character equals one byte.

8. Kilobyte (K) one thousand bytes or units of information; referred to

as K of memory..

9. Floppy Disk a magnetic disk used for memory storage; sealed in. a

square jacket measuring 511 inches; uses a disk drive to play the dis-

kette; one disk can. store between 80,000 to 500,000 bytes of information..
*

10. Random 'Access MeMory (RAM) storage units. into which data- can be

written or` read.

11. Read Only Memory (ROM) storage areas that -are/permanently wired to

perform one fUnction or contain specific data.
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12_ Cathode Ray-Tube video monitor; referred to as CRT; television sets

can be used as monitors.

13. Non-Impact Printer inexpensive dot matrix printer; a thermal printer;

uses heat sensitive paper and hot wire printing head; costs between

$400 -and $500; paper is expensive and will digtolor and fade in heat and

sunlight.
'-14_ Impact Printer - most popular type of dot matrix printer ranges in price

from $400 to $2,000; uses regular paper and has excellent quality of

type.

15. Hardware the physical equipment in a computer system; examples in-

elude disk drives, keyboard, monitor, and printer.
4

16. Software programming designed for use with a microcomputer; pro-
.

grams come with a manual explaining the specifics of the program.

17_ BASIC a type of computer language; stands for Beginner's All-purpose
*No

Symbolic Instruction Code.

L
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TEACHER'S KEY

STUDENT WORKSHEET 3

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

Reference: VAS Unit 6025 Selecting Agricultural Computer Software.
#

1. List the three main types of computer software and brie y define each.

.. _, Operating system software. Controls the basic o eration of the
1

computer and its peripherals. Translates electric impulses into a

computer process or action.

b. Programming language software. Provides a language for people to

communicate more easily with code-operated comp ters.

c. `Application software. _,Computer progr rchased by the user to

perform particular functions.

Briefly expl4irl/why "Z" brand computer may, be unable to utilize another
company's software.

The operating system is not compatible with 'the programming language

used in developing the application softwac making it impossible for
c

the

computer to decode the software being used.

3_ How might the problem described in question #2 be corrected while still
utilizing opposing brands?

A translator system could be added that would decode one language into

another. The use of a standardized microcomputer operting system,

CP/M (Control Program for Microcomputers), could 'eliminate the problem.
Ir

4. List the four most common programming languages used.

a. Fortran

b. Cobol

c. Pascal

d. Batic

609
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5. Approximately how many v9ions or dialects of BASIC exist? 125
,./

6. If you are planning to use your microcomputer primarily to run programs
rather than for developing programs, would you purchase a microcom-z
puter with a compiler or an interpreter? Explain your answer.

)A compiler. It is much faster w en using programs,* although it is

quicker to debug a program by using an 'interpretei r.

List and briefly define the three types of application software packages.

a. Canned or commercial oftwar.e. Rea 1y -made programs,

b. Custom software programs written from scratch by a profes4ional

iprogrammer for a ,specific purpose.

c. User-written software. Software packages developed, by a mana-

ger for use in a business.

8_ Li pt eight things you should check when evaluating commercial software
pAckages. 44,

t

a. Use it for an extended period of time.

b. Examine he program documentation.

c, Examine user documentation. (---'
I \

d. Check for hardware-software compatibility.

e. Utilize sample problems to check program accuracy.

f. Check for technical information accuracy.

g Determine who will provide necessary support for t'e program.

h. Determine how program updating can be accomplished.

9. Describe the following general commercial programs available for use as
agricultural software.

a. Data Base Management programs - Used to store and process raw

data. Considered an electronic file cabinet.

b. Word Processing programs - Com oses letters and documents on the
.

computer.

c. Spread Sheet programs - sid to do mathematical manipulations of

numbers An electronic scratch pad.
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d. Graphic .,program_ A program that will _plot bar, line, and scatter

graphs.

10. How might the four general commercial programs discussed in question ti9
be used to help you keep records on your S.O.E.P.?

Answers will vary.

11. Compare the advantages and disadvantages in utilizing commercial, cus-
tom, or user-written software. Commercial programs are easy to

obtain, but are not specific for individual use'. Custom programs are

more costly than commercial programs. User-written programs are .very

specific for individital use, but are time consuming to develop.

12. Where might you obtain information about available software?

Computer dealers and companies, state universities, computer magazines,

cooperative extension service, community colleges, agricultural companies

and financial institutions.

p
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3. 100

19. It has been erased_

22. No

24. REM. Thi-is a discovery program for horticulture students. Barb
Koch. Feb. 26, 1985.

TEACHER'S KEY

STUDENT WORKSHEET ,7

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

35. The program lines were placed in correct numerical order.

40. The question mark appears on the line below the question.

41. The B and C represent inputs that vary. If placed inside the ,quotation
marks the letters are printed in the output rather than the variables
that they represent.

47. 100 REM (an appropriate statement including name and date)
110 LET L = 1742.4 , N
120 LET W = 1000
130, LET A = A * W
140 PRINT A
150 END

50. 130 LET A = L * W / 43560

54. 110 INPUT L
I120 INPUT W

56. 105 PRI14--T; "What is the length of the field";
115 PRINT "What is the width of the field";

57. 140 PRINT A; " acres"
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Advantages of Microcomputers

1. Microcomputers can do routine tasks
faster than humans

2. Microcomputers mak iewer mistakes
than humans

3. Microcomputers can play games

4. MoTe-virork can be produced for less
-nioney by a properly-used
microcomputer

5. Microcomputers can efficiently handle
c large amounts of programmed

information

6. Once started, microcomputers can
operateq%by themselves



Disadvantages of Microcomputers

1. Microcomputers can not handle
. unprogrammed situations

2. Microcomputers are not efficient for
one-time problems

3. Microcomputers can occasionally
break down

4. Microcomputers are dependent on a
power source and controlled
environment

614
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Handling a Floppy Diskette

BE SURE TO INSERT KEEP IN PROTECTIVE. , KEEP TEMPERATURE
ENVELOPE BETWEEN 50°F TO 125°F

4
CAREFULLY

ONLY WRITE ON
ENVELOPE WITH A FELT
TIP PEN,

DO NOT TOUCH DISKETTE KEEP AWAY FROM
MAGNETIC FIELD

NO BENDING OR'FOLDIKIG



SAMPLE TEST QUESTIONS AND T-EACHER'S KEY

UTILIZING MICROCOMPUTERS IN HORTICULTURE BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

MULTIPLE CHOICE:

1. The three common languages used in programming computers include:

a. Fortran, Basic, and Ara lat.

b. Pascal, Aramat, and Basic.

*c: Fortran, Cobol, and Basic.

d. Aramat, Pascal,. and Cobol.
(

2. A program developed by a local computer Specialist to calculate your
personal business records would be considered:

a. commercial software.

4.

*b. custom software.

c. user-written software. ti

d. none of the above.

3. , The general program that is used to do mathematical manipulation- would
be

a. data base management.

b, word processing.

*c. spread sheet.

d. graphics.

4 The smallest unit of information recognized by the computer is called a:

a. microbyte.

16. byte.

*c. bit.

d. kilobyte.

5. An example of a peripheral deviCe for the microcomputer would be a:

a. disk.

b. byte.
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*c. printer.

d. computer processing unit.

6. Which term is used "to describe the physical comporfents in a computer
system, such as a keyboard:

a. computerware

b. software

C . systemware

*d. hardware

SHORT ANSWcR:

2.

I-

Why do most programmers skip 10 or more lines between program lines?

So the programmer can go back and add lines to a program as desired;

to make additions and correction in the.program.

PRINT is the command used which will tell the computer to put
information on the viewing screen.

3. List four questions you would ask before purchasing software.

a. Does the program provide the desired output?

b. Is the pro'gram free of errors?

c. Can the program be modified?

b

d. Are the commands easy to understand?'

4. What are the advantages and disadvantages of writing your own pro-
gram?

a. Advantages: less cash outlay

tailor to own _needs

readily changeable

b Disadvantages: time- consuming

may be expensive terms of lost protuction

5. Write a simple program that would calculate the total price (P) for
(G) number of pounds of grass seed purchased at (U) price per pound.

M-IV-N-4-44
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100 REM The program will .calculate
Willy. February 25, 1985.

110 INPUT G
, 120 INPUT U

130 Let P G.* U
140 PRINT P

'150 END

grass seed price.

6. List four questions to ask before purchasing computer hardware.

a. Does the model have sufficient memory for my needs?

Dale

b. Does the model trove adequate graphics capabilities?

c. Is the picture clear and sharp on the monitor?

d. Are the keyboard keys clearly marked and easy to read?

MATCHING:

Column I

D 1. The 'command used for a program line
that serves 's a' reminder about the
program or its components.

G 2. A command used in a program line
that akipws the program user to insert
informition into the program.

B 3. Computer programs purchased by the
user to perform particular functions.

A 4. A standardized microcomputer operat-
ing system.

E 5. Controls the basic operation of the corn-
sputer and its peripherals.

6. A group of eight bits; one character.

7. Example of a peripheral device.

K 8. Major component Of a computer system
housed inside the keyboard. ,

618
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Column I I

A. Control Program
for Microcomput-
ers (CP/M)

B. ,Application soft-
wire

C. LET

D. REM

E. Operating system

F. Programming lan-
guage software

G. INPUT

H.

J.

K.-

L.

M.

Byte

Kilobyte

Printer

Computer Process-
ing Unit

Cathode' Ray Tube

,Mainframe
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TRUE or FALSE:
k

`,.1240tt t'!-Zr'Irr!ririfr ".""

False 1. The "in-use", light should be on when removing or inserting a
diskette into the disk drive.

False 2. If line 120 in a computer program is entered into a program after
Sipe 140, line 120 will be red by the computer after line- 140.

False 3. The RUN command will list the program lines on the screen.

True 4. A compiler will run a program more quickly than an interpreter.
t.

False 5. Microcomputers can quickly handle large amounts of unprogrammed
data.

True 6. A flpppy disk is a magnetic device used for memory storage.
,-- .

True 7. Impact printers use regular paper and have excellent quality. of
type. -I
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